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Preface to ”Online and Distance Learning during

Lockdown Times: COVID-19 Stories”

It would be an understatement to say that the COVID-19 pandemic turned our lives upside

down. Some refer to it as a once-in-a-century pandemic (comparing it with the 1918 influenza

pandemic). The world began to take notice of the severity of the COVID-19 from about early March

2020 when The World Health Organisation declared that COVID-19 had become a pandemic. To

control the spread of the disease, governments introduced severe measures restricting movement,

closing buildings and preventing access to public spaces. Physical building in schools, colleges, and

universities were closed allowing only for, in some contexts, limited access to children with special

education needs and those whose parents were key workers. Teachers and school leaders had several

days, if not hours, to prepare to move their teaching online.

These unprecedented events provided a useful context for researchers and practitioners to

examine how teachers, students and parents responded to a world-wide public health emergency

and overcame barriers to education. The Special Issue published in the journal Education Sciences

under the title ”Online and Distance Learning during Lockdown Times: COVID-19 Stories” brought

together empirical evidence from a diverse range of countries across the world on the use of online,

remote, and blended teaching and learning methods in all levels of educational contexts during these

unprecedented times.

The present volume is a collection of papers from the Special Issue covering K-12 educational

contexts representing the international experience of teaching and learning from the start of the

first wave of lockdown. Our authors explored both the positive and negative experiences and

consequences of remote teaching and learning methods for teachers, educational leaders, parents, and

students. These paper also offer an insight into how policymakers and teachers developed innovative

ways to help children continue to engage in their learning during the pandemic.

The first paper in this volume is by Ute Kaden whose descriptive explanatory single case study

explores how school closures changed the life and work of a teacher in rural Alaska in the USA. This

paper may be considered as one of the first studies on remote teaching because of school closures in

early 2020. Based on the empirical evidence gathered using qualitative methods, Kaden reports on

the impact of remote teaching on the teacher’s workload and its potential for amplifying inequality

and socio-economic divisions in society. She offers several recommendations for both practitioners

and policy makers.

Rachel K. Schuck and Rachel Lambert’s paper on teachers working with students with special

education needs is particularly interesting given the multiple challenges of teaching and learning

under lockdown conditions. They report the experience of two elementary special education teachers’

transition to emergency remote teaching. With interview data gathered from a school with a largely

Hispanic/Latin American student population, the study reveals the inequality in resources among

students and challenges of meeting students’ special education needs at home.

Next, Francesco Vincenzo Ferraro and colleagues report on the experience of students’ remote

online learning experience during the first wave of the pandemic. Based on survey research carried

out in secondary schools in Naples, Italy, their study is particularly interesting given the fact that

about 20% of these students did not have access to digital devices essential for remote learning. They

revealed the levels of anxiety and stress the students felt during the unfamiliar forms of the learning

period.

Issues that primary students face in learning mathematics at a distance is the focus of the paper
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by James Russo and colleagues. Based on data collected using a mixed methods approach from

82 early years maths teachers in Australia, the authors report these issues from the perspective of

teachers. They identified a range of challenges that students faced in engaging in productive struggles

when learning maths remotely. Their research provides an insight into the conditions that promote

students’ learning of maths which is challenging to achieve in remote learning contexts.

Liina Lepp and colleagues’ paper draws our attention to the tensions between factors influencing

pedagogical decisions by teachers and how they are reflected in the teaching/delivery of online

classes. Based on semi-structured interviews carried out with primary schools in Estonia, the authors

identified a range of factors contributing to teachers’ pedagogical decisions including the availability

of and their familiarity with digital tools. Maintaining student interactions, motivation and own

workload were some of the key factors that guided decisions in remote teaching during the pandemic.

The paper by Frances K Harper and colleagues focuses on parental involvement in teaching

Mathematics at primary level during lockdown conditions. Based on secondary data from Twitter

and responses to a survey from parents primarily in North America, New Zealand, and Australia,

their paper offers an insight into an innovative approach to collecting and analyzing data appropriate

for lockdown conditions. The authors provide insight into the resourcefulness of parents when

helping their children’s learning remotely. Implications for the maths education community are also

provided.

The paper by Petra Poláková and Blanka Klı́mová reports the results of their research project

investigating challenges associated with online teaching and learning from the perspective of

students in the Czech Republic. Using a questionnaire as a data collection tool, they investigated

secondary level tourism and gastronomy students’ readiness for online learning. Their findings

offer implications for future developments of education to integrate distance learning methods in

predominantly face to face teaching contexts.

Iman Oraif and Tariq Elyas’s paper investigates students’ engagement in online leaning in the

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Their context was learning English as a foreign Language in secondary

level schools in KSA. Based on data gathered from questionnaires from s 379 all-female student

sample, the authors report the students’ engagement from a number of motivational perspectives.

Their recommendations are useful for the future integration of online methods for teaching and

learning in schools.

Research reported in the next paper used messages in Facebook as data to gain insight into the

multiple set of activities that a range of stakeholders in education engaged in during the pandemic

to ensure education continued in their communities. Based on data from Estonia, the findings

of Piret Luik and Marina Lepp provide insight into the roles, experiences and views of different

stakeholders during the unprecedented situations that schools and communities found themselves in

almost overnight.

Puspa Khanal and colleagues’ contribution from Norway is based on a scoping review of the

literature on how schools adapted to remote teaching. They looked at the organisational level issues

in this adaptation process during one of the most challenging times in our living memory. Their

paper offers an insight into how teachers explored strategies that allowed them to continue with

teaching with minimum disruption to students’ learning. The authors raise several questions about

the continuation of some of the good practices beyond the pandemic. The paper offers a methodology

for carrying out scoping reviews that other researchers might find useful as well.

In the next paper, Jonathan Brown and colleagues report their study carried out during the first

lockdown in Scotland from March–June 2020. Using the concept of the Thirdspace and based on

interviews with primary school teachers and head teachers, the authors explored how lockdown
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and digital technologies facilitated a Thirdspace for the continuation of education during the first

lockdown. Their paper encourages us to think about how technologies could be used to extend the

functions of schools.

The study of Dirk Lauret and Durdane Bayram-Jacobs explores the impact of online teaching

and learning in secondary schools in the Netherlands. Based on data collected from interviews with

teacher and students, and questionnaire data from students, their paper highlights both positive and

negative aspects of online learning. They also report the supportive role of the school management

in helping teachers and students navigate challenges in remote learning.

Liina Adov and Mario Mäeots’s contribution to this volume is based on their research on

teachers’ experience of using digital technologies for remote teaching in Estonia. Having conducted

an interview-based study with science teachers, the authors identified different levels of willingness

to use technology and explored the way teachers changed their technology practices during their

online teaching, as well as the variety of technologies that they experimented with and used.

Their paper also identifies barriers to using technology and implications for future uses of digital

technologies in classrooms.

The final paper in this volume by Luı́sa Mota Ribeiro and colleagues offers an insight into

teaching during the pandemic from the perspective of parents who had to take on responsibilities

for their children’s learning during school closures since early 2020. Involving a large set of online

questionnaire data from 21,333 parents in Portugal whose children were attending primary and

secondary schools, the chapter offers insight into how the parents supported their children in different

ways during home schooling. The authors also found variations in roles performed by parents

according to the gender of children, type of schools and curriculum.

The authors who contributed to the Special Issue reflected on how educational institutions might

need to rethink their teaching and learning provision as we learn to live with health and other

emergencies, such as COVID-19. The knowledge that we can gain from exploring the developments

of teaching and learning approaches in many countries and educational contexts in response to the

pandemic would be useful for all stakeholders in education to reconsider the future of education and

meet the challenges in the months and possibly years to come.

Palitha Edirisingha

Editor
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Abstract: The COVID-19 pandemic forced K–12 school closures in spring 2020 to protect the well-being
of society. The unplanned and unprecedented disruption to education changed the work of many
teachers suddenly, and in many aspects. This case study examines the COVID-19 school closure-related
changes to the professional life of a secondary school teacher in rural Alaska (United States), who had
to teach his students online. A descriptive and explanatory single case study methodology was used
to describe subsequent impacts on instructional practices and workload. Qualitative and quantitative
data sources include participant observations, semi-structured interviews, artifacts (e.g., lesson plans,
schedules, online time), and open-ended conversations. The results of this study demonstrate an
increase and change in workload for the teacher and that online education can support learning
for many students but needs to be carefully designed and individualized to not deepen inequality
and social divides. The forced move to online learning may have been the catalyst to create a new,
more effective hybrid model of educating students in the future. Not one single model for online
learning will provide equitable educational opportunities for all and virtual learning cannot be seen
as a cheap fix for the ongoing financial crisis in funding education.

Keywords: teaching profession; COVID-19 school closure; online learning; K–12 education; public
education; distance education; rural education; educational technology

1. Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic forced widespread K–12 school closures in the spring of 2020 to protect
the well-being of society. K–12 (kindergarten to 12th grade) school districts in the United States reacted
to the pandemic in various ways based on location, infrastructure, financial resources, socioeconomics,
and community needs [1,2]. This unplanned and unprecedented disruption to society and education
changed the work of many teachers suddenly, and in many aspects [3,4]. School buildings were closed,
and schooling migrated to an online environment. This paradigm shift caused ripple effects and public
education may have changed in ways that are yet to be determined [5]. Teachers needed to find ways
to connect to students and transition to unfamiliar modes of teaching fast. Whether we call it distance,
online, or virtual learning, teachers were challenged to provide meaningful educational experiences
to all of their students [6,7]. Those types of learning and instruction are not new, but they were new
to many teachers and the roles of the teacher changed during the crisis. Confined to working from
home, with existing lesson plans no longer adequate, challenged to quickly learn new technologies
and removed from students themselves, many teachers experienced the single most traumatic and
transformative event of the modern era [8]. K–12 students had to develop new learning skills and often
struggled at home with social isolation and loneliness [1]. School principals and district leadership
moved to online meetings and had to find ways to connect students to the internet, provide computers,
and expand foodservice [3]. The effectiveness of school closures on virus transmission is not well
established, however, school closures for a long period of time may have detrimental social and health
consequences for children living in poverty and are likely to exacerbate existing inequalities [5,9].

Educ. Sci. 2020, 10, 165; doi:10.3390/educsci10060165 www.mdpi.com/journal/education
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Public health officials have urged that social distancing, spotty access to health care, and the economics
of part-time employment add to a pandemic inequality. The closures are also likely to widen the
learning gap between children from lower-income and higher-income families [2]. Children from
low-income households often live in conditions that make homeschooling difficult. Siblings who have
to learn together from home and parents who work and may not be able to supervise learning add to the
difficulties. In the USA, an estimated 5% of students in public schools do not live in a stable residence.
In New York City, where a large proportion of COVID-19 cases in the USA have been observed, one in
ten students were homeless or experienced severe housing instability during the previous school
year [9]. Two of the biggest hurdles to moving America’s schools online have been an inadequate
number of digital devices for students, and millions of families’ lack of high-speed internet at home.
Children from lower-income households are struggling to complete online homework because of their
housing and unstable family situations [2]. The unexpected COVID-19-related interruptions to K–12
education created a need to research and document the major shifts in teaching practices and teachers’
responsibilities [10]. Some of those new approaches to education may influence the education policy
of the future. Caring for educators is an important part of the recovery and a sustainable education
model of the future. Research shows that successful student learning outcomes begin with caring about
teachers, prioritizing their mental health, nurturing their combined self-confidence, and understanding
their workload [8].

This study examines the COVID-19 school closure-related changes to the professional life of one
public K–12 schoolteacher and the substantive impacts on planning, teaching, and workload.

The results of the study may support educational stakeholders in developing transformed
instructional models and encourage teachers to learn new educational practices for the future.

1.1. Context

This single case study took place in a rural Alaska school district during the COVID-19 closure of
the physical school buildings and the transition to online teaching. The participant of this study is a
secondary teacher with the pseudonym name “Mr. Carl” who is employed by this rural school district.
Consistent with national trends, rural Alaska schools are serving high rates of minority students,
special needs students, and students experiencing higher than average rates of poverty and lower
than average rates of academic achievement [11–13]. Mr. Carl’s rural school district is located in
the interior of Alaska and on the road system. To avoid hours of long, dangerous, and sometimes
impossible wilderness travel and providing a community center for the people, very small schools still
exist in rural areas [13]. The school district, where the teacher is employed, has about 240 students
enrolled in three K–12 brick and mortar schools, one larger school (180 students), and two smaller
schools. The school district provides stable and supportive leadership. Mr. Carl’s small rural school
has 32 students enrolled in grade levels kindergarten to grade twelve (K–12) and employs four fulltime
teachers. The fulltime teachers are supported by three teacher aides and several itinerant district
educators delivering special content areas, such as music, counseling, or acting as the school nurse.
Itinerant teachers travel to different district schools during the week to provide services to all students
of the small schools, which are unable to have specialized staff. Mathematics and English Languages
Arts proficiency rates at Mr. Carl’s school are below 40% of the national average. About 23% of the
students at Mr. Carl’s school are special needs students and more than 60% of students qualify for
other special services, such as Title One. Those numbers point to the socioeconomic inequalities in
rural areas [11,13]. The rural community is accessible by road and dirt roads, but major services such
as hospitals or shopping are at least 100 miles away. Students of the school are (73%) Caucasian
White, while the largest minority are Alaska Native groups with 18% and 4% Asian (US Census, 2015).
On average, 5% of students are homeless and 8% of students are transient.
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1.2. Research Questions

The purpose of this study was to describe and explain the experiences of a secondary teacher
switching to online instruction during the COVID-19 crisis. Thus, the following research questions
were addressed:

1. How did the teacher experience the implementation of the COVID-19 “emergency” online
instructional model?

2. What changes in workload did the teacher report to provide equitable instruction to his students?
3. What elements of online delivery were identified as successful or challenging by the teacher?
4. How did the teacher perceive the student experience?

Throughout this paper “online instruction” is recognized in the context of the pandemic (e.g.,
emergency online teaching), which involved the switch to online delivery of curriculum that would
otherwise be delivered face-to-face in a physical classroom.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design

This descriptive and explanatory [14–16] single case study focuses on the changes to the
instructional practices and everyday professional life of a rural K–12 teacher who had to teach
his students online during the COVID-19 spring semester. Although a single case study has limitations,
the strength of this methodology was that it allowed for the exploration of the teacher’s voice in-depth,
using varied methods of data collection [17]. Multiple approaches to triangulating data across stages
increased the validity and trustworthiness of the case study results [18,19]. Data sources included
direct and participant observations (e.g., workspace, online teaching activity, student interactions),
semi-structured weekly interviews, open-ended conversations (e.g., perceptions of student learning,
changes in teacher identity, time commitment, overall well-being), and artifacts (e.g., schedules,
lesson plans, ZOOM recordings).

The researcher had in-depth knowledge of the teacher’s workload before the shift to online
education and maintained a critical lens during the research process to identify and document the
impact of school closure and the move to online education as seen by the participant teacher.

2.2. Participant

The participant is a secondary teacher with the pseudonym name Mr. Carl. He has worked during
the study in a small rural community school in central Alaska. After approval by the Institutional
Review Board and the employing school district, Mr. Carl agreed to participate. He was purposely
chosen as a participant based on his long work-experience at the rural school, his community connection
to families, and effective teaching practices. He had taken online classes himself during his master’s
degree and had some distance delivery experience as a teacher for his school district before the
study. Mr. Carl is middle-aged, has a valid teacher certificate for mathematics/sciences, and has more
than 20 years of teaching experience. He has been teaching at his current school for 12 years and
taught at public schools in the United States and abroad. He holds master’s degrees in educational
leadership and curriculum and instruction and has completed many subsequent teacher professional
development sessions focusing on bilingual-bicultural education in Alaska, technology integration
into the curriculum, Advanced Placement (AP) College Board workshops, place-relevant educational
strategies, and others. He was the lead teacher at his school during the study. His workload is very
typical for a teacher in a small rural K–12 school in Alaska. He teaches mathematics and science
secondary grade levels, and also all other subjects and grade levels as needed. He was the basketball,
volleyball, and track and field coach, supported many other extracurricular events at his school and
school district, helped with school maintenance, and cultivated school and community connections.
He is known for supporting all students and valuing effective student–teacher relationships as the
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key to success. As a result of his long residency at the school, he had detailed knowledge about his
students, the school district, and the rural community where the school is located.

2.3. Data Collection

Multiple sources of rich, descriptive data regarding the teacher’s experiences, perspectives of the
school closure, and the switch to online instruction were collected over three months from the initial
school closure in March of 2020 to the end of the school year in May of 2020. Weekly semi-structured
reflective interviews (eight total), daily conversations, and ten observations of online instructional
meetings with students were conducted and recorded using the web-based video conferencing
tool ZOOM. Interviews and conversations focused on the overall participant perception of the
implementation of an online home learning model, planning, delivery and assessment of online
instruction, time commitments, workload, and the development of new teaching skills.

The semi-structured interview questions included open-ended and closed questions about how
teaching instruction changed, how student learning was perceived, what challenges were encountered,
how the transition to online education was handled, and what relationships supported the well-being
of teachers and students [19]. Questions also focused specifically on the role of the school district
leadership, technology support, the role of student–teacher relationships during online learning,
the role of parents, and the future of schooling. Questions for the daily conversations were: (a) What
was working well this week? (b) How much time did you spend on planning and feedback, staff
meetings, parent meetings, technology, and ZOOM student instruction? (c) What did you learn?
(d) How did you engage and assess your students? (e) How did you perceive student participation
and engagement?

Open-ended questions were crafted with a focus on content, clarity, and sequencing [17].
Conversations focused on subject-specific instructional goals, individual student performance, student
well-being, interaction with colleagues, technology needs, personal professional skill development,
facilitation, the role of families, and evaluation of online instruction. The categories, themes,
and connections formed a storyline that allowed the description, explanation, and summary of
phenomena emerging from the data [20]. Care was taken to not use technical terms familiar to
educational technology experts but unfamiliar to a teacher new to online education. Archival data
sources, such as lesson plans, weekly and daily schedules, and field notes, were sorted to support data
collection and check for validity.

2.4. Analysis

Data were analyzed using a qualitative general inductive approach [17,20]. Recorded interviews
were transcribed verbatim. Transcripts, observation notes, and documents were uploaded into a
MAXQDA database to facilitate organization and analysis [20]. The initial analysis started with
coding prompted by the research question and literature. As the study unfolded, additional themes
emerged and were included in the coding process. Examples of these codes include “Time”, under
which child codes were created, such as “Planning”, “Feedback”, “Staffmeetings”, “ZOOM-Student
Instructional Meetings”, “Technology”, “Support”, and “Student Assessment”. The second round of
coding proceeded to identify themes specifically related to the new online schooling concept, categories
were refined, and new categories were added to describe task frequencies. MAXQDA software helped
to locate words and phrases relating to specific categories using archival data including lesson plans,
meeting notes, and student products as a way to check the reliability and that nothing was missed [20].
Frequency tables were used to identify connections and the importance of themes. The process helped
to locate similarities of thought and reflections over time. For reporting, codes were combined into the
following categories to focus on answering the research questions: (a) ZOOM instruction, (b) workload,
(c) planning instruction and feedback to students, (d) perceived student experience, (e) implementation
and challenges, and (d) unexpected factors. The recursive cycle of code, explore, relate, and study
supported a chain of evidence that revealed meaning in the data and increased the reliability and
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credibility of the results. Validity in qualitative research requires that the findings represent the
participants’ data [20]. During the data analysis processes and reporting, the participant was involved
(member-checking) and read the transcripts to ensure the accuracy of the intended responses.

3. Results

The following sections report on data from interviews, observations, archived data (e.g., lesson
plans, schedules, ZOOM recordings), and personal conversations with Mr. Carl, describing how he
experienced the transition to the COVID-19 “emergency” online instructional model, the period of
implementation of online teaching, and changes to his workload.

3.1. Teacher Experiencing the Implementation of Online Education after COVID-19 School Closure

The first phase of implementation of the emergency online model started in March of 2020,
lasted one week, and included providing teachers and students with the technology to participate in
distance education and developing the master schedules for teachers and students. Mr. Carl reported
that the leadership of the school district worked with all staff members and the local school board
transparently to transition to online learning. This collaboration was seen as very important by Mr.
Carl for setting processes in place for open communication during the crisis.

Mr. Carl on the transition to online learning:

I started actively listening to the COVID-19 pandemic unfolding in March. Things moved
very fast and the unthinkable happened. My school district had to close schools and the move
to online education started right after spring break, in the middle of March 2020. The school
district suspended classes for the first week after spring break for the K–12 students. This time
was needed by the district leadership to develop student and teacher schedules for the new
remote learning model, which we sometimes called “emergency online teaching model.” We
as teachers used the time to prepare materials needed for online instruction and at-home
learning for our students. I drove around the community many times to deliver paper
packets with learning materials, books, computers, and Wi-Fi hotspots for students who did
not have the internet at home. Our district was a One-to-One district before the pandemic,
which means that every student and teacher had a computer or tablet available for learning.
This previous experience took the anxiety out a bit and helped tremendously with the switch
to online learning. It was a very unreal situation.

Mr. Carl’s statement confirmed that many rural students and teachers did not have reliable
internet connections at home and the costs for even spotty internet were extremely high [21]. As a
result, school administrators reached out to the families and supplied students and teachers in need
with internet hotspots and other technology necessary for online learning and teaching. Besides,
internet providers offered temporary discounts and more bandwidth in the areas they covered. Mr.
Carl explained during the interviews that the school district had invested in computer technology and
teacher training before the crisis and had a working technology support infrastructure available for
students and teachers. This previous experience with educational technology and the overall effective
and collaborative administrative leadership were both critically important factors during the transition
to online education. After many meetings and discussions, at the end of the first week of school closure,
teachers and students had received their schedules, materials, and technology for online learning.
Families were informed that education was going to be remote from now on.

3.2. Mr. Carl’s Workload

Mr. Carl’s teaching schedule is reflective of the workload of a teacher in a small rural K–12 school
environment. Teachers are required to teach multiple grade levels in one class and a variety of different
subject areas [13,22–24]. His teaching assignments included multilevel-multisubject Mathematics,
British Literature, Earth Science, Alaska History, Art, and Cooking, as shown in Table 1. His classes
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were relatively small and included multiple grade levels, and in Mathematics, multiple subject areas.
Not all of his students were engaged in online learning. Three high school students could not be
reached despite many phone calls and e-mails. Mr. Carl explained that he had homeless students
in his high school classes and transient students who could not be located. The middle school class
participated 100% in the elective Cooking.

Table 1. Mr. Carl’s teaching assignments and students served.

Subject Grades Students (N) Students Engaged (N)

Mathematics (Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra
2, Trigonometry, Consumer Math) 9–12 8 5

British Literature 9–12 8 5
Earth Science 9–12 6 4

Alaska History 8–12 6 3
Art 8–12 6 5

Middle School Cooking 6–8 8 8

Note: This lists the teaching assignments during spring 2020.

Mr. Carl explained that the online schedule was significantly different from the regular schedule,
as shown in Table 2. Class meeting times for core subject areas were reduced to one 2-hour ZOOM
meeting per week, and elective classes were shortened to 1 hour per week compared to daily face-to-face
meetings at school. This new schedule shortened the instructional time significantly. Mr. Carl described
that the impact on instruction was mostly felt in mathematics due to the different subjects that had
to be taught to different students during the short two-hour ZOOM meeting time, once a week.
Teacher professional development was held on Fridays, and each day of the week included an hour
of technical support. Mr. Carl could call-in or e-mail questions to the technical support staff about
integrating the tablet into ZOOM meetings, working with different computer screens, and other issues.
He felt that the tech support was needed, very helpful, and effective [22]. The schedule included also
one-to-one support for students. This was very helpful in his multisubject mathematics class and for
the special education students who needed extra support.

Mr. Carl:

My workload was above average especially at the beginning of the switch to online teaching.
I had to prepare myself a workplace at home, where I could teach ZOOM meetings and
plan with relatively few interruptions. It turned out that a second larger computer screen
was helpful, an external microphone supported sound quality better, and a comfortable
office chair improved overall well-being. In the first two weeks, my stress level was the
highest. I had to find new ways to engage and assess students. More time was spent on
preparing assignments digitally and organizing digital documents. The textbooks, I was
using, were not available as e-books, and all kinds of other tech issues and challenges
developed. Student engagement in learning needed constant daily contacts (e.g., phone calls)
outside the ZOOM meetings.

Mr. Carl’s workload distribution, as shown in Figure 1, and weekly hour allocations by categories,
as shown in Figure 2, during the 9-week online learning implementation were calculated based on
ZOOM meeting records, the official schedule, and his daily activity log. Only the main categories of his
workload were included. His actual time spent on schoolwork was higher. More than half of his time
(59%) was spent on instructing students in real-time on ZOOM, planning for instruction, and giving
feedback. Surprising was the relatively small amount of time spent on technology learning (10%).
This can be attributed to the One-to-One technology district concept, which had provided teachers
with previous technology experience and computer training. Parent meetings accounted for 11% of his
time and staffmeetings and professional development (PD) for 20%.
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Table 2. Mr. Carl’s ZOOM class meeting schedule March 30 to May 15.

Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:00–9:00 a.m. Tech Support Tech Support Tech Training Tech Support Tech Support

9:00–9:30 a.m. Staff check-in
Instructional

Leadership Meeting
(bi-weekly 10:00–12:00)

11:00–1:00 a.m. Math * Brit Lit Independent
Studies Earth Science

2:00–3:00 p.m. Art One-on-One
student
support

Alaska History One-on-One
student
support

Professional
Development3:00–4:00 p.m. Cooking

(Middle school)

4:00–5:00 p.m.
Curriculum
Committee
(monthly)

7:00
School Board

Meeting
(monthly)

* Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2, Trigonometry, Consumer Math.

Figure 1. Overall time distribution during the 9-week online learning period.

Mr. Carl’s time allocation and workload changed during the 9 weeks, as shown in Figure 2.
Planning and feedback time remained high and ZOOM time for student instructional meetings followed
a relatively constant schedule. Mr. Carl noted that establishing routines and fast feedback for his
students was key during the transition to online learning. Staffmeetings included teacher collaborative
meetings and PD. This time commitment decreased until it stabilized in week four. The weekly overall
workhours spiked in week two and stayed high for the next two weeks, as shown in Figure 2. Mr. Carl
explained that he spent more hours on planning and feedback during the first weeks, and with routine
settling in, his days became more balanced. He described his overall workload during the online
teaching period as above average compared to his regular workload [8,25].
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Figure 2. Weekly workhour allocations. Note. Not all teacher activities are reported. The actual
workload was higher.

3.3. Online Delivery, Success, Challenges, and Student Experiences

The following sections summarize Mr. Carl’s answers to interview questions* addressing the
challenges and successes of online learning, student experience, engagement, and equitable learning.

* The interview responses are corrected for grammar and checked by Mr. Carl for accuracy.
Interview question: Describe teaching online and what was most challenging?

Mr. Carl: I greatly underestimated the complexity of successful online teaching, the amount
of content I could teach, and how to engage students. Not being able to look over my kids’
shoulders and having equipment set up to do science laboratory work was hard for me.
Teaching Earth Science without hands-on activities is just challenging and no fun. Explaining
mathematics concepts online is another challenge. I used an additional tablet to support
writing formulas and math problems by hand and to share it in real-time with my students in
ZOOM meetings. The cooking class turned out to be good for family engagements. Access
to buying ingredients in a store was difficult in our rural location, but kids used what was
available at home with great creativity, even cooking on a wood stove was for some the
only option.

Interview question: In your opinion, what is your students’ perception of online learning?

Mr. Carl: Students who like to share, being involved in group work, and taking on social
activities would like to return to school. Socially reserved students enjoyed working at home
but missed the hands-on activities as well. Students are taking ownership a bit more because
they’re no longer under the bell schedule of the school day. Most students want to come
back to school as soon as possible. I think they found a new appreciation for their school
and teachers.

Interview question: What are the strategies you have used to reach and engage all your students?

Mr. Carl: Daily communication was key. I called home if a student was not in class and
encouraged to join. Breakout rooms and group assignments, partner work, and sharing some
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personal stories about coping with the situation helped engagement. I tailored assignments
for learning toward personal interests, hobbies, and skills and we shared (about everything)
in ZOOM meetings. Reflective learning and assignments that were tailored to students’
interests and offered choices helped with engagement. Posting pictures of their work or
creating short videos worked well. Instant and motivating feedback helped to keep students
on track. Being able to use breakout rooms for individual instructions especially during
mathematics together with screen share were essential features of ZOOM. I asked students
to submit reflection videos or send photos of handwritten work to assess learning. Students
often used their phones to take pictures of their work. Screenshots also worked well.

Interview question: How prepared did you feel for online teaching at the beginning of the COVID-19
school closure?

Mr. Carl: I felt moderately prepared. I took online delivered classes during studying for my
masters. This experience was very helpful. Our school district was already a One-to-One
district, which means all students and teachers have their computers or tablets.

Interview question: What support was most helpful?

Mr. Carl: Conversation, dialogue, and networking with my teaching colleagues have helped
me to navigate challenges in learning how to teach online. Professional development time in
breakout rooms with colleagues helped a lot to feel not so lonely and gave me the support
that was needed. It was great to have a daily technology support time from 8 a.m. to
9 a.m. scheduled for tackling tech problems and sharing best practices with apps, computer
use, and communication. The administration worked hard to support us with information
regarding teaching, procedures, and available support. I can say my school district leadership
team supported me well and that was important for dealing with the crisis.

Interview question: What are your perceptions about student engagement and assessing learning during
the COVID-19 school closure?

Mr. Carl: Checking on my students’ well-being and asking them about their day was crucial
for me. Nurturing good student–teacher relationships is critical. Some of my students had to
provide childcare for younger siblings and help with their schooling. Family support was
not equal. Living off the grid and depending on a generator for electricity caused issues for
recharging the computers. Selecting tools such as Flipgrid or Kahoot worked well for me
to engage students and assess learning. As a teacher, I provided written feedback through
Google Classroom and short sound recordings for oral feedback. During synchronous ZOOM
sessions, I put students in breakout rooms for personal instructional support with a teacher
assistant and also for assessing learning. Personal conversations with my students remained
the most powerful and meaningful way to check for understanding. Assignments were
interest-driven and utilized the home environment. I used a short survey at the end of the
school year to reflect on overall student engagement and learning and to inform myself what
I could do better.

The keywords used most frequently, as shown in Figure 3, by Mr. Carl during those interviews
and conversations to describe his COVID-19 transition to online learning show that students and
instruction-related activities were central to his thinking and work.
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Figure 3. Frequency of keywords from interviews and personal conversations.

In distance learning environments there is a risk of being further isolated, but some students
seemed to be thriving in the new circumstances [2]. Mr. Carl speculated his kids were doing well
because “they enjoy the freedom to work at their own pace and decide how they want their day to
look.” Socialization at school can be distracting or intimidating to some. Pressures to look good or fit
in socially at school or bullying are well-known distractors. The online environment may allow for
voices to be heard without the added social anxiety [5,26,27]. Some social situations and the inflexible
bell schedule simply do not work well for all. Mr. Carl’s experiences emphasize that in an era of
social distancing, humanizing digital instruction is more important than ever. Using online class
time to connect with students and creating a safe environment is one of the most important functions
of schooling.

4. Discussion

Mr. Carl experienced an above average workload especially during the first three weeks of the
implementation of the COVID-19 “emergency” online learning model. He had underestimated the
complexity of successful online teaching, the time needed for preparation, the amount of content
he could teach, and how difficult it was to engage students and assess learning. He centered his
worktime around reaching all students, checking on their well-being, and planning for individualized
instruction. Effective and collaborative school district leadership was important during this transition
time [22,28]. Not being able to have all students participate in online classes due to social and home
environmental issues was difficult to accept for Mr. Carl. Overall, caring about his students’ well-being
and humanizing digital learning while teaching remotely was more important than learning new
content [2]. Equity was at the center of his remote learning plans, with increased guidance needed
for special education populations [4]. Despite many forms of outreach by e-mail or phone, three of
his transient students could not be reached. Although remote learning has brought many challenges,
some of his students seem to be thriving in the new learning setting. Observations of his online
lessons showed that his diversified and individualized assessments using video reporting, digital
storytelling, or science explorations in the back yard engaged students and that they had fun. Checking
for understanding and providing timely and meaningful feedback was essential. Giving students the
freedom to select place-relevant science activities based on their interests and grading in different ways,
was much more successful than trying to recreate school [2,7]. Meaningful learning experiences that
connect to students’ home lives, family, and their identities gave his students agency to pursue what
was relevant to them. Freed from the constraints of standards-based learning and the bell schedule,
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there was more time to focus on connected learning, hobbies, and interest-driven projects, which was
appreciated by Mr. Carl and his students. Mr. Carl will use some of this newfound freedom in his
future teaching. Yet, he and his students missed the hands-on science teaching, which requires special
instrumentation only available in a laboratory setting. Online learning has limitations [27]. Most of his
students missed social interactions, peers, and their school [29]. What was learned by students during
this emergency-driven move to online education was less than in the face-to-face classroom. Mr. Carl
expressed that current concerns about students who may fall behind as a result of the COVID-19 school
closure seem to be valid, but a bit exaggerated. He believes that some of his secondary students might
finish the quarantine period having developed valuable new life skills, gained personally relevant
knowledge, and take better charge of their own learning. Mr. Carl stated during the conversations
that blended learning should be part of future schooling and will give especially older students
more flexibility in education, better access to a wide range of content, and pursuing their interests.
Supportive school leadership, technology help, meaningful PD, and scheduled collaboration with his
colleagues were essential for Mr. Carl’s own well-being and professional development as an online
teacher during the COVID-19 crisis [30]. Mr. Carl and his colleagues ended the school year with a
drive-by visit to see most of their students followed by a drive-by graduation. Seven cars painted in
school colors and driven by the teachers of a small rural Alaskan school drove the unpaved roads to
greet their “kids”, the parents, the families, and the community. There was a collective relief that the
school year was over and a new appreciation for educational opportunities.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The massive COVID-19 online learning experiment brings new insights and cautionary tales about
what works in education. The crisis emphasized the critical importance of schools for the economy
of a country. Digital access and connectivity remain a pervasive equity issue, especially in rural
areas [24,31]. The COVID-19 homebound orders have also magnified existing socioeconomic problems
and the critical social role schools play in today’s society [32]. Seeing online education as a cheap
alternative and quick fix to equity in access to education will not work. Replicating the engagement and
discourse from an in-person classroom should not be the goal of online education. The forced move to
online education offered also new possibilities. During COVID-19, school schedules have suddenly
become more fluid, allowing students more choice over when and how they do their schoolwork.
Students are getting a taste of more independence and take on new responsibilities for their own
learning. Assessment can suddenly take on many individualized forms using technology to showcase
the learning and skills of students and large-scale standardized testing may become obsolete. Not one
single model for online learning will provide equitable educational opportunities for all and virtual
learning will not be a cheap fix for the ongoing financial crisis in the US education system. Online
delivery can reduce the time and costs for travel, increase opportunities to access and collaborate
with expert professionals in a global range, provide students with the flexibility to access courses at
their convenience, and allow adjustments to subjects and content [27]. During the COVID-19 school
closures, it was important to place issues of equity at the center of remote learning plans, with increased
guidance for special populations. However, not all students could be reached during the crisis to
participate in online education despite many efforts. Those missing students were among the most
vulnerable and included transient students, homeless students, students with disabilities, and students
living in poverty.

The future of education will include discussing equity issues and testing new ideas and models
about the length of school days and the school year, flexible scheduling, the costs of the needed
technology infrastructure, what can and what should not be taught in online environments, and what
new pedagogy skills teachers may need. In many teacher-education programs, “online” learning is
referenced loosely to require teacher educators only to use multimedia tools and digital resources in
their teaching. New teachers must be prepared in their teacher education programs to serve the rapidly
growing number of online students and have the pedagogy skills for the blended learning models of
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the future. In summary, a strong system of public schools with flexible delivery models and scheduling
must be an essential component of the US and global economy. This pandemic has utterly disrupted
the education system. The severity of the COVID-19 crisis is a wakeup call to strengthen public
education including public school financing. The sudden move to online learning may be the catalyst
to create a new, more effective method of educating our students. A big question remains—what will
be the future of public education after this large-scale experiment with online education from home?
The final statement comes from Mr. Carl: “I hope all people involved in education including students,
parents, teachers, educational leaders, and policymakers rethink the importance of a good education and
how we can prepare ourselves to face the global challenges of the future.“

Future Research

Distinctive impacts of online education on elementary students and older students need to be
studied in depth. Conditions and support systems for equitable learning outcomes for students with
disabilities, and transient and homeless students must be explored to generate new guidance for
supporting a variety of vulnerable populations. Teachers and educational stakeholders have to be
actively involved in future research designs and discussions.
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Abstract: While the COVID-19 pandemic radically changed all aspects of everyone’s life, the closure
of schools was one of the most impactful, significantly altering daily life for school personnel,
students, and families. The shift to Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) presented particular challenges
to special educators of students with significant support needs who often benefit from strong
interpersonal connections, modeling, and the use of physical manipulatives. This paper details
the experiences of two elementary special education teachers as they navigated the transition to
ERT. The teachers reported three distinct stages of ERT: making contact, establishing routines,
and transitioning to academics. They also discussed the challenges they faced during this period,
such as the inequity in resources amongst their students, needing to rely on at-home support in
order to meaningfully teach students, and changes in what it meant to be a teacher while having to
teach online. While clearly not in favor of online learning, the teachers do present glimmers of hope,
for example, with regards to increased communication between teachers and parents. The challenges
and strategies used to overcome these challenges will be of use to educators in the coming months,
with implications for distance learning in this population.

Keywords: emergency remote teaching; COVID-19; special education; teachers; elementary school

1. Introduction

In the spring of 2020, schools across the world shut down in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,
leaving over 90% of children in the world without in-person schooling [1]. Schools and districts
had to immediately adapt to a host of new concerns including ensuring the physical health
and safety of students (for example, by providing food for those who had relied on school lunches),
providing technology to families at home, and implementing quality educational techniques from
a distance. This Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT) [2] exacerbated concerns of educational equity,
as students with fewer resources were less likely to have access to the technology needed to meaningfully
engage in distance learning [3]. ERT also presented a heightened challenge for special education
teachers, particularly those who teach students with significant support needs [4]. Given the issues
of equity in ERT and the challenges inherent in online special education, it is crucial to learn more
about the experiences of special educators during spring 2020 and understand how they dealt with
ERT. We are particularly focused in this paper on the experiences of teachers whose students have
significant support needs, and we are conscious of equity concerns for this group of learners.

1.1. Special Education and Distance Learning

While distance learning during COVID-19 presented challenges for special education teachers,
online special education is not completely unheard of. Some research has focused on practical tips
for teachers who are teaching online [5–8], while other studies have focused on how to organize an
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online classroom (for example, Vasquez and Straub’s [9] review of K-12 special education distance
learning found that five out of six of the studies reviewed utilized only asynchronous sessions,
while Sorenson [10] found that one-on-one online sessions were the most common instructional type
in elementary school compared to higher grades).

Several studies have highlighted areas of potential benefits with regards to distance learning for
students with disabilities. For example, having open access to course materials can facilitate repetition of
material, such as watching a demonstration video multiple times [11]. For example, two studies found
that university students who either were autistic or who scored high on an assessment of autism were
more likely to prefer review of videos and blogs as opposed to interacting with peers and instructors
than students who had fewer autistic tendencies [12,13]. In another study of adult students with
learning disabilities, participants reported appreciating the flexibility and self-management in their
online classroom and also reported not having to worry about social stressors around feeling “inferior”
to other students [14]. A potential benefit with regards to distance learning in younger grades is that
parents may have the opportunity to be more involved in their child’s learning [10].

However, it is important to note that the majority of studies on K-12 special education
distance learning were conducted with families who chose to enroll their child in distance learning.
Therefore, the ERT of the COVID-19 pandemic is not synonymous with online/distance learning in
general (see Hodges et al. [2] for a discussion of the differences at the university level). Given that
online learning requires intrinsic motivation to stay engaged, parents may need to be involved at all
times [15], especially if their child struggles with executive functioning and self-management [11].
This time commitment may be too much for some parents, even in times of societal normalcy [16,17].
The unexpectedness of the move to mandatory distance learning was thus a major transition for all
stakeholders (e.g. teachers, students, and parents), presenting challenges above and beyond those
normally inherent in distance learning.

It is also important to note that a large portion of research on special education distance learning
appears to have been done with students with less significant support needs [18]. For example,
in Vasquez and Straub’s [9] review of online K-12 special education, none of the six empirical
studies identified were conducted in self-contained classrooms (instead, they were in mainstream
and resources classrooms, as well as an after school program). Much research on online learning for
individuals with disabilities also seems to be focused on postsecondary learners (e.g. a recent review
of K-12 online special education indicated that they had to exclude many articles focused on adult
participants [19]). Research has also highlighted that even state special education directors have doubts
regarding the ability of Individualized Education Program (IEP) teams to adequately ensure a free
and appropriate education in the least restrictive environment for students with disabilities who are
receiving schooling online [20].

1.2. Students with Disabilities and the Current Crisis

Little research has been done with regards to the ERT brought upon by the COVID-19 pandemic,
as the crisis began only months ago and is still ongoing. Several articles describe the loss of in-person
schooling for students, particularly with regards to their mental health [21–23]. Lee [23] notes that
this disruption can be particularly devastating to students with disabilities such as autism, who thrive
on routine and regular schedules. Additionally, the lack of built-in social opportunities that come
along with school can be detrimental to autistic students’ social development [22]. A significant
number of students with disabilities also have co-occurring mental health issues; for example,
students with autism have much higher rates of anxiety than their general population counterparts [24].
Increased isolation and lack of mental health services may lead to exacerbation of mental health issues
during this time [23]. A survey of UK parents of students with disabilities documented an increase
in worry, anxiety, and isolation for these families [25]. Many parents reported that the changes they
experienced when schools closed had a negative effect on their own mental health as well as that of
their children. The authors sum up the situations for families,
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Staying at home, and in most cases not attending school, creates a uniquely stressful situation
for children with [disabilities] and their families. Carefully developed routines have been
disrupted; support networks have disintegrated; and parents have been asked to do a job
that trained teachers find challenging, without any training.

(para. 4 [25])

The same project also surveyed families about what kind of support they desired during
COVID-19 [26]; families reported wanting (1) specialized professional advice on how to meet academic
and mental health needs, (2) materials for home learning, and (3) provision of opportunities to
“see familiar faces.” Similarly, parents in the United States report wanting recommendations for
dealing with challenging behavioral issues and increasing motivation for school while at home [27].
Though some scholars have put forth suggestions and strategies for parents [28], many parents
may feel that they have to balance too many competing responsibilities [29] to implement such
strategies effectively.

ERT not only transformed students’ and parents’ lives, but teachers’ as well. In an interview
study of twenty-four general education teachers in the U.K., teachers discussed feelings of uncertainty
and anxiety about their student’s safety and access to resources, as well as concerns about grading [30].
As we prepared this manuscript, we found only one study that analyzed the perspective of special
education teachers during COVID-19 ERT, and none were set in the US. Iivari et al. [31] documented
the experiences of special education teachers in India and a widening digital divide based not only on
disability but also on the socioeconomic class of students. While increasing student engagement was
challenging, the teachers did note that some parents and students did do well during the lockdown,
provided they could implement and follow a routine. Access to technology is also a major factor in
ERT, affecting both families and teachers [32].

1.3. Current Study

Given the novelty of the situation into which special educators were thrust, and the likelihood
that teachers will be faced with the prospect of teaching online in the near future, it is crucial to
understand more about their experiences. Therefore, the current study was an exploratory, qualitative
study aimed at learning more about what it was like to teach during spring 2020’s ERT through
qualitative analysis of the experiences of two special education teachers. More specifically, we aimed
to answer the following research questions:

1. How did Emergency Remote Teaching evolve over the course of the spring 2020 semester?
2. What problems emerged for teachers of young students with disabilities?
3. How, and to what extent, were those problems handled?

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Three elementary teachers participated in this study, though this paper focuses only on two
of them. Data from the third teacher was focused on a different student population (analysis of
this teachers’ experiences can be found elsewhere) [33]. The two teachers whose data is presented
herein, Belen and Rose (pseudonyms, both female), worked at the same school in the same district in a
large, urban city in the Western US. Their school had a predominantly (over 90%) Hispanic/Latinx
student body, with over approximately 70% of students socioeconomically disadvantaged, 18% English
language learners, and 15% students with disabilities. Belen and Rose both taught self-contained special
education classes for students with disabilities with significant support needs. Rose taught grades 1–2;
Belen taught grades 3–5. The most common disabilities in Rose’s class were autism, intellectual disability,
and speech-language impairment, while those in Belen’s class all met criteria for autism. Both teachers
had nine students, mostly boys. Both have Educational Specialist (Moderate/Severe) credentials.
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Belen had been teaching for five years (though she worked for 15 years prior as a paraprofessional);
Rose had been teaching for six. Belen and Rose have both been teaching at the same school for
the duration of their teaching careers.

Prior to participating in the current investigation, Belen and Rose had participated in a research
project regarding mathematics teaching with students with disabilities with the second author and were
both active participants in ongoing professional development on Cognitively Guided Instruction
(CGI) [34]. Both were named by district personnel as exceptional special education teachers.

2.2. Interview Procedure & Analysis

Because we were seeking insight into a novel phenomenon, we designed exploratory interviews,
as we could not know what exactly to ask about in advance [35]. Due to the challenging nature
of facilitating exploratory interviews, the second author conducted the interviews, given her prior
experience interviewing teachers [36,37] and her decade of experience teaching students with disabilities.
The interviews with Belen and Rose were conducted in April 2020, approximately three weeks after
school buildings closed. Belen’s interview lasted approximately 35 min, while Rose’s was 20 min.
While a semi-structured interview protocol that was based on the second author’s expertise as
well as a literature review of extant research on online learning for students with disabilities was
prepared to guide the interview’s major themes, the interviews were exploratory and took an informal
conversational tone [38], with initial questions asking generally how teachers were doing (e.g., “How’s
it going?”). Other questions on the protocol included: What concerns do you have at the moment?
What supports do you feel you need? On-the-spot follow-up questions were used to explore emergent
issues in the teacher’s practice during ERT.

In order to recognize patterns within our data, we utilized a thematic analysis, using an inductive
approach [39]. We took an inductive approach due to the novel nature of our topic and research
questions. Though we had reviewed the literature on online special education prior to analysis, it did
not provide us with enough of a theoretical orientation to code deductively. Analysis began with
both authors open coding and then focused coding the interviews [40]. Open coding refers to themes
and ideas that a coder thinks of during a first pass through an interview transcript. Focused coding
occurs after the initial codes are reviewed and summarized, such that coding at this stage applies
the same coding scheme to all data. Both authors separately identified themes across participants;
codes were then compared amongst the two authors and discrepancies resolved. We then created a
memo (Interview 1 Themes Memo) that summarized the themes of the first set of interviews.

Our second interview was a focus group, again exploratory in design as the teachers were still
in the process of adapting to novel conditions. This uncertainty necessitates exploratory methods
with a skilled interviewer [35]. We began again with open-ended prompts (e.g., “How is it going?”
and “What’s changed?”) to elicit any shifts since the first interview. We then asked questions based
on the themes identified in Interview 1 Themes Memo. Again, because of the emergent nature of
the phenomenon under investigation, we were intentionally exploratory in our questioning to allow
for unanticipated responses. For example, when a teacher brought up the way parents think about
their children who are in special education, the interviewer encouraged more discussion on that
topic by asking, “What are you seeing about how these parents think about their kids and their
learning?” Themes from the individual interviews, such as the early theme of parent over-involvement,
were presented to the participants as a member check.

Following the focus group, the first and second author coded all focus group data using the existing
themes from the individual interviews. Open coding was used to look for new themes within the focus
group data. All data were then reviewed again using focused coding with all codes from both
the interviews and the focus group. Data were sorted into categories for further analysis, determining
if the category described all data within it [41] When the first draft of the findings was complete,
the draft was sent to the teachers again for feedback as a second member check. We used member
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checks in this research because the topic is emergent, and we wanted to ensure we were accurately
capturing their perspective. This also serves as a form of respondent validation [42].

3. Findings

This section reports first on the different stages of teaching through which the teachers navigated.
Second, we explore the challenges the teachers faced in terms of connecting with families and introducing
effective teaching practices.

3.1. Stages of Emergency Remote Teaching during Spring 2020

Belen and Rose described three main stages of teaching during this spring’s ERT. The first was
making initial contact with families and setting up the technology. Academics were not the focus during
the first stage. The second phase entailed establishing routines within students’ homes and a focus
on socio-emotional well-being. The third phase consisted of the teachers beginning to include more
academics. Though Belen and Rose both progressed through stage two before stage three, there was
considerable overlap between those two stages as the teachers saw both socio-emotional and academic
goals as paramount to their teaching.

3.1.1. Stage One: Making Contact

For the first one to two weeks after school abruptly closed, teachers were focused mostly on
making contact with students and their families. Efforts in these first weeks focused on ensuring
all families felt supported and had access to the technology necessary to engage in online distance
learning. As Belen described,

It was more trying to meet with them or talk to them, to how can I come and support you?
What is going on? So it was a check in all last week. This week, it was again now doing even
manual phone calls to every family to get this same kind of idea of where they’re at.

Rose similarly said, “The first week, it was kind of me talking to the parents mostly. Okay, trying to
get the parents connected. I was able to send home like a couple resources for online learning.”

Belen and Rose’s school was able to allocate an iPad to each student, which were available via
pick-up during this period. However, teachers had trouble reaching some families, and not all picked
up the devices immediately. Belen had trouble getting in touch with one parent and hoped that he
would be able to pick up the iPad: “So I was able to talk finally with one parent who I couldn’t get a
hold of. And finally, he called . . . hopefully [he’ll be] able to come and pick up an iPad from school
. . . And I shared with him, I think the most important piece is for your son to see me and to see his
peers.” Rose reported that by week three, she had been in touch with all families and “no one’s like a
ghost” anymore.

While the district was initially busy ensuring all students had access to the technology and food,
during this time, Belen and Rose felt that they had little idea what they should focus on academically,
how they might provide services, and, legally, how IEP services would work. They began wondering
about what their goals would be during ERT and what equitable solutions they could implement.
However, at this stage, parents were primarily concerned with their children’s emotional states
and subsequent behaviors. The teachers described upset parents with children whose routines were
upended. Belen described “that it’s changed the routine on the students. So when [parents] try to
get them to do work at home, it’s a big, big behavior outbursts, like, we never do work at home.”
With this in mind, both teachers realized the need for routine and structure at home in order to
effectively teach their students.

3.1.2. Stage Two: Establishing Routines

Stage two began about two weeks after the closing of physical schools as teachers began to
provide additional services for students. By this point, focus was shifted away from the paper packets
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sent home at the beginning of the school closure, and the teachers both began to rely on the school’s
Digital Learning System (DLS) for communication and academics. Now that the majority of families
were connected, this stage focused on creating new routines at home in order to support learning,
as well as the teachers developing their own routines on how to provide instruction to students.
Though there was initial resistance from some students on schooling from home, Belen described
needing to establish a “new normal . . . then I can start introducing the things that we were actually
doing in class, like, okay, now you guys are going to go and do a counting collection, because they’re
so familiar with those things.” Rose mentioned a similar sentiment, saying, “It’s hard for me just to
be, like, come on, we’re going to do math now, right?... Like, they need to know there’s a beginning
and end.”

Both teachers emphasized wanting to make families feel comfortable during this unprecedented
time. Both began holding individual and group meetings via Zoom. At the beginning, Belen said,
“Right now I just want the parents to feel comfortable. And I said the standard is I just want the students
to be able to see their peers. So I’m not putting any expectations as far as this is work time, yet.”
Similarly, Rose also put parents’ stress at the forefront of her teaching, ensuring that parents and students
were at least able to access the online content before working on more academic skills: “So just slow,
like not trying to overwhelm parents and kind of doing, like, one week at a time, like, hey, our goal
this week is for you to access this resource. Please try it at home, please let me know if you’re not able
to do it so I can help you troubleshoot.”

As time went on, both teachers saw more students and families attend the Zoom meetings.
These meetings became more structured and consisted of games, stories, and check-ins using the format
of Morning Meetings [43]. Belen described,

Today was the first time I kind of attempted to create a routine through this format and do
part of my Morning Meeting, which is just, today, all I did was take attendance and choose
the greeter of the day. So, from the four kids that were there, I asked one to say good morning
to all of them. So that was the greeter. And they had to wait for the other person to respond
and say, ‘Good morning.’ When I took attendance, I did like I do in class, and the expectation
is they have to raise their hand and say, ‘I’m here.’

Setting up this kind of routine was crucial to the success of Belen’s students, with one parent
telling her, “this four days a week, thirty minutes is the closest to school that my son gets. So yes,
I want the four days because that sets us up for the rest of our day.” Rose also highly valued the social
aspect of synchronous learning, saying, “Like, even if they can’t do the more interactive stuff or do
responses or upload their own work, like, at least I can see them and they can see each other.”

3.1.3. Stage Three: Transitioning to Academics

The transition from setting routines to engaging students in academics was not a smooth one.
Belen discussed feeling a tension between her high academic expectations that she normally set for her
students and the reality of her families’ drastically shifted lifestyles. She described her “crude reality”
as she realized she would not be able to do everything she wanted via distance learning:

Let me start doing what we do in class, right? Let’s get them involved in, let’s do the counting
collections. Let’s do routines in this [digital] platform, but then my crude reality, and that
was a shocker for me, [is] trying to do the 15 min with the students and the behaviors,
running around, jumping up and down or having a lot of stim behaviors and just getting
them to focus or to sit . . . Okay, I might be asking too much for my kiddos right now. This is
not their new norm. And here I am, like here, I’m ready to teach, guys. And they’re like,
no, you’re, you can’t come into my house and have me work now. . . . So that’s my, that was
my reality. So it’s, like, okay, I need to tone it down.

While this initial attempt at incorporating academics was unsuccessful, by the time of the focus
group, roughly 6 weeks after the beginning of ERT, Belen was meeting her students on Zoom four days a
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week for 30 min at a time. Part of her meetings were devoted to work designed to emulate the classroom
“centers” for English language, art, math, and other subjects. She was also meeting parents one-on-one
if they desired additional support, particularly in the area of managing challenging behaviors.
By this point, Rose was also meeting families individually for behavioral support consultations and was
also holding daily “morning meetings” via Zoom. Whereas the meetings were first focused on social
activities (e.g., stories, songs), they were gradually shifted to a more academic curriculum, while still
preserving the social emotional goals of a Morning Meeting. In addition to the synchronous Zoom
meetings, both teachers also uploaded activities to the DLS for families to access and implement at
home. The curriculum for both teachers included reading stories, phonics exercises, writing activities,
and counting collections. Belen described her plan for introducing counting collections at home:
“Yes, I think that would be a fun, first real math activity. Have something, something that you already
have at home, prepare it ahead of time for them. Like that’s gonna be your homework, and then record
it and then we just get together and we share.” Rose began using the Zoom annotation feature to
engage her students in her meetings by having them indicate choices on the screen.

Though Belen and Rose attempted to incorporate more academics into their teaching,
both struggled with juggling between socio-emotional and academic goals throughout the entire ERT
period. When faced with this challenge, Rose also felt the need to shift perspectives in terms of what
was expected for each student based on feasibility:

What can I do so that I can provide something to those students that’s, like... they don’t
need to, like, create a response? They don’t need to really do anything, but just be there.
Like, just being there is enough or just watching it is enough.

This echoes a quote from Belen in the previous section, in which she tells a parent that the most
important thing is for his son to simply see his teacher and peers. Both Belen and Rose were constantly
balancing the socio-emotional needs of their students and their families with the desire to push
them academically.

3.2. Major Challenges with Emergency Remote Teaching

When trying to work with families to establish new routines, maintain academic skills previously
learned, and teach new material, the teachers described multiple hurdles. These challenges were
interleaved throughout all of the aforementioned stages, from initially making contact to setting up new
routines to including more rigorous academics. The main challenges that emerged from the teachers’
interviews were (1) inequity inherent in ERT; (2) providing adequate support to families under duress;
and (3) changes in the teaching experience.

3.2.1. Inequity of Support and Resources at Home

The inequity of resources and access to technology was a common topic amongst the teachers.
There was wide variation in the amount of support students were given at home. Some students
consistently had an adult working alongside them all day (5/9 of Belen’s students; 3/9 of Rose’s),
whereas other students did not receive any one-on-one school assistance at all (2/9 students for both
teachers). The remaining students sometimes had adult support, but not consistently. Rose described
some of the various situations her students faced, saying:

And not to be, like, not to penalize anyone, because, like I said, it’s not equitable. And I have
students at home that, their parents aren’t home, like, they’re essential workers, grandmas,
they’re watching four little kids, one with, you know, severe autism and, like,... how can I
expect her to be the teacher, right?

This clearly created inequities for the teachers’ students with the most significant support needs,
who needed assistance getting out a device, turning on the necessary online programs, and engaging
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meaningfully with Zoom or the DLS (only one of the 18 total students was able to engage without
adult support). Many caregivers were still working at this time, either from home or outside the home
as essential workers. Food insecurity and other economic realities were stark. Rose specifically
highlighted the fact that distribution of resources is not equitable at home as it is at school:

And also, like, I’m always thinking about equity, right, like right now it’s so glaring the kids
that have the resources and have parents who can spend time with them to learn at home,
and the kids that don’t have that . . . the justice angle of this, like, we all need to keep in
the back of our heads, like, and kind of the, I guess, the attitude right now is, like, yeah, we get
that it’s not, it’s not equitable. It’s not going to be equitable. But we, just, we’re going to
teach the kids that are showing up.

Later on, during the focus group, she elaborated, discussing how learning from home can present
issues for disenfranchised students by forcing them to be responsible for things outside of their control.

Belen gave examples of such inequity by discussing the difficulties some parents had logging on
to the online portals and even getting access to the internet. She described one mom who, “At first . . .
didn’t have internet, then she couldn’t, didn’t, have a device. Finally, we got her a device. Now she
has internet, she didn’t have a phone number, she didn’t have an email. I have to still help her to
get all those things in place. And, and, but I haven’t been able to see the student on Zoom.” She also
described another family whose problems were not solved by simply having access to her child’s
school-issued tablet:

[She said] ‘Oh, that is a very nice thing you guys are doing, but right now’ she says, ‘We both
got laid off,’ like, her husband and her, ‘from this coronavirus, so’ and she says they owe
money to Comcast, so they can’t even jump into the free WiFi because she feels like they
already have a tab with them. So they couldn’t get the free, the free internet during this time.
And she doesn’t have a device either. And on their phone, I believe they don’t have data
either. So it’s not, like, I can join her on Zooms through her phone. They only have call.
And that’s, yeah. There’s a lot of challenges just to, to get everybody on the same page.

3.2.2. Reliance on At-Home Support

One of the major changes that occurred with ERT was that these special education teachers now
had to rely on support from parents or other caregivers to facilitate education. The students in their
classrooms had significant support needs, and in most cases required support from an adult or older
child to engage in educational activities. This theme is composed of three subthemes: learning at
school versus home; parents as educational partners; and teaching students with limited adult support.

Learning at School versus Home. Distance learning created an opportunity for the teachers to see
their students in a new light: their home environment. By witnessing students working at home,
interacting with family members, the teachers realized that not all of the work they had been doing in
the classroom was being translated to the home. Rose described a student who, at school, “gets along
well, he communicates well, he knows, he knows what to do. He’s, he’s doing it. . . . I see that same
student at home now and I was like, wow, . . . [he] is not plugged into his world in a way that he seems
like when he’s at school.” This may be related to the fact that parents and teachers have different roles
in children’s lives, as well as different expectations. According to Rose:

I think just generally, at home, the expectation is different for a lot of my students. Not all
but many. Like, I just sent home worksheets. And [a parent said], ‘I didn’t think he could do
it, I wasn’t gonna give it to him, but he knows exactly what to do.’ And I’m like, ‘Yeah, like,
he understands that skill.’

Whereas Rose brought up issues of engagement and independence, Belen saw her students exhibit
an increase in challenging behaviors due to the disruption in their routines: “The behaviors again
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that we’re seeing is that their routine has been broken and the, whether it’s aggression, just a high
level of non-compliance and throwing tantrums at home because they don’t want to do the work.”
Rose acknowledged that some of her students’ parents struggled with getting their child to sit down to
do school work.

These issues regarding expectations (both academic or behavioral) were not as salient in Belen’s
and Rose’s in-person classrooms, likely due to the fact that expectations had been set from the beginning
of the school year, and the teachers were able to apply strategies to address problems that arose. It was
therefore important for the teachers to realize that buy-in from parents, at least those who were able to
be regularly involved in the ERT, was crucial in order to reach their students.

Parents as Educational Partners. Both Belen and Rose acknowledged that parents are usually
not trained in behavioral and learning strategies in the same way that classroom teachers
and paraprofessionals are. To address this, Belen decided to offer one-on-one Zoom sessions with
parents in order to give suggestions and feedback tailored to each individual student, similar to
the training she would do with a paraprofessional:

So I told one dad, even if we were to have one-on-one Zoom meetings, where I can sit with
both of you and your wife, and whatever things that are happening at home, that you’re
struggling to figure out how to manage; we can troubleshoot.

She saw this as an opportunity to bridge gaps between classroom and home:

This is, like, the time for me and the parents to really be on the same page and teach
them. When we’re in the classroom, I never really get those opportunities for them to come;
let’s practice this, let’s do it together.

Not all efforts to include parents in teaching went smoothly, however, especially with regards to
parental implementation of more complex teaching strategies, such as the constructivist mathematics
taught by these teachers. According to the teachers, teaching mathematics means developing a
carefully trained eye for noticing the mathematics in what students do and building on what students
understand. Rose discussed how she sent home videos of students doing math in her class, but felt it
would be difficult for parents to understand why, for example, she might allow a student to make a
mistake and let them try to correct it themselves. Both Belen and Rose discussed the difficulties of
trying to convey their approach to mathematics to their students’ parents, and the issues inherent with
assuming that parents can take on the role of being their child’s teacher. This crisis represented a shift
in roles for the teachers. Not only were they now expected to provide instruction online, they were also
trying to design professional development for parents in a much more involved way than ever before.

Teaching Students with Limited Adult Support. While the teachers did their best to involve parents
in the educational process, as mentioned earlier, there was wide variation in the amount of support
students were given at home. Not all students had an adult working alongside them all day. In Belen’s
class, two out of her nine students were unable to access the DLS without constant parent support
and prompting. Rose describes how she made videos for the students with significant support needs
who did not have sufficient support: “And just trying to think of what can I put out for them so that if
they don’t have the supervision to interact, and they don’t have the skills they need to interact on their
own, they can just watch.” Rose also said, “ . . . I want to make sure that we’re putting content out that
the kids that aren’t able to show up can have, can just watch, like, they know their teacher is there.”
This was emotionally troubling for Rose, as she tried to provide for students who needed, but were not
being given, one-on-one adult support.

3.2.3. Changes in the Teaching Experience

Beyond the challenge of trying to teach parents how to implement educational strategies and/or
having to worry about reaching students who had limited adult support, Belen and Rose also faced
additional changes in how their teaching looked during ERT. The subtheme of changes in the teaching
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experience had three subthemes: teaching through a screen; accountability, grading, and attendance;
and shifting work conditions.

Teaching through a Screen. During ERT, digital interfaces mediated all interactions between students
and teachers. While technology allowed interaction, it took away relational aspects of teaching
and learning that were upsetting to the teachers. Rose spoke of the screen as a massive barrier to
communication and pedagogy. She noted that, for her young students, teaching relies on modeling
and encouraging joint attention. Without the ability to use manipulatives, model what to do, and direct
her students’ attention with her eyes and body, Rose saw her students struggle, even with activities
she knew they had mastered. For example, with regards to 10 frames, she said, “Like, he can do that.
But when it turns into a screen, match the 10 frame in the number, like, that becomes harder for him to
demonstrate, like, he knows that skill.” Something fundamental was missing when she was not sitting
next to the students, working with them.

Furthermore, it is not only interaction with teachers that shapes learning, but with peers as well.
Belen and Rose were both very concerned with students coming to the synchronous Zoom meetings so
they could see their peers. Belen described seeing each other via Zoom as “reassuring”—“a sense of,
yeah, it’s like, okay, everything’s gonna be okay. And even if our students are non-verbal, like I noticed
was with my student today that came in, once he started seeing us and seeing more, he, you can see his
demeanor and him sitting.” She said of the same student, “It’s like he, he saw his friends. And when I
had one of the friends talk to each one of them . . . you can see that light up like, ‘Oh, there. Oh, I’m seeing
you.’ So it’s also, I think, a sense of comfort and joy to see each other.”

Accountability, Grading, and Attendance. The teachers described a tension around accountability
that they found difficulty to manage. They knew that students needed accountability and feedback
but were unsure of how to go about providing it. According to Rose, the lack of accountability
and feedback made students who were doing work feel like “they’re just shooting the work off into
the ether.” She also acknowledged that “for a lot of parents, um, it might be nice just to be like,
‘Hey, do this small thing and then we’re gonna come back and talk about it.’ So it’s not just like, it feels
like we’re doing it for a reason.” Yet to hold students and parents accountable for schoolwork when
their home situations were out of their control felt inequitable as well, with Belen saying, “Well, how do
we grade our students? Because it almost seems like we are grading the parents.”

This issue also presented itself even during synchronous Zoom sessions, with Rose explaining:

But that’s what I am kind of nervous about, even in a small group with one other kid,
like, ‘Oh, hey, buddy, it looks like you didn’t do any work this week.’ Like, like, how do I
navigate that? Like, how do I offer feedback and, you know, revisit work that they’ve done,
but also not make anyone feel bad for not doing the work because that’s not where I want to
go either.

Shifting Work Conditions. Both teachers brought up the fact that they felt personal changes in
their jobs as teachers as a result of the pandemic and resultant ERT. Given everyone’s heightened
stress, the increased focus on socio-emotional support, and uncertainty regarding academic progress,
Belen wondered, “Am I doing enough? Is there something I should be doing, something I could be
doing better? It just feels like we have to do it all.”

Belen and Rose both commented on the number of virtual meetings they were expected to attend
each day, on top of their teaching responsibilities. While Belen saw the potential benefit of these
meetings, she also felt that it was a sense of anxiety driving her to attend them, worried that she might
miss out on important information:

It almost feels like it’s almost a panic mode for us as well, almost like when you go
and overstock and start buying everything, that’s how it feels with this. It’s like, I need to go
to everything and get all the info.

For Rose, not only were the meetings inconvenient, but they were a poor replacement for
the face-to-face contact she loved engaging in with her students:
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And it’s been really tough for me. It’s like all the favorite parts of my job, I don’t really get to
do anymore. Like being with the kids and, like, I don’t know, just being in my classroom
and, like, being around that energy has just been, like, stripped away. And I feel like I’m left
with a lot of the parts I don’t love, like, all the meetings and all, like, the long term planning
and just, like, the little tediousness of making stuff for them to do is what I feel like I’m doing
right now. So it’s, it’s been an adjustment for me, personally.

Similar to how the teachers focused on making families comfortable, Belen made sure to note
the importance of self-care, saying, “We need to give ourselves that time also to, to process, because it
seems like now we’re connected all day on these devices.”

4. Discussion

The abrupt shift from in-person learning to ERT in spring 2020 was deeply unsettling for the special
education teachers in this study. Not only did it present major challenges in promoting their students’
academic achievement, it also led to an increase in familial socio-emotional stress. Throughout
the three stages of ERT, both Belen and Rose did what they could to address their two competing
goals: supporting students and families socio-emotionally and furthering academic achievement.
This tension was compounded by the issue of inequity of resources.

As the teachers reflected, we found that they were able to identify how critical person-to-person
learning was, now that they had lost it. They reflected on how important it was to be near a student
who was close to giving up, how important holding manipulatives in your hand was to children’s
learning. In the focus group, Belen noted that they were just starting to get into a groove with ERT.
Rose responded with passion—“But I don’t want to get into this groove.” She noted the pervasive
equity problems with distance learning, particularly for her students with significant disabilities,
and also noted her concern that, because distance learning was cheaper, any success they had might
be used to replace in-person teaching. She noted, “The goal should be to get back in the classroom
and get back to, like, small group, in-person, face to face learning, and, like, that classroom culture.”

The teachers echoed previous researchers’ assertions that online learning can be quite demanding
for parents of children with significant support needs [16,17], particularly during a time of widespread
stress. While it is clear that these teachers do not believe it reasonable to expect parents to act as teachers,
it is encouraging that both teachers used this time to work one-on-one with parents, sharing strategies
with them that they might not have had time for otherwise (which is in line with Sorensen’s [10] claim
that parents whose children engage in online learning might have enhanced knowledge of their child’s
educational plan).

4.1. Implications for Stakeholders

Our findings present multiple practical implications for teachers and school administrators.
First and foremost, though, we offer these stories to honor the incredibly hard work of teachers
in the spring of 2020 and to offer solidarity and inspiration to others planning online learning as
the COVID-19 pandemic continues. We believe it is important to acknowledge teachers’ work during
this time when many of them may be feeling lonely and disconnected from their work [30], a sentiment
echoed by our participants. It is important that special education teachers are exposed to stories of
others going through the same process.

Belen and Rose’s stories also hold implications for administrators planning the continuation of
online and/or hybrid learning. Clearly, access to technology is a huge issue with which to contend,
making it difficult for teachers, especially those with students who need intensive supports from parents,
to deliver high quality instruction and maintain supervision of IEP goal progress. This, of course,
can have legal ramifications, adding additional uncertainty and stress for teachers. Administrators
may also want to be cognizant of what kind (and amount) of professional development is provided to
teachers. While training in supporting students who develop trauma as a result of the pandemic [44]
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will likely alleviate some stressors, it is also important to note that the teachers in the current study felt
overwhelmed by the number of resources and trainings provided. We recommend targeted professional
development for the specific needs of educators teaching students with significant support needs.

Another important take-away from our findings is the importance of parent-teacher collaboration
and communication. While this is always an important aspect of teachers’ work [45,46], the COVID-19
pandemic has highlighted just how crucial those relationships are. While recruiting parental engagement
is helpful to general education teachers as well [47], as special educators, Belen and Rose felt the need
to educate parents to implement educational techniques and strategies, all the while recognizing that
parent and teacher expectations are not always aligned. Though they had varying levels of success in
this endeavor, it highlights the importance of teachers and parents being on the same page. For teachers
continuing to teach online during the pandemic, it may be helpful to try to implement a system similar
to the Partners in School intervention that was developed pre-COVID to improve the coordinated
use of evidence-based practices at school and at home [48]. This might include explicitly discussing
the students’ strengths, challenges, and preferences at the beginning of any instructional period;
identifying one or two specific goals to work on; and highlighting evidence-based practices that can
be used to address such goals, including any instructional accommodations that might be necessary.
Though the daily note between home and school used in the Partners in School program may not always
be feasible, keeping lines of communication open is key in order to monitor not only student but also
parent progress. Though teachers are likely trying to implement many of these things already, having a
clear, executable plan ahead of time is likely to alleviate some of the uncertainty and stress felt by
parents and students.

4.2. Limitations and Future Research

Though our study is one of the first to highlight the experiences and perspectives of special
educators during the COVID-19 pandemic, there are several limitations to highlight. First, this paper
presents a case study of only two teachers. We cannot therefore assume our findings are generalizable
to other educators (though they are in line with other emergent literature on education during
COVID-19 [30,47]). This is especially true given the fact that Belen and Rose are both experienced
educators who were identified as skilled teachers within their district. Other teachers may face entirely
different challenges. More research must therefore be conducted with a larger and more diverse group
of special education teachers. For example, it may be useful to compare rural versus urban, elementary
versus high school, and senior versus novice teachers’ experiences with ERT. However, it is important
to note that the students served by these teachers (i.e. minorities with low average socioeconomic
status) are usually underrepresented in this field [49,50].

Another limitation of the current study was that we did not use previously validated interview
instruments and instead conducted exploratory, semi-structured interviews. While this type of interview
guide was necessary under the emergent conditions of COVID in order to gather data on individual’s
experiences and perspectives [38], it may be useful for future studies to use validated measures in order
to increase consistency amongst participants, especially if a larger study is conducted. This will also
allow for results to be compared to pre-COVID-19 studies that used the same instrument. Findings can
also be strengthened via data triangulation [51], for instance, by interviewing parents or reviewing
student work produced during ERT.

Finally, while we were specifically focused on understanding teachers’ perspectives as events
surrounding school closures unfolded, it is also necessary to now have teachers reflect on these
events retroactively and understand how they will use their experiences with ERT in future teaching.
Similarly, because we were probing for an overview of Belen and Rose’s experiences, we were not able
to explore any particular theme in detail. Researchers must therefore do a more in-depth investigation
of the specific themes discussed in this paper. For example, what were the experiences of other special
education teachers in terms of having parents implement educational strategies? How did changes in
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parent-teacher communication and expectations affect parent-teacher relationships? And what does
this mean for teachers moving forward?

5. Conclusions

Like these teachers, we agree that online, distance learning for students with significant support
needs is not equitable, especially when it is hoisted upon families and teachers against their will.
However, given the ongoing global pandemic, teachers and families must continue to adjust to these
changes. We hope special educators and the families they work with can take some amount of solace
from knowing that they are not alone in this struggle. Tweaks to the provision of online special
education will be needed on a consistent basis, particularly in the areas of access to technology
and provision of academic and socio-emotional supports for both teachers and families. At the end of
the day, the findings from this preliminary case study speak to the importance of strong parent-teacher
ties and will hopefully encourage more research in this area.
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Abstract: The first case of pneumonia was reported on 8 December 2019 and identified on 7 January
2020 as COVID-19. On 9 March 2020, to stop the spread of COVID-19 cases, the Italian government
declared a health emergency, forcing all citizens to go into lockdown. Suddenly, schools were
constrained to using distance learning strategies with little or limited experience on the topic.
Particularly, in the southern regions of Italy, approximately 20% of the students did not have access
to any devices and were excluded from learning, producing a direct risk of increased adolescent
delinquency. This research team intended to report the results of an observational study that focused
on the perceptions of distance learning in adolescents from secondary school in Naples (Italy) between
April and May 2020. The questionnaire comprised 11 questions focused on the perceptions of distance
learning in comparison to live classrooms, relationships with peers and teachers, and levels of anxiety.
The study is amongst the first to report the effect of the pandemic from a student-centred perspective
and hopes to produce information to develop future research on asynchronous learning.

Keywords: pedagogy; sport science; transdisciplinary; childhood learning; technologies; relationship;
civil education approach; distance learning; COVID-19; education

1. Introduction

The first case of pneumonia was reported on 8 December 2019 and identified on 7 January 2020
as COVID-19 [1]. In less than two months, COVID-19 has reached almost every corner of the world,
becoming the most reported and known pandemic in history [2]. The effects upon the economy [3],
health system [4], and life in general [5] are known and documented. However, our interest was to
investigate the perceptions of the pandemic restrictions from the perspective of adolescents, particularly
in relation to distance learning. Distance learning is a mode of teaching and learning that was already
available before the pandemic. Generally, learning can be synchronous, involving students learning
together in a live environment (e.g., classrooms), which allows greater engagement and a higher sense
of community. On the contrary, asynchronous learning allows students to learn on their own using
email or online platforms [6]. On this matter, many theories have been reported investigating the most
effective ways to create online learning platforms [7]. However, all such theories seem to conclude
that the students involved in asynchronous courses need to be extremely self-motivated to learn and
need to have a high level of self-discipline to complete courses [8]. To help draw new methods of
interaction with students, a recent article in Nature described helpful tips about the transition from
synchronous to asynchronous leaning in the COVID-19 era, underscoring the importance of adopting
a student-centred approach [9,10].
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On 9 March 2020, to stop the spread of COVID-19 cases, the Italian government declared a health
emergency, forcing all citizens to go into lockdown [11]. Following this, schools were constrained
to using distance learning strategies, with little or limited experience on the topic [12]. The whole
situation produced a significant negative impact on students, with an increase in the number of cases
of mental distress [13], with spikes in depression, anxiety, and stress cases [14,15]. The Italian National
Institute of Statistics (ISTAT; www.istat.it) reported that 45% of youths (between 6 to 17 years old) had
difficulties coping with distance learning due to a lack of devices (such as a computer or smartphone)
in their houses. This particularly affected the southern regions of Italy, where 20% of students did not
have access to any devices and were excluded from learning, producing a direct risk of an increase
in adolescent delinquency [16]. We previously demonstrated that the usage of technologies plays a
crucial role in educational development in childhood [16–20]. In particular, our most recent publication
using the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [21] showed that female adolescents have a more conscious use
of technology compared to their male peers [22]. Our observational study showed that females use
technology to a lesser extent and have a higher self-awareness of the information that can be transferred
over social media [22]. We considered this to be related to the potential influence of parental control [23]
over the female population. As summarised in a recent meta-analysis, gender-differentiated parental
control in child behaviour is driven by gendered stereotypes [24], which might explain why the
female group resulted in more awareness of technology usage than the male group. These aspects
are extremely significant considering the direct effects of technology on adolescents’ behaviours [25]
and how abusive use of digital devices can have an effect on learning capacity [26] and social skills in
youths [27–30].

With the recent lockdown in Italy, students were forced to adopt novel distance learning strategies
via digital communication software (such as CISCO, Zoom, Skype, and Microsoft TEAMS) [31].
During this period of time, the transdisciplinary research team from the University of Naples
Parthenope and Bournemouth University, under the supervision of Prof. Iavarone, developed a
questionnaire concerning the perceptions of distance learning among young students (13–19 years
old). The questionnaire was developed to report students’ perceptions of the use of distance learning
compared to standard (in class) lessons. The full questionnaire has already been published [32] and
preliminary data have been discussed [33]. This research team intended to report the full pooled data
collected over the lockdown period in Italy, as this information can be beneficial for future research and
discussion regarding learning strategies to adopt in a period of crisis, such as the one we are currently
living. Based on our previous findings with the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [22], we hypothesised that
usage of technology in distance learning by females would show a higher level of adaptability and
would benefit mostly from novel digital pedagogic tools. The overall aim was also to report the analysis
of the full set of data collected over the lockdown period in Italy as this information can be beneficial
for future research and discussion regarding learning strategies to adopt in period of crisis, such as the
one we are currently living.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. General Design

This observational study was created to report the perceptions of distance learning in adolescents
from secondary schools in Naples (Italy) during the recent lockdown. The questionnaire comprised
11 questions on the perceptions and usage of distance learning. The questionnaire has been fully
published already in [32] and the preliminary data have been presented [33].

2.2. Participant Characteristics

A group of 83 adolescents (descriptive data: 64 females (F), 19 males (M); age 16.3 ± 2.7 years)
completed the online questionnaire between April and May 2020. To include a broad sample of
adolescents, non-specific inclusion/exclusion criteria were selected. Due to the lockdown restrictions,
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the questionnaire was delivered on an online platform (www.surveymonkey.com) [34] via email and
social media (i.e., Twitter, Facebook, and WhatsApp). Data were anonymised and collected according
to the guidelines of the 1975 Declaration of Helsinki, revised in 2013.

2.3. Data Analysis

The aim of this manuscript was to report the full pooled data analysis collected over the lockdown
period in Italy, as this information can be beneficial for future research and discussion regarding
learning strategies to adopt in a period of crisis, such as the one we are currently living. Based on
our previous findings from the S.M.A.R.T. questionnaire [22], we hypothesised that during distance
learning, females would show a higher level of adaptability and would benefit mostly from the novel
digital pedagogic tools. Hence, a quantitative approach was used, and the data were grouped by
gender, and the descriptive analysis reported the characteristics of our cohort. The Shapiro–Wilk Test
was used to address normality, and since the data were not normally distributed, to test the effects of
gender in the participants’ responses, a Mann–Whitney U test was used. The threshold for statistical
significance was determined a priori as p ≤ 0.05. Data are reported as mean and standard deviation.
The analysis was completed with IBM SPSS 26 software.

3. Results

A total of 83 students (16.3 ± 2.7 years old) completed the questionnaire (19 M and 64 F).
No significant differences in gender (M vs. F; p > 0.05) were reported in the answers. To describe
the characteristics of the students during the lockdown, we asked the students to complete questions
in relation to the software that was used, the location where they followed classes, if they were
multitasking (i.e., using other devices while following the lessons such as surfing on social media),
and the amount of hours they were actually in virtual classes. The descriptive data are reported in
Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of the 83 students (16.3± 2.7 years old) undergoing distance learning
during the 2020 lockdown in southern Italy.

Software Percentage

Google 26.5%
Zoom 25.3%
Other 20.5%
Skype 19.3%

Microsoft Teams 6.0%
CISCO 2.4%

Location Percentage

Own room 68.7%
Different room 30.1%

Device Percentage

Computer 43.4%
Smartphone/tablet 56.5%

Multitasking Percentage

Yes 95.2%
No 4.8%

The students also reported that they had followed between 1 and 11 lesson per week for 1–8 h per
day. The percentages reported in Table 2.
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Table 2. Descriptive characteristic of number of classes and hour of lessons followed by the students
expressed in percentage.

Classes (n) Percentage Hours of Lessons (h) Percentage

1 1.2 1 3.6
2 0.0 2 10.8
3 0.0 3 42.2
4 7.2 4 34.9
5 14.5 5 20.5
6 20.5 6 1.2
7 24.1 7 0.0
8 24.1 8 2.4
9 8.4
10 1.2
11 7.2

The data on the perceptions of distance learning between males and females are reported in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Perceptions of distance learning in males and females based on: (A) Overall experience of
distance learning compared to standard classrooms; (B) study perceptions during distance learning;
(C) overall learning experience; (D) level of attention.

The data on the relationships with peers during distance learning between males and females are
reported in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Effect of distance learning on relationships with peers (A) and teachers (B) between males
and females.

The levels of anxiety and stress perceived are reported in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Perceptions of anxiety and mental stress between males and females after lessons (A),
during lessons (B,C), and during homework (D).
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4. Discussion

This observational study was carried out to report and explore the perceptions of distance learning
in adolescents from secondary schools in Naples (Italy) during the recent lockdown. The questionnaire
comprised 11 questions on the perceptions and usage of distance learning. It has already been
fully published [32] and preliminary data have been presented [33]. The research team delivered
the questionnaire between April and May 2020, with the lockdown restrictions starting in March.
The overall questionnaire explored three main areas of pedagogic interest: (i) The perceptions of
distance learning, (ii) the relationships with peers and teachers, and (iiii) the levels of stress and anxiety.
Our cohort of 83 students showed no differences between gender, which shows common perceptions
along males and females. These data could have been predicted based on previous findings [22].
However, we anticipated that the female group might have had a higher level of parental control
regarding the usage of technologies, as demonstrated in previous studies [23,35,36]. Thus, it seems that
when it comes to distance learning, the effect of parental control is no longer applicable and males and
females perceived the experience similarly. Further studies should produce a questionnaire tailored to
adults and tutors in order to report the effects of stereotypes and parental control and the limitations
on the use of technologies that different groups (social, gender, and cultural groups) might experience.

Relationship with peers and teachers showed a tendency to be perceived as identical to what it
was before the lockdown (i.e., in class sessions). These results show two important aspects of distance
learning. First, the new generation of digital natives, defined as hyper-cognitive generation [37], is able
to interact with peers via social media platforms (e.g., TikTok, Facebook, Twitter, and Snapchat) in
more efficient ways than previous generations [38,39]. Social media relationships have changed the
way adolescents interact. Previous research, before the lockdown, documented that there is an increase
of social media interactions with peers in contrast with a less in-person interaction [40]. However,
even if social media platforms might produce benefits in relation to adolescents’ loneliness [41],
there are many other aspects, such as body perceptions and sexualised behaviours, that require further
investigation and monitoring by adults and tutors [42]. The second important aspect to consider
concerns the relationships with teachers. As described in other research, the new generation has
replaced “communication” with “interaction” [43], forcing teachers to create classroom setups that
incorporate new technologies into their classrooms [44]. These aspects are extremely interesting when
we look at the results on multitasking. In our cohort, 95.2% of the students admitted having used other
devices and surfing the web while they were following distance learning classes. Further research
should now investigate the effect of multitasking on leaning in the younger generation. In line with
recent pedagogic exploration that introduced the concept of multiplexing rather than multitasking,
it is possible to develop conditions that make written interaction through social media beneficial to
education [45].

Levels of anxiety and stress were also included in our questionnaire. Our data showed a tendency
toward diminishing anxiety levels in relation to homework. Anxiety is a major concern when it comes
to education, affecting learning and teaching outcomes [46]. Previous research has shown that student
anxiety decreases during active-learning activities and when multiple ways of learning opportunities
are provided [47]. The situation of lockdown experienced between March and May 2020 might therefore
have favoured a more student-centred approach [48] in contrast to a teacher-centred approach [49,50].
As anticipated in the introduction, to cope with distance learning difficulties, teachers need to increase
their interaction with students that promote the transition from synchronous to asynchronous learning,
helping students to increase collaboration (even if virtually) and critical thinking. Indeed, as reported
by the structural equation modelling in Kember’s study (2008), the teaching environment should
favour teacher–student and student–student relationships to increase intellectual aspects (e.g., critical
and creative thinking), as well as collaboration (e.g., communication and interpersonal skills) [51].

These preliminary results need to be considered also in parallel with recent findings from the Italian
Educational Research Society (SIRD) who recently conducted an investigation into the experience of
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Italian teachers during the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, the SIRD reported information on the
organisational strategies and teaching methods adopted during the lockdown [52].

5. Conclusions and Limitations

In conclusion our research produced the following take-home points. First, there were no gender
differences in the perceptions of distance learning, indicating a transversal effect of asynchronised
teaching upon our cohort. Secondly, the importance of student–student and student–peer relationships.
Regardless of the distance created by asynchronised learning, the students did not perceive a decrease
in their relationships with peers or with teachers. This indicates an incredible resilience and ability to
deal with technology never seen before in previous generations. Third is the level of anxiety, as it seems
that asynchronised learning might be beneficial in decreasing the level of anxiety is some students,
particularly in relation to homework.

The COVID-19 pandemic is still present in our lives, where schools continue to be closed every
time a student tests positive for COVID-19. Thus, there are further aspects that need to be evaluated;
further analysis should investigate in more detail the parental control regarding the use of technology,
especially to anticipate and predict information concerning stereotyped parental control (e.g., gender,
social, and cultural differences). Additionally, we recommend a broad analysis concerning relationships
with peers using social media to define what can be defined as a healthy social media relationship and
what is not. There are many types of interactions that take place via novel apps (e.g., Facebook and
TikTok) that especially need additional monitoring to prevent phenomena such as unhealthy body
perceptions and sexualised behaviours.

Further research should also report details about anxiety levels during asynchronised teaching
and how to increase the quality of students’ experiences during a dramatic situation such as the recent
lockdown. We also reported the vast use of multiplexing. Research is necessary to investigate the effect
of multiplexing in the younger generation and how this phenomenon can be integrated as a pedagogic
tool. In conclusion, we aimed to report the perceptions of distance learning during the Italian lockdown
in a cohort of young students. We focused on three main aspects: Learning, relationships, and anxiety.
Distance learning has many downsides, one of which is the lack of live participation, which is an
important aspect of social pedagogy [16–18,20], particularly in relation to the evident lack of inclusive
activities (such as sport practices). As suggested [53], it is now important to help adolescents that are
going through these difficult times. We can do this by being responsive adults [16], setting an example
for the younger generations, that for the first time have to deal with self-managing their learning
experiences, which require both distance and live assistance.

The are several limitations to our analysis. First is the lack of a hypothesis to drive a strong
statistical analysis. The lack of a hypothesis was due to lack of information concerning the current DL
in the southern regions of Italy and the perceptions and coping strategies that students have developed
regarding DL. Another limitation is the lack of detail in relation to teachers’ strategies in southern
Italy. As anticipated, a very recent report was completed by SIRD that describes information about the
organisational strategies and teaching methods adopted during the lockdown [52]. We recommend
combining these finding with student perceptions in order to produce a parallel pool of data on
lockdown DL strategies.
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Abstract: Given what is known about the importance of productive struggle for supporting student
learning of mathematics at all levels, the current study sought to examine teacher attitudes towards
student struggle when students learn mathematics in remote learning settings compared with class-
room settings. Eighty-two Australian early years primary teachers involved in a professional learning
initiative focused on teaching mathematics through sequences of challenging tasks completed a
questionnaire inviting them to compare the two settings. Drawing on a mixed-methods approach,
we found that teachers were more positive about the value of student struggle in classroom-based
settings compared with remote learning settings. Qualitative analysis of open-ended responses
revealed four themes capturing why teachers viewed efforts to support productive struggle in a
remote learning setting as potentially problematic: absence of a teacher-facilitated, synchronous,
learning environment; parents’ negative attitudes towards struggle when learning mathematics; lack
of social connection and peer-to-peer collaboration; and difficulties accessing learning materials.
Suggestions for mitigating some of these challenges in the future are put forward.

Keywords: COVID-19; mathematics education; online teaching; parent attitudes; primary education;
productive struggle; remote learning; teacher attitudes

1. Introduction

As was the case across the world, 2020 was an unusual year for Australian schools due
to the COVID-19 pandemic. Schools in most states, including New South Wales, shifted
to remote learning for the majority of Term 2, whilst schools in Victoria relied on remote
learning for a far longer period, including the majority of Term 2, all of Term 3, and the
beginning of Term 4—totaling around half of the school year. The current study uses a
professional learning project involving teaching with sequences of challenging tasks as an
opportunity to compare early years primary mathematics teachers’ (Foundation, Year 1,
Year 2) attitudes towards student struggle when learning mathematics in a remote learning
setting with a classroom-based setting [1].

1.1. The Importance of Productive Struggle in Learning Mathematics

Productive struggle is fundamental to successful mathematics learning [2]. The Na-
tional Council of Teaching Mathematics listed productive struggle as one of eight essential
teaching practices and noted that “effective mathematics teaching supports students in
struggling productively as they learn mathematics” [3] (p. 48). They defined productive
struggle as students “struggling at times with mathematics tasks but knowing that break-
throughs often emerge from confusion and struggle” [3] (p. 52). Struggle provides students
with opportunities to grapple with important mathematical ideas [4] and can be viewed as
a natural part of learning mathematics [5].
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Moreover, engaging with cognitively demanding tasks that allow for genuine struggle
is something that all learners should be afforded. Indeed, it has been argued that an
“essential component of equitable classrooms is providing all students with opportunities
to engage in productive struggle” [6] (p. 196), and that “all students need to struggle with
challenging problems if they are to learn mathematics deeply” [7] (p. 6). Such experiences
can support students to develop “mathematical resilience” [8] (p. 217), and are congruent
with a growth mindset, where students believe that they can develop mastery through
sustained effort, practice, and support [9].

Livy et al. argued that productive struggle connects directly to “productive class-
rooms” [10] (p. 19), where students are given opportunities to work on complex problems
and are supported to take risks, even if they do not ultimately solve the problem they are
working on. This is affirmed by evidence that mathematics learning is not contingent on
successful completion of tasks, but on having opportunities to engage with complex tasks
before teacher instruction and to deeply contemplate the underlying mathematics, and on
being encouraged to persist through challenge [11].

Perhaps not surprisingly given the emphasis placed on struggle in the mathematics
education research and teacher professional learning communities, teachers in Australian
primary schools tend to hold positive attitudes towards the value of student struggle
when learning mathematics [12]. Moreover, there is evidence that exposure to pedagogies
that view productive struggle as integral to mathematics learning, such as problem-based
approaches to learning mathematics, can further enhance teacher attitudes. Livy and
Downton presented evidence that pre-service teachers can become more aware of the
value of student struggle through exposure to a lesson structure that facilitates student
exploration of a problem prior to instruction [13]. Likewise, Russo et al. found that teachers
who had been exposed to professional learning around such problem-based approaches to
learning mathematics had more positive attitudes towards struggle than teachers who had
not participated in such professional learning [12]. This is consistent with other research
that suggests that teacher endorsement of student struggle is potentially malleable if they
are given opportunities to observe such approaches being effectively employed [14].

In other words, the consensus in the literature is that finding ways to prompt and
support productive struggle can support student learning of mathematics, and that teachers
exposed to relevant professional learning tend to hold positive attitudes towards struggle,
at least in classroom settings.

1.2. The Influence of Learning Settings on Teacher Attitudes towards Struggle in Mathematics

Attitudes capture how individuals think, feel, and act when expressing a view, either
positive or negative, about a given topic. They have been described as more stable and
cognitive than emotions, but less stable and cognitive than beliefs [15].

It is important to note that prior research into Australian primary teacher attitudes
towards student struggle when learning mathematics through problem solving has taken
place in the context of classroom-based learning environments; such positive attitudes
may not translate to remote learning settings. In fact, we contend that there are at least
four interrelated reasons as to why we would expect attitudes towards student struggle of
primary school teachers, particularly early years teachers, to be less positive in a remote
learning setting compared with a classroom-based setting. These reasons include the
following: low teacher control over the learning environment; parents’ negative attitudes
towards struggle when learning mathematics; the lack of social connection and peer-to-
peer collaboration; and the relative emphasis on asynchronous learning in remote settings.
These reasons are elaborated below.

First, holding a positive attitude towards student struggle when teaching mathematics
through challenging tasks depends on maintaining a high level of control, which in this
instance refers to a teacher’s confidence and self-belief in their capacity to effectively
facilitate student learning of mathematics [16]. It is likely that remote learning settings
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undermine this sense of control because much of the student’s environment is beyond the
scope of the teachers’ influence.

Second, and related to this, parents of children in early years of school are likely
to be central to shaping remote learning environments, frequently playing the role of a
pseudo-teacher [17]. Parents may be reluctant to allow students to struggle and feel the
need to provide immediate support to students [18]. This is likely due to a variety of
reasons, including the comparative lack of pedagogical skill and knowledge of parents as
educators [19]; parents prioritizing “doing over learning” in a remote learning environment
as parents of young children juggle learning support with other responsibilities, including
their own employment [20]; and parents being more likely to hold traditional attitudes
towards learning mathematics, such as a preference for direct instruction followed by
practice [21]. Teachers may anticipate (or experience) parents “pushing back” if they
encourage student struggle in remote learning settings, leading to teachers being more
reluctant to allow students to struggle in the first instance.

Third, although there is strong evidence that students often enjoy learning mathe-
matics through problem solving and generally embrace challenge, it is also the case that
the social component of learning mathematics and opportunities to learn collaboratively
are important for supporting student engagement and for ensuring that students feel sup-
ported when engaging with challenging tasks [22]. One of the key components to students
persisting through challenge is the reassurance that all students are simultaneously in the
“zone of confusion” [23] (p. 9) or the “learning pit” [24]. Undermining this dynamic will
likely result in teachers being less positive about struggle. Indeed, there is evidence that a
lack of social support and opportunities to work with, and learn from, peers is a significant
obstacle to learning mathematics through inquiry-based approaches in a remote learning
setting [25].

Finally, although synchronous learning opportunities are possible in remote learning
settings through various technology-facilitated platforms (e.g., Zoom, Webex) and likely to
be a component of many school mathematics programs, Sullivan et al. argue that online
learning is particularly conducive to asynchronous learning, specifically the preparation
of instructional videos followed by independent practice [26]. Attempting to facilitate
episodes of productive struggles in an online asynchronous learning context will likely
amplify the three aforementioned issues compared with doing so in an online synchronous
learning context; for example, teachers would have even less capacity to shape the learning
environment, and students would likely feel even more socially isolated.

The current study examined teacher attitudes towards student struggle in a remote
learning setting compared to a classroom-based setting, in a context of teachers being
exposed to professional learning around the value of reform-oriented pedagogies. The two
research questions investigated were:

1. Do attitudes towards the value of struggle when learning mathematics amongst early
years primary teachers differ depending on the educational setting (remote versus
classroom) being considered?

2. What are the factors that early years teachers attribute to differences in the role of
struggle in a remote learning setting compared with a classroom-based setting?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Context, Participants, and Procedure

We have been supporting generalist, early years (Foundation–Year 2; 5–8-year-old
students), primary school teachers across two school systems in Australia in the adoption
of a student-centered pedagogical approach to mathematics teaching that can be char-
acterized as structured inquiry [27]. This approach to teaching encourages students to
engage in sequences of problem-solving tasks that are connected, cumulative, and chal-
lenging, and generally aligns with pedagogical principles of reform-oriented mathematics
instruction [1,26]. The project was piloted in 2018 and began formally in 2019.
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The final project day for each site was held remotely in November of 2020, and teachers
were invited to complete a post-program questionnaire describing their experiences of
implementing the learning sequences in 2020. Eighty-two teachers across two sites (New
South Wales, n = 39; Victoria, n = 43) completed the post-program questionnaire. One
section of this questionnaire, the focus of the current paper, included three questions
specifically developed to invite teachers to compare the role that struggle plays in learning
in a remote learning setting as compared to a classroom-based setting.

• Q1. Teachers completed the six Attitude Towards Struggle items (see Section 2.2)
following the prompt: “Thinking about students in a remote learning setting. Please
indicate your level of agreement on each of the following statements”.

• Q2. Teachers completed the six Attitude Towards Struggle items (see Section 2.2)
following the prompt: “Thinking about students in a classroom setting. Please indicate
your level of agreement on each of the following statements”.

• Q3. Teachers completed the open-ended item: “In your view, what is the role of
struggle in mathematics in remote learning settings compared with classroom-based
settings? Please describe your view of similarities and differences in as much detail
as possible”.

2.2. Measures: Attitudes towards Struggle

Teachers’ attitudes towards student struggle were assessed using an instrument previ-
ously developed by the authors, Attitude Towards Struggle [16]. The six items from the
measure included in the current study were assessed on 5-point Likert scales, ranging from
strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Three of the items were reverse scored (denoted
by *). The six items were:

• Most students can’t begin a challenging task without the teacher first explaining the
maths. *

• There is value in “throwing them in the deep end”, and having students tackle a task
before the teacher explains the maths.

• Experiencing struggle is an important part of students doing mathematics.
• If a student doesn’t get it, it is the teachers responsibility to “set them right” straight

away. *
• Student confusion in the mathematics classroom amounts to a waste of instruc-

tional time. *
• Getting stuck but not giving up is key to students learning mathematics.

The maximum score on this measure is 30 and the minimum score is 6. The measure
has been previously shown to have acceptable reliability (α = 0.74), and to be moderately
correlated with enjoyment of teaching mathematics and being in a mathematics leadership
role (see Russo et al. for further information about the measure’s development) [16]. Exam-
inations of histograms, skewness, and kurtosis statistics in relation to both administrations
of the Attitude Towards Struggle measure in the current study suggested that scores tended
to approximate a normal distribution.

2.3. Approach to Data Analysis

This study adopted a mixed-methods approach, drawing on both quantitative and
qualitative analysis to answer the two research questions. Mixed-method researchers
advocate the use of “whatever methodological tools are required to answer the questions
under study” [28] (p. 7). As a result, the paradigm of pragmatism frequently underlies
studies adopting mixed-method approaches, including the current study. Pragmatism has
been described as:

A deconstructive paradigm that debunks concepts such as “truth” and “reality”
and focuses instead on “what works” as the truth regarding the research ques-
tions under investigation. Pragmatism rejects the either/or choices associated
with the paradigm wars, advocates for the use of mixed methods in research, and
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acknowledges that the values of the researcher play a large role in the interpreta-
tion of results [29] (p. 713).

In order to address the first research question, attitudes towards student struggle data
were analyzed quantitatively, using SPSS Statistics, Version 25. Data were analyzed using a
paired samples t-test, in order to compare scores on the remote learning and classroom-
based versions of the Attitude Towards Struggle measure. In addition, a follow-up analysis
using an independent samples t-test was undertaken to examine whether differences
in attitudes towards struggle across settings was related to site (Victoria versus New
South Wales). This additional analysis seemed prudent given that Victorian schools spent
substantially more time in lockdown compared with New South Wales schools, and may
have had more opportunities to consider how to adjust to a remote learning context.

To address the second research question, data from the open-ended survey response
were analyzed thematically, combining “theoretical thematic analysis” with “inductive
thematic analysis” [30] (p. 84). Specifically, we began the analysis by familiarizing ourselves
with the data and generating an initial list of codes. We then endeavored to match this
initial list of codes, and the associated data extracted, to one of the four themes identified
from the literature that would suggest that teachers may view struggle in remote settings
as problematic: low teacher control over the learning environment [16]; parents’ negative
attitudes towards struggle when learning mathematics [18–21]; the lack of social connection
and peer-to-peer collaboration [22,25]; and the relative emphasis on asynchronous learning
in remote settings [26]. The remaining codes and codable extracts of data that could not
be connected to one of these four a priori themes were then analyzed inductively, with
additional themes identified and described. This resulted in a fifth theme, difficulties
accessing learning materials, being identified. The final stage of our analysis involved
reviewing, refining, and defining the full list of themes using an iterative process of moving
between the data, the codes, and the themes. In part this involved refining the description
of the four a priori themes identified in the literature so that they better reflected the data
and codes. It was during this final phase that it was decided to combine the a priori
theme concerning learning environment with the theme concerning synchronous and
asynchronous learning. This seemed a more parsimonious and useful interpretation of the
data, due to the difficulties distinguishing between codes belonging to these two themes.
This combined theme was labelled: absence of a teacher-facilitated, synchronous, learning
environment. It is worth noting that although for the sake of consistency this theme was
framed in the negative (i.e., the relative inferiority of the remote learning environment),
many teachers presented their response in the positive (i.e., emphasizing what was afforded
in a classroom-based setting).

The final four themes that described the difficulties that teachers anticipate encounter-
ing when allowing students to struggle in remote learning settings were:

1. absence of a teacher-facilitated, synchronous, learning environment
2. parents’ negative attitudes towards struggle when learning mathematics
3. lack of social connection and peer-to-peer collaboration
4. difficulties accessing learning materials

Some participant responses were coded to multiple themes. For example, one par-
ticularly extensive, thoughtful response was coded to all four themes. We present this
response with codable extracts italicized, and the relevant theme to which the extract was
coded to in parentheses. Note also that despite having multiple codable extracts relevant
to a particular theme, any participant response was only counted once towards any given
theme:

Struggle in the classroom setting may see a lower level of student anxiety and therefore
more student risk taking when finding solutions as errors are seen as important reflection
points and learning opportunities (1). The classroom culture supports students
through resources such as anchor charts, concrete materials (4), peers’ thinking and
reasoning, gallery walks and fish bowls (3) which all act as enabling prompts/strategies
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for students to access (1,3). It is unlikely students would have the same access to
these in a remote learning setting. Parents may not have been exposed to multiple
solutions/strategies when solving mathematical problems (2). In the classroom setting
students are expected and encouraged to share their mathematical thinking and reasoning
guided by targeted teacher questioning compared to parents and carers who may not
feel confident with the mathematics required for the tasks or seeing their child struggle
without jumping in to do it for them (2). Teacher Number 35 (T35)

3. Results

3.1. Research Question 1: Does Attitude towards the Value of Struggle When Learning
Mathematics amongst Early Years Primary Teachers Differ Depending on the Educational Setting
(Remote Versus Classroom) Being Considered?

The paired samples t-test revealed that teacher attitudes towards struggle when
considering students in a classroom-based setting (M = 24.4, SD = 3.58) were significantly
more positive than attitudes towards struggle when considering students in a remote
learning setting (M = 23.7, SD = 3.55), t(81) = 2.773, p < 0.01, d = 0.31. A follow-up analysis
revealed that differences in attitude towards struggle across settings were independent of
whether teachers were from New South Wales schools (M = 0.97, SD = 2.35) or Victorian
schools (M = 0.44, SD = 2.20), t(80) = 1.062, p > 0.05.

We can conclude that teachers are more likely to hold positive attitudes towards
allowing students to struggle when students are learning mathematics in classroom-based
settings compared with remote learning settings, although the magnitude of the difference
(as indicated by the effect size) is small. This finding is consistent with other research
discussing how facilitating inquiry-based learning in mathematics is problematic in a
remote learning setting [25]. We now consider our analysis of teacher responses to the
open-ended item asking them to elaborate on similarities and differences of the role of
struggle across the two settings.

3.2. Research Question 2: Does Attitude towards the Value of Struggle When Learning
Mathematics amongst Early Years Primary Teachers Differ Depending on the Educational Setting
Being Considered?

Teachers were asked to respond to an open-ended item asking them to describe the
similarities and differences between the roles of struggle in a remote learning setting
as compared to a classroom-based setting. A small group of teachers (12%) described
the importance of struggle in general terms, without making any explicit reference to
educational setting. It may be that these teachers view the role of struggle as similar across
the two settings, or it may be that they did not interpret the question as intended. The
remaining teachers highlighted differences in the role of struggle across settings, with the
broad consensus being that encouraging productive struggle was far more problematic
in a remote learning setting compared with the classroom. Our analysis produced four
themes that capture these differences. The frequency with which data responses were
classified to each of these themes is summarized in Table 1, with an illustrative quotation
provided. As is apparent from Table 1, the two themes, absence of a teacher-facilitated,
synchronous, learning environment and parents’ negative attitudes towards struggle when
learning mathematics, were the most prevalent, with over half of teachers having their
responses coded to at least one of these themes.
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Table 1. Summary of thematic analysis: Challenges associated with allowing students to struggle in remote learning settings.

Theme
N = 77 1

(Percentage)
Illustrative Quotation

Absence of a teacher-facilitated,
synchronous,

learning environment
42 (55%)

At school we understand the struggle and the learning pit and
encourage the struggle and not to give up in the classroom. We know
when to come in and provide a prompt and we know when to hold a
prompt back. We know when to extend students and we know when
to support students. We have the knowledge and background in the
teaching and know each individual student and how they learn. (T14)

Parents’ negative attitudes
towards struggle when
learning mathematics

40 (52%)

In remote learning settings there was minimal struggle observed as
many parents jumped in and assisted their children if they were
experiencing any problems. Some parents had difficulty with letting
their children struggle. They tended to “spoon feed” their children,
wanting them to have instant success. The actual “learning” was
greatly diminished as the students did not do anything for
themselves. (T12)

Lack of social connection and
peer-to-peer collaboration 16 (21%)

In a remote setting students are on their own and not able to work
with their peers as such. Feeling isolated may create anxiety and the
feeling that they are the only ones that may be struggling. (T11)

Difficulties accessing
learning materials 12 (16%)

In a classroom students have many resources to use to assist their
thinking and working out. However at home, they may not has
access to useful resources. (T17)

Described importance of
struggle, no reference to remote

or classroom settings
9 (12%)

The role of struggle is to teach students how to problem solve and
how to connect students to their prior knowledge and different
learning. If the student is explicitly taught for every question they’ll
never be able to connect bigger learning and concepts to different
tasks. You want them using learnt skills to solve a range of problems.
Struggle allows them to develop that. (T23)

Described
struggle/problem-based

learning as more difficult in
remote learning settings, but

did not elaborate on why

3 (4%)

The remote learning situation made the struggle phase difficult- not
being face to face, but we tried to overcome it by including topics and
activities that students were able to work through with some parent
support. (T60)

Note: 1 Five participants did not respond to the open-ended item (Q3).

3.2.1. Absence of a Teacher-Facilitated, Synchronous, Learning Environment

The majority of teachers (55%) described the absence of teacher-facilitated, syn-
chronous learning as an impediment to allowing students to struggle productively in
a remote learning environment vis-à-vis the classroom. This was often described in the
positive—that is, that classroom-based settings allow teachers to closely monitor students
as they are grappling with a task, and to support them as required:

I think struggle in a classroom setting is fine as the teacher monitors and knows
the students and is able to prompt and reflect along the way with students so
they know they are okay and supported. (T10)

The role of struggle in remote learning settings is different to the role of struggle
in the classroom. This is because the teacher is able to facilitate and cater for the
learning needs of every student in a more efficient and interactive way when
they are in the classroom. (T27)

Other teachers framed their response in the negative—that is, by describing a rela-
tive lack of synchronous learning opportunities in remote settings that made monitoring
difficult whilst students were exploring the mathematics:

It was harder to allow ‘struggle’ during remote learning due to limited time
doing face-to-face lessons. (T45)
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The role of struggle in mathematics during remote learning was very hard to
monitor as once the instructional time was over children worked off screen to
complete tasks. (T51)

Interestingly, even when the students were given opportunities to work on mathemat-
ical tasks in “real-time” during a virtual learning session, teachers still noted the difficulties
with knowing how much support to provide students. This highlights how interacting with
students through virtual platforms (e.g., Zoom, WebEx) only provides limited information
to the teacher:

I feel in the classroom teachers are able to see students’ body language better and
therefore understand their true emotions quicker than online learning. (T32)

[It is] much more difficult to get that sense of how students are performing or
feeling during remote learning, [and] therefore [more] difficult to ‘jump in’ when
students may need the support of the teacher. (T37)

This issue is amplified by students’ relative reluctance to communicate how they are
feeling about their learning during a virtual learning session, perhaps highlighting the
increased self-consciousness and difficulties building rapport over a virtual platform:

If students did struggle, they were a bit reluctant to share their ideas during
online lessons compared to a classroom setting. (T39)

I found that some students just assumed they could do the task and then didn’t
speak up or let the teacher know what was happening. (T47)

Again, this can be contrasted with a classroom-based setting:

Students have the opportunity to discuss their struggle with the teacher and
assistance is more available than for students in remote learning settings. (T4)

Finally, several teachers described how it was the emphasis on growth mindset that
normalizes struggle in the classroom setting, something directly attributed to the profes-
sional knowledge of the teacher:

The big difference would be at school we have posters that refer to the learning
pit . . . and teachers who have been given professional development (PD) about
growth mindset. (T3)

Whereas at school, teachers have the background knowledge and understand
the rationale of challenging tasks. We are aware of when to intervene and when
to take a step back and allow the students to have a go. Therefore, this allows
students to develop a growth mindset and not feel so anxious about attempting
these tasks. (T15)

This anticipates our next theme, which considers the role of parents in shaping how
much to encourage student struggle in remote learning settings.

3.2.2. Parents’ Negative Attitudes towards Struggle When Learning Mathematics

Again, the majority of teachers (52%) also described how it was parents’ and carers’
negative attitudes towards struggle when learning mathematics that undermined this
pedagogical approach in a remote learning setting. As one teacher stated:

Unfortunately many parents do not share this view of struggling in maths and would lead
their children through the task. This made it difficult to both plan and implement. (T61)

This led to teachers not pursuing tasks that would result in students struggling, in part
to reduce the anxiety experienced by parents in their role as remote learning facilitators.
This suggests that teachers were cognizant that the COVID-19 lockdown was a difficult
period for families as they struggled to balance competing priorities [20]:

The explore phase was always easy. Parents required tasks that were quick and
easy for students to complete independently. (T1)
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During home learning, it was hard to allow students to ‘struggle’ as parents
weren’t confident with home learning. Therefore, we provided them with straight-
forward open-ended tasks to ease anxiety and stress of parents more than children.
(T19)

During remote learning we did not want to increase anxiety in the home for
students and parents. Children were not all in an environment where they had
support/or parents who are confident in teaching mathematics. Students were
given ‘more’ of the content during remote learning. (T24)

However, the most frequently provided explanation connected to this theme is that
parents, due to both their limited pedagogical knowledge and mathematical content
knowledge, and their own educational background [21], often did not see the value in
allowing students to struggle when learning mathematics:

Struggle at home can be problematic as parents often don’t get this... They don’t
necessarily see it as learning or a pathway to learning. They think if they don’t
get it straight away it is ‘too hard’ or the teacher hasn’t taught them properly. It
can undo the good done at school in raising the ‘challenge’ bar. (T10)

It was harder to achieve as the parents tended to intervene . . . Parents themselves
struggled with this type of mathematics, it was commented on/questioned in
nearly all of our parent teacher interviews. (T28)

Parents may not have been exposed to multiple solutions/strategies when solving
mathematical problems [during their own schooling]. In the classroom setting
students are expected and encouraged to share their mathematical thinking and
reasoning guided at times by targeted teacher questioning, compared to parents
and carers who may not feel confident with the mathematics required for the
tasks, or seeing their child struggle without jumping in to do it for them. (T35)

A further explanation provided by teachers as to why struggle was difficult to manage
in remote learning settings, which has already been alluded to, was the different relation-
ship dynamics between children and their parents, compared with a teacher [19]. Either
the student or parent (or both) might find it difficult to tolerate the student struggling:

[Students] asking their parents to help start them on the right track, crying about
the task, not understanding the question and giving up. (T9)

I feel as though parents also have different relationships with their children
compared to a teacher and student. I have found parents are more likely to step
in and help their children. (T32)

Regardless of how much you explicitly explain a task to a parent and encourage
them to let their child think for themselves, for a lot of parents, it would be their
immediate instinct to help their child so that they don’t struggle. (T15)

Our next theme considers an additional issue of interpersonal dynamics that ex-
plains difficulties facilitating struggle in a remote learning setting; that is, a lack of social
connection and peer-to-peer collaboration.

3.2.3. Lack of Social Connection and Peer-to-Peer Collaboration

Around one-fifth of teachers (21%) noted the lack of opportunities to connect to and
collaborate with peers as an obstacle to student willingness to struggle in a remote learning
setting. We know from prior research that the social isolation brought on by remote learning
was one of the most significant challenges identified by students [25], so the confirmation
of this theme was not surprising. A key aspect of learning through challenging tasks in
classrooms is the expectation that all students will be in the “zone of confusion” [23] (p.
9) or “learning pit” together [24]. The relative isolation experienced by students during
remote learning, even during synchronous virtual sessions, would undermine this shared
experience:
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In a remote setting students are on their own and not able to work with their
peers as such. Feeling isolated may create anxiety and the feeling that they are
the only ones that may be struggling. (T11)

In the remote setting it would be difficult to discuss a task. Students chat with
each other in the classroom setting and discuss possible strategies. Remote
learning students may feel alone and in the pit and not know how to get out. (T13)

Some teachers noted that it was the interactive aspect of being in the classroom and
discussing ideas with other students and the teacher that was key to episodes of struggle
becoming productive:

Facilitating conversations between myself and their peers, the struggle becomes
productive and often results in more meaningful learning. (T12)

I think that struggle in mathematics is much more beneficial to students in a
classroom setting because they have each other to bounce ideas off. (T64)

Indeed, building a community of learners where students can learn from, and be sup-
ported by, other students is a central aspect of a problem-solving classroom more generally:

Remote teaching is [students] by themselves whereas the classroom setting [learn-
ing] is everyone’s responsibility and that is where you see the students help each
other and reflect on their learning. (T41)

In the classroom it is a lot easier to have the students work collaboratively
allowing students who find maths challenging to learn from and listen to those
more competent students. (T62)

The final theme to be considered is the difficulties accessing learning materials re-
motely.

3.2.4. Difficulties Accessing Learning Materials

The emergent theme not anticipated from our review of the literature was the diffi-
culties accessing learning materials and resources in remote learning settings, noted by
around one-sixth of teachers (16%). This theme is notably less complex than the others
discussed so far. Teachers noted that when struggling with a task in a classroom, students
would tend to access concrete materials as a means of trying to better make sense of the
mathematics. The lack of access to such materials in their home environment meant that a
student was less likely to be successful with their learning:

Materials weren’t as accessible at home as school. (T58)

Students may not have any concrete materials they are allowed to use to assist
with their understanding of maths. (T46)

In a classroom students have many resources to use to assist their thinking
and working out. However at home, they may not have access to useful re-
sources. (T17)

4. Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in shifts to remote learning in many countries
around the world, including Australia, for large periods in 2020. Given the importance of
productive struggle for facilitating mathematics learning [2,4], the current study examined
teacher attitudes towards student struggle when learning mathematics in a remote learning
setting compared with the classroom. It was found that teachers were more positive about
the value of student struggle in classroom-based settings. Four themes captured why teach-
ers viewed efforts to support productive struggle in a remote learning setting as potentially
problematic: absence of a teacher-facilitated, synchronous, learning environment; parents’
negative attitudes towards struggle when learning mathematics; lack of social connection
and peer-to-peer collaboration; and difficulties accessing learning materials. Difficulties
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facilitating productive student struggle was likely one of several interconnected reasons
why the learning of mathematics in Australian primary schools was anticipated to be less
effective during remote learning compared with classroom-based settings [26].

Although both the quantitative and qualitative analyses revealed that teachers consid-
ered struggle to be more challenging in remote learning settings compared with classroom-
based settings, the qualitative data emphasized this point far more emphatically. Whereas
comparing scores on the Attitudes Towards Struggle measure suggested only a small
impact of setting on teacher attitudes (d = 0.31) when responding to the qualitative item,
the vast majority of participants (87%) emphasized how much more difficult it was to
support student struggle in a remote learning setting. This issue of Likert scale data and
analysis of open-ended items being in tension has been noted elsewhere in other areas
of mathematics education research, and was described by Bragg as a “methodological
dilemma” [31]. This “methodological dilemma” may point to limitations with trying to
operationalize complex psychological constructs such as teacher attitudes towards student
struggle using Likert scales, even if the psychometric properties of such measures are
ostensibly sound. It highlights the value of qualitative approaches to educational research,
including thematic analysis, which allow for more direct and nuanced inquiry into an issue
of interest.

Methodological limitations notwithstanding (e.g., a relatively small sample of teachers
involved in a single professional learning initiative), the current study contributes to our
understanding of the difficulties pursuing constructivist, inquiry-oriented approaches to
mathematics learning in remote learning settings [19,25]. Moreover, our findings suggest
several practical areas of focus to mitigate the challenges identified, particularly if remote
learning were to continue into the future as an important aspect of primary mathemat-
ics instruction. First, schools should consider how they might continue to innovatively
incorporate technology-facilitated platforms to allow for more synchronous discussion
and interaction when students engage in mathematics lessons. For example, one project
school decided during the second lockdown to treat two synchronous half-hour learning
sessions split across two days as a single mathematics lesson, to maximize opportunities for
follow-up discussion that reflected students’ actual experience of working on a challenging
task and incorporated student work samples (see Downton et al. for the detailed case
study) [18]. Second, schools should be supported to provide professional learning to parent
communities to emphasize the value of constructivist approaches to learning mathematics,
including the importance of allowing students to struggle productively. Third, schools
should be funded to provide necessary materials (e.g., concrete manipulatives) to support
learning mathematics in the home environment. Finally, policy makers might consider
allowing parents of school-aged children to participate in “learning bubbles” with one or
two other families. In addition to removing some stress for parents associated with remote
learning, this would allow students to work collaboratively on mathematical tasks, increas-
ing their sense of social connectedness, furthering opportunities for them to explain their
mathematical thinking, and increasing their willingness to embrace productive struggle,
secure in the knowledge that another student is (or other students are) having a similar
experience.

In terms of future research directions, it is notable that our study found no differences
between teachers in New South Wales and Victoria, despite the time they spent facilitating
remote learning being notably different. This was somewhat surprising, and the issue
warrants further, more systematic, investigation. Future studies may consider analyzing
whether there are differences in the perception of online teaching and remote learning
amongst teachers with different levels of experience in this modality of teaching. It may be
postulated that teachers more experienced with facilitating remote learning would hold
more positive attitudes towards this modality, and adopt more ambitious pedagogical
approaches, such as teaching mathematics through inquiry and encouraging students to
struggle productively.
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To summarize, we found that teachers did indeed have more positive attitudes towards
allowing students to struggle in classroom-based settings compared with remote learning
settings, although this was borne out more emphatically in our qualitative analysis. It
appears that a teacher-facilitated, synchronous learning environment and opportunities
to work collaboratively with peers are paramount to facilitating productive struggle in
mathematics. Moreover, parents lack of willingness to allow their children to struggle
and difficulties accessing learning materials serve as further barriers to teachers allowing
productive struggle in remote learning environments.
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Abstract: The emergency caused by COVID-19 and the transition to distance learning has made
teachers face novel decision-making situations. As the teachers’ pedagogical decisions have an
impact on the students’ learning experience, the aim of this study was to describe and explain what
influenced the teachers’ teaching-related decisions and how these decisions were reflected in the
teaching process during distance learning. The study was based on semi-structured interviews with
16 Estonian basic school science teachers. The data were analyzed using qualitative thematic analysis.
The results show that teachers’ teaching-related decisions were influenced by factors that were related
to the existence of digital tools as well as to the ability to use them purposefully in the home settings
of teachers and students. Teachers’ teaching decisions were mostly motivated by short-term goals,
such as maintaining students’ social interaction and supporting student motivation. The desire of
teachers to keep students’ and teachers’ own workload affordable was also considered as a factor
influencing teachers’ teaching-related decisions. According to the interviews, the switch of focus
to workload and well-being and valuing socialization and student motivation over subject matter
competences seems to be unique for this new situation.

Keywords: distance learning; COVID-19; teaching and learning in emergencies; science teachers;
qualitative research

1. Introduction

Due to the wide spread of a new Coronavirus called SARS-Cov-2 [1], school buildings
around the world were closed in 2020 to protect students and teachers from the spread
of the disease [2] and learning was reorganized for distance learning. This change in
the organization of education put teachers, students and their parents in a new situation.
Although it is too early to assess the long-term impact of COVID-19 in education, various
COVID-19 education-focused studies have been conducted in recent months. For example,
studies by Cullinane and Montacute [3] and Schuck and Lambert [4] confirmed that the
availability of technological facilities in students’ homes is a major concern in the transition
to distance learning. It was found that economic inequality in the home hindered students’
ability to participate effectively in their studies. Moreover, the preparation of schools for
the use of technology has also influenced the success of distance learning. In schools where
digital learning platforms and digital tools were used before COVID-19, the transition to
distance learning was also easier [5,6].

In addition to distance learning research related to the existence of technology, COVID-
19 research in the field of education has also focused on preparing teachers to cope with
distance learning. For example, Gudmundsdottir and Hathaway [7] found in a study of
574 Norwegian and 239 US teachers that teachers had little previous (pre-distance) online
teaching experience. Specifically, 67% of Norwegian teachers and 92% of US teachers did
not have previous online teaching experience. The lack of adequate preparation for online
teaching was also highlighted. At the same time, teachers expressed a positive attitude and
readiness to make an effort to cope successfully with the transition to distance learning in
new circumstances, or as Gudmundsdottir and Hathaway [7] p. 244 say “they were willing
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to go the extra mile to move teaching to online platforms”, meaning teachers were willing
to “take an agentic stance” to find ways to cope with a challenging new distance learning
situation. Moreover, in a survey of 325 US K-12 teachers, Trust and Whalen [8] found
that teachers lacked both preparation and support in using technology to design quality
instruction during the transition to distance learning. At the same time, 61% of teachers
felt overwhelmed with all the online learning tools and resources available. According to
the study, it was difficult for teachers to find suitable digital tools to support learning and
communication with students during the distance learning period.

Besides technological and pedagogical readiness, teacher well-being and work-related
stress have also been addressed in previous studies. It has been found that uncertainty
about how long-distance learning lasts and in what way distance learning should be taught
(lack of clarity around the plans) is stressful for teachers. Teachers in the study by Kim and
Asbury [9] (p. 1070) have described insecurity at the beginning of a distance learning period
as “like a rug had been pulled from under you”. In addition to the general uncertainty, a
study of 600 language teachers [10] shows that for teachers, increased workload (workload
as a stress factor) was the most stressful during distance learning (mentioned as the main
source of stress). The study also showed that the loss of control over work (rated above 3
out of 4) blurred lines between home and work, and irregular working hours (rated above
2.5 out of 4) were stressful for teachers during the distance learning period. Besides, a
study by Trust and Whalen [8] found that teachers’ perceived work stress is related to
both insufficient preparation for online teaching and a lack of support for teachers’ online
teaching.

Thus, previous research shows that the availability of appropriate technological so-
lutions [3] as well as the experience of schools in their implementation [5] affect students’
learning experiences during distance learning. Moreover, pedagogical readiness and pre-
paredness for distance learning in general and online teaching more specifically [7,8], and
teacher wellbeing and coping with uncertainty seem to be important [8–10]. This means
that various individual and environmental factors have been identified as important in
this new context, while the traditional/long-term purposes of education (see also [11])
seem to have much less focus. Moreover, it is not clear how exactly these are diverse
factors considered by teachers while making decisions related to teaching in the context
of distance learning due to COVID-19 and which of the factors have more weight in the
decision-making process. Teachers’ pedagogical decisions have an impact on the students’
learning experience and thus the study of decision-making processes is very relevant in
the changed circumstances. Consequently, it is important to find out how the transition to
distance learning due to COVID-19 has influenced teachers’ decision-making processes and
how teachers themselves justify their teaching decisions. Thus, the aim of the current study
is to describe and explain what influenced the teachers’ teaching-related decisions and how
these decisions were reflected in the teaching process during distance learning. The study
is conducted in Estonia where the K-12 students have shown very high results in interna-
tional comparison tests such as PISA [12]. Furthermore, previous studies have indicated
that teachers in Estonia are highly educated (the teacher’s qualification requirement is a
master’s degree), very experienced and possess a high level of knowledge about teaching
(e.g., [12,13]). Therefore, it is an interesting context to explore teachers’ decision-making in
more detail and to inform international community of researchers.

In the following chapters, we firstly concentrate on the decision-making of teachers
and present the research questions. Next, the context of distance learning in Estonia is
described. Subsequently, the qualitative research methodology is introduced, followed by
the presentation of the research results, discussion of the main results and the conclusion.

1.1. Teachers’ Teaching-Related Decision-Making

Teaching is essentially a thinking practice [14], a complex activity that involves con-
tinuous decision-making processes in the teaching planning stage, the interaction phase
in teaching and in the analysis following the teaching process. It means that teachers are
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supposed to have a high degree of decision-making autonomy while planning the teaching
activities as well as during teaching situations. Therefore, the students’ learning experience,
or as Vanlommel, Van Grasse, Vanhoof and Petegem [15] (p. 75) say “the progress of pupils’
educational trajectories”, depends on teachers’ decisions.

The basis for teachers’ teaching-related decisions lies in their professional knowledge,
which is divided into content knowledge (teacher’s subject-specific knowledge), pedagogi-
cal content knowledge (understanding how to teach a subject-specific topic to students)
and general pedagogical knowledge (knowledge about learners and learning, principles of
classroom management and educational purposes in general) [16]. To effectively support
student development, it is important that teachers have knowledge of students’ cognitive
functioning, including emotional, social, and behavioral development [17,18]. Moreover,
teachers’ knowledge of student motivation and their ability to create conditions that pro-
mote students’ self-motivation are essential [18]. In addition, Mishra and Koehler [19]
combined technology knowledge into the TPCK model (Technological Pedagogical Content
Knowledge Framework) with the aforementioned teachers’ professional knowledge and
its components. In other words, how to teach a specific subject with the help of technology
plays an important role in teachers’ knowledge, as well as teachers’ ability to make the
available technological tools suitable for the learning process [19]. The elaborated use of
technological, pedagogical and subject knowledge enables teachers to decide on the general
approach to teach the whole class and each individual student and to make decisions to
support student learning in the most effective way possible [16,18,19].

Besides teachers’ professional knowledge, their teaching-related decisions are influ-
enced by their own beliefs [20,21]. According to previous studies, the teachers’ pedagogical
beliefs are based on their own experience as students, experience in teacher training and
are also influenced by daily teaching practices. Teachers prefer what they believe is valu-
able, in their choice of learning objectives and content [22]. In addition to the teachers’
knowledge and personal experience, the expression of beliefs in practice is also influenced
by students’ characteristics, school environment, and broader social and pedagogical back-
ground (e.g., pedagogical traditions in the country) [23,24]. However, research also shows
inconsistencies between teachers’ beliefs and practices. For example, a survey conducted
among Estonian science teachers revealed that although teachers highlight the value of
constructivist learning and practical activities in the lesson, it is not always reflected in
their teaching practice [25].

On top of professional knowledge and beliefs, teachers’ decision-making is influenced
by their purposes. These could be individual or collective (shared among colleagues) long-
and short-term purposes. For example, research on collective efficacy [26] has indicated
the shared visions being related to students’ learning outcomes. Biesta [11] suggests
distinguishing between three broad (long-term) purposes of education: qualification,
socialization and subjectivization. Qualification entails ensuring that students completing
a certain level of education have reached a certain level of competences, e.g., they are
qualified for the next stage of education. Socialization means that students need to be
prepared for successful functioning in society, this would entail good social skills and
finding one’s position in society. The third purpose means that education should support
each student to find out who they are and what they would like to do in their life. This
purpose is often closely related to supporting individual students’ strengths and talents.
The described long-term purposes also guide teachers’ short-term goals related to teaching.
For example, decisions related to classroom management, supporting students’ motivation
and finding best practices for explaining complex subject matter content.

Furthermore, teachers’ teaching decisions (as already mentioned in the section on
beliefs) are influenced by environmental factors. Aho, Haverinen, Juuso, Laukka and
Sutinen [27] (p. 400) aptly stated that “A teacher cannot escape the world outside when
closing the classroom door. Teaching is influenced by the surrounding society, culture and
traditions”. For example, teachers’ decision-making is influenced by educational policies
and various framework documents that guide the organizing of teaching, as well as more
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narrowly by the community—school management and colleagues—enforcing or hindering
activities [28,29]. In addition, cooperation with students’ parents and the wider community
is also important. A well-functioning relationship with parents allows the teacher to set
common goals with the parents to support the children [30]. Lastly, teaching decisions
are also influenced by different material resources (e.g., classroom sizes, school furniture;
availability of technical equipment).

To sum up, teachers’ decisions are related to their individual resources (including
teachers’ knowledge of students and learning) and their long- and short-term purposes.
On the other hand, external environmental factors influence the decision-making processes
(see also [31]). It is essential to consider that the process of teaching and learning is very
complex and its different parts interact with each other in a dynamic way. Therefore it is
also important to find out how exactly these diverse factors are considered by teachers
while making decisions related to teaching in the context of distance learning due to
COVID-19, which of the factors have more weight in the decision-making process and how
it could influence teaching and learning processes. Consequently, the following research
questions were posed for the current study:

1. What do teachers point out as important factors influencing their teaching-related
decisions during distance learning?

2. How were these decisions reflected in the teaching process during distance learning
based on teachers’ explanations?

The starting positions of the transition to distance learning due to COVID-19 differ in
countries and the context is also known to influence teaching decisions. For that reason,
we will move on to the Estonian context, in which we briefly introduce the transition to
distance learning and describe the background factors that influenced the transition.

1.2. The Context of Distance Learning in Estonia

In March 2020, an emergency was imposed in Estonia, a country that has just 1.3 mil-
lion people, in connection with the spread of COVID-19. Teachers were given one day
(the last school day of the week, Friday) to agree on further activities and tasks with stu-
dents and students were given a chance to get necessary tools (e.g., laptops) and materials
(e.g., books, workbooks) from school. Starting from 16 March 2020 all schools in Estonia
were closed down by the order of the government with a purpose to prevent people from
gathering and reduce the spread of the virus. Therefore, with one workday of advance
notice, 153,155 students of general education schools (grades 1–12) and 15,843 teachers
from 516 schools [32] started with distance learning. According to the Basic Schools and
Upper Secondary Schools Act [33] as well as curricula regulations [34], distance learning is
guided learning (including e-learning) that is focused on acquiring knowledge and skills,
but is not carried through in the school building. Thus, it was the government’s command
that teachers were obliged to continue working towards goals set in the curriculum in
conditions where learning takes place from a distance instead of classroom training—that
meant that the students as well as teachers were working from home and keeping in touch
through digital means. When distance learning first came into force, it was for the period
of two weeks, which was then extended up until the end of the school year (June 2020). The
improved situation of COVID-19 has allowed the students to go to school in small groups
since mid-May of 2020, which was mainly to help the students who had not participated in
distance learning during the lockdown. In the new situation, the teachers were expected to
continue working with both the students in distance learning conditions and support those
in need of individual tutoring in classroom conditions.

During the period of switching over to distance learning, The Ministry of Education
and Research [35] provided the teachers as well as school leaders with several kinds of
guidelines on how to teach as well as support teachers during the distance learning period.
For example, teachers were advised to avoid numerical grading in the first two weeks and
use verbal grading to give feedback and motivate students. It was also suggested to give
the students more time to complete their tasks and the teachers were encouraged to think
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about the possibilities for supporting the students’ social interaction [35]. The ministry
recommended keeping the number of different digital environments and resources used for
exchanging information and schoolwork to a minimum. In a formal notice to the teachers,
it was also said that “students, their learning habits and ability to work independently as
well as the opportunities of the parents are different—take that into account when setting
up learning goals” [35] (p. 1). Specific choices on learning methods and environments were
up to decide on for the teachers and school leaders. However, it was recommended to
gather systematic feedback from the students and their parents and take it into account
while planning and conducting the teaching. Overall, the guidelines focused more on
preserving the well-being of students and encouraged teachers to consider the well-being
of the parents as well. The well-being of teachers was primarily discussed over social
media (according to the authors) where on the one hand, parents criticized teachers for
too little guidance and feedback, and on the other hand, teachers justified their actions
with the increase of workload due to the distance learning conditions. However, on the
international level, the importance of providing emotional support to faculty as well as
students during distance learning was emphasized in the OECD framework [36], which
aims to support educational decisions in order to implement effective responses to the
COVID-19 pandemic in education.

Similarly to other countries’ education systems, the transition to distance learning
in Estonia also meant putting the digital capabilities of the country to the test. Estonia is
often brought out as an example of a digitally capable society where the IT-infrastructure
as well as national e-services are one of the best in the world (considering both the amount
as well as quality) [37]. Furthermore, the transition to distance learning was supported by
the Estonian Lifelong Learning Strategy 2020 [38] agenda where one of the highlighted
priorities is “A digital focus on lifelong learning”. Already in 2014, one of the goals in
that strategy was to use modern digital technology to learn and teach more effectively and
efficiently, to improve the digital skills of the whole population and to ensure access to the
new generation of digital infrastructure. Therefore, on a national level, efforts in the name
of students as well as teachers being digitally competent have been made for years.

In the following, two of the greatest educational technology solutions are presented,
which, according to the authors, supported the transition to distance learning in Estonia.
Of the functioning digital technologies, Estonian schools have been using web applications
eKool (eSchool, https://ekool.eu) or Stuudium (stuudium.com) or similar solutions for
over a decade. These aforementioned applications enable information exchange between
homes and the school—the information is shared by teachers, students and parents. All
of the students’ homework, grades and feedback are added onto eSchool/Stuudium;
messages are sent to learners, teachers and parents personally, as well as to groups of them.
It is also possible to upload documents to the site, for example assignments. Therefore,
when entering the distance learning period, Estonia was already well-equipped with a
platform for information exchange with the students and parents.

E-Schoolbag, as the second educational technology solution supporting both teachers
and students during the distance learning period, is an online library or repository with
hundreds of educational resources. In that portal teachers can create and share materials
(e.g., presentations, worksheets, tests) and the portal also has a collection of digital learning
materials from different publishing houses. Therefore, all in all, teachers had the possibility
to use free e-books and e-workbooks as well as resources created by other teachers already
from the beginning of the distance learning period. The Estonian Lifelong Learning
Strategy 2020 [38] also focuses on ensuring digital learning resources in schools, meaning
that teachers and students are given access to high-quality e-books, e-workbooks and
web-based grading tools as well as open source learning materials. Thus, the development
of the E-Schoolbag has been one of the national educational priorities in Estonia.

Therefore, several conditions for using technological solutions in teaching have been
provided, nevertheless, there are a number of issues in the usage of digital tools in the field
of education. For example, when looking at previous research done on the topic of teachers
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using digital resources in their work, it can be said that teachers use digital resources less
rather than more [39]. The research (although, the research was conducted more than three
years ago) found that 89% of the teachers used the e-Schoolbag digital resources once a
month or even less. Estonian teachers mostly use their own worksheets as digital resources
(87% of those who replied) and create slideshows (78% of those who replied) but are rather
modest about sharing them publicly.

When using different digital solutions, teachers’ attitude towards using digital tools as
well as their own digital competence is of great importance. It emerged from the Teaching
and Learning International Survey TALIS 2018 conducted by OECD [40] that only 52% of
teachers in Estonia who have graduated university in the last five years feel prepared to use
ICT tools to teach their subject and just over a half of the teachers (53.1%) marked that they
are able to support their students through digital technology. According to the same survey,
only a little over a half (63.1%) of the school principals in Estonia believe that most of the
teachers in their school feel confident using ICT tools in teaching. Furthermore, the results
of the Leppik et al. [39] research show that teachers perceive their digital competences as
rather poor. Then again, the Teacher Professional Qualification Standards [41] clearly state
that Estonian teachers are expected to use digital technology in a meaningful way as well
as to support students in their use of digital technologies.

Therefore, in addition to being digitally competent themselves, the teachers are ex-
pected to develop the digital competence of their students. The importance of develop-
ing students’ digital competences is brought out in the National curriculum for basic
schools [34] (p. 3) as “a general competence—a competence whose establishment is moni-
tored and guided by the teachers’ cooperation as well as the home-school partnership”. On
the other hand, Leppik et al. [39] found that the organizing of how digital skills are taught
in Estonian general education schools is uneven—digital skills are already taught in the
first school level (grades 1 to 3, ages 7 to 9) in about one fifth of the schools and in about half
of the schools digital skills are taught as a separate subject in the 2nd and 3rd school levels
(grades 4 to 9). Although, the same research acknowledges that a quarter of the teaching
workforce does not agree with the statement that using digital tools should be a natural
part of all subjects. According to Tire et al. [42], Estonian teachers guide their students to
use digital tools to do their homework rather than using the tools in school lessons.

In the context of science education, which is the scope of the current study, use of
digital tools was studied in 2016. More specifically, a cross-sectional study of Adov et al. [43]
revealed that about half of the students aged 12 to 15 belong to a group that does not use
smartphones and tablets (the digital devices that 97% of learners have at their hand)
regularly in learning science or math. In contrast, there is only a small group of learners
(5%) that uses them on a daily basis in different learning assignments, for searching
information, communication, and content creation. About one fifth of the students use
their devices in learning only for information retrieval. In related studies it has been shown
that the students’ use of digital tools could be predicted strongly by teachers’ attitudes
towards technology [44]. Thus, teachers’ attitudes and decision-making processes are
extremely important in guiding learners towards effective use of technology and it cannot
be underestimated in the COVID-19-related distance education settings, either.

The students think, according to the PISA questionnaire that was conducted among
15-year old Estonian students in 2018 [42], that they are in general satisfied with their
digital skill set and their opportunities to use digital tools; 93% of Estonian students use a
mobile phone as their primary digital tool and 73% use a laptop, almost all homes have
access to the internet and only 3–5% of the students said they have no access to the internet
at home. However, if teachers do not guide students to use their devices for learning, they
are mainly used for other purposes, e.g., entertainment and socialization.

To sum up, it can be said that Estonia had a rather good starting position with
eSchool/Stuudium as information exchange environments and the chance to use digital
learning materials of eSchoolbag as well as with the fact that students had good access
to internet connection and digital technologies. Then again, although previous studies
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have shown that Estonian teachers possess a high level of knowledge about teaching
(e.g., [12,13]), they are not that confident about their digital competences and their habits
of using information and communication technology. It is interesting how the described
background influenced teachers’ teaching decisions when switching to distance learning.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample

This study was based on semi-structured interviews with 16 Estonian basic school
science teachers. Four participants were found by sending a letter to the mailing list of
Estonian science teachers. The remaining 12 science teachers were found through personal
contacts with researchers using a convenience sampling strategy. Basic school level science
teachers with a minimum of 0.5 workload were involved in the study. Potential participants
were contacted via email or phone.

The teachers involved in the study taught the following subjects (sometimes one
teacher taught more than one) at basic school level: science, biology, chemistry, geography,
physics. In most cases, teachers taught three subjects in grades 6–9 (students are usually
aged 12–16 in these grades). Participants worked in a total of 18 schools (during the
interview period), including two teachers teaching in several schools; two teachers from
the same school participated. Among the schools there were large schools (with more
than 800 students) as well as small schools (fewer than 100 students) and also two private
schools. Class sizes varied from classes with 6 students to classes with 26 students. In
most cases, the teachers who participated taught in classes with 20–24 students. Of the
16 teachers who participated in the study, 9 were women and 7 were men. The average
work experience of the teachers was 13 years, further background information of the
teachers is presented in Table 1 using pseudonyms.

Table 1. Background information of the teachers participating in the study.

Interviewee Age
Years of Experience as a

Teacher
Duration of the Interview

(In Minutes)

Tania 54 28 44
Martin 31 7 59
Mary 1 34 12 57
Mark 31 6 54
Leo 37 7 48
Elisa 28 2 56

Henry 23 1 80
Evie 1 54 35 51
Eric 39 15 35
Ella 34 10 65

Alma 39 16 29
Alan 63 19 90

Hilary 28 4 73
Harriet 28 5 60
Aron 30 7 47
Alla 55 30 80

1 Work in the same school.

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

The data were collected during the period of April–May 2020 using semi-structured
interviews. By that time, teachers had been teaching from a distance for at least one month
(from 16 March 2020) and it was known that distance learning would continue until the
end of the school year (beginning of June in Estonia). Before conducting the interviews, the
interview plan was discussed among the experienced researchers and a pilot interview was
conducted with one of the science teachers who met the sampling criteria (the interviewee
Tania). As no significant changes were made to the interview plan, the data of the pilot
interview were included in the main dataset of the study.
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The interview plan with open-ended questions consisted of the following parts: (1) in-
troductory warm-up questions (e.g., how has distance learning gone? Why so?); (2) back-
ground information questions (e.g., work experience as a teacher, classes taught, and
subjects); and (3) a description of the process of planning and conducting the teaching with
justifications (including factors influencing the decision-making) (e.g., how do you teach
in a distance learning situation? Why did you make such a choice(s)? What influenced
your decisions?). Finally, the interviewees were offered the opportunity to add more about
distance learning and teaching at their own request (question: what else do you want
to say about distance learning and teaching?) The main questions of the interview were
supplemented with follow-up questions (e.g., an explanatory question: can you expand
this a little further?) depending on the interview situation.

As there was an emergency situation (due to COVID-19) in Estonia during the inter-
view period and it was recommended to keep the contacts to a minimum, the interviews
were conducted in agreement with the interviewees using the web-based video conferenc-
ing tool Zoom. Firstly, the interviewees were introduced to the purpose of the interview
and ethical issues were explained (confidentiality, data retention and further use), the
structure of the interview was introduced as well. The interviewees were then asked for
permission to record the interview. All interviews were recorded with the consent of the
subjects. The interviews were conducted by five researchers and lasted from 29 to 90 min
(average 58 min). All the interviews were transcribed verbatim. To protect the participants’
identities, participants and their schools were given pseudonyms.

The data analysis relied on the techniques of qualitative thematic analysis [45] and was
supported by the web based interactive software package QCAmap (www.qcamap.org).
QCAmap made it possible to mark the thematic units, add themes next to thematic units
and to later categorize themes. In addition, the environment made it possible to extract
data from coded and categorized data. The data analysis environment also allowed the
use of an Inter-Coder function, which allowed two researchers to perform separate coding,
discuss coding and categorization decisions.

After uploading the data, the first two authors of the article read the interviews
repeatedly in order to map the initial themes—thematic units (the themes/parts of the text
that conveyed the whole idea, which could be a paragraph, sentence or part of a sentence)
that were related to the research question. The researchers added initial themes next to
the marked part of the text. After the initial coding, the researchers then moved back to
the beginning of the dataset and analyzed each previously marked section in more detail,
generating primary labeled theme(s). After the initial analysis, the researchers reviewed
the labeled themes and, if necessary, clarified the scope of marking as well as the names of
the themes. For example, the text in the transcript of the interview “I am in a very good
situation, as I went to the school’s computer teacher and they set up a second monitor
for me, so I work from home with two screens and I also have a document camera. I
am not complaining, I have the technical tools (Tania)” was highlighted in the QCAmap
environment and the thematic unit was labeled as the theme tools to conduct distance
learning. The interview transcript section “I have not done many video lessons. Maybe I
should. I think I have not been brave enough or have not known how to do it. I do not
know how, or do not know how to do it on my own, I do not know how it works. And
well, the thing is that I am not sure how to prepare a normal video lesson, in a way that it
actually has a point too (Elisa)” was labeled as the theme teachers digital competence. The
differences were discussed between researchers until a consensus was reached.

In the next stage, building hierarchies of themes took place—the themes with a similar
content were grouped into larger units. For example, the themes tools to conduct distance
learning and teachers digital competence (outlined above), together with the theme internet
connection quality were grouped under the main theme “The existence of digital tools,
their use and digital competences” (sub-theme teacher-related factors). Themes such
as the number of computers per child, internet connection quality and students’ digital
competences, were also grouped under the main theme “The existence of digital tools,
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their use and digital competences” (sub-theme student-related factors). In the further
analysis of the thematic units within the topic, the factors related to students and teachers
were differentiated. These were divided into two sub-themes: teacher-related factors and
student-related factors (examples above). Similar to the example above, two other themes,
“Supporting social interaction and motivation” and “Students’ and teachers ’workload and
well-being”, were formed by merging similar thematic units and labeled themes. As both
student-related factors and teacher-related factors were differentiated in the thematic units
for the second and third theme, the themes were further divided into sub-themes within
the topics. In the results chapter, the results of each theme are presented in two divisions
(student-related factors and teacher-related factors).

To ensure consistency in the interpretation of the analyzed text, two authors undertook
parallel coding and theme-building. There was a continuous reflective discussion between
the researchers in order to reach consensus on disagreements and thus increase the quality
of the study.

During the data analysis process, the authors compiled a compact transcript of sub-
themes and themes, as recommended by Braun and Clarke [46], into the researchers’ diary.
The summaries supported the researchers’ discussions in categorization and also in writing
the results.

2.3. Ethical Considerations

A researcher is always obliged to protect the people participating in their
research [47,48]. Hence, researchers should follow a number of key principles when
designing and conducting a study, as well as presenting the results. For example, to
minimize the risk and harm, to respect individuals’ rights and dignity, to ensure that
participation is voluntary and that the participant is adequately informed about the study,
and also to conduct the study impartially, transparently and honestly [47]. The authors
of this article followed these principles when designing, conducting and presenting the
results of the study. Participants in the study were informed about the purpose of the study
both by arranging a time for the interviews and before the start of the interview. Prior to
the start of the interview, data retention and further use were explained. The structure
of the interview was also introduced. In addition, subjects were offered the opportunity
to ask additional questions and were informed that they had the right to refrain from
answering the questions at any time during the interview and to end the interview at
their own request. Participants were asked for permission to record interviews. Informed
consent was obtained from all the subjects involved in the study.

In addition, to protect the privacy of the subjects and to ensure that the subjects were
not identifiable when presenting the results, the names of all subjects and the names of
the schools they named were replaced by pseudonyms during the transcription process.
Names and pseudonyms were stored as a separate document and only two researchers (the
authors responsible for data analysis) had access to the document. Pseudonyms were also
used in the communication between the researchers during the analysis of the interviews.
We also considered that the audio recordings and transcripts of the interviews would be
available only to the researchers who performed the data analysis. Although the study
was funded by the Estonian Research Council (ERC), it did not affect the results of this
study. The researchers were independent throughout the study and there were no conflicts
of interest brought on by the funding.

3. Results

The presented results follow the identified themes and sub-themes and are supported
by extracts from the interviews. To illustrate and confirm the results, the pseudonym of
the interviewed teacher is added after the attached extracts. Before presenting the results
of the study, we consider it important to point out that the results are presented based on
teachers’ descriptions of the teaching experience during the distance learning period.
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It emerged from the interviews that in general, three main themes influenced the
teachers’ decisions regarding their teaching:

• The existence of digital tools, their use and digital competences;
• Supporting social interaction and motivation;
• Students’ and teachers’ workload and well-being.

Of the themes that emerged in data analysis, it in turn became evident that it was
possible to distinguish (1) student-related factors and (2) teacher-related factors. Therefore,
the results of each theme are presented in two divisions and next to the factors influencing
teaching-related decisions, the ways these decisions were reflected in the teaching process
during distance learning (based on teachers’ explanations) are presented.

3.1. The Existence of Digital Tools, Their Use and Digital Competences

Student-related factors. Distance learning was preceded by a day of classroom training
where teachers had the chance to give students guidelines regarding the distance learning
period. According to the teachers who participated in the research, they also tried to
figure out if the students had necessary technological means (especially a computer) at
home already on the last classroom training day as well as the first distance learning week.
Computers or tablets were lent out by the school if needed.

The number of computers per child was an important factor that influenced the
teachers’ decisions. When making decisions regarding teaching during distance learning,
the participants considered that in some families, many children used the same computer
(or that there was only one computer in the family). That means that it was important to
try and avoid coinciding video lessons, because it might have not been possible for several
children of the same family to participate in online lessons at the same time. Very strict
deadlines of tasks were also brought out in the interviews as a concern. It was explained
that such deadlines were given up on based on the feedback from both students as well as
parents, because students might have not always had the chance to submit their work by
the given time if they had to share a computer with other family members.

We thought of the situation where for example a family has three children, but only
one computer. We cannot assume that everyone has a computer. In that case it is very
hard to organize things in a way that everyone can submit their tasks by a certain time.
Sometimes the children slept longer and maybe did their tasks at 8 PM, or however it
was expected at home. We did not set any punctual deadlines. (Anita)

It also emerged from the interviews that the internet connection quality at the students’
homes affected the teachers’ teaching-related decisions during distance learning. It was
said that there were students who could not participate in video lessons due to an unstable
internet connection at home. For this reason, video lessons were implemented less rather
than more at the beginning of the distance learning, teachers also brought up that they
tried to reduce the students’ screen time. Thus, alternative learning materials and ways
(e.g., textbook/workbook tasks) were provided according to the participants.

Right when the first week had passed, feedback was asked from both parties and students
brought out they did not want punctual deadlines. Many students did not have good
digital solutions, for example their internet connection was bad. (Harriet)

Just that if the child really has to be in a video lessons for three-four hours straight. That
is quite tiring as well. (Elisa)

No direct changes were made concerning the learning plan when considering students’
digital competences. Participants found the students’ digital competence to be rather good,
but made sure to offer different environments to submit homework. However, teachers
explained that at the beginning of distance learning it was necessary to give feedback to
messages containing homework in order to identify whose work was received. It was
pointed out that students needed some guidance on different digital environments at first.
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Well, one student sent me a letter containing just some picture of a workbook, nothing
more. Then I sent them back a polite letter about how they had sent me this letter and if it
was junk mail. The next time, the same student sent me a better version, one where they
started with a “Hello” and “I am . . . ”, which was a bit better. (Anita)

Teacher-related factors. Most of the teachers participating in the research found they
had the necessary tools to conduct distance learning as well as sufficient internet connection
quality and digital competences already at the beginning of the distance learning period.
Many teachers pointed out they had just recently had training on the topic of digital skills
and that now they could put what they had learned into practice. It was also said that the
schools’ IT specialists were happy to show how to use sites for communication (e.g., Zoom,
Teams) or would provide digital tools. Therefore, when it came to making decisions about
teaching, the teachers’ possibilities to use digital tools and their digital competences were
not brought out as a constraint. It was said that the teachers were given free choice to use
digital environments and technology during distance learning.

I am in a very good situation, as I went to the school’s computer teacher and they set up a
second monitor for me, so I work from home with two screens and I also have a document
camera. I am not complaining, I have the technical tools. (Tania)

Well, the school’s management did not put any restrictions on us. When distance learning
started then they said that tasks have to be doable for the students. That we should give a
longer deadline in order not to overburden the students and to give them a chance to do
things with their own pace. (Mary)

However, it became evident that, in two cases, teachers felt that their teaching-related
decisions were restricted by either their digital competences or internet connection quality.
One teacher explained that she decided not to implement video lessons because of being
insecure in using digital environments or of being in front of the camera. Another teacher
justified not implementing video lessons by avoiding the pressure on herself due to an
unstable internet connection at home.

I have not done many video lessons. Maybe I should. I think I have not been brave enough
or have not known how to do it. I do not know how, or do not dare to do it on my own, I
do not know how it works. And well, the thing is that I am not sure how to prepare a
normal video lesson, in a way that it actually has a point too. (Elisa)

3.2. Supporting Social Interaction and Motivation

In addition to digital tools (including their use and digital competences), the inter-
viewed teachers said they considered supporting student motivation and social interaction
as a part of it, when making teaching-related decisions during the distance learning period.
The participants understood as teachers that students had limited possibilities for physical
contact with other people in distance learning conditions, which is why opportunities for
students’ socializing were considered important. When it came to motivating students, it
was perceived more or less the same as it would have been in a classroom setting. Although,
the participants said they were more aware of motivating students and found themselves
to be more intense about it during distance learning.

Student-related factors. It emerged from the interviews that teachers started carrying
out video lessons in order to support students’ social interaction (and motivation). It was
explained that it was very important for the teachers that students could see and hear each
other. Some of the participants described having breaks during the video lessons, just to
talk on everyday topics—in this case, students’ interactions with each other were perceived
more important than reaching learning goals. In addition, several teachers were said to
have allowed their students to talk to each other at the beginning and end of the lesson
(similar to lesson breaks at school). The participants who also work as class teachers offered
students separate times for interacting (homeroom in Zoom, Teams or Google Meet).

Usually about 10 to 15 min before class I give my students a link where they can log in.
Then I say it is break time now so you can speak. It is just so cool—oh, what do you have
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there? Show me as well! And then this kind of a social life starts to happen and after
the lesson ends, I also say they have a 15 min break. This shows that even online lessons
allow such socializing to happen. (Tania)

Then again, some teachers described situations where students did not want to switch
on their cameras, making the teachers unsure if these students were actually participating.
In these situations, supporting social interaction was perceived to be more difficult as well.
There were teachers who encouraged students to switch on their cameras, but there were
also those who came to terms with the fact that some students preferred to participate
without a video picture.

Some switch their camera off, some mute themselves, how will I know what they are
actually doing. If I ask them personally like hey, what do you think of this or that thing,
just to get a discussion going, it is actually an obstacle. Some classes are completely
silent, and I do not know if the students are even there, if they are listening or playing a
game at the same time. So it is sort of an obstacle. (Tania)

To keep the students motivated and to support them, putting together methodologi-
cally diverse tasks and giving students a choice about how to submit their tasks were also
brought out. The participants found that the learning materials as well as the learning
activities expected from students had to be more diverse. For example, some teachers
gave the students an option to do pair or group work, with the aim of supporting those
who would be motivated by working together with someone else. In regards to learning
materials, teachers offered the chance to learn the current topic through video material
(e.g., YouTube learning videos), reading material or electronic materials, for all students to
have a chance to find a learning path that suits them. Moreover, most of the teachers were
said to have offered submitting students’ homework in different forms (either on paper, as
a picture, by email, e-School/Stuudium or any other site).

When putting together worksheets, I tried to put interesting things into the introduction,
for the student not to lose interest, for them to have something to inspire them. In class,
it is possible to do the introduction at the beginning of the lesson, to tell them why we are
doing certain things. But being at home, if they are not able to participate in the Zoom
class, they still need to be motivated. (Hilary)

I have given a free choice whether you do it on a paper, in Word or onto a homepage. It
is more about me getting the completed task, rather than not getting it at all from the
student. It might be the way that I have left it open for the students. (Aron)

Furthermore, teachers gave in a bit when it came to study results and graded students
less strictly than usual. The teachers explained that in the context of distance learning it
was more important that the students were motivated to work rather than just get good
grades, which is why they were graded less strictly or the grading threshold was lowered.
However, giving feedback to students was perceived to be more important than during
classroom learning. The teachers said they understood that students needed motivating
feedback for all of their actions during the distance learning period in order to study
effectively. Private lessons were carried out with the students in need of extra support in
learning as well.

For example, there was an agreement on the grading that there could definitely be a
graded test on those topics that were studied before distance learning started. But during
distance learning teachers were advised to be a bit less strict, maybe not grade everyone
so much and rather give formative feedback. (Martin)

Lastly, teachers said they took students’ opinions into account more during distance
learning. Students’ feedback about used study methods and ways of teaching was consid-
ered when planning the teaching in order to come up with solutions best suited for the
students. For example, classes were asked if they wanted video lessons or whether they
preferred digital solutions, tasks from their books or workbooks. According to the partici-
pants, the majority vote in the class was taken into account and if possible, the expectations
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were met. It was pointed out that several schools also asked for the feedback of the parents
in order to consider their opinions during the distance learning period as well.

Now I ask the students more about how the lessons went, what to do again, what seems
exciting, what they liked and what not. There is more feedback than in usual school
lessons. They either write it down or we discuss it in Zoom lessons. (Harriet)

Teacher-related factors. Several teachers brought out that the decisions regarding the
support of social interaction were not only prompted by the student-related factors as they
themselves missed the face-to-face communication with their students as well. On the other
hand, one of the participants felt that his own lack of motivation restricted supporting the
students’ social interaction and motivation. Therefore, the reasons why, for example, video
lessons were conducted, also derived from the teachers’ own preferences.

It is hard to work from home like that. Well, I do not live alone, I have a partner and to
organize life like this right now is rather difficult, because my partner does not currently
work and being together here like this, I just do not know. I could do these things [video
lessons, individual tutoring], I have thought about it, but for some reason I cannot start
doing it. I do not know, my own motivation has decreased. (Henry)

3.3. Students’ and Teachers’ Workload and Well-Being

Student-related factors. According to the participants, when making teaching-related
decisions during distance learning, taking the students’ workload into account was of
higher importance than beforehand, during classroom learning. They explained that
distance learning was a new experience for the students and the society was more anxious
as well. Feedback about students’ workload was gathered systematically school-wide or
by teachers. The feedback revealed that students’ workload had increased during distance
learning—it was decided to reduce their workload to improve their general well-being.

I had a hunch about how the students’ workload might increase during distance learning,
which is why I organized my teaching in a way that the students did not have to do
something every day, I gave assignments they had to complete by the end of the week, or
next week. (Henry)

The participants said they had freedom about which digital environments to use and
in general there were no within-school agreements about that. As a result, the teachers
found that students needed extra time in the first few weeks to get used to the different
environments, which in turn increased the students’ workload. It became clear during the
first weeks of distance learning that students’ work pace and abilities to independently
study were very different, which is why their workload was reduced, their work pace was
slowed down, and smaller goals were set. A few of the participants, however, mentioned
having virtual meetings to discuss and agree on which sites (e.g., Zoom, Teams, Google
Meet, Google Classroom) to use within-school or just to give each other tips and tricks.

We have different meetings for different subject fields at our school. We talk about what
we use with which class. We show things that work well with some classes and then give
tips to each other about what should be changed and what not. (Harriet)

Only a few interviewees said that they cooperated with other teachers in their subject
when giving tasks, for example during one school day or week or in general giving
intertwined tasks. However, the interviewees expressed that they kept it in mind that
students had other subjects besides their own as well. Several teachers mentioned that
in natural sciences (in comparison to for example mathematics) it is easier to acquire
the missing topics when classroom teaching resumes, which is why reducing learning
outcomes was not perceived to be critical. It was also found that if students are not in their
senior year and the same students continued with the same teacher next year, then it is
possible to know exactly what was not learned and it is possible to add the necessary topics
into the work plan.
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I considered the fact that students are people as well and they have other subjects too. If
they only had my subject, I would have given them more to do. But well, let us be realistic
and look at their abilities. (Evie)

Teacher-related factors. In addition to students’ workload and general well-being, the
teachers’ own workload and well-being influenced their teaching-related decisions. All the
teachers who were interviewed said that their own workload affected the decisions they
made about teaching during the distance learning period.

Most teachers claimed they started distance learning with enthusiasm and tried
to be there for the students at all times, including giving individual feedback. They
communicated with students through e-School/Stuudium early in the morning as well as
late at night—the main thing was that the students would understand the topic they were
learning and would feel that the teacher was there for them.

Some send their homework in at half past 7 PM, some send theirs at half past 10 and add
a comment about if what they are sending is correct and if they need to make any changes.
I usually replied instantly, because maybe later on they will not bother to do it anymore.
I could not do it in any other ways, this seemed right to me. (Tania)

The participants explained that after working like this for a few weeks it was clear
that it was not possible to continue that way. Such active teaching and thorough feedback
for students increased their workload and there was a danger of burnout. Because of this,
teachers tried to teach in a way that would let them “survive”, but so that the minimum
goals would still be met even during distance learning. They tried to find the balance
between the learning process and preserving themselves. Many participants started doing
video lessons during that period to explain topics that were more difficult face-to-face and
through that reduce individual feedback and the need for teaching something over again.

I thought that it is important to give students a lot of good feedback and in the first weeks
we heard back that getting quick feedback was appreciated. At some point though I felt
that I am not capable of working like this anymore. (Harriet)

According to the teachers who participated in the research, in order to reduce their
workload (for self-care), they reduced the work pace and workload in general. They taught
topics that were feasible for the students, the goal was to just teach the most important
topics and/or the topics were not taught in that great of a detail. They also found a way
to reduce workload by assigning pair or group work, which decreased the amount of
completed tasks that needed feedback. It was brought out that teachers started giving more
general feedback instead of individual feedback, for example feedback for the whole class
(e.g., in a Zoom class). Teachers who created study videos said they reduced the amount
of videos and instead encouraged students to acquire the topic through reading material.
Students were given long-term tasks to reduce the papers teachers had to check.

At some point I felt I also needed my own personal time. I realized I had put the deadlines
too close to each other and started spreading them out a bit. (Marion)

One day I counted I had given different classes about 140 papers. I discussed it with the
head teacher and we concluded that it is not wise to give individual feedback to all the
papers. The students need to have some responsibility as well. (Aron)

One of the participants had their students do group work for weeks during distance
learning and did not conduct any video lessons. As a result of that, the teacher perceived
his workload to be significantly lower. Among other reasons, he justified his decision
with the thought that teachers were given a lot of freedom regarding their teaching during
distance learning, which enabled this little communication with the students.

It seemed easier for both the students and me. As I did not have this everyday contact
with them anymore, I found it really hard to work from home. I was a little mentally
drained from all the work in school as well and needed time for myself too. (Henry)
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The results of both research questions are concluded in the following Table 2, which
therefore presents what teachers pointed out as important factors influencing their teaching-
related decisions during distance learning and how were these decisions were reflected in
the teaching process.

Table 2. The factors influencing teachers’ teaching-related decisions and how were these decisions reflected in the teach-
ing process.

What do Teachers Point Out as Important Factors Influencing
Their Teaching-Related Decisions during Distance Learning?

How Were These Decisions Reflected in the Teaching
Process during Distance Learning?

The existence of digital tools,
their use and digital

competences

Number of computers
per child

• mapping the students’ digital needs
• lending out computers/tablets from school
• avoiding strict deadlines
• avoiding coinciding video lessons

Students’ digital
competences

• guiding students in their homework submissions
• guiding students in using new digital environments
• offering choices on the environments for submitting

homework

Internet connection
quality

• providing alternative study materials and ways of
learning (e.g., reading, watching videos)

• keeping the number of video lessons low
• allowing the participation in video lessons without

using a camera

Supporting social interaction
and motivation

Students’ and teachers’
social interaction

• conducting video lessons
• providing the students with an environment to

communicate in before and after video lessons

Student motivation

• putting together methodically diverse tasks
• identifying students’ preferences and needs
• if possible, considering students’ preferences and

needs when planning the teaching
• lowering the grading criteria
• offering private lessons to support the students
• providing timely and individual feedback

Students’ and teachers’
workload and well-being

Students’ workload and
well-being

• reducing the amount of topics studied
• postponing the topics of higher complexity
• grazing the surface of the topics studied (not going

into depth)

Teachers’ workload and
well-being

• assigning pair and group work
• assigning long-term tasks
• assigning individual tasks instead of conducting video

lessons
• providing general feedback (e.g., in video lessons)

instead of individual feedback

In conclusion, it can be said that the teachers’ teaching-related decisions in the context
of distance learning were influenced by factors connected to both students and teachers
themselves. Teachers had to consider which digital tools were needed to teach, as well
as to study and they had to think of how different families dealt with sharing those tools
with each other and whether the internet connection quality made it possible to use them.
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The existing equipment and solutions allowed teachers to teach, but there were some
teachers whose own digital competence and their lack of courage to use the camera or the
quality of their internet connection put some limits on their teaching-related decisions. The
participants said that their teaching-related decisions were also influenced by their wish to
motivate students and offer them a chance to socialize face-to-face even in conditions of
distance learning. In addition, the wish to reduce students’ workload (and through that
increase their overall well-being), as well as the teachers’ workload in the name of self-care
were brought out as important factors that influenced teaching-related decisions. To ensure
both student motivation and well-being, the number of topics covered in teaching was
reduced and teachers did not aim to go as deeply into the topics as they would have done
in traditional classroom contact teaching.
4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to describe and explain what influenced the teachers’
teaching-related decisions and how these decisions were reflected in the teaching process
during distance learning (according to teachers themselves). In the following, we discuss
some of the main results in the perspective of previous research.

Contrary to findings from several other studies [3,4,7,8], teachers’ and students’ digital
competences were not perceived as a restriction on teaching-related decisions by the
teachers in the current study. The teachers found (with two exceptions) they had the
necessary tools and skills to conduct distance learning effectively and perceived their
students’ digital competence as rather good. Thus, from the viewpoint of students’ digital
competences, the results are in accordance with previous studies. For example, the results
of the PISA survey show that Estonian children are in general satisfied with their digital
skill sets [42].

The results of the current study also clearly support that “A digital focus in lifelong
learning” in Estonian Lifelong Learning Strategy 2020 [38] has successfully been imple-
mented in the Estonian education system. However, these results are surprising since
previous research has indicated a more modest level of Estonian teachers digital compe-
tences. For example, Leppik et al. [39] research shows that Estonian teachers perceive
their digital competences as rather poor and the (author(s)) [43] study also showed that
smartphones and tablets have not been used very often in learning science. Furthermore,
the results contradict the findings of the Teaching and Learning International Survey TALIS
2018 conducted by OECD [40], according to which only a little over a half (63,1%) of the
Estonian school principals believe that most of their teachers feel confident using ICT tools
in teaching their subject. One possible explanation for such a positive result could be the
fact that the teachers themselves (and also school leaders) have been too critical of teachers’
digital skills and that the actual level of skills is better than previously perceived and
enables teachers to cope well with distance learning using digital tools. Another possible
explanation could be the fact that the teachers had been teaching at a distance for more
than a month at the time of data collection. Thus, by that time, their digital competences
may indeed have been sufficient for putting technology in good use for learning. Another
interpretation is related to the teachers’ autonomy of making decisions regarding the use
of different digital solutions in distance learning conditions. It is possible that the teachers
decided in favor of the digital solutions (and environments) they felt confident using and
excluded the ones for which they did not have sufficient skills, even if learning and giving
feedback could have been more effective through the solutions unfamiliar to the teachers.
As the results of this study also show that the teachers were concerned about providing
individual feedback to students (related to their workload), there may still be a need to
analyze teachers’ digital competences in this matter and if necessary, to support teachers in
their ability to make the available technological tools suitable for the learning process as
has also been pointed out in previous studies (e.g., [7,8]). The elaborate use of technological,
pedagogical and subject knowledge as brought out by Mishra and Koehler [19], enables
teachers to use digital solutions for learning in the most effective way possible.
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The results also showed that teachers asked students for feedback on both the study
methods used and the ways of teaching, and took the students’ opinions into account
(according to themselves) more than before, in the case of classroom learning. In teachers’
estimation, students were also given more choices in the ways of learning (individual-pair
work) as well as in the submission of their tasks (through different environments). Identify-
ing students’ preferences and giving choices is certainly supportive of students’ learning
motivation and at the same time important in supporting students’ self-management
skills [18]. Thus, a positive impact of distance learning can too be seen on teachers’
teaching-related decisions (and the accompanying activities). The reason why teachers are
said to have taken students’ feedback into account more than usual may be because by
seeing students face-to-face in a classroom situation, the teacher directly perceives (based
on previous experience and knowing his/her students in this situation) the study methods
preferred by students and apprehends which of those is appropriate to use in that specific
moment. However, in the distance learning conditions, the possibility for visual contact
was decreased and thus the teachers’ data for making pedagogical decisions reduced as
well, which may have increased the need for more extensive direct feedback from students.
This raises the question of whether asking students directly for feedback, as well as giving
them more choices, is something that should be included in further teaching, by systemati-
cally combining the teachers’ experiences and interpretations from classroom observations
with systematically gathered feedback from the students. It would be interesting to find
out, from the perspective of both teachers and students, whether the attitudes and activities
regarding these aspects changed after returning to classroom learning after the end of
distance learning caused by COVID-19.

Maintaining social interaction between students and teachers was also considered
while making teaching-related choices in distance learning conditions. The participants
considered socializing to be of higher importance than reaching subject matter related to
learning goals in some situations. The results are in good accordance with the guidelines
provided at a national level at the beginning of distance learning, which emphasized the
need for supporting students’ social interaction [35]. In most cases, the teachers who
participated in the study tried to support the students’ need for social interaction through
video lessons, where students had the opportunity to see each other. However, it was
also described that not all students switched on their cameras during video lessons. Such
situations were described as uncomfortable for the teacher because on the one hand, it
was insecure (the teacher could not see who was behind the screen), but on the other hand
the lack of control over the students’ activities was pointed out. Rannastu-Avalos and
Siiman [49] have also stated that video lessons lose a significant part (presumed advantages
for establishing social presence) if students do not turn on their cameras. It is possible that
explaining and discussing why participation in this way is important for both students and
teachers could help to change students’ behavior.

As of interesting results, we also point out the ingenuity of teachers to create op-
portunities for students to communicate in between lessons in the conditions of distance
learning—the so-called distance learning lesson breaks. This could be an idea that could be
recommended to teachers when teaching at a distance. At the same time, it is important
to keep the issue of privacy and security in mind for both the lessons and the “distance
learning lesson breaks”. Although digital security is considered as an important issue in
teachers’ digital competencies and is addressed in Estonian teacher training as well as in
in-service training, legal solutions on how distance learning would work correctly from a
data protection point of view have been rather delayed and sometimes controversial. For
example, a letter from the Data Protection Inspectorate to schools (October 2020) states that
“in our opinion, observing students through real-time video images is justified, so that the
teacher can conduct the lessons, including checking the students’ participation in the lesson.
Thus, the teachers are allowed to oblige the students to share their video images” [50] (p. 2).
At the same time, from a lawyer’s point of view, Krookmaa [51] has outlined (December
2020) a number of reasons related to data protection laws as to why keeping the camera on
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for an entire lesson is an infringement of private law and should not be required. Therefore,
from the point of view of both students and teachers, it would be important to clearly state
the appropriate behavior in relation to the nuances of data protection and cyber security,
while considering how the benefits of students and teachers seeing each other in learning
situations can be provided. This should be followed by training and/or informing teachers
of the behaviors agreed on in a timely and comprehensible manner.

Lastly, we discuss the results in terms of workload and well-being. According to
the participants, both students’ and teachers’ workload and well-being were considered
while making teaching-related choices. Previous research in the context of COVID-19
has also shown that uncertainty [9], the workload of teachers [6,49] and general teachers’
work-related stress [8,10] has increased in distance learning settings, and this has also
affected teachers’ teaching practice. According to the teachers themselves, they applied a
number of activities to reduce the workload of the students during the distance learning
period (e.g., reducing the amount of topics studied, postponing more difficult topics to next
year, just grazing the surface of the topics studied, giving long-term assignments), because
it was understood that it takes more time for the students to learn independently and also
that the students’ learning skills are different. The teachers perceived the well-being of
the students to be of higher importance than reaching the maximum learning outcomes
related to subject matter prescribed in the curriculum, especially since the emergency
situation (due to COVID-19) had already caused a lot of anxiety among people. In this
regard, the teachers who participated in the study have considered the guidelines provided
by the Ministry of Education and Research [35] rather well at the beginning of distance
learning. For example, such guidelines as giving students more time to complete their
tasks and considering that students’ learning habits and abilities to work independently
are different were taken into account by the participants when making teaching-related
choices. In the short-term perspective, where in the spring of 2020 the situation of distance
learning lasted for a rather short period of time (under three months), such an approach
was understandable in the opinion of the authors. However, while COVID-19 continues
to show no significant signs of regression (at the end of 2020), it is important to analyze
which learning outcomes should be achieved according to the curriculum, regardless of the
form of learning in schools and furthermore, at a national level. As the current situation
in education also affects students’ options for further education (e.g., entry to the next
level of education) as well as their compliance with the expectations of future employers, a
basic level of knowledge should be agreed on that is required and achievable in distance
learning conditions. This is related to reconsidering the long-term purposes of education
as proposed by Biesta [11] and specifying more clearly how to reach them.

The teachers who participated in the study pointed out that as their own workload
increased during the transition to distance learning (similar to the study by Rannastu-
Avalos and Siiman, [49]), students were given, for example, pair or group work, the
deadlines of assignments were extended, and the amount of individual feedback was
reduced. Thus, the students and factors related to them were no longer behind the teaching-
related decisions, but instead the well-being of the teachers themselves were. On the
one hand, however, such an outcome can be seen as positive, since pair and group work
supports the development of students’ social skills and long-term assignments allow
students to develop self-management skills, as pointed out by Eggen and Kauchack [18]. It
is certainly important that, in addition to the students’ emotional well-being, the teachers’
well-being is taken into account as well in teaching and teaching-related choices. For
example, Reimes and Schleicher [36] have pointed to the need to support and think of the
teachers’ emotional well-being in the context of COVID-19. At the same time, the question
arises as to what is the good balance between ensuring the well-being of the teacher and
ensuring that the teachers’ pedagogical decisions support each student’s development to
the maximum in distance learning conditions.

Finally, results from the current study confirm findings from a previous study showing
that teachers tend to focus on short-term goals in their teaching and more rarely consider
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the long-term purposes of education [21], in this sense the findings are not so different
from the data collected from regular (pre-COVID) teaching times. However, what seems
to be unique for this new situation is the switch of focus to workload and well-being and
valuing socialization and student motivation over subject matter competences. Although
this indicates student-centeredness, which is genuinely valued in today’s education [18],
this might also have serious implications for student learning outcomes in the long run.
Continuing with the organization of education in such a way might increase inequalities in
education as it could become even harder for students from disadvantaged backgrounds
to develop their academic competences. Therefore, it is very important not to lose sight
from the third important aim of education, qualification [11] for the next level of education
or for working life and to ensure that different students have more equal opportunities
for this. It is important to take all this into account in teaching decision-making processes,
regardless of where or in what form learning and teaching take place.

5. Conclusions

In this article we described and explained what influenced science teachers’ teaching-
related decisions and how learning activities were adjusted based on these decisions
during distance learning (according to teachers themselves). The results show that teachers’
teaching-related decisions were influenced by factors that were related to the existence
of digital tools as well as the ability to use them purposefully in the home settings of
teachers and students. Teachers’ teaching decisions were mostly motivated by short-term
goals, such as maintaining students’ social interaction and more broadly, supporting
student motivation in this irregular situation. In addition, the desire of teachers to keep
students’ and teachers’ own workloads affordable, for the purposes of well-being, was
also considered as a factor influencing teachers’ teaching-related decisions. In brief, this
study contributes to the understanding of teachers’ decision-making processes during
distance learning, introduces the adjustments made in learning activities and discusses
potential implications for such practices. In further research, it would be important to use
method triangulation, collecting observational data in addition to interviews for example,
to understand further how teachers’ decision-making is reflected in teaching and learning
activities and its outcomes. Data on students’ views could also be valuable additional
information to further understand the changed teaching and learning.
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Abstract: During the COVID-19 pandemic, schools abruptly transitioned to emergency remote
instruction. Consequently, expectations for parental involvement in school mathematics rose to
unprecedented levels. We sought to understand the experiences of parents to reimagine possibilities
for engagement in mathematics during and beyond the pandemic. Leveraging data from tweets
using #mathathome and survey responses from parents, we identified who supported continued
mathematics learning at home and explored the nature of the mathematics taught there. We found
that Twitter and survey data sources described two largely distinct groups of those supporting
parents to continue mathematics education at home, but similar findings emerged from analyses of
each data source, suggesting that themes were common among different groups. Namely, we saw a
commitment to continued mathematics learning and engagement with a range of mathematics topics.
These topics mostly focused on elementary-level content, especially counting, through everyday
activities/objects and mathematical sense-making. Most parents used resources provided by the
school alongside resources they identified and provided on their own. School responses to emergency
remote instruction were mostly asynchronous, and parents expressed a need for more opportunities
to interact directly with their children’s teachers. We discuss what the mathematics education
community might learn from these experiences to support parental engagement during and beyond
periods of remote emergency instruction.

Keywords: parental involvement; home-school relationships; Twitter; social media; remote learning;
COVID-19; mathematics education

1. Introduction

In 2019, a novel coronavirus outbreak was first identified in Wuhan, China, and by
early 2020, the outbreak was a global pandemic, with confirmed cases in countries through-
out the world. On 11 February 2020, the World Health Organization announced an official
name for the disease caused by the novel coronavirus, COVID-19 [1]. In the first quar-
ter of 2020, infection and mortality rates rose to alarming levels across the world [2].
Social distancing, self-isolation, and travel restrictions led to a reduced workforce across
all economic sectors. Jobs were lost; schools were closed down; and, financial insecurity
and collapse loomed. Healthcare facilities faced shortages in space and medical supplies
and the food sector faced an increase in demand due to the panic-buying and stockpiling
of food products. Accordingly, citizens all over the world were emotionally and physically
affected by COVID-19 during this unprecedented time of uncertainty and fear.

The impact on education was also felt around the world. In an attempt to slow the
spread of COVID-19, schools abruptly transitioned to emergency remote instruction, impact-
ing 1.5 billion students worldwide in the first quarter of 2020 [3]. Educators strove to support
continued mathematics learning at home in a time of crisis, and parents and caregivers
haphazardly assumed the role of teacher. Threats of deepening educational inequality rose
in under-resourced schools and communities marginalized in and by mathematics.
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In response to these educational crises, we sought to understand the experiences of
parents and caregivers during the initial shift to emergency remote instruction. In doing so,
we hoped to help the mathematics education community to (re)imagine ways to support
families in mathematics during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. In early 2021, at the
time of writing, the COVID-19 outbreak continued to cause significant disruptions for
families (e.g., physical and mental health, financial security, childcare availability) and
society (e.g., economic stability, healthcare systems). This work is timely and important
because education continues to experience significant disruptions, and remote instruction
remains vital in many countries.

In summer and fall 2020, schools were beginning to move beyond emergency remote
instruction by considering ways to more effectively support mathematics learning remotely,
and we wondered what might be learned from the initial emergency transition to mathemat-
ics education in students’ homes to inform broader access to and support for high-quality
remote mathematics instruction. To (re)imagine mathematics education during a global
crisis, we analyzed the various online or otherwise remote (from the school) resources that
families and educators utilized to further support engagement in mathematics at home.
Accordingly, we asked:

RQ1: What was the nature of available resources (e.g., source, mathematical focus)
for continued mathematics education at home? Which did parents use during emergency
remote instruction, and how did they use them?

RQ2: Who were allies for parents (e.g., teachers, friends) in supporting continued
mathematics education during emergency remote instruction, and how were they offer-
ing support?

Looking across findings from these two research questions, we considered implications
for the types of resources and supports that might prove useful as schools and families
continue to manage mathematics education remotely and how to broaden access to those
resources and supports.

1.1. Background

Educators doubtlessly play a critical role in mathematics learning. Accordingly, efforts
to broaden opportunities largely focus on school mathematics. School-based initiatives,
however, often overlook how parents are uniquely positioned to advocate for and support
children’s mathematics education across educational contexts. For example, within the
United States (U.S.), a recent campaign to “catalyze change” in mathematics mentions
parents only four times [4,5]. This is worrisome because parental involvement is strongly
linked to children’s mathematics achievement [6–8]. Moreover, all the adults in children’s
lives shape children’s mathematics identities—how children see themselves as learners
and doers of mathematics—by endorsing or challenging cultural stereotypes about who is
“good” at mathematics [9]. Those from privileged backgrounds have long used parental
involvement as a form of social capital to ensure their children’s achievement [8]. Parents
of students historically marginalized on the basis of race, gender, and class, however,
face unique challenges to involvement in mathematics education. For example, they must
navigate stereotypes that position them as disinterested in or incapable of supporting math-
ematics learning because of low educational attainment. These stereotypes, paired with
under-recognized forms of involvement, overlook how parents from marginalized groups
deliberately advocate for and support their children’s mathematics education [10,11].

Parents from marginalized groups value their children’s mathematics education and
are committed to supporting it [12]. Direct invitations, inclusion in decision making, and re-
engagement with mathematics can mediate increased parental involvement [13–15]. Re-
engagement with mathematics is especially promising because differences between parents’
own mathematics education, which likely emphasized rules and procedures [11], and the
curriculum and instruction experienced by their children present barriers to parental in-
volvement, even in early elementary levels [16]. Helping parents understand the evolution
of school mathematics can build parents’ capacity to support their own children’s mathe-
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matics education and also allow them to be allies for other parents [17]. To support parental
involvement in our local community, Harper launched family workshops in Fall 2019 in
an effort to support parents from marginalized groups to act—more effectively—as “intel-
lectual resources” in mathematics education [15]. As these efforts were just beginning to
ramp up, the COVID-19 global pandemic disrupted life within the U.S. Countries around
the world had already felt the devastating impacts of the pandemic as hospitals were
overwhelmed and illness and death rates surged. In response, universities and schools
across the U.S. closed and/or transitioned to emergency remote instruction [18].

Parents were suddenly thrust into unprecedented levels of engagement with school
mathematics as they became responsible for ensuring their children’s continued mathe-
matics learning. Within our context, we recognized that the pandemic created additional
challenges to parental engagement—such as parents working outside the home, caring for
sick family members, and managing racially based disparities. For example, African Ameri-
can communities were facing alarmingly and disproportionately high rates of infection and
death from COVID-19 [1]. Structural inequities make Black Americans less likely to work
jobs possible from home or to have medical insurance, but more likely to have medical
conditions that increase risk [19]. Furthermore, Black and Latinx households in the U.S. are
less likely to have the technology necessary to engage with online instruction offered by
schools [20], and as educational responsibilities increased for parents, mothers experienced
a disproportionate rise in unpaid care work [21]. Individuals from groups marginalized
on the basis of race, gender, and class felt the impacts of the pandemic more heavily and
consequently reported higher rates of major negative mental health impacts [21,22].

We were worried about long-term impacts and the potential for deepening educational
inequality with respect to mathematics but found ourselves less able to connect with
families in our community. The need for support was heightened, but parents’ access
to resources and allies became more limited. In addition to our canceled workshops,
other supplemental academic programs (e.g., tutoring, after-school programs) at schools
and community organizations vanished. Accordingly, we undertook this study with the
hope of discovering ways both for our team and other mathematics educators to address
the greatest needs of parents in a time of significant disruption to the educational system.

1.2. Theoretical Framework

A traditional view of parental engagement focuses on what parents do to support
their own child’s educational development and how often they participate in activities
organized by the schools, such as parent conferences and school events [23]. In contrast,
we recognize that parental engagement extends beyond individual families and school-
initiated activities and, instead, frame parental engagement as “a set of relationships
and actions that cut across individuals, circumstances, and events that are produced and
bounded by the context in which that engagement takes place” ([10]; p. 6). In other words,
parental engagement must be understood through both what parents engage in and how
they manage to do so. This framing problematizes a linear view of parental engagement
(i.e., parents → mediation (e.g., parent conferences) → involvement), instead emphasizing
relational aspects and parents’ agency.

Drawing on cultural-historical activity theory and critical race theory, Calabrese Bar-
ton and colleagues [10] proposed an ecological model for parent participation in education.
Applying this model to our current study allowed us to understand mathematics education
as it was happening in different spaces. This was especially useful given that COVID-19
pushed mathematics education out of the typical school context and into home and online
spaces. Emergency remote instruction also significantly changed the roles and division
of labor among teachers and parents, rules for parents’ participation in school mathe-
matics, the tools and artifacts used for mathematics learning, and the communities and
other individuals who parents relied on to mediate engagement. Our chosen theoretical
framework provided a powerful way to consider how each of these changes allowed for a
unique type of parental engagement during COVID-19 emergency remote instruction, un-
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derstood as parents’ mediation of space (e.g., home, online) and capital (i.e., human, social,
and material resources and supports) in relation to others in school settings (e.g., teachers).
Figure 1 shows an adaptation of the original ecologies of parental engagement model [10]
for our study of parents’ role in mathematics education during COVID-19 emergency
remote instruction.

Figure 1. Adaptation of Ecologies of Parental Engagement Framework for COVID-19 Emergency Remote Instruction.

Across both research questions, we sought to understand parent engagement as au-
thoring space (i.e., continued mathematics education in the home) through activation of
various forms of capital. More specifically, with RQ1, we explored the nature of avail-
able spaces for authoring emergency remote mathematics instruction, including spaces
constructed by teachers/schools (e.g., worksheets, learning management systems), by par-
ents/communities (e.g., games, informal learning), and by other online or remote sources
(e.g., social media). We aimed to identify the forms of capital available within each space
and to better understand parents’ activation of that capital. The second research question
focused specifically on parents’ activation of human and social capital, given the significant
disruption to both due to the unique social isolation required during COVID-19 emergency
remote instruction.

2. Materials and Methods

This study drew on a parallel convergent mixed methods research design, in which
qualitative and quantitative data generation and analysis occurred simultaneously but
independently [24]. The different methods were weighted equally, and results were inter-
preted together to describe how parents mediated different spaces and forms of capital
to support the continuation of mathematics education in the home during emergency
remote instruction.

2.1. Data Sources and Measures

To explore what spaces and forms of capital (RQ1), especially allies (RQ2), parents had
available and used, we relied on two primary data sources: (1) data generated from posts
on social media, namely Twitter, that promoted mathematics at home during COVID-19
emergency remote instruction and (2) data generated from a survey of parents about their
experiences with emergency remote instruction. Use of these two different data sources
was important because, taken together, they provided a wider snapshot of experiences
with mathematics at home during emergency remote learning. The first data source of-
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fered a look into social media spaces, which provided social and human capital through
access to expert educators and other parents and material capital in the form of mathe-
matics activities and content. The second data source was important for identifying the
forms of capital available in more traditional spaces, such as school-constructed spaces
and the home/community setting. Moreover, survey data helped us to understand the
ways in which parents activated the various forms of capital across the three different
available spaces (school, home/community, online) in order to author their engagement
with continued mathematics education in the home during emergency remote instruction.

2.1.1. Twitter Data Generation

We first completed an exploratory review of various social media platforms
(e.g., Facebook, Twitter) before we narrowed our data generation to Twitter because data
were readily available and most relevant to our research questions (i.e., focused on parents,
not teachers). Twitter is a common social media platform for people of all ages across
the world to interact and connect with each other. Twitter allows users to hear and see
what other individuals are talking about through videos, images, and text, known as
tweets. Users can post their own tweets or comment on other users’ tweets to share advice,
their thoughts and opinions, or ask questions. Users can also share tweets posted by others
(i.e., retweets) on their own profile pages. Twitter users customize and personalize their
timeline (the tweets that show up when they log into Twitter) by following other users that
have similar interests through sharing insights, ideas, or methods. Twitter also utilizes
#hashtags throughout the platform. Users can add a #hashtag to their tweets, and #hash-
tags organize discussions that users are having on Twitter and allow for other users to join
the conversation. Users can look for a topic specifically by searching a #hashtag in the
search bar.

Several #hashtags are popular among mathematics educators (inclusive of researchers,
teachers, teacher educators) in the U.S. and beyond. For example, #iteachmath and #MTBoS
are widely used. Anyone can create a new #hashtag, and mathematics educators sometimes
create specific #hashtags to facilitate discussion on Twitter at specific dates and times.
The Twitter platform provides resources for parents and educators to connect. Parents and
educators can see what other educators are implementing in their classrooms, methods
they use for teaching, activities, and various materials that can be helpful to promote
mathematics learning. By using tweets from organizations, educators, or other parents,
parents can find ways to support their children in mathematics in school and at home.
This potential use of the Twitter platform became especially salient during COVID-19
emergency remote instruction.

We decided to focus on the forms of capital provided through #mathathome (a subset
of the Twitter space) in this study. This specific #hashtag allows users and parents to see
how educators and other parents are collaborating and supporting mathematics learning
at home. By seeing what other users are doing with mathematics at home, parents could
model and incorporate the same practices and activities in their home. If parents needed
further support, they could leave a comment on the tweet or message the user. Twitter
opens a virtual world full of information that can help to provide support for parents in
their child’s learning.

To analyze Twitter data using #mathathome, Harper used NCapture (NVivo 12 Version
12.6.0) [25] to generate a dataset of #mathathome tweets from 13–23 April 2020, which in-
cluded 160 unique tweets, along with the content of tweets and additional information
(e.g., username, biography, location) for each tweet. Harper exported tweet content into a
document for qualitative analysis in Dedoose (Version. 8.3.17) [26], a web-based platform.
To collect additional tweets, Rosenberg set up automatic data generation of tweets contain-
ing #mathathome from 22 April through 21 May 2020 using a Twitter Archiving Google
Sheet (TAGS) [27] (n = 246 tweets) for quantitative analyses. These timeframes were chosen
because families and schools were involved in emergency remote instruction.
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Due to the different ways in which we generated data, we then used the rtweet
package [28] for the R statistical software [29] to further process the tweets from the two
sources for use in subsequent analyses. This step resulted in a combined dataset with
406 tweets and 90 variables for each tweet (including the text of tweet, screen name and
profile for user, date, and other information, such as the number of retweets). These tweets
were sent by 228 individuals, with 46 individuals posting two or more tweets. Additionally,
we constructed a number of measures from these data, described as follows.

2.1.2. Survey Data Generation

The research team collaboratively developed a survey of parents’ experiences with
mathematics at home during COVID-19 emergency remote instruction. We framed ques-
tions based on previous experiences with families, on conversations with parents since
schools had closed, and on preliminary analyses of Twitter data. The survey included
four sections: (1) the transition to emergency remote instruction; (2) doing mathematics at
home, generally; (3) social and human capital (i.e., allies) for mathematics at home; and (4)
demographic information (Table 1). Most questions involved multiple-choice options,
but also included an option to write in a response. Each section included at least one
open-ended question to provide opportunities for parents to elaborate on their experiences.

Table 1. Overview of measures used across the four sections of the survey: (1) the transition to emergency remote
instruction; (2) doing mathematics at home, generally; (3) social and human capital (i.e., allies) for mathematics at home;
and (4) demographic information.

Section Measure 1 Measure 2 Measure 3 Measure 4

1 School or district supports Use of school-provided
resources

Use of online
learning systems

Additional supports
needed (open-ended)

2 Confidence with
math education Parent-provided resources Presence of math

at home
Types of math at home

(open-ended)

3 Allies in supporting math
(e.g., teacher, friend)

Social media engagement
(platform, frequency)

Additional comments
(open-ended)

4 Child’s grade level and
school type

Parent’s education level
and current

employment status

Age, gender, and
race/ethnicity Global region

We piloted our survey with three parents and refined questions, especially demo-
graphic questions, to be inclusive of diverse experiences [30]. We made all survey questions
optional so as to place the least amount of burden on parents during an already challenging
time. The survey was distributed through Google Forms using a convenience, snowball
sampling approach [31], which is appropriate given that pandemic conditions made parents
a “hard-to-reach” population.

2.2. Participants

Participants included two groups corresponding to the two data sources, Twitter users
and survey respondents. The tweets were posted by 228 unique participants. While some
#mathathome participants were very active (posting more than 40 tweets in one case), on av-
erage, participating individuals posted around two tweets (M = 1.78, SD = 3.33). Survey
respondents included 101 parents; 81 were from North America, 17 from Australia/New
Zealand, and one each from Europe, Asia, and unspecified. Table 2 displays remaining
demographic information of the participants in our survey sample, including participants’
race/ethnicity, highest education attained, and age; we provide this information to aid
in interpreting (and contextualizing) our findings. Though both purposefully selected
(and non-probability-based), these samples allowed us to understand the experiences of
a select group of individuals—mostly parents, especially those in the U.S. Thus, findings
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from this study generalize only in a limited way: primarily to parents (and others, in the
case of the Twitter) in the United States sharing salient features with those in our samples.

Table 2. Self-reported demographic information of survey participants (n = 101). Note: Shading indicates participants
belonging to the larger group of people of Color.

Gender Woman: 92 Man: 7 Prefer Not to Say (PNS): 2

Race/
Ethnicity

White
73

Black
9

Two or more
races

5

Asian
5

Hispanic/Latinx
(any race)

4

PNS or other
5

Highest
Education

Masters
42

Doctorate
26

Bachelors
22

High School
8

Other
2

PNS
1

Age 18–35
13

36–40
28

41–45
37

46–50
11

51+
10

PNS
2

2.3. Data Analysis

We first describe the independent qualitative and quantitative analyses for the Twitter
and survey data, followed by a summary of how the analyses and the resulting findings
were weighed and interpreted equally together to describe how parents mediated different
spaces and forms of capital to support the continuation of mathematics education in the
home during emergency remote instruction.

2.3.1. Qualitative Analysis of Tweets

To understand the nature of the resources (i.e., human and social capital) available on
Twitter (i.e., the space) for supporting mathematics at home (RQ1), we categorized the tweet
content through iterative rounds of qualitative analysis [32]. Harper, Comperry, Howell,
and Womble analyzed the first twenty unique tweets to develop a codebook that described
the nature of resources (i.e., material capital) provided in each tweet by mathematics
topics (e.g., number, algebra), mathematics practices (e.g., justifying; multiple strategies),
and grade level (e.g., elementary/primary, high school/secondary). Codes were exhaustive
but not mutually exclusive. For example, some tweets addressed multiple mathematics
topics, and we only applied grade level codes when users explicitly indicated a target
grade. Analysis began with each researcher applying codes separately. Next, we met to
reach consensus on definitions and applications of codes. We then repeated this process to
finalize coding of tweets.

In the next phase, Comperry, Howell, and Womble independently applied codes
to different sets of twenty-five unique tweets (total n = 75). We also added participants’
professional role and parent (described below in quantitative analysis of tweets) to the
codebook in order to address who was providing support for mathematics at home (RQ2;
i.e., human and social capital), after which Harper applied these codes retroactively to the
first twenty-five tweets. Then, we reached consensus and discussed necessary additions to
the codebook. In a final round of analysis, Comperry, Howell, and Womble reviewed the
previously coded tweets for (dis)agreement and divided up the next thirty tweets for inde-
pendent coding. Finally, we met to reach consensus on all coding. As no additional codes
were necessary in the last round, we assumed data saturation (i.e., our codebook sufficiently
described the content of tweets), and the remaining thirty tweets were not coded.

2.3.2. Quantitative Analysis of Tweets

To understand the forms of social and human capital available through Twitter, we first
geocoded individuals’ self-reported locations (from Twitter profiles) using the mapsapi
R package [33]. We could obtain locations for 194 of the individuals who participated
in #mathathome using a geocoding method determined to be sufficiently accurate for
identifying the state (and therefore the country) participants are from [34]. We created a
map with the geocodes of users’ locations (see details in Results), and then used this map
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to aid our interpretation of the geographic location of active participants, as well as these
users’ professional roles.

To determine users’ professional roles, we used a coding frame (for the professional
role of participants in state-based educational Twitter hashtags) that was previously devel-
oped and applied to study educational networks [35]. This coding frame included codes
for teachers, instructional coaches, researchers, and other roles. As an example of applying
this coding frame, a participant with the following biography was coded as a teacher:
“K/Gr.1 teacher at [name removed] School. Math coach. Focusing on playful math &
literacy instruction.” As another example, the following participants’ profile was coded as
an organization: “[name removed] is a #nonprofit building understanding & love of #math
in students and educators. Follow us for #mathed news + resources!”.

Rosenberg applied these codes to profile descriptions of all individuals who posted
two or more tweets, as those who posted only a single tweet were likely less critical to our
understanding of #mathathome. Of the 46 individuals who posted two or more tweets,
seven were unable to be coded (because individuals’ profile descriptions provided limited
information or individuals’ professional roles were unclear). We also coded professional
roles alongside qualitative coding of tweet content (as described above). Finally, we used
individuals’ profile descriptions and content of their tweets to determine whether they
identified as a parent.

From users’ professional role and data on the interactions that took place through
#mathathome, Rosenberg calculated the number and proportion of individuals in each role
and location and carried out social network analysis, using the resulting visualizations
(Figure 2) to aid in our interpretation of which professional roles were most active (and with
whom they were interacting). In this visualization, the size of the nodes (the circles or
triangles) represents the number of tweets the user sent to #mathathome, with larger nodes
representing a greater number of tweets sent. The nodes also represent users’ professional
role (through color) and parental status (through the shape of the node, with a triangle
representing a user with a particular professional role who also identified as a parent).
Edges, or lines between users, represent interactions, with more heavily weighted (wider)
lines representing a greater number of interactions between any pair of individuals.

Figure 2. Sociogram (Network Visualization) of #mathathome Interactions for Key Users. Note: We added a distortion to
the above figure for inclusion in this manuscript to protect the privacy of participants.
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The resulting sociogram provides some insight into the activation of social and human
capital available through the #mathathome space by other Twitter users. Accordingly,
we calculated a network statistic, namely the degree centrality, which represents the number
of interactions—replies, retweets, quotes, and mentions—an individual initiated and
received, of participants, and we explored the posts of the three most central participants
in greater depth by examining themes from qualitative analysis of their tweets.

2.3.3. Qualitative Analysis of Survey

Harper, Comperry and Womble worked separately to analyze the open-ended re-
sponses through iterative rounds of qualitative coding in Dedoose. All researchers used
the existing codebook when possible to allow for comparisons across data sources. Harper
analyzed responses to questions on the social media platforms used (n = 30 responses;
RQ2—who is providing support; i.e., human and social capital via social media) and
to a request for general comments (n = 34 responses; RQ1 & 2). Analysis required new
coding categories for type of social media resource (e.g., hashtag; blog; RQ1—source of
resources; i.e., online space). Comperry analyzed responses to a question about mathemat-
ics topics and activities (n = 89 responses; RQ1—nature of resources; i.e., material capital).
This analysis largely relied on existing codes with a new category for different types of
activities (e.g., cooking). Womble analyzed responses to a question about what supports
would be helpful (n = 84 responses) to help us (re)imagine spaces and forms of capital for
remote mathematics education based on findings. This analysis rarely overlapped with
the codebook, and Womble created a category for teacher and school supports (e.g., offline
materials, synchronous instruction; RQ1—source and type of resources; i.e., human and
social supports in different spaces). All researchers discussed each independent analysis in
order to identify broader themes.

2.3.4. Quantitative Analysis of Survey

Rosenberg and Howell analyzed survey responses quantitatively using Microsoft
Excel and R. We calculated descriptive statistics on who is engaging children in at-home
mathematics activities in order to understand the demographics of respondents (RQ2),
and the grade level of children to provide insight into the ages of students. This information
provided insight into the nature of mathematics topics appropriate for at-home learning
(RQ1; i.e., material capital). Additionally, based on our knowledge of prior research rec-
ognizing the ubiquity of math at-home activities amongst underrepresented groups, we
analyzed questions on doing mathematics at home and parents’ educational levels attained
and their race/ethnicity. To do so, we cross-tabulated responses to the question on do-
ing mathematics at home with demographic responses for parents’ educational level and
race/ethnicity. This analysis was aimed at identifying any differences in the mediation of
space and capital by different groups of parents.

2.4. Interpreting Results

To interpret results together, we created data displays from all analyses. Quantitative
data displays included sociograms, maps, charts, and tables, and qualitative data displays
included tables showing code frequency by data source, co-occurrence of codes, and illus-
trative excerpts and tweets. Comparing findings from the two data sources (i.e., Twitter,
survey) was essential to our broader understanding of the parental engagement with
COVID-19 emergency remote mathematics instruction, namely, the unique mediation of
spaces and capital during a time of global crisis. Interpreting findings from both data
sources together allowed us to confirm and disconfirm themes about engagement with
mathematics at home that emerged from each data source and types of analyses. For ex-
ample, the mathematical nature of resources (i.e., material capital from school or home
spaces) described in surveys was often vague (i.e., naming a broad domain of mathematics),
but data from tweets provided specific mathematics tasks (i.e., material capital from online
space). We used the survey analysis to identify which broad mathematics domains parents
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identified as important (i.e., which forms of material capital they sought to activate) and
the Twitter analysis to identify more specific mathematics topics within those broader
domains most likely addressed at home. We further discussed and compared data displays
in relation to our research questions and theoretical framework to arrive at the broader
themes presented next. Overall, we aimed to provide qualitative, descriptive insights into
how parents mediated various forms of capital across different spaces for engagement
with mathematics at home during emergency remote instruction. We certainly do not claim
that our findings generalize to all parents, but we feel confident that the findings describe
experiences that reflect common successes and challenges in parental engagement during
emergency remote instruction.

3. Results

We found that Twitter and survey data sources described two largely distinct groups
of allies (i.e., forms of human and social capital) supporting parents to continue mathe-
matics education during COVID-19 emergency remote instruction. #mathathome tweets
came mostly from teacher and educational organization allies, while survey respondents
primarily named allies working offline (RQ2). As this study is descriptive (not inferential),
we see these differences as a strength that captured broader perspectives across multiple
stakeholders in emergency remote mathematics instruction. Despite differences in partic-
ipants across online and offline spaces, similar findings emerged from analyses of each
group’s activity (i.e., the activation of capital). Broader themes about the nature and use of
resources for remote mathematics instruction (RQ1) showed:

• Engagement with a range of mathematics topics, which mostly focused on elementary-
level content, especially counting;

• A commitment, across demographic groups, to supporting children’s continued mathe-
matics education through everyday activities/objects and mathematical sense-making;

• A combination of resources provided by the school alongside resources parents identi-
fied and provided on their own;

• Reliance on mostly asynchronous instructional resources.

3.1. Who Was Involved in Mathematics at Home

Findings in this section provide insights into who (parents and allies) supported the
continued mathematics education of children during the COVID-19 emergency remote
instruction (RQ2). As mentioned above, our two data sources provided insights into
the various forms of human and social capital leveraged by parents during emergency
remote mathematics instruction. First, we present our findings about the human and social
capital available to parents across both online (Twitter) and offline (school-constructed,
home/community) spaces. We provide additional details about the teachers and other
educational allies accessible to parents through Twitter. Then, we discuss what the survey
results revealed about parents’ activation of various forms of human and social capital in
continuing mathematics education in the home.

3.1.1. Twitter Users

Across social media posts to #mathathome on Twitter, for participants who sent two
or more tweets, teachers made up the plurality of participants (n = 12; 21%), followed by
accounts for schools (n = 7; 15%) and educational organizations (n = 7; 15%). Instructional
coaches and administrators (n = 6; 13%), faculty at universities (n = 3; 7%), and accounts
for mathematics education-related hashtags (n = 1; 2%) and a media outlet (n = 1; 2%)
made up the remaining accounts that were able to be coded. While teachers made up
the largest group of users, the social network analysis revealed that the most active users
were two educational organizations (centrality = 296 and 56, representing the numbers
of replies, retweets, quotes, and mentions that each user received) as well as a teacher
(centrality = 82), suggesting that although there were fewer organizations than teachers
involved in #mathathome, these organizations were central, and therefore potentially
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influential to others. Only three users were identified as parents on the basis of their
profile information.

Twitter participants were located in North America (U.S. (n = 101), Canada (n = 49),
and Mexico (n = 5)), as well as Europe (The U.K. (n = 6), France (n = 5), Germany (n = 3)),
India (n = 8), and Australia (n = 2). Six other countries had a single participant (Figure 3).
As is depicted by the size of the circles in Figure 3 (with larger circles representing a greater
number of tweets posted by individuals), the most active participants were located in the
U.S., Canada, and India.

 

Figure 3. Geographic locations and professional roles of #mathathome participants. Note: Circles represent individual users
who posted to #mathathome. The size of the circles depicts the number of tweets they sent to the hashtag.

Qualitative analysis of Twitter data showed that the mathematical content of posts
was overwhelmingly targeted to an audience of parents of elementary-aged children.
Explicit references to grade level primarily mentioned early (n = 21) and late elementary
(n = 14) grades and preschool (n = 8) but only a few for middle (n = 3) or secondary (n = 1)
grade levels.

3.1.2. Survey Respondents

Quantitative analysis of survey responses provided insights into who was engaging
children in mathematics at home, where a similar trend regarding grade level emerged.
Most respondents were parents of elementary-aged children (n = 73), compared to middle
grades (n = 20), secondary (n = 4), and preschool (n = 7). Children largely enrolled in public
schools (81%), with only 14% enrolled in private schools and 5% enrolled in other types of
schools, often those receiving public funding (e.g., Catholic).

Ninety percent of parents reported doing mathematics at home with their children,
and most parents reported that they were very confident (n = 60) or confident (n = 22) in
supporting their children’s mathematics learning. Some parents explained in open-ended
responses that they felt confident supporting mathematics at home because they were
mathematics educators themselves, but other mathematics educators identified challenges
(shared with other, non-educator parents) faced in ensuring continued mathematics learn-
ing during COVID-19. For example, one teacher-parent explained: “Doing math with my
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child is painful and has led to frustrations and melt-downs . . . Until COVID-19, I typically
avoided helping her with the occasional math homework . . . doing math at home has
been brutal.” Parents, teachers, and non-teachers alike identified a lack of familiarity with
school-based methods or developmentally appropriate mathematics as reasons they felt
less confident in supporting mathematics learning at home: “I have taught middle school
math for 15 years, but don’t necessarily know what is developmentally appropriate for my
Kindergartener,” and, “they don’t teach addition like I used to do it at school and I don’t
want to interfere in his method”.

When we divided respondents into two groups by education level (high, representing
the attainment of a Bachelor’s degree or an advanced degree, and low, representing grad-
uating from high school or reporting another educational credential) and race/ethnicity
(white; people of Color), we found that, overall, 91% of respondents are highly educated
and 22% are people of Color (see gray highlights in Table 2 above). Only nine parents
made up the group of respondents with low levels of education, and 55% (n = 5) were also
people of Color (i.e., over half of the individuals from lower educated backgrounds are
people of Color). Above, Table 2 shows the percentage of parents by education level and
race/ethnicity who reported engaging in mathematics at home with their children.

Descriptions of parents’ confidence in and willingness to support mathematics at home
varied. One parent noted: “I am very involved in my child’s math education. My own level
of math education is a [high school graduate] level, therefore, I am capable in providing any
support necessary,” while another parent shared, “My children are in primary. I’m already
struggling to remember and keep up.” We concluded, however, that race and education
level did not help to explain differences in parents’ confidence or willingness to support
mathematics at home.

Survey responses concerning parents’ social media use bolstered the case for #mathath-
ome users and survey respondents reflecting different uses of social and human capital,
as just over two-thirds—64%—of parents said they never used social media for mathe-
matics education. As one parent described, “I was not aware this was a thing people do.
Interesting . . . ”. Moreover, those who reported using social media for mathematics at
home did so only occasionally (26%), with 10% reporting monthly, weekly and daily use.

Responses provided insights into parents’ allies (RQ2; social and human capital)
and resources (RQ1; material capital; spaces) for engaging with mathematics at home.
YouTube was the most popular resource (n = 20), followed by Facebook (n = 12), Pin-
terest (n = 8), and Twitter (n = 6), suggesting that when parents used social media and
related resources, they were likely to turn to spaces other than Twitter. Qualitative analysis
showed that parents tended to identify specific blogs or sites by individuals or educational
organizations over social media hashtags or groups. Some examples included: Math Mam-
mas (https://blogs.ams.org/mathmamas (accessed on 9 October 2020)), Khan Academy,
and YouCubed (https://www.youcubed.org/ (accessed on 9 October 2020)). Parents did
not mention #mathathome among Twitter hashtags; hashtags mentioned included: #MT-
BoS, #iteachmath, and #MathArtChallenge (mentioned 2–3 times by respondents) and
#WODB, #unitchat, #mathforkids, and #tmwyk (each mentioned once).

Finally, parents overwhelmingly reported turning to their child’s teacher as an ally
(n = 76). Other allies included a partner or spouse (n = 57), a child’s older sibling (n = 29),
other adults at child’s school (n = 26), other parents (n = 21), and other family members
(n = 19). Less common allies included tutors, community organizations, and members of
professional networks. Only seven parents said they did not feel like they had any allies
for mathematics education.

3.2. Nature of Mathematics at Home

Mathematics content emphasized through both #mathathome tweets and in parents’
survey responses provided a way to understand the nature of continued mathematics
education in the home during COVID-19 (RQ1; how capital was mediated in different
spaces). In this section, we present results from comparing findings across the two data
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sources (i.e., Twitter, survey). Accordingly, findings are organized by broader themes
about families’ experiences with COVID-19 emergency remote mathematics instruction,
namely the mathematical focus and responses to and resources during COVID-19. In the
discussion section, we further elaborate on the importance of interpreting results from both
data sources together in order to understand families’ experiences with mathematics at
home during the early stages of the pandemic. For example, parents named only broad
mathematics topics (i.e., naming a broad domain of mathematics), but data from tweets
provided insight into specific mathematics activities at home related to those topics.

3.2.1. #Mathathome Mathematical Focus

We found opportunities for engagement with a range of broad mathematics topics,
including (in order of frequency): number and quantity; data and statistics; geometry;
four operations; fractions; algebra; measurement; and calculus (i.e., material capital).
Those tweets focused on number and quantity—the most common topic for #mathathome
tweets—overwhelmingly presented opportunities for counting, with less—but still some—
attention to counting by multiples, place value, money value, and estimation. Sometimes,
users prompted families to count using a picture provided directly through a post on
Twitter. For example, families were asked to count how many in an image of a bridge and
describe how they counted (Figure 4, left). Oftentimes, users encouraged family members
to count physical objects found in the household or in everyday activities. For example,
users challenged families to find their own pictures to post and count (Figure 4, left) and
encouraged families to count small toys (Figure 4, right).

Figure 4. Tweets focused on counting using images and home-based objects.

Tweets about data and statistics, the second most common topic of #mathathome tweets,
largely emphasized categorizing and comparing, with some references to collecting and
analyzing data or interpreting charts and tables online. A common activity prompted
children to look at a set and decide which objects do not belong. Such activities, espe-
cially when accompanied with a press for justification, can encourage the development
of comparing objects based on similarities and differences, and categorizing based on
different criteria (Figure 5, left and Figure 4, right). Similar to counting, tweets about data
and statistics offered opportunities for using resources directly available on Twitter or at
home. For example, one parent leveraged the unique context of the pandemic to encourage
data collection and analysis of personal protective equipment (mask-wearing) behavior
(Figure 5, right).
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Figure 5. Tweets emphasizing categorizing, comparing, and statistics.

We describe only the most prominent subtopics for remaining content areas to provide
insight into the nature of #mathathome content (i.e., material capital). In geometry, tweets
attended mostly to properties of two-dimensional shapes. For example, one tweet stated,
“Caregivers, try some art with your children today using just triangles! Experiment with
‘congruent’ triangles (same shape and size), ‘similar’ triangles (same shape, diff size), or use
completely different triangles!” Tweets about four operations mostly included addition
and subtraction, many with videos or photographs of teacher-led activities (Figure 6,
top left); and the focus on fractions mostly emphasized the part-whole relationship and
equivalence (e.g., “How many ways can you show  ?; and Figure 6, top right). In algebra,
opportunities overwhelmingly emphasized generalizing patterns of growth. For example,
using multiplicative reasoning to predict the number of petals on 3, 4, . . . 10 flowers
(Figure 6, bottom center). Measurement tweets encouraged both standard and non-standard
units to measure length (Figure 6, bottom left), temperature, time, volume, and weight
(especially in cooking). Finally, only one tweet addressed calculus (Figure 6, bottom right).

 

Figure 6. Examples Addition, Fractions, Measurement, Algebraic Reasoning, and Calculus.
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Many tweets encouraged the use of everyday objects or activities as opportunities to
engage with a range of mathematics topics. For example, one of the most active educational
organizations (with a centrality of 296, indicating this organization initiated or received this
many interactions through #mathathome) supported data and statistics, four operations,
fractions, geometry, measurement, and number through activities such as doing physical
activity, estimating and measuring everyday objects, playing shop, and counting, sorting
and describing groceries. Moreover, many tweets emphasized developing mathematical
practices necessary for sense-making (beyond straightforward procedures). Such practices
included explanation and justification, such as justifying categorizations (Figure 5, left)
and answering, “How did you know?” (Figure 6, top right). In other cases, the open-
ended nature of problems encouraged students to engage multiple strategies; for example,
defining units and counting in different ways (Figure 4, left), categorizing based on different
criteria (Figure 4, right and Figure 5, left), and using different strategies to generalize growth
patterns (Figure 6, bottom center).

3.2.2. Mathematical Focus in Survey

In response to a question about mathematics activities (i.e., material capital), par-
ents shared a myriad of ways they supported mathematics at home. Similar to what we
found from our analysis of #mathathome tweets, parents emphasized cooking, budgeting,
solving real-world problems, and incorporating everyday experiences into their child’s
mathematics learning. Named activities included several mathematics topics: measure-
ments (e.g., time, volume, temperature), operations with money (e.g., addition, subtraction,
money value), and counting (mainly counting manipulatives or objects). Lists such as these
were typical: “Cooking measurements/fractions, shopping prices and percent, measuring
length [with] sewing/crafts,” and “Fractions, baking, counting money.” Identified mathe-
matics topics overlapped with those addressed by tweets. Moreover, parents discussed how
they asked for justification and multiple solutions when doing mathematics. For example,
one parent shared, “Often effective is getting my child to explain what he is learning to
me. If he can tell me what he’s trying to do, then sometimes I can ask clarifying questions.”
In contrast to tweets, some mathematics topics were underrepresented in survey responses.
For example, only two replies highlighted geometry: “Cutting things into pieces . . . nam-
ing shapes,” and “Naming shapes properly when playing with his blocks/toys.” Moreover,
only one response indicated using statistics as a way of supporting mathematics learning
at home: “We talk about stats and maths as part of daily life but I don’t deliberately have
maths conversations with [my children]”.

3.2.3. Responses to and Resources during COVID-19

Survey responses shed light on the types of resources provided by both schools
(i.e., capital within school space) and parents (i.e., capital within home/community space)
to support continued mathematics education at home (RQ1). The most common school/
district emergency response to COVID-19 (according to our respondents) was online
instruction completed asynchronously and without a teacher (n = 86), including online
activities and instructional videos. The next most common response involved instruction
through offline worksheets (n = 47). As these responses indicated, some schools provided
multiple forms of emergency remote instruction. Opportunities for synchronous instruction
were less common: online class with teacher and classmates (n = 42) and opportunities to
learn with a teacher online or by phone (n = 39). Only one parent indicated receiving no
instructional support from their child’s school.

Schools used a range of online learning management systems or applications used in-
part or entirely for providing emergency remote instruction. Google Classroom (n = 60) and
Zoom (n = 31) were the most commonly used. Other notable platforms included: SeeSaw
(n = 22), Class Dojo (n = 17), and Flipgrid (n = 9). Parents also reported receiving a range
of resources from schools to support mathematics learning, and most said they used the
provided resources at least sometimes (n = 98). As instructional responses suggest, the most
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common resources included online activities (n = 71), mathematics instructional videos for
children (n = 47), and offline worksheets (n = 36). Other resources included: laptops, tablets
or other devices (n = 37), books (n = 12), mathematics manipulatives (n = 11), mathematics
instructional videos for parents (n = 9), internet access (n = 8), and calculators (n = 4).
Only four parents reported receiving no resources from the school. Parents supplemented
school-based instruction and resources (i.e., material capital in home/community space)
by providing necessary laptops or other devices (n = 72) and internet access (n = 80) for
continued mathematics education. Parents also provided: mathematics manipulatives
(n = 44), calculators (n = 36), online resources that helped them and their children under-
stand mathematics (n = 32 and n = 36, respectively), additional worksheets or problems
(n = 29), and books (n = 20). Six parents reported providing no additional resources.

Survey responses addressed what parents most needed to continue mathematics
education at home (i.e., to mediate different forms of capital across spaces). For some
parents, emergency remote instruction worked well. For example, one parent elaborated:

My son’s math teacher did an outstanding job working remotely with him during
lockdown. This is by far his weakest subject . . . Once I reached out to [the teacher]
about the amount of time I was spending with him—she upped her individual
tutorials with him . . . Since then, he’s been able to work virtually independently
. . . I think that the mini-tutorials [synchronous video] have been an outstand-
ing success.

Other parents, however, described drastically different experiences: “I feel abandoned
by . . . my husband and I work full-time. We are not equipped to try to teach a 7 year old
math, reading, etc. The worksheets didn’t cut it”.

Almost every parent (of the 84 who wrote an open-ended response) mentioned de-
siring greater synchronous instructional time with their children’s teacher. For example,
one respondent said they would like, “structured online learning at a set time with teachers
trained to teach online.” Moreover, parents wanted more “set math lessons rather than just
activities” and more guidance to help them aid their child’s mathematics learning at home.
For example, one respondent wanted teachers to “provide clear, concise instructions so that
parents and students are not trying to solve a puzzle of complicated, not-comprehensive
instructions to complete math assignments.” Some parents suggested video tutorials to aid
both their own and their child’s understanding of the mathematics concepts (which some
but not all teachers provided). Finally, a few parents requested differentiated assignments,
noting, “Some of the work is too easy for [my child] and some is too hard for him.” Next,
we look across and discuss the implications of these and our other key findings in the
next section.

4. Discussion

Findings from this mixed methods study support the emerging notion that COVID-19
acted as a mediating event that changed the nature of parental engagement in mathe-
matics education [36]. Parental engagement in mathematics at home during emergency
remote instruction was high, and the transition to school mathematics at home prompted
some parents to increase involvement (e.g., “Until COVID-19, I typically avoided helping
her . . . ”). Such an increase is likely explained by the fact that most schools and districts
initially responded to COVID-19 by providing mathematics activities done without direct
involvement from children’s teachers.

We must view findings with some caution, however, given that those already engaged
in mathematics on Twitter and those who volunteered to respond to a survey about
mathematics at home are more likely to indicate high levels of involvement. Moreover,
survey respondents were highly educated and included mathematics educators because
of the sampling methods. In this way, the individuals we studied were a select group,
which, in this case, may indicate that what we found may be closer to an upper-bound
(rather than an average) level and type of parental engagement with mathematics at home
during the pandemic. Nonetheless, interpreting findings in relation to existing literature
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suggests that the experiences of parents described by our analyses likely provide insights
into typical mathematics experiences during COVID-19 emergency remote instruction.
Moreover, studies from around the world (e.g., Norway, Indonesia, Nigeria), which focused
on broader educational experiences, showed a similar increase in parental involvement
in schooling during the initial transition to remote instruction [23,37–40]. Looking across
findings from recent studies on parents’ experiences with emergency remote instruction
during the early stages of COVID-19 suggests that our findings have broader implications
despite the large number of participants from the United States.

When parents are explicitly invited to engage in school mathematics, research suggests
that they do so, regardless of race/ethnicity or education attainment level [11,13,14,41,42],
and our findings confirmed a similar response from parents in the face of emergency remote
instruction—which increased expectations for school mathematics at home. Such find-
ings prompt initial optimism about the potential for sustaining high levels of parental
engagement in school mathematics, which can promote higher levels of mathematics
achievement [8], beyond the COVID-19 crisis [36]. Researchers in Norway also reported
that emergency remote instruction provided greater opportunities for creative tasks within
the school curriculum, especially for younger students; for teacher feedback through digital
platforms; and for student independence to develop [38].

While optimism is important during such a challenging moment, findings also point
to the significant barriers that parents faced (e.g., “I feel abandoned . . . ”)—and still face.
Parents in our study and others reported struggling to manage the increased responsi-
bilities [23,43]. Higher levels of parental engagement and the transition of school-based
materials and resources into the home—out of necessity—may not be sustained throughout
or beyond the pandemic and may result in widening inequities in mathematics oppor-
tunities and achievement. Disparities in access to digital technology especially threaten
to widen educational inequality [37,44]. Moreover, as our study also confirmed (given
the large number of women respondents in our survey) and as others have noted [21,39],
women largely took on the added responsibilities of continuing education in the home dur-
ing emergency remote instruction. Implications from these findings must be acknowledged
and addressed in order to disrupt potentially deepening educational and social disparities.

In the context of our key finding about the different ways in which parents and care-
givers became involved with children’s education at home, we next discuss implications
and offer some recommendations for more effectively supporting parental engagement
during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic. Given the lack of attention to parental en-
gagement in e-learning [23] and the limited focus in mathematics education, specifically,
this study contributes new insights into sustaining increased parent engagement in math-
ematics education, easing the burden of managing emergency remote instruction in the
home, and addressing the potential for rising educational inequality due to COVID-19.

4.1. Renewing to Efforts to Engage Parents

A tradition of excluding parents from conversations about school mathematics
plagues mathematics education [45]. The result often pits schools, teachers, and parents
against each other rather than fostering partnerships for children’s mathematics learning
(e.g., “math wars” [46]). Differences between parents’ own mathematics education (which for
many emphasized rules and procedures [11]) and the curriculum and instruction experi-
enced by their children present barriers to parental involvement [16], and this challenge
was only intensified by COVID-19. Parents and children alike experienced increased
anxiety during emergency remote instruction [37,47], and likely even more so in mathe-
matics. For example, consider these memes from our initial exploratory data generation
(Figure 7), which show parents’ frustration with supporting their children with unfamiliar
problem-solving approaches.
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Figure 7. Memes during early transition to emergency remote instruction.

Survey responses provided insights into sources of frustration (e.g., “Doing math at
home has been brutal”). For example, 86 of 101 (85%) respondents indicated expectations
for children to complete work without teachers’ direct involvement. This finding suggests,
and other studies confirm [39,40], that parents were largely expected to bear the burden of
continuing students’ mathematics learning, but in ways that aligned with school-provided
materials. Some schools provided additional support to help parents understand how
mathematics education has evolved (e.g., online resources for parents’ mathematics un-
derstanding, n = 32), but most parents in our study reported limited support. Limited
understanding of school mathematics caused some parents to restrict their involvement,
even during emergency remote learning (e.g., “I don’t want to interfere in his method”).
Even parents who are also mathematics teachers reported little familiarity with specific
grade-level mathematics (e.g., I “don’t necessarily know what is developmentally appro-
priate for my Kindergartener”). During a time of such disruption to children’s education,
a history of devaluing parental engagement in the evolution of mathematics education left
parents feeling “abandoned.”

As an implication of these circumstances, the mathematics education community
must take more seriously commitments to include parents in the process of evolving and
even revolutionizing school mathematics. Renewed efforts are needed to bridge parents’
and children’s experiences with mathematics education. Research suggests that parents
benefit from developing mathematics content and pedagogical knowledge much in the
same way that teachers do [7] and that opportunities to re-engage with mathematics can
bolster parental engagement [12,16]. Helping parents understand the evolution of school
mathematics would support their own children’s mathematics education and also allow
them to be allies for other parents [17] and teachers who may be over-extended during times
of crisis (e.g., creating instructional videos, providing one-on-one tutorials). In the next
section, we discuss possibilities for how we can build bridges for necessary conversations.

4.2. Reimagining How Parents Engage

While some attention has been paid to the importance of inviting multiple stakeholders
to participate in conversations about teaching, learning, and educational systems [48,49],
parents’ input and voices are not commonly recognized. In light of disruptions to math-
ematics education due to the COVID-19 pandemic, parental engagement may be more
important than ever—particularly for parents from marginalized groups [10,11]. Social me-
dia (and other digital spaces) present new opportunities for parents to mediate their
engagement in multiple ways (e.g., accessing announcements and resources posted by
teachers, schools, and districts; sharing resources they create for children). However—as
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we found in this study—such opportunities may be under-utilized by (or not widely known
to) parents.

We see social media and other online platforms as a particularly promising way to
include parents in conversations about mathematics education because parents are already
relying on online resources to support emergency remote instruction. COVID-19 triggered
a notable increase in demand for online learning resources (four times more compared
to pre-pandemic) [44], and parents sought out both school-sanctioned online platforms
and supplemental resources (as shown in our findings). Searches for online educational
resources, however, increased as family socioeconomic status increased, which is alarming
because parent searches for such online resources correlated with students’ mathematics
progress [44].

Promoting educational resources on more widely available online platforms may
help address disparities by creating a widely available space for parents to mediate hu-
man, social, and material capital for engagement. Yet, our survey findings suggested
that most parents were not aware of opportunities for mathematics education on social
media (e.g., “I was not aware this was a thing people do”). This finding is bolstered by
those from our analysis of the #mathathome hashtag on Twitter: Parents comprised a
very small proportion of those actively using the hashtag (3 of 46, or 6%), with most
participants instead identifying as educational organizations, teachers, and instructional
coaches or administrators. These findings, then, collectively point to a potential missed
opportunity to involve parents in their children’s education through technology-based
platforms—especially social media, which is purported to be open and accessible to a range
of those invested in children’s education [50,51].

In this way, this study invites greater attention to the role and potential importance
of involving a key stakeholder—parents—in mathematics education on social media plat-
forms, which we consider to be one implication of our analysis of both Twitter- and
survey-based data related to mathematics at home. One way to involve parents in con-
versations about mathematics education using online platforms would be for teachers
to explicitly invite them to participate [13,41]. Findings suggest that YouTube, Facebook,
and Pinterest, followed by Twitter are platforms that parents already use, and which there-
fore may be suitable targets for such invitations. Failing to involve parents may contribute
to conversations about the evolution of mathematics education taking place without their
input, as teachers and others increasingly use social media as a space for engaging in
discussions about educational change and transformation efforts [52]. Additionally, con-
tinuing to talk at, rather than with, parents, in spaces like Twitter can be compared to how
teachers withhold physical resources (e.g., textbooks) from Black families with low-income
backgrounds due to racial stereotypes about families’ interest in parental engagement and
ability to care for materials [11]. Though parents from low-income and racial minorities
may have more limited access to technology in the home [20,37,53], educators should resist
stereotypes about parents’ willingness and ability to engage in mathematics education in
online spaces.

Lastly, we note that in the midst of the widespread use of social media [54], instead
of turning to social media-based online resources and allies, parents overwhelmingly
reported turning to their child’s teacher as an ally, with 76 of our 101 (75%) of survey
respondents indicating that they had done so. This suggests that despite the social dis-
tancing required in response to COVID-19, parents turned to those with whom they had
already-established relationships, and, potentially, trust, which may be more important—
rather than less so or irrelevant in light of ample use of social media [54]—during times of
crisis. High-income families reported increased use of online educational resources [44]
and a general satisfaction with school support [43] during COVID-19 emergency remote
instruction. This suggests that increasing access to various forms of human and social
capital is especially salient for supporting families marginalized in and by mathematics in
both times of crisis and in general.
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4.3. Broadening Mathematical Focus

Finally, findings point to a need to broaden opportunities for the types of mathematics
engagement accessible to parents and families. Across Twitter and survey data, elementary
mathematics content was emphasized. Other researchers also noted that parental engage-
ment during emergency remote instruction was especially high among parents of younger
children [23,38,43]. The over-emphasis on elementary mathematics suggests that limited
opportunities for parental engagement are available in online spaces, such as Twitter. Al-
though we found a range of mathematics topics across tweets, hashtags familiar to parents
in our survey echoed the dominance of counting (#unitchat) and categorizing/comparing
(#WODB). Research on parental engagement also focuses heavily on parents of elementary-
aged children, e.g., [7,11,16]. Consequently, much of what is known about supporting
parents to understand the evolution of school mathematics [7] or to bridge school math-
ematics and home/community mathematics [55] is useful only for engaging parents of
young children. Broadening opportunities for parents of older students to engage in math-
ematics education is important because the correlation between parental involvement and
academic achievement is stronger in upper grade levels [23]. As the mathematics education
community renews commitments to include educators and parents in conversations about
school mathematics, attention must be paid to welcoming involvement from parents of
older students, and students themselves.

In addition to broadening mathematical focus by grade level, a need also exists
to broaden the nature of mathematics in which parents and children engage together.
Attempts to artificially separate the school space of remote instruction from the context
in which it occurred (the home), positioned parents as learning managers, tasked with
creating distinct spaces for play and for learning within the home [40]. This positioning of
parents is problematic because parental control (versus engagement) has been linked to
low mathematics performance, task persistence, and mathematics self-concept [56]. Instead
of positioning parents as learning managers, schools and educators might seek to support
parents as they author a hybrid space that promotes learning school mathematics topics
through home-based activities, e.g., [55]. Our findings from both the survey responses and
Twitter analysis provide some examples from emergency remote learning (e.g., cooking;
Figure 6). In other words, the human, social, and material capital necessary for parents to
navigate their own experiences with mathematics compared to contemporary instructional
approaches exist, and parents made promising efforts to leverage those resources to author
a productive home-school space during emergency remote learning. A next step might
focus on how teachers and schools can foster and develop these initial efforts. Successful
models from emergency remote instruction that directly involved schools, for example,
could provide useful insights into promoting creative mathematics engagement that aligns
with the school curriculum at home, e.g., [38].

A final implication of our findings is the need to consider which digital tools best
support creativity and problem solving when school mathematics occurs within the home.
In addition to social media as a way for parents to engage in conversations with educators,
researchers, and others about the evolution of school mathematics (i.e., social and human
capital) and to access home-based mathematics activities (i.e., material capital), a range of
digital tools exist that make mathematics more accessible to a wide audience (i.e., material
capital). Extant research focuses on how these digital tools support mathematics teaching
and learning in the classroom setting, e.g., [57–60]. This research emphasizes the importance
of matching the digital tool to the educational application, which demands flexibility
in the design and use of these tools [57]. Moreover, research shows the importance of
synthesizing the instruction provided by the teacher and by the digital tool [58]. In other
words, the digital tools that are effective in the classroom may not promote the same type
of creativity and problem solving in mathematics within the home setting, especially if
parents’ instruction contradicts instruction from teachers and/or digital tools.

Looking to some especially promising and flexible models of digital tools might help
teachers and parents reimagine and co-author a hybrid space that connects home- and
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school-based ways of doing mathematics. For example, the Digital Mathematics Envi-
ronment is an online environment that would allow teachers to customize mathematics
activities based on the unique home-based resources and experiences of their students [57].
Other models show how digital tools can support gamification in mathematics (e.g., es-
cape rooms), which can also promote creativity, motivation, and achievement for both
primary [38] and secondary students [59,60]. Future research is needed to explore the
possibilities for using digital tools, that have shown effective in the classroom, to support
creativity and problem-solving in school mathematics at home.

5. Conclusions

As we were analyzing the data for this manuscript, protests against police brutality
and racial injustice erupted in over 140 U.S. cities and in displays of solidarity around the
world [61,62]. These protests highlighted how many communities live in a perpetual state
of crisis in addition to and in amplification of those crises due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Although a public health crisis presents unique challenges, some of which this study shed
light on—families already marginalized in and by mathematics and women felt the weight
of the disruptions caused by COVID-19 disproportionately. In other words, for many
families, mathematics education during a time of crisis will persist even as and after the
pandemic fades, and this demands attention in future research and educational initiatives.
Our study provided only limited understanding of the unique lived experiences of mothers
and caregivers from marginalized groups, and we urge the community to continue to
imagine new possibilities for learning and doing mathematics beyond the possibilities we
have suggested to value the voices of parents and families—particularly those shunned
in and excluded from education and society. With such widespread parental engagement
and disruptions in educational systems due to COVID-19, new doors have opened for both
educational inequality and educational reform, and the time to choose the path of evolving
and revolutionizing mathematics education is now.
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Abstract: Teaching and learning at educational institutions in Slovakia has been based on traditional
education, consisting of face-to-face classes until it was disrupted by the spread of the Coronavirus
disease. A sudden lockdown caused massive changes, which presented challenges not only for
teachers, but also for students who were forced to adapt their learning in a very short time, without
any previous preparation. Since various educational institutions were forced to remain closed, they
had no option but to shift from a traditional educational approach to distance learning. This form of
education requires a form of online learning. The main purpose of this study was to explore what
technical equipment students had at their disposal, to understand the students’ perception of distance
learning, and to ensure better learning conditions in case of future lockdowns. In order to investigate
student readiness for distance learning, a questionnaire survey was conducted at the Secondary
Vocational School of Tourism and Gastronomy in Nitra, Slovakia. The findings of this study revealed
that the majority of students from the Secondary Vocational School of Gastronomy and Tourism are
ready for distance online learning. The results also indicate that a great percentage of students have
Internet access and are the owners of technological devices that can be used for educational purposes.
Furthermore, students are able to work individually on their own and do not require any help from
other people while working on assignments. Although they prefer different teaching methods, the
synchronous online courses are their priority because it enables them to have direct contact with their
teachers and peers. Overall, this research shows that distance online learning is possible provided
that both teachers and students are familiarised with this new learning environment and are ready
to cooperate.

Keywords: distance learning; online learning; coronavirus disease

1. Introduction

The interruption of traditional, face-to-face study due to the spread of Coronavirus,
required the use of a distant form of education. Suddenly, students were separated from
their teachers and peers and began to start learning remotely. There was no other choice
than solitary study at home. Therefore, learning had become more individualised and
varied, more dependent on speed and timeline according to each individual student and
their attitude and willingness to try distance learning.

Keegan [1], who developed a definition of distance learning, defines it is a form of
education whose main elements are the separation of teachers and learners, the influence
of educational institutions, the two-way communication between teachers and learners,
the possibility of occasional meetings, the industrial model of providing education, and
the use of technical media. Keegan [2] claimed that the evolution of education at a distance
can be characterised as a move from distance learning to online learning. It would not
be possible in a society that has not yet achieved an adequate level of industrialisation.
Fortunately, technologies are becoming increasingly ubiquitous and can be creatively used
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in different areas, including education [3]. The development of new technologies opened
the way to the net and web, which made it possible to teach face-to-face at a distance and to
restore eye-to-eye contact online. The wide distribution of computers and communication
technologies has made the learning process easier, changed the nature of distance learning,
and ensured a smooth transition into online distance learning as pictures, audio, video,
and virtual realities can be used in order to facilitate the process of education. In that sense,
distance learning is a subset of online learning [2,3].

Before the onset of Coronavirus, online learning has been only used as a supplement
for teachers in their courses. In other words, it was used in order to create a blended learning
environment in the classroom. Things have changed and online learning has become
extremely important, regarding the fact that distance learning relies on its educational
tools [4].

New circumstances have made educational institutions recognise the importance of
online learning since it appears to be an effective tool for ensuring students’ education
in the time of Coronavirus crisis. This form of education brings many advantages as it is
considered to be easily accessible and relatively cheaper, in comparison with the institution-
based learning. Another interesting aspect of online learning is its flexibility since learners
can schedule or plan their learning. In this term, online learning can be defined as an
asynchronous learning experience with the Internet access [5]. The asynchronous instruc-
tion means that teachers and learners are not demanded to have synchronous sessions
because students have access to the course content through the Internet at any time. In
this case, communication occurs mainly through email and online forums and is typically
moderated by teachers. The disadvantage of such a learning environment is that response
and immediate feedback are not possible [6]. On the other hand, the synchronous learning
environment offers live lectures, real-time interactions between teachers and students, and
a possibility of instant feedback. In addition, the synchronous online learning can provide
a lot of opportunities for social interaction, so vital in times of social isolation [5].

We assume that a combination of synchronous and asynchronous online learning is
important in order to create a balanced learning environment for students. In a time of
a crisis, when learners face new challenges, it is essential to create conditions providing
personalised learning, an individualised work pace, and the possibility of feedback on
students’ learning at the same time. After the spread of the Coronavirus, many institutions
all over the world, including Slovakia, realised a necessity of such a blended learning model
providing quality education. One of the institutions that switched from offline learning to
online learning, and decided to use both a synchronous and asynchronous online learning
environment, was the Secondary Vocational School of Tourism and Gastronomy in Nitra,
Slovakia. Since the situation was new for both students and teachers, and many questions
related to distance online education occurred, the school management decided to conduct
a questionnaire survey in order to examine students’ perception of online distance learning,
and on this basis, ensure quality education in case of further lockdowns. Thus, the main
purpose of this study was to explore what technical equipment students had at their
disposal, to understand students’ perception of distance learning, and to ensure better
learning conditions in case of future lockdowns.

2. Materials and Methods

In order to investigate student readiness for distance learning and their perception
of such an experience, which was the main purpose of this study, a questionnaire, as the
main research method, was conducted at the Secondary Vocational School of Tourism
and Gastronomy in Nitra, Slovakia. A total of 86 students, both males and females, of the
tourism study program were asked to fill in the questionnaire. However, only 72 partici-
pants have completed it. The sample size therefore represents 83.72% of the total number
of students from the mentioned study program. The age of students ranged between 15
and 19 years. A convenience sample was used for the purpose of the current study since
respondents happened to be available at the time of the research procedure. As one of
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the authors of the current paper teaches at the secondary vocational school where the
questionnaire was revealed, the authors chose a research sample consisting of the students
from this institution. Only students attending the school on the day when the questionnaire
was distributed answered the questions. The questionnaire was developed by the school
management in order to understand the learning needs of their students. It contained
15 questions describing 6 constructs/variables, such as technology equipment, students’
technological skills, learning environment, difficulty level of learning, methods of teaching,
and objective evaluation (see Table 1 below). Student responses were collected at the
beginning of the first semester of the academic year 2020/2021. Before students were given
the questionnaire, they had been presented with the purpose of the study. The survey was
anonymous, it was not obligatory, and students were informed they were allowed to stop
completing the questionnaire at any time they wished.

Table 1. Summary of measurement scales.

Constructs/Variables Measured Items

Technology equipment

1. Do you have the Internet access at home?

2. Do you have a device which you can use in order to complete
electronically assigned tasks?

3. Can you recharge your device regularly?

4. Do you have a telephone connection?

Students’ technological
skills

1. Do you have necessary skills to work with new technology?

2. Are you able to complete assignments without direct help of an adult
person?

Learning environment
1. Can you focus on your studies while being at home?

2. Do you have enough time to complete the tasks?

Difficulty level of
learning

1. To what extent and complexity do teachers give you a new
curriculum for self-study?

2. Are the tests adapted to the appropriate level of your knowledge?

Teaching methods

1. In what form do teachers assign exercises to practice the curriculum?

2. Does teaching through the ZOOM application help you understand
the subject matter?

3. What activities help you understand the new curriculum?

4. Which method of learning is the most suitable for you in order to
complete the assignments?

Objective evaluation 1. Is the evaluation of your acquired knowledge objective?

Despite the fact that modern technologies have become an integral part of students’
lives [7], the authors of this study find it essential to understand whether students are ready
to use technologies that are also in the process of distance online learning. The authors
believe that students’ perception of the online distance learning can help provide a better
educational environment in case of future lockdowns or other unexpectable situations. In
order to meet the objective of this study, six variables mentioned above were explored.

2.1. Technology Equipment

The distance online education system depends on a number of factors that affect its
success or failure. These include the influence of students’ technology equipment and
information delivery system which must be accessible to all participants in distance online
learning in order to provide continual updated courses and to keep the subject matter
current and relevant [8]. It is obvious that without supplied course materials and learner
support from teachers, students would not be able to work on their own and enhance
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their learning. Thus, the authors aimed to examine whether students had the necessary
technology equipment at their disposal.

2.2. Students’ Technological Skills

When participating in distance education courses, it is vital to consider students’
technical skills which can help them achieve their learning goals. Students in distance
online education are supposed to have at least basic knowledge of computer and Internet
skills allowing them to work on their own. Otherwise, they could possibly meet barriers
that lead to academic problems [9]. Hence, the question is whether students were able to
work on their own.

2.3. Learning Environment

Learning environment is one of the most important factors that affect student learning.
An ideal learning environment is a space where students are able to work, learn from their
own mistakes, and achieve their academic goals. A positive learning environment helps
improve student attention, reduce anxiety, and enhance productivity. In this space, the
process of learning becomes something that students easily adapt to and look forward to.
To achieve such an environment, students need to be nurtured with care and support. In
a positive and nurturing environment, students show their authentic curious self. When
educators foster a positive learning culture, learners are more likely to acquire higher
motivation that leads to wonderful learning outcomes [10]. Based on this, the authors are
interested whether students worked under favourable conditions.

2.4. Difficulty Level of Learning

When planning learning, it is important to understand the level at which learning
occurs as this will underpin appropriate approaches to teaching and assessing. It is essential
to provide information that is right for both student learning expectations and teacher
expectations. Regarding this, according to Bloom’s taxonomy, when designing learning,
teachers should consider students’ cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills. Those
include students’ knowledge and understanding, feelings, and attitudes, as well as their
physical skills [11]. Therefore, it is important to know whether students were assigned the
tasks of appropriate level.

2.5. Teaching Methods

Teaching methods refer to the way of information transition to learners. A method
describes the instructional process, that is, not only how information is transferred from the
teacher to students, but also how students use it, interact with it, and receive guidance and
feedback. There are many variables that affect the choice of methods, including the level
of learning, time available, or facilities. Using the right methods is important because the
quality of student learning depends on the effectiveness of the approach used [12]. Thus,
the authors aimed to explore whether appropriate methods of teaching were used.

2.6. Objective Evaluation

Evaluation plays an enormous role in the process of education since it is considered
a systematic process of data collection and further analysis that is done in order to un-
derstand student learning outcomes. Understanding of students’ development can help
teachers improve the learning process [13]. Regarding this, we consider an individual
work of students important when distance online learning is implemented. We considered
it important to find out whether each student worked individually on their own and to
evaluate student outcomes as an objective.
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3. Results and Discussion

A main objective of the current study is to understand students’ readiness for the use
of modern technologies in the process of distance online learning. Student responses in the
questionnaire revealed a diverse amount of information and are provided below.

Regarding technology equipment, 100% of participants indicated they had the Internet
access. In fact, 82% of students are the owners of the devices which can be used in order to
complete electronically assigned tasks, 14% had to share devices with other members of
their household, and only 4% stated they had no device suitable for online distance learning.
The findings showed that 96% of the participants had had the necessary technology at their
disposal. Therefore, they could use them in the process of education. To get an overall
picture of the technology use, according to the survey conducted by the Statistical Office of
the Slovak Republic [14], only 73.5% of the respondents have mobile devices, 18.2% have
a laptop, 11.5% have a tablet, and 3% are the owners of different devices. However, the
data showed that technological devices were widespread. On the other hand, only 81%
of the households in the Slovak Republic have access to the Internet, which can cause the
problems with course materials delivery in the time of distance online learning.

In addition, 72% of students stated they had the skills necessary for their work with
new technologies, but 96% of them claimed they had been able to work on their own,
without any direct help of adults. Although teachers and students are increasingly using
ICT, there is still a large group of those who do not have sufficient skills. Most of them
gradually feel the need to develop their competences in this area as it is important for all
who want to improve their use of ICT and to increase information literacy [15].

The results also revealed that 98% of students had claimed they could work under
conditions where they had the opportunity to fully focus on their studies. On a slightly
controversial point is that 24% of the participants stated they had not had enough time to
complete the tasks given by their teachers, which could possibly have something to do
with the teachers’ high expectations. On the contrary, according to the study conducted
by Wilson-Fleming and Wilson-Younger [16], it is essential for teachers to have high
expectations in order to ensure an atmosphere of success. Teachers also need to explain
the importance of expectations to students and their parents, who should be allowed and
encouraged to be involved in the process of education. The authors of the study claim that
parental involvement in their child’s education is one of the factors that play a crucial role
in having positive learning environment and successful learning outcomes.

Jacobson [17] maintains that only a portion of students in schools are regularly given
grade appropriate assignments to be completed. She believes that educators need to
improve equity in school and make sure they are always listening to their students’ needs
because it was found that almost three-fourths of the time, students are doing the work
given by teachers, but less than a fifth of the assignments meet learning standards. In the
current study, 73% of the respondents found the difficulty level of learning appropriate
and 25% found it inappropriate in the case of the tasks assigned by the Slovak language
teacher. From this point of view, we can assume they did not have any problems with the
difficulty level of the tasks assigned by the teachers of different subjects.

Furthermore, the research conducted by Marušić and Sliško [18] revealed the impor-
tance of the use of different methods, which increase students’ level of thinking. They
claimed it was important to challenge students and thus encourage them to a higher level
of learning, reaching better academic outcomes. At the Secondary Vocational School of
Gastronomy and Tourism, students were given homework in many forms, including work-
sheets and online exercises, as well as individual projects. In the time of the Coronavirus
crisis, many teachers decided to use the combination of synchronous and asynchronous
online teaching and learning. That is to say that 97% of students stated they had understood
a new curriculum thanks to ZOOM classes and direct online contact with their teachers.
Students also considered the EduPage, an educational online platform, the most suitable
method in order to complete assignments. The remaining students found email the most
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suitable way of communication and learning. Based on this information, appropriate and
suitable teaching methods were used in the process of distance online learning.

Regarding evaluation, before a fair assessment process, it is essential to clearly identify
what we are looking for [19]. In this study, the main criteria for objective evaluation of
students’ outcomes was their individual work. Therefore, it can be said that an evaluation
of students, while using distance online learning, was mostly objective since 75% of them
stated they had worked individually on their own and the rest of the students worked
mostly on their own, and only in some cases did they require help from their peers
or parents.

The findings of this study revealed that the majority of the students from the Secondary
Vocational School of Gastronomy and Tourism are ready for distance online learning.
Furthermore, the results indicate that a great percentage of students have Internet access
and are the owners of technological devices that can be used for educational purposes.
A great number of students claim that they are able to work on their own. In fact, they
do not require any help while working on assignments. Although teachers use different
teaching methods, it can be said that students prefer synchronous online courses because
they enable them to have direct contact with their teachers and peers. This helps them
understand the new curriculum better. It also testifies their readiness for the use of the
Internet and technological devices in the process of education.

Overall, this research shows that distance online learning is possible provided that
both teachers and students are familiarised with this new learning environment and are
ready to cooperate.

4. Conclusions

The Coronavirus disease, which has spread all over the world, has affected many
areas of life, including education. According to a study conducted by Hebebci, Bertiz,
and Alan [20], more than 91% of the world’s student population have been affected
since educational institutions were temporarily closed. In order to continue to provide
education, institutions were forced to switch from traditional, face-to-face learning to
distance online learning.

The results of this study showed that today’s students are ready to use technological
devices not only in their common life, but also in the process of education. However,
in order to provide quality education, Fidalgo, Thormann, Kulyk, and Lencastre sug-
gest [6] assessing readiness to take distance learning through a survey, provide pre-distance
learning courses, train instructors to develop distance online courses that help overcome
obstacles, and offer courses in a blended learning format to familiarise students with online
learning. Considering that distance education has an important place in education, we
agree. Furthermore, students in our study stated they had relevant skills necessary for
online learning. Only a small number of them did not feel confident in using technology.

This study provides some background information that may help educational institu-
tions to offer distance online learning. However, we are aware of its limitations, especially
the small sample size. Therefore, additional research about students’ preferences related to
distance online learning should be conducted and extended to the whole country, possibly
to other European countries.
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Abstract: As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, most learning around the world has been transferred
online. Learners who previously engaged in traditional learning now face a new challenge, a
distinctive rise in e-learning. This drastic change could impact their learning behavior and acceptance
of the change. As a result, their learning engagement could be affected massively. The present study
therefore explores learners’ level of engagement in online courses using a designated school platform
within the context of Saudi Arabia. A reliable measure was implemented in the study based on the
Student Course Engagement Questionnaire (SCEQ). A survey was consequently conducted in a high
school in Saudi Arabia, with a sample of 379 female English as a foreign language (EFL) learners
studying a general English language course. The results revealed a high level of engagement among
EFL Saudi learners. This helped to generate recommendations to improve EFL practices, primarily
through the use of an online environment either at the national level in the Saudi context or the
international level.

Keywords: COVID-19; EFL learners; engagement; student course engagement questionnaire; Madrasti;
platform; online learning

1. Introduction

COVID-19 has resulted in schools being closed all across the world. Globally, over
1.2 billion students between elementary up to university level are off school [1]). While
countries are at different points in their COVID-19 infection rates, there are currently more
than 186 countries affected by school closure due to the pandemic [1]. Therefore, as a result
of COVID-19, education has changed dramatically, with a distinctive rise in e-learning,
whereby teaching is undertaken remotely or virtually and on digital platforms. The closure
of all educational institutions in Saudi Arabia, due to the COVID-19 outbreak, has caused
an unplanned rapid shift from the customary ‘traditional’ learning approach [2] to the new
government-endorsed approach, namely, online learning. Saati claims that ‘without the
outbreak of the pandemic, our schools and universities would not have practiced distance
learning in such a fluent way’ [3]. The Saudi government has ensured that all sectors work
together in a network, cooperating to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Thus, closure across
all educational sectors in Saudi Arabia was decided by the Ministry of Education (MoE),
on the recommendation of the Ministry of Health (MoH). According to Elyas, regarding
the current educational shift ‘the Ministry of Education was in a dilemma. However,
remarkably they managed to control the situation by introducing the new official way of
learning and creative way of online learning [4]. The first step towards this significant shift
has been to design a platform to ensure continuity in learning.

Since the beginning of the period of school suspension in Saudi Arabia, the MoE
has worked hard to efficiently adapt the educational system to distance learning. In fact,
distance learning is not new to Saudi Arabia [5]; since community colleges and open
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universities were first established in the Kingdom in 2002 [5]. For example, King Abdulaziz
University adopted a home study system 30 years ago, which only required physical
attendance of final exams. This was deemed to be a form of online/distance learning. In
light of the current status of distance learning in Saudi Arabia, and in consideration of
these efforts, learners could display a negative attitude and resist the change. For example,
they could find the learning experience challenging and consider that it failed to meet
their needs. Thus, they might not engage with the course. Building on Handelsman
et al. definition of engagement and focusing on the micro-level of ‘what happens in and
immediately surrounding class’ [6] (p. 185), the present study attempts to answer the
following questions:

1. What is the level of engagement in English classes among high school EFL learners
when online learning is adopted?

2. How do EFL learners feel towards receiving instruction in English classes in an
online environment?

2. Literature Review

2.1. The Technological Shift

Many aspects of life, including education, have entered a ‘new phase’. This is be-
cause of the impact of technology on communication, which converts it to a digital form.
Technology has altered human interaction through the adoption of virtual worlds, which
provide such advantages as enabling people to get to know each other or communicate
without having to travel’ [7]. It also implies that classrooms have the potential to become
dynamic virtual worlds. Such dynamism is due to the non-restrictive aspects of these
virtual worlds that can be easily modified and adopted based on the needs for learners.
People from different cities and regions can also conveniently converge inside a virtual
space, allowing for unique and very diverse classrooms within one country or even a
multiple countries. With the spread of COVID-19, people have become physically ‘distant’,
but have also become digitally ‘close’ in many cases. This increased engagement could be
regarded as an opportunity to translate physical aspects of life into a digital dimension.
During the pandemic, Kantar reported that social media engagement had increased by 61%
over normal usage rates [8] (paragraph. 2).

Particularly with education, the digital world has the potential to transform the
classroom with its accessibility, vastness, expansive digital environs, and ability to interact
with classmates/instructors from different countries. Digital education or remote learning
may therefore be described as open. Collectif de Chasseneuil defines this openness as:

[A]n organized and targeted educational environment which takes account of
the learner’s uniqueness in [ . . . ] his or her individual and collective dimensions
supported by complementary learning situations in terms of places, timing,
educational resources, human and technological mediations [9] (p. 185).

This openness in the digital world could make education increasingly accessible,
enabling it to be tailored to individual needs. The way that each person accesses content
is different and therefore, the acquisition of information should also be possible using
different methods, whether through video, audio, text or another medium. The individuals
choose what suits them according to their needs, which also affects how the acquired
information is manifested to illustrate the knowledge gained. Learners can create various
types of content from what they have learned, using videos, images or text, provided that
they have the suitable means [10] (for more information about COVID-19).

2.2. Covid-19 and Education in the Saudi Context

This new remote form of education has its own culture, ideologies and mechanisms,
which might not be familiar to all, regardless of whether they are teaching staff, students, or
members of students’ families [11]. Accordingly, this ‘sudden shift from regular traditional
classes to online classes [has presented students and teachers with] massive challenges [12].
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Consequently, they have raised several issues such as problems with various online teach-
ing platforms, a lack of prior experience in using these platforms, poor Internet connectivity,
etc. [12]. Hamad bin Mohammed al-Sheikh, the Saudi Minister of Education, has declared
that Saudi Arabia first began providing distance education services years ago, but the
systems were recently upgraded in response to the coronavirus pandemic [13]. Since the
beginning of this shift, the MoE has introduced several learning strategies to facilitate
distance learning for students. For example, the Ministry has applied mechanisms and
solutions for distance learning; established the’ Ien ( �����) TV Channel’, a ‘Ien YouTube
Channel’, a ‘Ien Virtual Gate’, and other electronic platforms to provide eight million
teaching hours, three million items of digital content, and three and a half million virtual
classrooms [13]. Ziaul Hoq also mentions that the MoE is transmitting educational content
for all grades via TV, as well as via social media networks, while nominating around
127 teachers and administrators to offer regular teaching in 112 enlightening courses across
several TV channels (transmitting nationwide from a classroom in Riyadh) [14].

By the beginning of the current academic year in 2020, the MoE was ready to launch
the new Madrasati platform. This (‘My School’ (Madrasati) platform is a new platform
created during the COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia that serves over six million male and female
students and their parents, and 525,000 people in education posts. The platform has
various features such as visual communication; and uploading assignments, enrichment
materials, recorded lessons, tests, and examinations, among others) (see Appendix A,
Figure A1). In addition, there are 23 TV channels with a specific channel for each level.
This would complement what had been prepared for the benefit of each student such
as ‘Future Gate’, ‘the Saudi Virtual School’, and the ‘Virtual Kindergarten’ [13,14]. The
MoE has implemented numerous educational policies to enable students to maximize
these electronic and educational possibilities effectively. Thus, morning hours are assigned
to intermediate and secondary school students, and afternoon hours are assigned to
elementary school students, so that parents can follow up with their children to help them
with their distance online learning in the evening.

Al-Mayman points out that the MoE is working closely with other ministries to ensure
that each student has the necessary tools and resources to efficiently complete the school
year via distance learning. The aim is to broadcast during school time to accommodate
students who lack Internet access, or who have no devices to access the platform [13]. Even
though as many as six million students and half a million teachers across Saudi Arabia
have registered to join daily virtual classes on the new Madrasati platform, many students
have their own financial burdens, to the extent that they cannot afford to buy computers
or pay for stable Internet access. Commenting on the Ministry’s pledge that students
who cannot afford computers will not be left behind, ‘there are a number of initiatives
and collaborations between the ministry and other organizations such as Takaful to help
students who cannot afford the basic equipment to access the platform’ [14]). Takaful
which is a charity foundation established to support financially disadvantaged students in
Saudi public schools to continue and succeed in receiving proper education. The enterprise
system and regulations of Takaful were approved in 2010 and it was officially registered
in the Ministry of Social Affairs. Takaful receives generous support from The Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques which is around half a billion Saudi Riyal per year. Moreover,
the MoE has been successful in providing six outstanding educational platforms, through
which three million students have already benefitted. Equally, some educational television
channels have received 61 million views, while the Ien national educational gateway offers
45,000 courses and 2000 digital school course books, and the Ien YouTube channel has
750,000 subscribers for 5400 recorded lessons and 4000 live teaching hours [15].

Hitherto, distance learning in Saudi Arabia has consequently provided many educa-
tional courses and recorded lessons, which students can engage with at any time to advance
their learning, without being restricted to a classroom or timetable. The current complete
shift towards online learning has encouraged students to explore new technologies and
learn new ways of obtaining information. Online learning has harnessed a wide range of
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educational styles based on Information Technology (IT), which helps students to interact
in positive ways, resulting in the potential for massive innovation [16]. Nowadays, online
learning enables parents to supervise their children’s educational activities. Al-Mayman
points out that ‘Madrasati, a free educational platform which has been operating since
August, will facilitate learners’ evaluation and communication between teaching staff and
students as well as their parents’ [13]. Others adds that ‘online learning diversifies learning
strategies and contributes to the development of students’ thinking skills through the use
of technology that they love and use on a daily basis’ [13,14].

Conversely, despite acceptance among many Saudis, the culture of remote learning
still presents a considerable challenge that must be addressed. There is major controversy
surrounding online learning and its benefits for Saudi students. Some Saudis have the
preconception that this kind of learning does not require any effort to succeed. They also
protest that the means of supervising students during their tests are still weak [16]. Also,
Ziaul Hoq points out that ‘special attention needs to be given [to] matters related to plagia-
rism’ [13]. Meanwhile, some students might think that as they are not in school, they can
do what they want, and so it is no longer important to study. Barakat states that ‘distance
learning does not support the idea of direct communication between the teacher and the
student which may result in making the student lazy in his/her learning process because
he/she is not under the domination of the teacher and the school administration’ [17]. In
the same vein, other scholars have suggested that ‘we may need to explore methods [that
are incorporated] with online teaching to enhance students’ engagement [18] (p. 995).

Further to the above, Moawad investigated the stress caused by online learning during
the COVID-19 pandemic among Saudi university students, studying 2271 male and female
students at King Saud University [19]. He observed that 514 students were extremely
stressed and anxious at the sudden shift from traditional face-to-face classes to online
classes. Bao affirms that the success of an online course largely depends on an ‘elaborate
lesson plan design, creative and interactive teaching materials such as audio and video
content’ [20]. Since teachers and students have faced several difficulties due to the sudden
shift from traditional to online classes, creative and innovative teaching in online courses is
more imperative at this time than ever before.

Nevertheless, during the period of the pandemic, universities and educational institu-
tions in Saudi Arabia have proved their effectiveness in education provision, especially
in university education. A study carried out at King Khalid University aimed to assess
the satisfaction of academic staff with the suspension of traditional teaching, and the shift
towards online education, revealing that 55.9% of the participants ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly
agreed’ that the sudden shift to web-based education took place smoothly, and 57.6%
‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that giving lectures remotely was more flexible than delivering
them face to face [21]. AlSalih points out that ‘the MoE is working in cooperation with
experts in international organizations to conduct an extensive validating assessment study
on distance learning in universities and schools, during and after the pandemic [15]. There-
fore, online learning is not just a temporary solution for this period. The Saudi Minister
of Education, Dr. Hamad bin Mohammed Al Al-Sheikh has declared that online learning
could eventually become a strategic choice for Saudi Arabia and not just an alternative in
response to the coronavirus crisis [22].

2.3. Engagement in an Online EFL Course

Learner engagement is an important element to consider in the development of an
effective course, especially with a view to enhancing learning outcomes [22,23]. Regarding
Handelsman et al., identifying the level of learners’ engagement is helpful for teachers
when they work with individual students or are engaged in designing the classroom envi-
ronment [6]. The above scholars state that there are already numerous studies examining
engagement at ‘macro-level’, for example, the National Survey of Student Engagement
(NSSE) at Indiana University, which examined whether the institution’s program and
practices were having the desired effect on the learners’ activities, outcomes, and expe-
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rience. Handelsman et al. further add that ‘[t]he NSSE focuses on active learning and
other educational experiences but does not focus on individual courses; rather, it assesses
students’ overall perceptions’ [6] (p. 184). On this basis, the above scholars constructed
a scale for measuring what happens around and in class, since the teacher will have an
immediate effect on learners’ behavior and feelings in class. Thus, the above-mentioned
study would suggest that students spend less time studying outside class. Regarding the
current situation in Saudi Arabia, the need to examine learners’ engagement in online
classes was identified as urgent because it is a new phenomenon, marking a sudden change
in education, in contrast to the education landscape before the COVID-19 pandemic [24].

The term ‘engagement’ has been addressed in different ways throughout the literature.
This variation is due to the way in which engagement is viewed in specific contexts, as
well as the way that it can be affected by and relates to the educational environment. For
example, Bundick et al. included in their review that engagement can be affected by the
interaction between primary elements in the classroom environment—the student, teacher,
and content. They, therefore, proposed a conceptual framework using a previous model
of classroom instruction and learning to conceptualize how student engagement could be
promoted in the classroom [25]. The questionnaire used in the above study was derived
from Diemer et al.’s [26] student engagement questionnaire. Thirty-five participants from
two college-level Arabic language classes in a university in the south-west of the USA were
involved. The data analysis showed that the students believed iPads had an important
impact in their learning engagement, promoting active learning in the classroom and
enhancing their achievement [25]. Al-Bogami and Elyas [27] studied the use of iPad
and other handheld devices in in classrooms for EFL students’ engagement. Their study
endeavored to illumine the extent to which a selection of iPad applications, used as a
pedagogical tool, augment young learners’ engagement and learning in EFL environments.
The data revealed, based on the statistical evidence, that learners exhibited highly positive
attitudes toward the use of the apps in their EFL classes (reading and vocabulary) as they
found the apps bolstering their level of engagement and learning compared to traditional
teaching paradigms [27].

Furthermore, Handelsman et al. state that engagement is a multidimensional phe-
nomenon, adding that most definitions include behavioral and affective components [6].
The above authors cite Skinner and colleagues’ in defining engagement as ‘children’s initia-
tion of action, effort, and persistence on schoolwork, as well as their ambient emotional
states during learning activities [6] (p. 185). In light of these various factors, due to the
recent technological advancement and the current pandemic, change has been forced in
traditional education, especially in Saudi Arabia. In turn, the use of portable devices and
an online environment may bring about change in an EFL learner’s feelings and interaction
with a course, hence, in his or her engagement with that course. Learners would therefore
become more involved with the material and more encouraged to assume a role in their
own learning. In particular, Handelsman et al.’s [6] division of engagement factors is
drawn upon in this study to examine EFL learners’ engagement in their English classes
during the current pandemic in Saudi Arabia.

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Study Design

This research follows a quantitative research approach because it can give a broader
view of the sample’s perception of a topic, rather than specifying a limited number of
participants [28]. The quantitative data was acquired through random sampling, whereby
a questionnaire was sent to the target sample and each member of that sample was given
the opportunity to participate [29]. For the quantitative data, the questionnaires were
translated into Arabic for the learners. Moreover, one item was modified from ‘Going
to the professor during office hours to review assignments or tests or to ask questions’,
to ‘Going to the teacher during her free hours to review assignments or tests or to ask
questions’, because the latter would be more comprehensible to the participants at their
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level of education. The translated items were then checked by a translation expert in the
field. Before distribution, the researchers showed the survey to an expert and tested it with
teachers who were part of the sample, in order to reveal any confusing items. Then, a pilot
study was subsequently carried out, after which, the questionnaire was sent out to collect
the data.

To test the reliability of the questionnaire, an internal consistency test was conducted
using SPSS software for the whole scale, except for the demographic section. The Cron-
bach’s alpha was found to be 0.913 (see Appendix D, Table A2), which is within the desired
range [30]. Regarding the survey sample’s responses to the tool, 50 respondents were
involved in a pilot study. These respondents had similar characteristics to those of the
study sample. It is evident from the data tabulated in (Appendix D, Table A1) that all
items related to their corresponding dimension, at a level of significance of 0.01. This result
indicates the validity of the instrument’s internal consistency. It also demonstrates that the
items had a statistically significant correlation to the dimension to which they belonged.

For the main data collection and due to the restrictions, the survey was created
electronically using Google Forms, and then sent to the teachers via multiple methods, for
example, through the Head of Graduate Studies, who had access to the sample population’s
contact information. Snowballing techniques, as per Emerson [29], were also implemented,
where the survey was sent to a teacher with the request to forward it to her colleagues,
thus ensuring that the survey reached the entire intended sample population. Finally, the
data was coded and analyzed with SPSS version 26 and Microsoft Office Excel to derive
the descriptive data. Normally distributed quantitative variables were presented as means
and standard deviations (SD), and qualitative variables were expressed as frequency and
percentages. ANOVA was then conducted to explore the statistical significance of the
learning engagement, and the learners’ feelings about their experience of attending online
English classes. Pearson’s correlation was likewise applied to discover the significance of
the association between quantitative variables, with a p-value of <0.05 being considered
statistically significant. The study variables consisted of engagement (an independent
variable) and the learners’ feelings about their experience (the dependent variable).

Hence, this study was conducted to investigate a single existing case in an all-female
High School in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. Questionnaires were the main instrument used
for the purpose of this study, since such a design would allow the phenomenon to be
investigated in depth [31]. It would also enable a better understanding to be gained of an
existing case, relating to the use of a special teaching and learning platform provided by
the MoE: a platform known as ‘Madrasati’.

In the current study, Handelsman et al.’s Student Course Engagement Questionnaire
(SCEQ) was adopted [6]. This questionnaire was originally developed to measure en-
gagement in specific college courses. In particular, the above authors sought to develop
a reliable scale for measuring such engagement, which few researchers had previously
attempted. This scale was included in the present study to measure engagement with a
High School English language course (see Appendix C). Handelsman et al. [6] constructed
the measure mainly for use at micro-level, concerning what happens in and immediately
surrounding a class [6]. They explained that they were looking at engagement from this
perspective because they believed it to be the level where the practitioner had most control.
Thus, it was where most changes could be made. According to Ab Rahman et al. [32], no
other existing scale evaluates learners’ engagement on an individual course, rather than a
whole program–as in the case of the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). The
SCEQ has been validated in several studies [33].

In their 23-item measure, Handelsman et al. [6] divided engagement into four factors.
The measure demonstrated high internal consistency in their study, with a coefficient alpha
of between 0.76 and 0.82. The above authors labeled the first factor, ‘Skills engagement’
since it reflects student engagement through skills practice. Meanwhile, the second factor
was labeled ‘Emotional engagement’, relating student engagement to emotional involve-
ment with the class material. The third construct, ‘Participation/interaction engagement’,
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identifies learner engagement through classroom participation, as well as through interac-
tion with instructors and peers. Finally, the fourth factor relates student engagement to
performance in class, referred to as ‘Performance engagement’.

Based on the outcomes of this case study, recommendations were drawn up to develop
a current EFL online educational program. The study concentrated solely on measuring
engagement among EFL learners in English classes, without looking at other courses. The
researchers asked permission for access from the Saudi MoE, and this permission was
granted. Several ethical considerations were addressed, such as obtaining approval from
all the students before starting the research. Approval from the School Principal in Jeddah
was also obtained. It was emphasized that all data would be kept confidential and would
not be disclosed except for the purposes of this study.

3.2. Study Population

Between October and December 2020, all learners in the 68th High School for Girls
in the city of Jeddah were invited through their English teachers to join the study. As
mentioned earlier, an electronic questionnaire was subsequently distributed to all the
female students at the 68th High School, and each participant was asked to sign the consent
(see Appendix B). According to the characteristics presented in Table 1, below, 379 female
students agreed to participate in the case study, comprising 96% of the study community.

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants (n = 379).

Categories N %

School Grade

Grade 10 123 32%

Grade 11 193 51%

Grade 12 63 17%

Age

<15 years 25 7%

16–17 years 315 83%

>17 years 39 10%

City
Jeddah 379 100%

Other - -

Gender

Female 379 100%

Male - -

Total 379 100%

4. Results

To answer the first question, ‘What is the level of engagement in English classes among
High School EFL female learners when online learning is adopted?’, it was found that
engagement in English classes among female High School EFL learners, when online learning
was adopted, was generally at a high level of ‘Characteristic of me’ (mean = 4.08, SD = 0.547).
Here, ‘Performance engagement’ was ranked first (mean = 4.53, SD = 0.542), indicated as
‘Very characteristic of me’; ‘Skills engagement’ was ranked second (mean = 4.09, SD = 0.564),
indicated as ‘Characteristic of me’; ‘Emotional engagement’ was ranked third (mean = 3.88,
SD = 0.799), indicated as ‘Characteristic of me’, and ‘Participation/interaction engagement’
was ranked fourth (mean = 3.81, SD = 0.713), indicated as ‘Characteristic of me’.

4.1. Skills Engagement

In Table 2, it can be observed that skills engagement in English classes among female
High School EFL learners, when online learning was adopted, was generally at the level:
‘Characteristic of me’ (mean = 4.09, SD = 0.564) for the level of engagement. This illustrates
that the learners had skills engagement in the EFL course they were receiving via an
online environment.
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Table 2. Descriptive data for the students’ skills engagement.

No. Item Mean SD Arrangement Level of Engagement

1 Making sure to study on a regular basis 3.91 0.873 7 Characteristic of me

2 Exerting effort 4.15 0.841 4 Characteristic of me

3 Doing all homework problems 4.56 0.704 2 Very characteristic of me

4 Staying up to date with the readings 3.38 1.100 9 Moderately characteristic of
me

5 Looking over class notes between classes to
make sure I understand the material 3.81 1.019 8 Characteristic of me

6 Being organized 4.06 0.981 5 Characteristic of me

7 Taking good notes in class 4.01 0.936 6 Characteristic of me

8 Listening carefully in class 4.19 0.845 3 Characteristic of me

9 Coming to class every day 4.77 0.503 1 Very characteristic of me

Skills engagement 4.09 0.564 Characteristic of me

‘Coming to class every day’ was indicated as ‘Very characteristic of me’ and ranked
first (mean = 4.77, SD = 0.503); ‘Solving all homework problems’ was likewise indicated
as ‘Very characteristic of me’ and ranked second (mean = 4.56, SD = 0.704), while ‘Staying
up to date with the readings’ was ranked third (mean = 3.38, SD = 1.100), indicated
as ‘Moderately characteristic of me’. The results indicate that the learners had skills
engagement (mean = 4.09, SD = 0.564).

4.2. Emotional Engagement

In Table 3, it can be observed that the emotional engagement in English classes among
female High School EFL learners, when online learning was adopted, was generally at
the level: ‘Characteristic of me’ (mean = 3.88, SD = 0.799). As the results reveal, the
learners were emotionally engaged in the classroom environment, since they responded
positively to these elements in the scale, whereupon the scale indicated the participants’
emotional engagement as emotional involvement with the class material. For example,
‘Really desiring to learn the material’ was ranked first (mean = 4.26, SD = 0.893), with a
level of engagement indicated as ‘Very characteristic of me’. Meanwhile, ‘Finding ways to
make the course interesting for me’ was ranked second (mean = 4.06, SD = 1.002), with a
level of engagement indicated as ‘Characteristic of me’, and ‘Thinking about the course
between class meetings’ was ranked third (mean = 3.13, SD = 1.275).

Table 3. Descriptive data for the students’ emotional engagement.

No. Items Mean SD Arrangement Level of Engagement

1 Finding ways to make the course material relevant to
my life 4.02 1.034 3 Characteristic of me

2 Applying the course material to my life 3.95 1.058 4 Characteristic of me

3 Finding ways to make the course interesting for me 4.06 1.002 2 Characteristic of me

4 Thinking about the course between class meetings 3.13 1.275 5 Moderately characteristic of me

5 Really desiring to learn the material 4.26 0.893 1 Very characteristic of me

Emotional engagement 3.88 0.799 Characteristic of me

4.3. Participation/Interaction Engagement

In Table 4, the participation/interaction engagement in English classes among female
High School EFL learners, when online learning was adopted, was generally at the level:
‘Characteristic of me’ (mean = 3.81, SD = 0.713). For example, the learners responded to
the following points: ‘Helping fellow students’ was ranked first (mean = 4.25, SD = 0.838),
with a level of engagement indicated as ‘Very characteristic of me’; ‘Raising my hand in
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class’ was ranked second (mean = 4.13, SD = 0.931), with a level of engagement ranked as
‘Characteristic of me’, and ‘Going to the teacher during her free hours to review assignments
or tests or to ask questions’ was ranked third (mean = 3.08, SD = 1.250), with a level of
engagement indicated as ‘Moderately characteristic of me’. The results indicate that the
learners had participation/interaction engagement (mean = 3.81, SD = 0.713).

Table 4. Descriptive data for the students’ participation/interaction engagement.

No. Items Mean SD Arrangement Level of Engagement

1 Helping fellow students 4.25 0.838 1 Very characteristic of me

2 Raising my hand in class 4.13 0.931 2 Characteristic of me

3 Participating actively in small-group discussions 3.99 0.947 3 Characteristic of me

4 Having fun in class 3.92 0.991 4 Characteristic of me

5 Asking questions when I don’t understand
the instructor 3.50 1.139 5 Characteristic of me

6 Going to the teacher during her free hours to review
assignments or tests or to ask questions 3.08 1.250 6 Moderately characteristic of me

Participation/interaction engagement 3.81 0.713 Characteristic of me

4.4. Performance Engagement

In Table 5, it may be seen that performance engagement in English classes among
female high school EFL learners, when online learning was adopted, was generally at the
level: ‘Characteristic of me’ (mean = 4.08, SD = 0.547). It should be considered that one
of the main aims of any educational program is to instill and foster a sense of needing
to succeed on a course. The following statements elicited the most agreement from the
learners: ‘Doing well in the tests’ was ranked first (mean = 4.58, SD = 0.635), with a
level of engagement indicated as ‘Very characteristic of me’; ‘Getting a good grade’ was
ranked second (mean = 4.53, SD = 0.663), with a level of engagement indicated as ‘Very
characteristic of me’, and ‘Being confident that I can learn and do well in class’ was
ranked third (mean = 4.48, SD = 0.721), with a level of engagement indicated as ‘Very
characteristic of me’. A correlation test was also conducted (see Appendix D, Table A3),
where it may be observed that the correlation analysis revealed a relationship between
all student engagement factors. The results indicate that the learners had a performance
engagement (mean = 4.53, SD = 0.542).

Table 5. Descriptive data for the students’ performance engagement.

No. Items Mean SD Arrangement Level of Engagement

1 Getting a good grade 4.53 0.663 2 Very characteristic of me
2 Doing well in tests 4.58 0.635 1 Very characteristic of me
3 Being confident I can learn and do well in class 4.48 0.721 3 Very characteristic of me

Performance engagement 4.53 0.542 Very characteristic of me

To answer the second question, ‘How do female EFL learners feel towards receiving
instruction in English classes in an online environment?’, it was found that 59% of the
students were ‘Satisfied’ with their experience of attending English classes, 37% were
‘Somewhat satisfied’, and just 4% were ‘Not satisfied’ (see Table 6). More than half of the
learners were positive about their experience of studying online, thereby indicating their
engagement with the course. Further analysis was then conducted on these data.
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Table 6. Descriptive data for students’ feelings about their online learning experience.

Variables Categories N %

How do you feel about
attending English
classes virtually?

Satisfied 223 59%

Somewhat Satisfied 140 37%

Not Satisfied 16 4%

On conducting a one-way ANOVA test, it may be seen from Table 7 that there was a
relationship between the learners’ engagement and their feelings about their experience of
attending online English classes (p < 0.01).

Table 7. Relationship between the learners’ engagement and their feelings about their experience of attending online
English classes.

Variables N Mean SD f p-Value *

Skills engagement

Dissatisfied 16 3.8463 0.47991

20.204 0.01Somewhat satisfied 140 3.8881 0.62211

Satisfied 223 4.2401 0.48107

Emotional engagement

Dissatisfied 16 3.6375 0.76322

9.864 0.01Somewhat satisfied 140 3.6743 0.82735

Satisfied 223 4.0323 0.75172

Participation/interaction
engagement

Dissatisfied 16 3.6044 0.67122

20.058 0.01Somewhat satisfied 140 3.5396 0.71460

Satisfied 223 3.9950 0.65770

Performance engagement

Dissatisfied 16 4.5831 0.35586

8.484 0.01Somewhat satisfied 140 4.3840 0.61389

Satisfied 223 4.6190 0.48397

* One-way ANOVA.

Furthermore, an open-ended question was added to the questionnaire, with the
potential to gain more understanding from the learners, as they would be able to give
reasons for their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with their experience of learning in an online
environment. Content analysis was used to organize the themes in the responses given [31].
By examining the valid responses, the frequency of certain themes was noted in the texts
(see Tables 8 and 9).

Table 8. The responses given by the learners for being dissatisfied with their experience of learning English in an online
learning environment.

Reasons for Not Being Satisfied with the
Online Environment

No. of Responses % Examples

Problems in understanding 6 46% “Difficulties in understanding”

Poor connection 1 8% “Because sometimes, I have a bad connection and that
affects my learning”

Pressures 1 8% “I prefer to attend normal classes; I noticed difficulties in
my ability to learn, and pressures”

Difficulties in concentration 2 15% “I cannot concentrate . . . too noisy . . . I didn’t get my
chance to participate”

Lack of real interaction 2 15% “No real interaction”

Accepting the online environment 1 8% “I don’t like studying online”

Total 13 100%
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Table 9. Responses given for being satisfied with the experience of learning English in an online environment.

Reasons for Being Satisfied in the Online
Environment

Numbers of
Responses

Percentage Examples

Easier to understand 81 49.4%

“The information is delivered in a simple way”
“Very satisfied, because I understand the
syllabus better”
“The teacher delivers the information simply
and clearly”

The role of the teacher 19 11.6%
“I love the English language and my teacher helps us
to speak and work during class”
“The teacher is cooperative”

Learning the language in the right way 12 7.3% “Enjoying learning the language in the right way”

Giving more opportunities for learners
to participate 9 5.5% “I can participate more and understand more”

Multiple resources 9 5.5% The ‘Ain’ channel and WhatsApp

Helping us to concentrate more 6 3.7% “So, I have enough free time to learn how to read and
write in English”

To limit the spread of the virus 6 3.7% “Satisfied with the experience in helping to stop the
spread of the virus”

Efficacy of the strategies used 5 3.0% “The strategies used, and the online teaching are nice”

New experience 5 3.0%
“New method of education which suits my age and
mentality”
“Exciting and a good way to learn”

Improving language skills 3 1.8% “Private lesson, feeling comfortable and safe”

Independency in learning 3 1.8% “Being more independent in learning”

Saving time and effort 2 1.2% “Online learning helped save me time and effort”

Reducing negative feelings (anxiety
and stress) 2 1.2%

“I am a shy person, and online learning gave me a
chance to participate and not be afraid of making
mistakes, and motivated me to answer”

Using technology for description 1 0.6% “Using technology to describe the content”
“I love technology”

Using dictionary and translation 1 0.6% “Learning and translation are easier because we are
using multiple means”

Total 164 100.0%

It was found from the descriptive data provided by the respondents (see Appendix D,
Table A4) that 72% of the students used the enrichments and links that were available on the
Madrasati platform, relating to English as a school subject. Using an online environment
helped the learners to be more independent in that they put the course material into practice
and accessed the enrichments for themselves. Moreover, they indicated that the experience
was beneficial, as they were able to participate more during class and avail themselves
of multiple resources. The collected responses to this question indicate the various levels
of learner engagement in a classroom environment, as defined by Handelsman et al. [6].
From these results, it can be seen that the learners displayed engagement in their online
English classes. Due to their engagement, they described their experience as satisfactory.

5. Discussion

Based on the results presented in this paper, the sampled learners showed engagement
with their online English classes in relation to several constructs of engagement with their
course. Specifically, it was evident in the survey responses that the learners showed engage-
ment through classroom participation; engagement through interaction with instructors
and peers; engagement through skills practice; engagement through their emotional in-
volvement with the class material, and engagement through their performance in class.
In addition, a positive correlation was found between their satisfaction and engagement.
Therefore, based on the learners’ engagement, it was deduced that they were satisfied
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with receiving instruction via an online environment. Another study, conducted by Gra-
ham [34], tested the impact of social media on Humanities students at a British university,
when learning outside the classroom. From the questionnaire results, it was found that
the students’ engagement with learning outside the classroom was enhanced by using
social media for learning purposes. Similarly, Rose et. al found that by using videos with
chemistry students, the learners showed engagement with the learning material outside
the classroom and achieved better exam results [34]. In the same vein, Al-Bogami and Elyas
study on EFL classes found the apps bolstering their level of engagement and learning
compared to traditional teaching paradigms which helped to foster more active learning in
the classroom [27]. From the results of this current and previous studies and by adopting
a robust research approach, it could be claimed that using an online environment with
other technological tools like videos and links could support learners’ engagement both
within and outside the classroom, whether emotionally or in terms of participation, skills
and performance.

As mentioned previously, these findings indicate that a move toward online courses
can be effective. They support that the different types of engagement considered in this
study may be enhanced in various ways as a result of studying online, in comparison
with traditional teaching. To elaborate on this, traditional teaching methods that have
continuously hindered change [3,35] were examined, even though it could be asserted
that change is what the educational setting desperately needs. Traditional methods often
give teachers immense control, which they exert over their students [36,37]. Consequently,
students have not been given sufficient capacity to create or express themselves, with the
result that they can be lacking in some areas at later stages of their learning. Moreover, given
that online learning skills are necessary in modern educational environments, together
with skills in academic writing and research (thereby promoting learners’ development),
practical training is essential [38].

However, many high school students appear to be barely acquainted with computers
and academic writing, let alone versed in research methods. This introduces paradoxes into
the university setting: what is expected in university settings contradicts what is cultivated
in the schools. Classroom materials appeared to rely heavily on a teacher-delivery-teacher-
centered approach, whereby the students mainly received or were spoon-fed informa-
tion [39,40]. On the implementation of e-learning, as indicated by the survey results, the
learners felt satisfied because they found the approach to be suitable for their age group
and mindset. Moreover, they found the course fun, and described their teacher as coopera-
tive. Consequently, they were able to take control of their own learning, displaying skills
engagement. To an even greater extent, the learners exhibited performance engagement,
finding themselves able to learn and keen to succeed in their exams. Furthermore, they
showed that they were using the available enrichments to help them study during their
free time.

Another example of the shortcomings of traditional methods is the way that schools
often emotionally inhibit students, where these students are not sufficiently exposed to
emotional care in the school setting. Growing up with such assumptions could compromise
their communicative abilities, as well as preventing trust from developing between students
and teachers [40]. This could be a reason why some students are inactive in certain
classes [41,42]; their emotions are continuously suppressed and their ability to express
themselves might be ruptured. Schools have traditionally tended to focus primarily on
providing information, while other human factors such as emotions have been neglected.
These are some of the many issues originating in the nature of the traditional classroom.
However, in this current study, online learning appeared to enhance the learning situation,
as indicated in the survey results. The learners seemed to be more confident and motivated
to participate, interacting with each other and with their teacher. They even offered to help
their peers, as well as demonstrating they were trying to apply what they had learned in
the classroom to their everyday lives, as displayed in their emotional engagement.
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However, in the circumstances created by COVID-19, another dimension has been
introduced, in that traditional methods have simply become impossible to implement.
Arguably, however, the physical medium that previously gave presence to the teacher and
students, along with ways of enacting authority and control, was in any case gradually
becoming obsolete [39]. The need for social distancing during the pandemic has further
shifted the physical classroom environment to something different, remote. As a result,
some of the control has been taken from one hand and placed in the other. Remote learning
has brought to light the years of classroom imbalances now manifesting in conflict and
alienation [38–40]. It has revealed how Saudi education was previously advancing very
slowly in conceptual terms. This slow progress has been exhibited as incompatibility with
the online medium. Consequently, teachers are struggling to cope with the change.

What has occurred in practice is that the teacher’s role has been supplemented with
appropriate changes to reflect general societal advancement. The spread of the COVID-19
pandemic has forced such change onto unfamiliar ground, but it is not COVID-19 itself
that renders the ground unfamiliar; it is rather the actual role of the teacher that has been
stuck in a loop for generations, neglecting the potential for necessary change [43]). This has
left teachers incapacitated, struggling to cope with the new medium [39]. Whereas society
itself has adopted different technologies and became acquainted with their use, education
has heavily controlled how students receive information, and continue to impose tradi-
tional methods [39]. However, this contradicts the free nature of remote learning. As the
results of this present study indicate, the learners showed to have participation/interaction
engagement with their online learning. For example, timid learners felt more confident
about interacting and expressing their thoughts freely. Furthermore, most of the learners
found the experience to be fun and engaging.

Nevertheless, the medium of remote-learning places students and teachers on almost
equal levels of control, which is where conflict and alienation can arise. Without a physical
presence, students can deviate from classroom expectations; they may either oppose in-
structions or refuse to comply [39,40,44,45]. In the present study, the teacher’s role included
expectations of compliance that could not be enforced through the current medium, due to
its virtual nature. This potentially creates a big gap for those who identify themselves with
traditional teaching methods, but now find themselves suddenly having to use a medium
that demands a different approach. Being without a suitable approach can alienate teachers
by making them feel that their presence is no longer necessary [46]. As their role has
hitherto been associated with a high level of control, the backlash could also be immense.
Nevertheless, this previous control rendered the learning environment less than dynamic,
which can be seen in the transition itself. Because the traditional classroom relies heavily
on teachers’ involvement, teachers have sometimes felt excluded by the new medium [39].

6. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that a solution should not include either dispensing with
the teacher or forcibly re-adopting traditional methods; instead, it should be more about
relaxing the teacher’s control, involving the students, and adjusting the new medium to
suit the needs of both sides. The teacher’s role consequently needs to change from being
authoritative to being cooperative and engaging. In a cooperative classroom, teachers are
part of an interactive environment that focuses on aural and visual stimulation [27]). The
teacher’s role here does not solely consist of presenting the material, but also of introducing
students to creative new learning methods. Thus, students become creators, designers,
and authors, independently shaping their own experiences, and actively contributing to
the learning environment of a classroom. This, can be achieved through visual and aural
guidance, while the teacher acts as a creative guide, enhancing the students’ experiences
through constructive feedback [27,45].

In conclusion, a whole range of needs have called upon an imperative reform for
educational change worldwide and in ‘Saudi Arabia’ [46,47]. However, to involve students
in the new medium, it is essential to understand what they are already familiar with
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and why [48]. This will contribute towards the classroom a meaningful experience by
transforming familiarity into something new and beneficial [48]. Given the abundant ways
in which remote learning enables interaction, it is possible to create a dynamic environment
that shapeshifts according to students’ individual differences, reflected in the cooperative
efforts of teachers and students [9]. We can argue that the sole benefit offered by COVID-19
is to highlight the usefulness and potential of this new method of teaching and learning,
and its activation in the current education system worldwide. In any case, traditional
learning has already been affected by the rapid global development of technology, which
has especially impacted Saudi Arabia [35,49]. These abrupt changes in education are linked
with teachers’ teaching-related decisions that were influenced by factors that were related
to the existence of digital tools as well as the ability to use them purposefully in the home
settings of teachers and students [50]. Ultimately, we are left with an imperative need
for better-designed programs that are suitable for online learning, not only in the current
crisis, but for the near and distant future [51]. In fact, this move is needed globally, which
may enable stakeholders to face such situations more specifically in consideration with
language teaching and learning. Online and/or distance learning has become an urgent
necessity for higher education institutions, imposed by the nature of emergency conditions
in which we live [52]. We, trust that the learning process will never be the same, making
learning more interactive, fun, and engaging than ever. Thus, educators need to welcome
these new changes with open arms and open minds.

Based on the current research, the following procedure is recommended: 1. Statistical
examination of the relationship between engagement and learning outcomes: due to the
limited time available for conducting this study, and because of the COVID-19 quarantine
conditions, it was not possible to examine the change in EFL learners’ performance in this
study, or to relate that change to their engagement, 2. Application of the study to male
High School students as well: a limitation of this current study was its exclusively female
sample, due to limited accessibility and the short time period available to the researchers
for data collection, 3. Follow-up interviews conducted with the participants to gauge a
more comprehensive understanding of their feelings: conducting more in-depth interviews
using semi structured or open interviews could help gain a deeper understanding of the
impact and reception of online education.
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Appendix A

Figure A1. A screenshot of Madrasti in Saudi MoE.

Appendix B

Consent Form
You are kindly invited to participate in a short survey, consisting of this online ques-

tionnaire. It contains around 23 items and will not need more than 10 min to complete. The
questionnaire is designed to discover your attitude to online learning and measure your
engagement in online English classes. You have the right to withdraw from the survey at
any stage. The data you provide will only be used for the purpose of this research and
will not affect your grades. Every effort will be made to ensure the confidentiality of the
collected data.

Your consent to participate in this survey will be greatly appreciated, making an
essential contribution to my research.

Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours sincerely,
For further details, please feel free to contact the researchers, at any time on:
Email: e.oraif@gmail.com
Statement of consent:
I hereby agree to take part in this survey. I understand that the data will be protected

and sign accordingly,
Participant’s signature
Agree Do not agree
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Appendix C

Questionnaire
Part 1:

1. Year in school: Year 10 Year 11 Year 12
2. Age: Less than 15 years 16–17 Years More than 18 Years
3. City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
4. Gender: Female Male
5. Do you use the enrichments and links available for the English subject on the

‘Madrasti’ platform?
Yes No
If your answer is No, please specify . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. If yes, do you rely solely on these enrichments and links to develop your English
language skills?
Yes No
If your answer is No, please specify . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7. How do you feel about attending English language classes through the online
environment?
Satisfied Somewhat satisfied Dissatisfied
Kindly, add your reasons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Part 2:

A. To what extent do the following statements describe your behavior and feelings
while studying online for your English course? On the scale provided, please select
the statement that best describes your feelings and behavior:

5 = Very characteristic of me
4 = Characteristic of me
3 = Moderately characteristic of me
2 = Not really characteristic of me
1 = Not at all characteristic of me

1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Making sure to study on a regular basis
2. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Putting forth effort
3. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Doing all the homework problems
4. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Staying up on the readings
5. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Looking over class notes between classes to make sure I understand

the material
6. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Being organized
7. . . . . . . . . . . . . .Taking good notes in class
8. . . . . . . . . . .Listening carefully in class
9. . . . . . . . . . .Coming to class every day
10. .. . . . . . . . . . Finding ways to make the course material relevant to my life
11. . . . . . . . . . .Applying course material to my life
12. . . . . . . . . . .Finding ways to make the course interesting to me
13. . . . . . . . . . .Thinking about the course between class meetings
14. . . . . . . . . . .Really desiring to learn the material
15. . . . . . . . . . .Raising my hand in class
16. . . . . . . . . . .Asking questions when I don’t understand the instructor
17. . . . . . . . . . .Having fun in class
18. . . . . . . . . . .Participating actively in small group discussions
19. . . . . . . . . . .Going to the teacher during her free hours to review assignments or tests,

or to ask questions
20. . . . . . . . . . .Helping fellow students
21. . . . . . . . . . .Getting a good grade
22. . . . . . . . . . .Doing well in the tests
23. . . . . . . . . . .Being confident that I can learn and do well in class
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Appendix D

Table A1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the item and the factor to which it belongs.

Skills
Engagement

Emotional
Engagement

Participation/Interaction
Engagement

Performance
Engagement

No. R No. R No. R No. R

1 0.759 ** 10 0.857 ** 15 0.595 ** 21 0.785 **

2 0.765 ** 11 0.761 ** 16 0.773 ** 22 0.849 **

3 0.626 ** 12 0.816 ** 17 0.661 ** 23 0.760 **

4 0.671 ** 13 0.761 ** 18 0.600 **

5 0.868 ** 14 0.744 ** 19 0.567 **

6 0.673 ** 20 0.502 **

7 0.736 **

8 0.625 **

9 0.364 **
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table A2. Cronbach’s alpha.

Factors No. of Items

Skills engagement 9 0.860
Emotional engagement 5 0.830

Participation/interaction engagement 6 0.673
Performance engagement 3 0.710

Overall 23 0.913

Table A3. Correlations and descriptive data for the student engagement factors.

Factors Mean SD Skills
Engagement

Emotional
Engagement

Participation/Interaction
Engagement

Performance
Engagement

Skills engagement 4.09 0.564 0.584 ** 0.728 ** 0.580 **

Emotional
engagement 3.88 0.799 0.595 ** 0.544 **

Participation/interaction
engagement 3.81 0.713 0.728 ** 0.595 ** 0.531 **

Performance
engagement 4.53 0.542 0.580 ** 0.544 ** 0.531 **

Overall 4.08 0.547 0.860 ** 0.830 ** 0.673 ** 0.710 **

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table A4. Descriptive data for the resources used by students on the online platform.

Variables Categories N %

Do you use the enrichments and links available for the English subject
on the ‘Madrasti’ platform

YES 274 72%

NO 105 28%
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Abstract: Education worldwide was affected by the coronavirus pandemic when many countries,
including Estonia, had to switch to distance learning. It was an unexpected change in education
and required a response from relevant stakeholders. This study aims to understand the activities
of different stakeholders as revealed in the messages of the Facebook group ‘Homeschooling with
technology’ from 6 March to 26 April 2020. A mixed method study design was used, including
quantitative and qualitative content analysis of 872 messages posted by members of the Facebook
group, which were divided into eight role groups. Teachers, educational technologists, principals
and parents represented local stakeholders while external stakeholders included members from
government institutions, supporters, teacher educators and members with other roles. The analysis
covered activeness of each role group, emotional expressions, speech acts and topics represented
in messages. The results indicate that educational technologists played a key role in handling the
coronavirus pandemic situation in education. However, local stakeholders also received support
from external stakeholders. The results help capture the roles, experiences and views of different
stakeholders during the educational change caused by the coronavirus pandemic in order to learn
from this and to be prepared for such situations in the future.

Keywords: stakeholders; Facebook; COVID-19; content analysis; educational change

1. Introduction

Education worldwide was affected by the pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) when all levels of education were transferred to distance learning. This tran-
sition was not smooth and required tremendous efforts from all stakeholders—teachers,
students, parents, school principals, and government. As reported in different cases, it was
not so much the technology but a lack of planning, coordination, communication and
management that placed a heavy burden on students, parents and teachers [1]. Different
roles at various levels of the education system had distinct needs, opinions, perspectives,
and experiences during the pandemic. In addition, different stakeholders did various
things to shape change in addressing their needs and priorities. It is important to provide
information about this unanticipated situation due to the pandemic, ideally from different
actors’ perspectives [2]. By investigating that, we can learn from this and be prepared for
such situations in the future.

1.1. Theoretical Framework

There are many different theories and models of educational change [3,4]. A critical
theory of change caused by educational innovation is the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(CBAM), which shows how change affects people [5]. Another significant theory is Fullan’s
educational change theory, which focuses on human participants of the change process,
such as teachers, students, parents, and policymakers, and offers a theoretical underpinning
to understand how they can affect change [6]. Ellsworth [3] pointed out that Fullan’s model
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helps to answer the questions of what the implications of change are for people or organi-
zations promoting or opposing it at particular levels, and what can different stakeholders
(e.g., teachers, district administrators, parents) do to promote change that addresses their
needs and priorities. Fullan [6] proposed that there are four phases in the change process:
initiation, implementation, continuation, and outcome. The implementation phase usually
includes the first 2 or 3 years of use and involves the first experiences of attempting to
implement a change. Fullan [7] identified nine factors affecting implementation, which can
be organized into three main categories: characteristics of change (need of change, clarity
about goals and needs, complexity of change, quality and practicality of the program), local
factors (school district, community, principal, teacher) and external factors (government
and other agencies). In the current article, Fullan’s educational change theory is used as
a theoretical framework to capture how the different parties of the educational system
influenced the changes in education caused by the coronavirus pandemic. This model was
chosen because it focuses on how a person affects the change, unlike the CBAM model [5],
which looks at how change affects a person.

1.2. Literature Review

The unforeseen change in teaching during the coronavirus pandemic can be character-
ized as a colossal and complex issue, with many different things to take into consideration,
and even well-experienced teachers felt that they had to learn what and how to teach [8,9].
Teachers, their attitudes and perspectives are the major subjects of investigation during the
educational changes [4] as educational change depends on what teachers do and think [7].
Similarly, teachers, their preparedness and experiences were targeted exploring the changes
in teaching and learning due to the COVID-19 pandemic [8,10]. Teachers have used vari-
ous applications and tools to facilitate distance teaching and learning. Previous research
has found that no single application/tool is preferable to others and various technolo-
gies, used adequately and with purpose, can contribute to providing the education [1].
The most common tools were applications that enabled real-time videoconferencing, pre-
recorded seminars, communication and collaboration, sharing materials, digital learning
resources, learning management systems, and live broadcasting features of social network-
ing sites [1,8]. Subject teachers used special tools for teaching their subjects during the
COVID-19 pandemic, for example, science teachers liked the tools that help create free
interactive science simulations [11]. While choosing a suitable tool, issues with General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and cybersecurity should be taken into account [1,8].
Another issue during distance learning was the pedagogy of using various digital tools
because, previously, the main emphasis has been on the technical aspects of tools rather
than the pedagogical dimension [10]. As a result, teachers lacked the pedagogical strategies
necessary in distance learning [8]. In addition, teachers were unsure of how to conduct
diagnostic tests in distance learning as there was a lack of tools to support secure digital
examination [8]. There have been hundreds of online webinars to upskill teachers in
distance education [1,12].

Individual teachers are necessary, but insufficient for a wide change [7]. Accord-
ingly, principals’ actions should serve to support teachers both psychologically and with
resources. School districts and countries with their histories of changes and positive or
negative experiences can facilitate or incapacitate the change. School boards and commu-
nities should actively work together and develop strong parent–school relationships for
achieving the change. Policymakers should not be preoccupied with policy and programs
and should be aware of the problems and the process of implementation of the change
by the practitioners. The different local and external stakeholders, e.g., respectively, stu-
dents, parents and school leaders on the one hand and teacher educators and members of
the school support system on the other, as well as their opinions, views and perceptions
were also studied during the coronavirus pandemic [2,12,13]. Both school principals and
teachers were waiting for the governments to provide clear guidance, guidelines and
clarity for the organization of distance learning [12]. However, even teacher educators felt
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that they were moving from knowingness to knowing-less and shared uncertainty about
well-established practices and guidelines [13]. Non-teaching staff (e.g., parental) support
was needed by teachers and played an important role in students’ learning efforts and
outcomes [2]. Different organizations provided digital content and materials, for example,
book publishers gave free access to their textbooks [1,12]. However, using technology,
students and teachers can access specialized materials beyond textbooks [14].

An important channel of communication among students, parents, educators, and
school administrators during the coronavirus pandemic was social media, such as Facebook
groups, forums, blogs [1,15]. Social media is publicly available data, which can be used
to collect information and to capture public attention during a crisis [16,17]. Facebook
has all the tools necessary to create an online community to share resources and expe-
riences, interact with each other and provide support from experts desperately needed
by struggling teachers [18]. With this intention, different professional Facebook groups
have been created during the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., [1,15]). It has been suggested
that teacher collaboration can be an alleviating factor that reduces the perceived degree
of stress of school staff, as opposed to the stress perceived by students and school leaders
who may not have such cooperation [2]. Social media makes it possible to analyze dif-
ferent things, for example, speech functions and acts used in posts that can show what
different stakeholders do and how they affect the implementation of the change. From the
four primary speech functions (‘statement’, ‘question’, ‘offer’ and ‘command’), teachers
engaging in self-organized Facebook groups tend to use ‘questions’ and ‘offers’ [19]. Social
media is used for sharing information and opinions, but also emotions and negative re-
sponses prevail after unpredictable calamities [20]. The same was found during the school
closure in Chicago in 2012, where the capture of social media posts, describing the impact
of the closure on students and their families, showed that two-thirds of posts expressed
negative sentiment [16]. Social media topics and emotional expressions during the COVID-
19 epidemic have been analyzed as well in order to grasp the public’s subjective ideas
and provide decision support for relevant departments [21]. However, social media data
produced by different roles of the educational system have been underused for educational
research during the coronavirus pandemic.

1.3. Aim and Research Questions

The review of recent literature reveals that there are studies on how teachers affect
the change related to the COVID-19 situation. There are few studies about the role of the
principals and other stakeholders handling this emergency situation. However, there is
a lack of studies analyzing how different stakeholders affect and promote change during
the COVID-19 situation. It is important because people are a crucial variable in the change
process [6] and studies on educational change, such as Fullan’s [7], deal mostly with
planned changes undertaken to enhance learning. In spring 2020, the COVID-19 situation
was an unexpected, forced and temporary change in education, in which we have had to
learn how different stakeholders reacted at the beginning of the implementation phase
of this change. Existing research has shown that public information in social media
(e.g., Facebook) can reflect the situation during the crisis [16,17]. Therefore, this paper aims
to understand the activities of different stakeholders as revealed in the messages of the
Facebook group ‘Homeschooling with technology’ from 6 March to 26 April 2020.

Three research questions were posed. As previous studies [16,20] indicate that emo-
tions and negative responses tend to prevail in social media after unpredictable calamities,
but during change, all stakeholders take part in it by promoting or opposing the change [7],
and the activeness of posting messages indicates the degree of interest in those topics at
this time period [22], the first research question was: How active were the members in
different roles and what sentiments were expressed in their messages?

As all stakeholders have their own roles and responsibilities in change and have
to support some other counterparts [7], and some stakeholders can promote and others
oppose the change [3], the two other research questions were: What did members with
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different roles write about in the Facebook group? Who were the addressees of the messages
in the Facebook group written by different roles?

2. Methods

Mixed methods quantitative-dominant design was used in this study to explore the
Facebook group messages in detail. It promotes a deeper, more contextual understanding
of content. Both quantitative and qualitative content analysis was used in this study.

2.1. Sample

The sample of the study consisted of members, who posted at least one message in
the open Facebook group ‘Homeschooling with technology’. The group was created by
three members of the Estonian Union of Educational Technologists on 6 March when the
first school in Estonia switched to distance learning after one student had been diagnosed
with the COVID-19 virus. With more than 8000 members, this group became the largest
Facebook group in Estonia, providing support for schools and homes alike. The number of
members in the group increased sharply on 12 March, when the emergency situation was
announced and all schools were required to switch to distance learning by 16 March [15].

Of all members, 348 posted at least one message in the group. Among these posters,
67 were (19.3%) male and 276 (79.3%) female. Five members (1.4%) posted from their
organization’s Facebook account. Each member was assigned a role based on Google
search results and Facebook data. In total, eight different roles were determined: teacher,
principal, educational technologist, teacher educator (university academic staff, who edu-
cates pre-service teachers), parent, supporter (people who work in institutions providing
learning materials or tools for education), government (members from a ministry or a
ministerial agency) and others. Others include members whose role could not be identified,
but also members who do not work in schools or enterprises providing support (librarians,
psychologists, secretaries, medical doctors etc.) and we did not find any evidence that they
are parents. According to Fullan [7] teachers, educational technologists, principals and
parents represent local factors, while members from governmental institutions, supporters
and teacher educators are external factors in terms of affecting change. A description of the
different roles is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of the sample.

Name of the Role Group
Number of Members with This Role Number of Males Number of Organizations

n n (%) n (%)

Teacher 133 18 (13.5)
Other 55 9 (16.4)

Supporter 51 17 (33.3) 4 (7.8)
Educational technologist 30 5 (16.7)

Teacher educator 28 7 (25.0)
Parent 23 8 (34.8)

Government 18 1 (5.6) 1 (5.6)
Principal 10 2 (20.0)

Total 348 67 (19.3) 5 (1.4)

2.2. Data Collection and Quantitative Analysis

As the first step, deductive quantitative content analysis was used for analyzing
872 messages, which were posted between 6 March to 26 April 2020, in the Facebook group
‘Homeschooling with technology’. For coding the content of the messages, a quantitative
content analysis was conducted using the elaborated coding manual with definitions,
descriptions and decision-making guidance for encoders. Quantitative content analysis
was used, because it uses exact words from the text and describes only the visible and
obvious in the text [23] and therefore is more systematic and less subjective [24]. A unit of
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meaning at this stage was one whole message. The following variables were determined
for each message:

• Sentiments: the message was coded as expressing a negative sentiment if it included
words with a negative connotation like ‘problem’, ‘bad’, ‘failed’, etc. Positive senti-
ments included words such as ‘good’, ‘happy’, ‘succeeded’, ‘satisfied’, etc., and neu-
trally written messages were coded as neutral sentiments.

• Speech acts: in this study, only messages without comments were coded and therefore,
an adapted coding schema from previous studies [25,26] was used. All messages
were coded using six codes of speech acts: providing resources (sharing hyperlinks,
citations, files, research objects as sources without any comments, suggestions or
information), informing (information based on facts or experiences), expressing an
opinion (opinion(s), subjective assertions to other users), asking (direct questions
seeking information or discussion), recommending (suggestion, advise, attempt to
cause action), and inviting (invitation to join something, do something together).
A more detailed description of the speech act codes is given in our previous study [27].

• Topics: nine codes (tool, learning material, webinar, collection, management, method-
ological idea, tool guide, cyber risk, and other) were used for identifying the topics in
the messages.

• Addressees: the coding of message addressees was based on the explicit wording
used in the message. Six codes (everyone, teachers, principals, schools, parents,
and students) were defined.

To test the coding procedure, 91 (10.4%) of all messages were coded by two indepen-
dent researchers and their codes were compared. The agreement between the researchers
was at 0.80. After that, the messages were divided and coded independently by the two
researchers. However, the researchers met and coded together each week to make sure that
the degree of agreement between the coding judgments had not decreased in the mean-
while. In the case of coding differences between the researchers, a consensus was reached
via negotiations. Also, whenever a researcher had doubts about a particular message,
they reviewed that message together with the other researcher.

Quantitative data were analyzed using SPSS version 26.0. Descriptive statistics were
used to describe the data. For comparing activeness of different roles, Welch’s analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with a Games–Howell post hoc test was used. The Welch test was used
because groups had unequal variations. For comparing sentiments in messages, which
were on an ordinal scale (coded −1, 0, 1), the Kruskal–Wallis test as a one-way ANOVA on
ranks was used. If the Kruskal–Wallis test was significant, then the Mann–Whitney U-test
(the non-parametric version of the Student t-test) was used to identify differences between
individual role groups. The Chi-square test was used for comparing distributions.

2.3. Qualitative Content Analysis

Inductive qualitative content analysis was used for deeper exploration of the content of
the messages by different roles in order to answer the second research question. Inductive
content analysis is used if the phenomenon has not been previously studied or the previous
studies are fragmented [28].

The second, qualitative stage of the study was largely guided by the results of quan-
titative content analysis. At first, based on quantitative content analysis, all messages
were divided into groups according to the topic. The resulting nine groups were all
coded separately.

As recommended by Elo and Kyngäs [28], first, the transcripts were read several
times to immerse ourselves in the data; this was followed by the analytical process, which
included open coding, creation of categories, and abstraction. The first step, familiarization
with the data, started with quantitative coding and taking preliminary notes. The codes
included names of the tools or learning materials, phrases that expressed the issue dis-
cussed in a message, etc. It was possible for each message to have several codes. The codes
(words, phrases) that shared the same meaning were grouped under categories. For exam-
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ple, the category of ‘assessment’ included messages about student assessment tools and
codes like ‘formative assessment’, ‘numerical assessment’, ‘focus on assessment’. In the
abstraction phase, a general description of the research topic was formulated by generating
and regenerating categories and subcategories.

The internal validity of content analysis was assessed by using two coders and re-
coding. At first, one researcher coded the messages and a co-coder coded the text using
the codes created by the first coder, with the possibility to add new codes if she wanted
to. After coding the text by the co-coder, the result was reviewed together and, as there
were no significant differences in coding, there was no need to change the codes after
co-coding. One month later, the entire material was re-coded by one researcher to see if the
codes entered seemed reasonable and meaningful after some time had passed. The second
coding did not differ significantly from the first coding, so it could be assumed that the
selected codes covered the selected meaningful units and were suitable for the analysis of
the results.

3. Results

The results section is organized according to the research questions, presenting quan-
titative data. In the case of the second research question, quantitative results are explained
in detail with qualitative data.

Of the members who posted at least one message, teachers constituted the largest
group and posted the highest percentage of all messages (Table 2). However, taking into
account the number of messages per member, there was a statistically significant difference
in activeness of posting between the role groups (asymptotically distributed F = 2.479,
p < 0.05). The Games–Howell post hoc test revealed that the most active members were
educational technologists (difference from all other role groups p < 0.05). As mentioned in
the methodology part, the Facebook group was initiated by members from the Estonian
Union of Educational Technologists and the three initiators were the most active posters,
with 127 messages in total. There were no other differences between the role groups in
terms of activeness in postings (p > 0.05).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of activeness of different roles in writing messages.

Name of the Role Group
Number of Members

with This Role
Number of Messages from This

Role (% of All Messages)

Number of Messages
per Member

n n

Teacher 133 259 (29.7) 2
Educational technologist 30 237 (27.2) 7.9

Supporter 51 108 (12.4) 2.1
Other 55 93 (10.7) 1.7

Teacher educator 28 67 (7.7) 2.4
Government 18 58 (6.7) 3.2

Parent 23 32 (3.7) 1.4
Principal 10 18 (2.1) 1.8

Total 348 872 2.5

The Kruskal–Wallis test indicated that there was a statistically significant difference
in the tonality of statements by authors’ roles (H = 30.229, p < 0.01). The Mann–Whitney
U-test revealed that parents posted more messages with negative sentiments compared
with other roles (all p < 0.01), except principals (see also Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Positive, neutral and negative sentiments in the messages, by role.

There was a statistically significant difference in speech acts expressed in messages
(p < 0.01) in different role groups, except principals and parents (see also Table 3). The Chi-
square test revealed the most used acts by role (see also Table 3). There was one predom-
inant speech act in the case of educational technologists and supporters. The greatest
percentage of the messages by educational technologists (43.5%) were with the speech
act of ‘providing resources’, whereas supporters mostly informed other members in the
group (42.6% of their messages). In messages by teachers and members with other roles,
the more prevalent acts included asking (34.0% and 29.0%, respectively) and providing
resources (32.8% and 30.1%, respectively). Two distinguishing speech acts by members
from government institutions and teacher educators were informing (29.3% and 28.4%,
respectively) and providing resources (respectively 25.9% and 28.4% of their messages).
All coded speech acts were represented in messages posted by different roles, except for
principals whose messages never included invitations to participate in some activities.

Table 3. Speech acts represented in messages, by authors’ role.

Name of the
Role Group

Providing
Resources

Informing Asking Recommending Inviting
Expressing

Opinion
Chi-Square a

Teacher
Educational technologist

Supporter
Other

Teacher educator
Government

Parent
Principal

85 39 88 33 8 6 150.552 **
103 62 17 31 18 6 169.658 **
18 46 6 23 11 4 66.556 **
28 13 27 13 7 5 31.194 **
19 19 8 16 3 2 27.478 **
15 17 5 9 11 1 18.759 **
4 7 10 6 1 4 8.875
6 4 2 4 2 3.111

Note: Predominating speech acts are in bold. a—In the cases where the expected frequency was less than 5, Fisher’s exact test was used.
** p < 0.01.

Again, there was a statistically significant difference in the topics represented in mes-
sages according to the chi-square test in each of the role groups (see also Table 4). All topics
were represented in messages by teachers, educational technologists and members with
other roles. Only four of the nine topics were identified in the messages posted by princi-
pals: tool, management, methodological idea, and other.
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Teachers and teacher educators posted mostly (respectively 41.3% and 31.8% of their
messages) about tools. Teachers were the role group, whose messages were about vari-
ous tools (mind maps, screencasting, photo editors and sharing, web-boards, e-learning
platforms, web-conferencing tools etc.) but mostly about assessment tools (e.g., Kahoot,
Quizlet, LearningApps etc.). Assessment tools were mentioned in messages by all roles,
except parents. Messages by educational technologists and teacher educators about tools
mostly referred to some web-conferencing tools. More fun tools, like music composition or
learning games, were presented in messages by teachers and supporters. Tools, which are
not so commonly used in schools, like audio editors, social bookmarks and programming,
could be found in messages by educational technologists.

Members from ministerial agencies and educational technologists shared more webi-
nars (34.5% of their messages). Educational technologists and supporters posted messages
with varied content. However, one-quarter of the messages by educational technologists
(25.0%) were about webinars. Also, the content of webinars shared in the Facebook group
by educational technologists was varied, including the use of different tools, but also
management at schools and at home, and health issues. Nevertheless, the management
at school was the dominant topic in webinars distributed by educational technologists.
Members from government institutions invited the other members mostly to participate
in webinars about learning management systems and management at schools. More than
one-third of the messages about webinars by teachers and teacher educators referred to
webinars, where methodological ideas were introduced.

Almost a quarter of the messages by supporters (24.1%) were about learning materials.
Also, in the case of learning materials, different assessments prevailed and learning material
about assessments was posted by each role group at least once. Teachers and students
were supported also with e-lessons and videos, which were distributed in this Facebook
group. Only teacher educators did not post any e-lessons, and members from government
institutions did not post any videos. E-lessons prevailed among the messages with the topic
of ‘learning material’ by educational technologists, whereas supporters posted actively
both e-lessons and videos. Again, less common and newer technological possibilities,
like virtual reality, were introduced by educational technologists.

Half of the messages by parents (50.0%) were about management issues and this was
one of the main topics of principals, too (38.9% of their messages). Principals, teachers and
educational technologists from different schools posted mostly about their experiences of
how to manage distance education in an emergency situation and gave suggestions for
others. The content of the messages by parents on the topic coded as ‘management’ was
also mostly about their experiences, how they cope with homeschooling, juggling their own
work and supporting their children, and they gave tips for other parents, too. However,
homeschooling was also mentioned in messages by all other roles, and parents gave
suggestions to schools on how to manage teaching. Assessment issues were represented in
the messages with the topic ‘management’ by all role groups, except principals. The need
to reduce the diversity of digital tools used and to lower the workload was pointed out by
parents, teachers, supporters and members with other roles. All role groups, but especially
principals, supporters and members with other roles posted messages, which were coded
as ‘other’ topics. These included different cartoons, jokes, wishes, thanks, etc.

Messages representing the topics coded as ‘tool’, ‘management’, ‘methodological idea’
and ‘other’ were posted by each role group. The category of methodological ideas included
tips by teachers and educational technologists on how to use web-conferencing tools like
Zoom. For example, it was explained how to use these tools for group work by creating
breakout rooms. Supporters shared different websites (art, virtual museums, etc.) and
offered ideas on how to use these in lessons. Parents shared methodological ideas, which
had been given to their children and which the parents really liked.

Tool guides were shared only by teachers, educational technologist, teacher educators
and members with other roles. In most cases, it was guidance on how to use web conferenc-
ing tools or learning management systems. Also, teachers and educational technologists
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shared with others instructions on creating videos, including screencasts, and on using
web-boards. It was also interesting that all roles discussed cyber risks, except principals.
Cyber risk issues related to Zoom were pointed out by educational technologists, sup-
porters, teacher educators and members with other roles. Supporters and members from
government institutions also distributed general suggestions on how to avoid cyber risks.
As children spent more time at their computers, educational technologists pointed out the
health problems, while teachers and supporters warned about cyberbullying.

Members of different roles posted messages for different target groups. All role groups
posted messages for everyone, schools and teachers (see Table 5). Messages for everyone
were prevalent among the messages by educational technologists, supporters, parents
and members with other roles. In addition to writing messages to everyone, teachers also
wrote for other teachers. Members from government institutions addressed their messages
mostly to teachers. There was no statistically significant difference in the case of teacher
educators and principals.

Table 5. Addressees of the posted messages, by authors’ role.

Name of the Role Group Everyone Schools Teachers Principals Parents Students Chi-Square a

Teacher 93 58 93 4 11 142.525 **
Educational technologist 91 44 75 6 10 11 170.570 **

Supporter 58 11 23 3 13 86.074 **
Other 53 8 24 4 4 94.151 **

Teacher educator 30 17 19 4.455
Government 11 12 29 3 2 1 57.862 **

Parent 19 5 5 1 1 33.000 **
Principal 9 3 5 1 7.778

Note: Predominating speech acts are in bold. a—In the cases where the expected frequency was less than 5, Fisher’s exact test was used.
** p < 0.01.

Interestingly, principals were the addressee only in messages posted by educational
technologists, parents, principals themselves, and members from government institutions.
Principals were the group with the lowest number of messages addressed to them.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to understand different stakeholders’ activities, as revealed in
the messages of the Facebook group ‘Homeschooling with technology’ from 6 March to
26 April 2020. The results are discussed according to the local and external factors and
different roles because success in changes depends on both local and external factors,
and the people involved in the change process, and how they affect the change, is a
crucial variable [7].

4.1. Local Stakeholders Affecting the Change

All roles representing local factors (teachers, principals, educational technologists,
and parents) posted about their experiences of how to manage distance education in an
emergency situation at school and at home and gave suggestions to others. Also, it was
found that all these role groups addressed most of their messages to everyone.

Teachers can work with or oppose change, and it is important that teachers know the
goal of the change [7]. Like previous studies about teaching in an emergency situation [8,9],
indicating that even highly experienced teachers tend to have doubts about what and
how to teach, our results also demonstrated that the share of questions was higher in
messages posted by teachers. This result ties well with the findings of Liljekvist et al. [19],
according to which teachers in Facebook groups used mostly ‘questions’ and ‘offers’,
and indicates that teachers were not well informed in this unexpected change. However,
only a little over one-tenth of the messages by teachers was with negative sentiments.
Besides the messages for everyone, messages for other teachers were also prevalent among
the messages by teachers. Teachers also provided resources to other members in the group
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and such messages were predominantly about tools. Teachers wrote about varied tools,
but mostly about assessment tools. Previous studies have also indicated that teachers can
be unsure about how to conduct tests and assessments in distance learning and how to
find suitable tools for that [8].

Principals should take a leading role in the change [7], however, principals were quite
passive in the observed Facebook group. It might be that they were busy managing changes
in their own school and were silently waiting for guidelines as has been found in previous
studies [12]. Like teachers, principals shared both positive and negative statements. It was
interesting that principals did not invite others to participate in any activities, whereas
all other roles used this speech act in their messages. As with some of the coded speech
acts that were not found even once in the content of messages by principals, there were
some topics that were similarly absent. Only four of the nine topics—tool, management,
methodological idea, and other—were represented in their messages. Management was
one of the main topics for principals and they shared their own experiences and discussed
the rules they had established. Fullan [7] points out that principals’ actions should also
provide teachers with psychological support. As principals also posted messages coded
by topic as ‘other’—a category containing cartoons, jokes, thanks, etc.—it seems that they
wanted to support others emotionally and help them overcome the difficulties in handling
the unexpected and unwanted change. However, it was interesting that all roles discussed
cyber risks and assessment issues, except principals.

Educational technologists were the most active members of this Facebook group.
Of course, one reason might be that the group was initiated by members with this role.
However, as the change was heavily geared towards using more digital tools and envi-
ronments, educational technologists were the most competent as local factors in this field.
Educational technologists shared and suggested tools, which are not so commonly used in
schools, like audio editors, social bookmarks and programming. In terms of learning mate-
rials, they shared mostly e-lessons. Previous studies have also indicated that technology
makes it possible to use different specialized tools and materials, not only textbooks [11,14].
As educational technologists usually belong to the school management team in Estonia,
it seems that they took the leading role in this change instead of principals. The share of
negative messages from educational technologists was less than 5%, whereas it was a little
over one-tenth in the case of teachers and one-sixth in the case of principals, indicating that
educational technologists were more successful in coping with this unexpected change.
In terms of speech acts, educational technologists provided mostly different resources and,
as the analysis of message topics indicates, most of the information about webinars was
posted by them. These webinars were mainly about management at schools. Previous
studies have also indicated that there is no clarity on the management of distance learning
in the case of unexpected change [12] and Fullan [7] notes that management issues are
important in the case of change.

Keeping parents informed and involved is an important part of managing change
and strong parent–school relationships are required to achieve the change [7]. The result
that parents posted more messages with negative sentiments than any other roles, except
principals, indicates that in our study parents were more opposed to the change. This result
is in line with Rainey et al. [16] who claim that two-thirds of posts by students and their
families expressed negative sentiment. Messages by parents were mostly coded under
the topic of ‘management’. Parents wrote about their experiences, how they cope with
homeschooling, juggling their own work and supporting their children. They gave tips
for other parents, but they also wrote about a lot of problems they faced supporting their
children at home. Like teachers, they had several questions, which indicates that parents,
too, were not well informed and, similarly to teachers, they felt the need to reduce the range
of digital tools used and to lower the workload. However, as indicated in the previous
study during the coronavirus pandemic [2], teachers need support from parents and this
support plays an important role in students’ learning efforts and outcomes.
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4.2. External Stakeholders Affecting the Change

Our results demonstrate that the speech act of informing was more used by the
roles representing external factors (members from government institutions, teacher educa-
tors, supporters).

Members from government institutions should be in touch with the process of im-
plementation of the change by the practitioners [7] and being a member in this Facebook
group gave them awareness of the experiences of local stakeholders. In our study, members
from ministerial agencies informed and provided resources, which is important because,
as has been found before, both principals and teachers were waiting for the governments
to provide guidelines for the organization of distance learning during the pandemic [12].
Members from governmental institutions wrote mostly for teachers, but some messages
were addressed to schools as well. Their messages were mainly about webinars with the in-
tention to educate schools about learning management systems. Previous studies have also
mentioned that learning management systems can contribute to providing education [1].
Members from governmental institutions were the only role group that did not post any
messages with negative sentiments, indicating that they work with the change.

As with teachers, tools were the dominant topic in the messages by teacher educators.
However, unlike teachers who wrote mostly about assessment tools, teacher educators
shared more web-conferencing tools. The importance of web-conferencing tools has also
been mentioned in previous studies [8] and teacher educators have more experiences with
this tool. Surprisingly, there were only a few messages by teacher educators on the topic
of methodological ideas. Previously, it has been observed that teachers were aware of
digital tools and there is a lack of a pedagogical dimension [8,10]. It seems that teacher
educators were unsure about well-established practices, theories and pedagogies, as has
been observed in an earlier study [13]. However, more than one-third of the messages
about webinars by teacher educators referred to webinars presenting methodological ideas.
It was interesting that teacher educators only posted messages addressed to everyone,
schools or teachers.

Outside support, from other external partners like R&D laboratories and centers,
philanthropic foundations, etc., is needed to perform better during the change [7]. As has
been mentioned previously [1,12], book publishers, IT companies, museums, etc., gave free
access to their materials in Estonia as well, and supporters shared mostly this type of learn-
ing materials, including e-lessons and videos, different websites (art, virtual museums etc.)
and more fun tools like music composition or learning games. Supporters also posted
messages coded as ‘other’, which included different cartoons, jokes, wishes, thanks, etc.

Among the external stakeholders, members with other roles posted more negative
statements. The difference was not statistically significant, but more than a tenth of the
messages by this role group was with negative sentiments. Unlike other external stake-
holders, members with other roles provided more resources and, like teachers, they had
more questions. In terms of topics, messages coded as ‘other’ prevailed in their posts.

5. Conclusions

Change can come when it is forced upon us or when we voluntarily participate in,
or even initiate it, being dissatisfied with the current situation. The outcome of change
depends on how the people involved affect the change. This study tried to understand the
stakeholders’ roles in education during the coronavirus pandemic in Estonia, which was
an unexpected and unwanted change. The results indicate that among local stakeholders,
educational technologists were the catalysts of change instead of the principals. They sug-
gested and shared tools, educated teachers, students and even principals through webinars
and e-lessons. External stakeholders supported local stakeholders psychologically and
created learning materials and webinars.

Some unexpected results also emerged. Principals in our study offered more psycho-
logical support and did not talk so much about the essential topics that emerged during the
crisis in this Facebook group. Also, it is worth mentioning that, as teachers were confused
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about how to teach, the teacher educators focused more on tools. This indicates that teacher
training institutions were also not prepared for this unexpected change. Additionally, it was
interesting that members from the governmental institutions wrote mostly for teachers,
not so much for principals. It is an important finding because the leadership should go
from the bottom upwards and it is more logical if the government communicates with
principals who forward these messages to teachers and other local stakeholders. Maybe
during this unexpected change addressing teachers directly was the right decision because
then the information quickly reached the teaching process. However, it was important
that all stakeholders were aware of the implementation process and, therefore, this kind of
Facebook community can be beneficial.

The novelty of this study lies in the analysis of Facebook messages by different
stakeholders based on real data collected during the actual pandemic. These messages
indicate what was relevant and important at that time. However, our study has some
limitations, too. First, the data were based on one Facebook group in Estonia and, therefore,
the results are not generalized. Also the results are not generalized in Estonia as the data are
based only on one Facebook group and the sample is not representative. Second, we only
analyzed messages, leaving out comments. In future studies, it would be interesting to
analyze comments as well. Also, as this study covers only the situation at the beginning of
the coronavirus pandemic, and it would be interesting to analyze how these stakeholders
affected the change in the autumn period, too.
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Abstract: This study is a scoping review of the literature on organizational adaptation in school
settings during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. Dramatic and unexpected environmental
changes raise questions about the capacity of schooling organizations to adapt to in response to the
pandemic. Different management practices have implications for the selection of organizational
behaviors, electively in school settings. The research literature on school responses is analyzed
from a selectionist perspective. The aim of this study is to identify and describe three constituting
elements of this perspective: variation, interaction, and selection. An additional element is considered
in this analysis and comprises the mechanisms of exploration and exploitation in the context of
organizational adaptation. Sixteen studies met the selection criteria of describing emergent processes
in schools. The findings highlight the emergence of exploration, as teachers actively experimented
with a range of strategies and methods in order to maintain educational activities in the complex and
uncertain context of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, several questions are raised regarding the
effects and maintenance of new practices in the post-pandemic scenario. Management practices that
facilitate variation and open communication about learning processes can contribute to the process
of organizational adaptation.

Keywords: education; school; COVID-19; adaptation; complex systems

1. Introduction

The global spread of COVID-19 raised the need for adaptive processes at different
societal levels and organizations. The World Health Organization defined the outbreak as a
pandemic in March 2020, and by late April of the same year, 166 countries had introduced
national school closures, affecting 84.5% of all enrolled learners worldwide [1]. As of
2 March 2021, twenty-six countries still face nation-wide school closures, and many others
have partial closures limiting access to educational settings to about 8.3% of all learners.
Even in countries where physical access to schools has been reinstated, educational settings
face the challenge of providing quality educational services while following public health
measures aimed at containing the spread of the virus [2–5]. The adoption of remote teaching
and learning practices in various countries highlighted at least two major challenges for
schools: an internal misalignment between previous experiences and available resources,
and the need for new online education practices. Externally, the pandemic highlighted
inequalities and the lack of access to technological resources for many socially marginalized
groups.

Most of the debate about responses to the COVID-19 pandemic seems to focus on
the policy level and the outcome of public health measures aiming to bring the pandemic
under control. However, from a complex systems perspective, it is equally important to
understand learning and the emergence of new patterns of behavior in different social
and organizational settings. Moreover, there is a need to investigate complex adaptive
processes in school settings in the context of the pandemic.
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The goal of this study is to present a scoping review of the literature about adaptation
processes in school settings in the initial stage of the pandemic. The selected articles
are analyzed from a selectionist perspective [6] and consider the pandemic as a major
environmental perturbation that affects the evolutionary history of schools. This raises
questions about the exploration of new possibilities and the possible retention of new
practices in a post-pandemic scenario. Therefore, we address two main research questions:

• RQ1: How has selection of organizational behavior taken place in the context of
adaptation processes to the COVID-19 pandemic in schools?

• RQ2: How have such processes affected the exploration/exploitation balance in school
settings?

We review the literature on organizational change and present a conceptual frame-
work that articulates concepts from complexity theory and the selection of organizational
behavior and practices in responses to environmental changes. Next, we detail the research
methods, including our selection criteria, and the data analysis of the present scoping
review. The presentation of findings follows the same structure according to which the
research questions were presented and includes elements of a bibliometric analysis: this
traces a network analysis of co-occurrence of key words before and after the literature
search and selection. After presenting the findings of this work, we provide the opportunity
to discuss adaptive processes at the school level in different national contexts, the emer-
gence of learning and new practices, and lessons for school management and policymaking
in education.

2. Organizational Change

Organizational changes may occur as responses to societal or technical environmental
changes, or sometimes they are rooted within the socio-systematic structures of organi-
zations themselves [7,8]. However, there is an increasing recognition of the evolutionary,
rather than planned, nature of most organizational change processes [9]. This requires
an understanding of emergent changes, which usually characterize changes in complex
adaptive systems [10]. Organizational change is not a straightforward and linear process,
but a continuous, open-ended, cumulative, and unpredictable process of experimentation,
investigation, and adaptation; it is intended to match an organization’s resources and
abilities to the opportunities, constraints, and demands of a dynamic and changeable envi-
ronment [8]. Weick and Sutcliffe [11] stated that any emergent change that is unplanned
involves ongoing accommodations, adaptation, and alteration that generate basic change
(see also [7,12]). Organizational change may be analyzed at different levels: change as
content (what it is that changes), as process (how it changes), as context (why change is
needed), and as an interaction; in the last sense, change variables may be mutually defined
in a series of interrelated elements (actions, reactions, and interactions) [13]. There is no
common method or recipe for bringing about organizational change [13]. Organizations
can be analyzed as complex systems, and behavioral change also needs to be understood
in relation to the exchange of resources with its surrounding environment [9]. Individual
and system behavior change in an organization is not easy to achieve, as it is often driven
by an interplay of internal and external factors [14].

Rosenblatt [15] stated that schools undergo several organizational changes. These
include changes in curriculum, management, educational structures, programs, and as a
result of influx of students and teachers. Schools need to adjust to these changes effectively
for the smooth running of the school as an organization [15]. Furthermore, schools are
continuously under the pressure of both their internal and external environment. The
major forces pushing schools to initiate change are social and demographic developments,
new patterns of employment, developments in technology, and globalization. The constant
pressure from the various forces of changes are related to the two types of change: namely,
top-down planned interventions and bottom-up unplanned change [13]. Unplanned
change is emergent change, which is a continuous, dynamic, and contested process that
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appears in an unpredictable and unplanned way; thus, these processes should be constantly
refined and developed to maintain their relevance [8].

The COVID-19 pandemic is conceptualized as a major environmental change requiring
organizational adaptation at different levels. Adaptation processes as such are always
important events in the evolutionary history of organizations. Therefore, a selectionist
perspective that is able to apply central concepts of complex science and evolution is
suitable for investigating organizational change.

2.1. Complex Systems

Complexity theory is a scientific framework that analyzes change, renewal, and
adaptation. According to this perspective, organizations are regarded as complex adaptive
systems. This means that organizational change needs to be understood in terms of its
adaptations through interaction and interconnectedness to its environment [16]. Complex
systems are constituted of interacting parts at the micro level. Changes at the macro level
are often nonlinear outcomes of small perturbations at the micro level [10,16]. According to
Axelrod and Cohen, in a complex system, the actions of some agents are tied very closely to
the actions of other agents in the system [10]. Morrison stated that the environment in which
the schools operate is an ever-changing one, inasmuch as they interact dynamically with the
environment that they influence, while also being influenced by the same environment [17].
Waldrop asserted that complex adaptive systems are composed of many independent
agents who interact and adapt one another and constantly modify and rearrange their
building blocks in light of prediction, experience, and learning [18]. Systems emerge over
time; it is often difficult to determine with any certainty in advance the result of that
emergence [17].

Although a single, unified theory of complexity is hardly available, Preiser [19] identi-
fied six common underlying features that characterize and can help understanding complex
adaptive systems. From a complex systems perspective, organizational responses to the
COVID-19 pandemic can be conceptualized under these same six principal features of a
complex adaptive system:

1. Constituted relationally: complex behaviors and structures emerge as a result of re-
cursive and aggregate patterns or emergent networks structures. Observing the
emergent webs of interaction among teachers, students, administrators, and parents,
the interactions are seen as parts of an emergent network structure that is relationally
constituted.

2. Adaptive: self-generating, self-organized, and decentralized control. Herein, struc-
tures and functions change over time as a consequence of internal dynamics and
environmental changes. National and international policies aim to reduce the risk
of pandemic in schools, but the emergent character can never be fully predicted and
controlled. Schools could develop complex structures from unstructured foundations
and without the intervention of external policies.

3. Dynamic: non-linear interaction and cross-scale interaction which suggest that the
“behavior” of the system is maintained or restricted due to negative or positive
feedback loops. The formal and informal responses to COVID-19, which are not
uniform, are the result of recursive feedback loops. These are uncertain, unpredictable,
and make the system difficult to control. The systems interact dynamically with the
environment, influencing and being influenced by its environment.

4. Context dependent: changes in function occur as the system changes; these include
being sensitive to initial and environmental conditions. Interaction between various
factors at different levels matters in the school setting and so does adopting the
various changes.

5. Radically open: flexible boundaries and constantly exchanging information with the
environment. The system and the environment that schools comprise are open.
Schools may not be able to identify the boundary line between their comprising or
encompassing system and environment.
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6. Complex causality: the outcome of inter-relational, non-linear, and dynamic interaction.

Schools present many characteristics of complex adaptive systems [20]. Schools are
usually nested in overall educational systems, meaning that they interact with rather com-
plex social and political environments. There are regulations and demands from the state
and struggle for public and/or private resources. Furthermore, the interaction with local
communities and parents characterizes an environment of varied and, at times, conflicting
demands. Organizational adaptation in schools is often emergent from the outcomes of
interactions among agents: these include the responses of teachers, administrators, and
parents [20].

Complex systems may have the capacity to adapt and respond to the environment.
As described by de Domenico et al., adaptation happens at multiple scales, ranging from
the micro to the macro levels [21]. The properties of resilience and adaptivity possessed
by complex systems, enabling them to change their internal structures and generate new
patterns of behavior, calls for a selectionist perspective. In the case of organizational
settings like schools, this requires an understanding of emergent patterns and interventions
that can either focus on standardizing processes and products or matching the complexity
of the environment.

2.2. A Selectionist Perspective

According to Sandaker [6], variation in behavioral repertoires regarding environmen-
tal interaction is a prerequisite for the selection of behavior. Specifically, behaviors must
occur within the range of possible behavioral variation to be selected. If the environment
in which organizations interact is held constant, organizations can survive at a low level of
complexity; furthermore, the selection process in itself is nonintentional or blind, because
selection depends on the present conditions, while future selection depends on future
conditions [6]. Organizations often try to limit the amount of variation [6] by establish-
ing formal hierarchical structures or setting standard sets of procedures and regulations.
However, variation, interaction, and selection are hallmarks of a complex adaptive system
and they are created while designing new strategies and organizations [10]. Sandaker [6]
describes changes in society and working life that evoked alterations in principles that
permeated the organizational consolidation in industrial societies. Such changes are de-
scribed in the following terms: “moving along a continuum from restricting variation to
evoking variability of responses, the range of control may shift from correction of any
response deviation to shaping of variation to acquire solutions that are in demand in an
unpredictable and continuously changing environment/market” (p. 277). Environmental
changes in societies such as the challenges presented by a major pandemic such as the novel
coronavirus can be described as alterations in the conditions for the acquisition, change
and extinction of behavioral patterns. It is important to observe how such changes happen
in school settings in the context of the pandemic. Complex systems adapt as functions of
their interactions with their surrounding environments.

We expand further on variation, interaction, and selection below:

(A) Variation

Variation is a component in which possible strategies for adaptation are presented.
It allows organizations to choose a specific action among several available. If organizations
are not innovative and creative, they fail to adapt. Complex adaptive systems depict
organizations as being capable of producing infinite variety. Axelrod and Cohen assert that
variations that are taken as the raw materials of adaptation are the crucial factors in the
development of complex systems [10]. Organizations require variation with the potential
to present solutions demanded in an ever-changing environment and a “web of influence”;
in turn, this may facilitate variation in interaction independently of divisions, departments,
or levels of administration across units and hierarchical levels [6].

(B) Interaction
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Analyzing organizations through the lens of complexity means that we look at them
as networks of interactions among interdependent agents who are bound together in
one social structure [22]. This emergent and informal structure is called a network, and
it interacts with its encompassing environment. It is often implied that adaptation to
external changes demands matching the complexity of the surrounding environment [22].
Interaction within organizational boundaries includes the entanglement of behavior and
its products, which in turn affect the behavior and products of other members of the
organization. These comprise a dynamic interaction between the internal components and
their relations in the organization [23]. The emergent network structure can either facilitate
or restrain the spread of new ideas and behaviors.

(C) Selection

Selection is the process end that underpins the ambition for continuous improvement.
Axelrod and Cohen (2001) viewed selection as the result of mechanisms such as learning
by trial and error. They highlighted that when selection leads to success, this is called
adaptation [10].

Table 1 includes a description of the dynamics of variation, interaction, and selection
in relation to a continuum that moves from restricting processes and products to evoking
variability (similar to the new leadership paradigm explained by Sims and Lorenzi [24]).

Table 1. Selection of organizational behavior.

Objective: Standardized Process and Products
Objective: Match the Complexity and

Competence of the Environment

Variation Constrain variation in behavioral repertoire for
maximum standardization of production

Allow high degree of variation to achieve
solutions that are in demand in an unpredictable
and continuously changing environment/market

Interaction
Interaction limited to “chain of command” that is,

influence within the framework of a low number of
relatively conformed individuals

Allows a “Web of influence” (i.e., the facilitating
variation in interaction independent of divisions,

departments or levels of administration)

Selection

Selection of a limited assortment of behavior
patterns governed by the objective of standardizing

work processes and products; controlling and
correcting for deviations whenever behavior shows

too much variation

Sufficient basis for selection of useful behavior
under ever-changing conditions; focus on

shaping and improving performance

Reproduced from Sandaker [6], p. 277.

In sum, matching the complexity of the environment involves a movement in manage-
ment principles from control to variation facilitation in terms of organizational behavior.
Variation is a condition for the exploration of new possibilities and knowledge, rather than
simply the exploitation of already-existing ones.

2.3. Exploration and Exploitation in Complex Systems

The balance between the exploration of new possibilities and the exploitation of
already-existing ones in complex systems is a topic of interest in various fields, including
genetics and decision-making in organizational settings [10]. The emergence of patterns
and novelty from processes of interaction is a central concern in the study of complex
systems [25]. The two processes were defined by March [26] in the following terms:
“Exploitation includes such things as refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection,
implementation, execution ( . . . ) Exploration includes things captured by terms such
as search, variation, risk taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation”
(p. 71). Usually, managerial actions enable exploration to involve the facilitation of variation
in behavior and interaction across different levels. Exploitation usually involves fewer risks
and less uncertainty. However, there is a trade-off between the two processes. Complex
systems that engage exclusively in exploitative practices at the expense of exploration may
restrict repertoires of knowledge and behavior; this makes it more difficult for them to
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adapt to environmental changes. Conversely, complex systems that explore at the cost of
exploiting may be subject to the costs of experimentation without gaining the benefits of
the acquisition of new practices and knowledge. It is important to bear in mind that in
most organizational settings, there is an organic relation between the two processes, rather
than them being spatially or temporally separated [27]. Major environmental perturbations,
such as the COVID-19 pandemic, raises questions surrounding the exploration of new
possibilities in complex systems. Therefore, we aim to identify changes in the balance
between exploration and exploitation in the context of adaptive changes in schools.

3. Methods

3.1. Design

To empirically map out any organizational change processes in schools in the context of
the COVID-19 pandemic, we conducted a scoping review. In accordance with the PRISMA
statement [28], this is a broader approach to evidence synthesis that is particularly indicated
for providing a broader approach to a given research topic and when the formulation
of discrete research questions is premature. The research team was small, but highly
international, and included nationals of Nepal, Brazil/Portugal, and Italy; however, this
study was performed in Norway.

3.2. Eligibility Criteria

Eligible studies that were included in the literature review needed to possess the
following characteristics:

• Participants: schools or schooling systems, but also teachers, pupils and other mem-
bers of the schooling organization, as long as organizational change was concerned;

• Intervention: studies that describe, report, or synthetizing the implementation of any
type of organization-wide change following the COVID-19 outbreak;

• Outcomes: empirical measures of variation, interaction, and selection were the primary
outcomes of the studies included. Possible secondary outcomes were any other
relevant measures or information related to the level and efficacy of school-wide
interventions;

• Study design: no limiter was applied. Any study type and design were included, and
empirical measures of organizational change featured both qualitative descriptions
and quantitative syntheses of interventions;

• Other criteria: no geographical restriction was applied. The timeframe for the literature
search included the years 2020 and 2021.

Although COVID-19 was first identified in December 2019 [29], it is the outbreak of
the virus and its characterization as a pandemic in 2020 that raised concern, prompting
both public health measures worldwide and changes at the organizational level in different
sectors. During the initial screening of the literature, we observed that many studies had an
epidemiological rather than organizational character: they were therefore excluded. More-
over, we looked for articles that presented empirical analysis of adaptive processes. Thus,
articles that consisted of conceptual discussions without presenting empirical findings
were excluded.

3.3. Information Sources and Search Strategy

The research question that guided this work was “How did schools respond to the
COVID-19 pandemic with regard to organizational change and system-wide interventions?”
Specifically, we were interested in adopting a framework drawn from complex systems
that undergo principles of selection. The procedure of this scoping review adhered to the
guidelines of a PRISMA protocol. The literature search was performed on one collection of
databases and three English databases; these were, respectively, Academic Search Ultimate,
Business Source Elite, Education Source, and Scopus. However, the search results on Scopus
(n = 251) were only dated up until 31 August 2020 due to the revocation of institutional
access to this database; after that date, search results were only returned from Business
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Source Elite, Education Source and Academic Search Ultimate. The principal search terms
included two blocks: (“School*”) AND (“COVID-19” OR “Coronavirus” OR “2019-Ncov”).
The search was performed on 12 February 2021 in the abstract field. We limited the results to
(i) peer-reviewed studies featured (ii) in scientific journals (iii) that were written in English.
Additionally, search terms were manually checked on Google Scholar and ResearchGate
for any unindexed relevant hit.

3.4. Study Selection

The studies resulting from the database search were exported from the databases
interfaces (e.g., Ebsco) and imported to an online platform for beginning the appraisal
phase. The name of this online tool is Rayyan [30] and was developed to assist the
conduction of systematic reviews. However, it can be flexibly adapted to scoping reviews
for retaining the same strict methodology, such as blinding the classification of articles
from one reviewer to another. After all results were imported, all duplicate studies were
excluded. Next, the first two authors served as principal reviewers and independently
screened each study with the blind on, checking title, abstract and keywords. After the
blind was removed, any conflict between the first and the second reviewer was resolved
by consensus. Any remaining conflict was resolved by a third independent reviewer (i.e.,
the third author of this study). The second phase of appraisal consisted of reading full-text
versions.

3.5. Data Extraction and Analysis

Our analysis of articles was initiated with the extraction of descriptive data such
as authors, year of publication, country, number of participants, and educational level
approached. The analysis of the content of the article followed an interpretive and theory-
driven process [31]. This means that the coding process of the selected articles was guided
by the framework for the selection of organizational behavior as suggested by Sandaker [6].
The two overall objectives of producing standardized processes and matching the com-
plexity of the environment provided overall categories and the concepts within there
(interaction, variation and selection) were used to code findings. The conceptual presenta-
tion of exploration and exploration in organizational settings by March [26] was also used
to code articles. Due to the heterogeneity of findings, our presentation and discussion of
findings follows a qualitative narrative synthesis [32,33], aiming at identifying similarities
and differences in the description of adaptive process in the selected articles. For instance,
descriptions of the bottom-up emergence of new practices were labeled as “exploration”.
Descriptions of variety in terms of practices and behaviors were coded as “variation”.
Likewise, descriptions of increasing interaction processes beyond formal structures in the
context of the pandemic were described as “allowing a web of influence”.

None of the articles explicitly applied selectionist principles, and therefore the cod-
ing process involved an interpretive dimension in which the authors initially conducted
individual analysis of the adaptive process described in the selected literature. However,
further discussions among the authors provided the opportunity to compare individual
analyses and further refine the coding process.

4. Results

4.1. Literature Search

Our search strategy retrieved 1418 results from all interrogated databases. After
duplicates were removed, 1107 studies were independently screened by the first two
reviewers. Of these, 36 studies were unanimously included, 1023 were unanimously
excluded from further consideration, and 48 studies were characterized by a conflict
between the reviewers. By consensus, there were 49 studies that were advanced to the
following phase of appraising full-text versions. Of these, 33 studies were excluded for
the following reasons: focus on online learning or teaching (n = 10), not including any
description of organizational change following the pandemic (n = 9), reporting limited to
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law or policy initiatives (n = 4), full-text missing (n = 4), not including schools or school-
related personnel (n = 3), non-peer reviewed interview (n = 2), and missing analysis of data
(n = 1).

In sum, 16 studies were included in the present scoping review. The full appraisal
strategy is reported in Figure 1, which illustrates how the Prisma [28] guidelines were
followed.

Figure 1. Prisma 2009 flow diagram. Note. * Results from Scopus are limited to 31 August 2020 due to loss of institutional
access.

4.2. Studies Characteristics

Table 2 provides a summary of the main characteristics of the articles included in
the present scoping review. First, descriptive information of each study is presented: this
includes country, number of participants, and education level. Of the 16 included studies,
the majority of them were performed in the USA (n = 9), followed by Canada (n = 2) and
the UK (n = 2). The remaining three studies were performend in Greece [34], Chile [35],
and Sweden [36].
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With regard to the number of participants, it is important to differentiate between
studies whose unit of analysis were individuals or a collective representative organ. In the
former case, almost all studies targeted school personnel, with only one exception that
targeted graduate students [37]; number of participants ranged from a single case [38] to
almost 2000 teachers and school leaders [39]. In the latter case, Sider focused on a council
of principals [40].

Descriptions and reports on school responses to the COVID-19 pandemic encompass
various educational levels and were performed at different school levels. Five studies
described the responses at the K-12 school level to the outbreak, whereas the second-largest
cluster featured responses at the primary and secondary school level (n = 3), with one
study ranging from primary to secondary and special schools [41]. Other educational levels
addressed include one study reporting from elementary schools [42], one performed at
the elementary and secondary level [43], one study from an elementary special school [5],
and another from special needs education at the school level [40]. One study presented a
report from only secondary level schools [44], and one study targeted preschool to adult
education programs [36]. The remaining study [35] did not specify any school level when
presenting the responses of the school to the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.2.1. Results Regarding the Selection of Organizational Behavior (RQ1)

In this section, the dynamics of variation, interaction, and selection are analyzed
according to binary categories. The majority of studies (n = 12) included in the present
scoping review allow a high degree of variation for the adaptation of responding to the
COVID-19 for achieving educational success in this unpredictable situation. These studies
focus on strategic variation rather than behavioral variation. However, four studies do
not seem to create variation or to increase variation in the strategies in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

In all the included studies, interaction is limited to the principals, teachers, students,
parents, school leaders and the administrations of the schools. The pattern of interaction is
increased by the need to adapt in the unforeseen circumstances raised by the pandemic.
Most studies (n = 12) allow a web of influence in the interaction to select the ways to adapt
in an unprecedented situation and facilitate variation. Moreover, these studies have a high
level of interaction patterns among the individuals. Conversely, three studies seem to have
limited interaction. However, the one remaining study does not seem to report interaction
between individuals.

We observe that most of the selected studies are focused on the online teaching and
learning as a new strategy to continue both teaching and learning processes during the
COVID-19 pandemic. They explain empirical findings of the methods of online teaching
and other ways of continuing teaching learning, the challenges faced by the teachers and
the school and the strategies to overcome the challenges. Several studies (n = 12) describe
an increasing basis for the selection of appropriate behavior at both the level of the agents
and the strategies in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the remaining studies
(n = 4) feature a limited selection of behavior, as well as a limited selection of agents and
strategies.

4.2.2. Exploration and Exploitation (RQ2)

Lastly, we rate the studies on the dimension of exploration or exploitation. The empiri-
cal studies show that the schools are in search of new practices, technologies, and strategies
to adapt their teaching and learning processes while facing the pandemic. There seems
to be high variation concerning the search of the best alternative suited in the current
emergency situation. The studies focusing on exploration comprise the largest group
(n = 12). Conversely, four studies did not feature any explicit description of either of these
processes and was hence classified as “not available”.

To a large extent, the included articles examined online teaching learning as a part of
social distancing measures, and they discussed the various actions implemented to keep
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schools in operation. There was variation when selecting agents and strategies in response
to the pandemic and to overcome some of the challenges to face. Variations in the selection
of strategies and methods arose through the introduction of online and remote teaching, as
well as blended learning. These were three ways of addressing the educational needs of
the students during the lockdown period. On the basis of some of the findings from these
studies, it was noticeable that schools introduced several technological tools for enhancing
socially distanced teaching and learning. We can have variation where the selection of
technologies and online platforms are concerned. Schools made use of online technologies
such as video conferencing, home learning packets, text messaging, and phone calls. They
resorted to online platforms such as Google Classroom, Google Form, WhatsApp, Zoom,
Google Meets, virtual meetings, and other things.

4.3. Summary of Bibliographic Analysis

The two right-hand-side columns of Table 2 include further information on the journal
in which each study was published, and the total number of citations received at the time of
writing. It is noteworthy that almost half of the studies included were featured in the same
special issue of “International Studies in Educational Administration” (n = 7), followed
by education and learning sciences (n = 3); the rest of the studies were mostly featured
in journals concerned with teacher education (n = 2), administration (n = 2), field-specific
education (e.g., music [45]), and educational psychology [46]. The study that received
the most citations among those included in this work was Kaden [38], followed by Kim
and Asbury [46], with 29 and 20 citations, respectively. On the other side of the spectrum,
several studies had zero citations (n = 7), although it needs to be stated that some were
published only a few weeks before this study was completed (see studies published in
2021 [34,37,39,41,44,45]).

Figure 2 provides a visualization of the heterogeneity of studies screened in this phase
based on clustering of keywords included in the 1107 articles that were screened and
resulted in the retention of only 49 of them. The analysis was performed using VOSviewer
v.1.6.16 (Copyright © 2009–2020 Nees Jan Eck and Ludo Waltman) [47], which is a software
package for visualizing the connection between terms and creating and exploring maps
based on network data. We analyzed the co-occurrence of 10 or more keywords using a
full counting method. It returned 110 items, divided into five clusters, and with 2255 links;
the total link strength was 7459. In addition to the terms containing “COVID-19”, which
were the most densely connected, other important hubs included terms such as “child”,
“learning”, “social distancing”, and “(medical) students. However, such terms were spread
across different clusters meaning that although many studies approached education, they
have very diverse foci and research areas. For instance, the lower left area of the heatmap
shows researched focused on “medical education” and “medical students”, which would
be beyond the scope of this study. The upper central part of the heatmap shows keywords
such “infectious disease transmission” and “contact tracing”, which indicates research of
epidemiological character.

Figure 3 displays a network visualization of the co-occurrence of two or more key-
words by fractional counting of the 16 studies included in the present scoping review.
Eighteen items were divided into five clusters, corresponding to as many colors, with
56 links, and returning a total link strength of 27.5. The clustering analysis shows the
structure interconnectedness across different keywords. As expected, the green cluster
including the keywords “COVID-19” and “COVID-19 pandemic” has a central position in
the network and plays the structural position of a hub connecting all other clusters. It is
interesting to note that the term “equity” is also located in the green cluster, indicating
centrality of this term. The red cluster shows interconnecteness across keywords “school
leadership” and “school community”. The blue cluster demonstrates interconnetedness
across the terms “distance learning” and “educational technology”.
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Figure 2. Heatmap of total link strength of items and clusters of the search results after duplicates were excluded (n = 1107)
using VOSviewer v.1.6.16 [47].

Figure 3. Co-occurrence of keywords in the included studies using VOSviewer v.1.6.16 [47].

5. Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic is a major health, environmental, political, and economic
perturbation that presented several systemic challenges to schools and education around
the world. The analysis of selected articles provides the opportunity to discuss complex-
ity in educational settings according to the principles of complex systems suggested by
Preiser [19]. In all articles, the complex principles of adaptation and open boundaries to
an overall complex environment were present. There were changes in information flow
and a need to address the new demands presented by the pandemic. In many ways, the
pandemic accentuated the previous environmental context of social inequality. None of the
articles provided descriptions of adaptation in terms of relation of linear causality. This
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further illustrates the principles of dynamic, relational and complex causality as concep-
tualized by Preiser [19]. The emergence of different responses across the studies might
also be an indicator of another characteristic of complex systems: context dependence. The
next subsection provides a discussion of the findings in relation to the overall research
questions.

5.1. Organizational of Selection Behavior: Variation, Interaction, and Selection (RQ1)

School leadership was the central topic of eight selected articles [34,36,39–41,43–45].
In the light of our conceptual framework, the actions taken by individuals in formal
leadership positions can either facilitate or restrain the exploration of new paths [23], and
thereby match the complexity of the environment [6].

With four exceptions in which this information was not available [37–39,46], most of
the studies included in this review described increasing variation in terms of practices as
school leaders and teachers responded to challenges presented by the pandemic. However,
this was not the result of organizational interventions explicitly aiming at facilitating
variation, but rather emergent outcomes of perceptions of challenges and uncertainty
presented by the pandemic. The selected studies describe how schools adopted various
strategies during the pandemic, such as social distancing, online learning, etc. Moreover,
most of the responses were described in terms of emergent practices in which different
agents explored new possibilities in an unexpected and uncertain environmental context.

According to the studies included in this scoping review, there seems to be a broad
variation with regard to the strategies that school leaders selected in order to handle the
uncertainties caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, schools selected various
strategies in different stages of the pandemic. For example, as soon as schools were
closed, in-person instruction was suspended and shifted to online teaching in the first
stage. However, in the second stage, schools reopened partially and in-person learning was
gradually reinstated; this included condensed classes, emphasizing small group classes
and one-to-one instruction [48]. Anderson and Hira [42] mentioned that teachers created
and modified traditional activities to be able to use technology and materials that were
accessible to students. This denotes variation not only whenever selecting the strategies
for coping with typically developed and educated children, but also whenever selecting
the strategies to help disadvantaged children who may have disabilities or are in special
educational needs. In fact, although they did not meet the criteria for being included in the
present work, we found two studies that targeted this very important and current topic.
One of them inquired as to the effects of school change on marginal groups, focusing on the
case of equality in Nigeria [49]; the other one provided a conceptual analysis of the equality
of pupils and best practices during the implementation of remote learning throughout the
pandemic [50].

The selected articles feature a flexible interaction among individuals. The findings
suggest that the complex situation has become more adaptive by developing interactions
among their members. This interaction seems to be developed as the aim to find ways
for adapting to the complex environment. One form that it might take is encouraging the
teachers to use remote or distance teaching while in lockdown. In turn, this may raise the
level of variation among interacting agents. Schools interacted between and within their
encompassing systems by engaging with principals, teachers, students, communities, and
various professional associations. For example, in the article of Ahlstrom et al. [36], there
could be a high variation in selecting the interacting agents, insofar as the experiences
and opinions of 680 principals were presented. Most of the articles focused on the high
variation in interaction when presenting and discussing how to overcome the challenges
and how to meet the complexity of the environment.

Lastly, schools were regarded as organizations that were actively selecting various
methods to adopt in the complexity of the environment. The studies illustrated several
mechanisms to make teaching and learning accessible and cost effective for both the schools
and the pupils’ parents. School principals seemed to actively participate in the decision-
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making process; they assisted the teachers in their problem-solving efforts and developed
plans for supporting any children with special needs. For example, the teacher would
reach the home of students with special needs to provide them with the devices needed
for accessing the Internet or any assistive technology [40]. Based on our findings, one of
the most important factors to deal with is selecting the technologies required to meet the
complexity of the environment.

5.2. Exploration in Adaptive Processes

However, organizational adaptation and exploratory processes went beyond the
choice of online lecturing technologies. Two articles [38,51] described lecturers’ encounters
with contexts of social inequality. It seems fair to assume that approaching such contexts
does not only involve choosing the right communication tools, but also understanding
the students’ socio-economic background and taking this into account when developing
teaching/learning practices.

This may lead to questions about school management and policymaking. For in-
stance, in several studies (n = 6), it was possible to identify descriptions or references to
situations in which different actors encountered situations in which old practices were
not able to cope with a new and unexpected context. Therefore, these articles described
the emergent process of exploring new practices rather than only exploitation of existing
ones. Variation and exploration were described in five studies. This observation resonates
with the conceptualization of exploration presented by March [26]. The main lesson to be
gained from the analysis of the selected articles is related to the emergence of variation in
educational settings. As observed earlier, variation had an emergent character, as different
actors explored new possibilities when encountering the new situations presented by the
pandemic.

5.3. Implications for Management and Policy (RQ2)

There is a need to develop management practices that recognize variation, and to
facilitate it where appropriate and necessary. Furthermore, it is important to develop
channels for open communication about exploratory processes during the pandemic among
teachers and across organizational levels. From a selectionist perspective, we expect that
variation and exploration of new possibilities increase the basis for behavior selection.
Further research may benefit from focusing on school management practices that harness
variation and interaction beyond formal hierarchical structures. School managers could
facilitate formal and informal communication about adaptation processes during the
pandemic, and thereby create positive feedback loops for the emergence of innovative
practices at the school level

This same principle can be applied to policymaking at a broader level. Centrally
designed policies are interventions into the evolutionary history of schools that can either
facilitate or restrain the emergence of innovative practices. Moreover, as variation increases
the base for selection, policymaking could benefit from observing what is emerging at
the local level. It may be the case that successful practices at the local level could embed
changes at the macro-level. Therefore, it would be important to understand local processes
of adaptation, opening up communication across school settings and identifying successful
practices emerging during the pandemic.

5.4. Limitations and Further Research Avenues

The present scoping review was conducted in the early stages of the pandemic, and
therefore, its results need to be understood as exploratory ones rather than pretending
to give a complete overview of how schools around the world have responded to the
pandemic. As observed by March [23], one of the challenges related to exploration is that
its outcomes are often distant in space and time. Thus, it will certainly take time before
it will be possible to understand the outcomes of adaptive processes in schools, namely
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in a post-pandemic scenario. However, this scoping review identifies some lessons and
highlights some paths for further research.

Most studies (n = 12) adopted a qualitative approach, mostly using qualitative in-
terviews to grasp participants’ experiences with adaptation process. Two studies [39,45]
followed a quantitative methodology, applying surveys to examine participants’ practices
and perspectives across different schools. Both methods enabled exploring different aspects
related to the time perspective of change processes and/or the exploration of different
factors that may explain or facilitate adaptation. However, the field may benefit from ap-
plying other methods in the future. For instance, social network analysis can help uncover
patterns of communication and emergent structural elements can either facilitate or restrain
the spread of innovative practices [52]. Likewise, it would be interesting to communicate
with the study of community resilience in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic [53] and
the emergence of innovation and learning in a broader social perspective.

Nevertheless, this review features some limitations that should be emphasized. First,
the number of studies included in this work was small and provides only a partial account
of organizational interventions in school following the outburst of the pandemic. While
writing this article, it is likely that more studies have been published in peer-reviewed
academic journals, and any forthcoming studies should capitalize on the most recent
literature and developments. For example, at the time of writing, vaccination programs in
several countries have just been started and their effects are expected to have important
effects on developing school responses throughout 2021. Another limitation of this work
that does not invalidate its effectiveness as a scoping review is the lack of an appraisal
of the quality of the studies included, as long as all inclusion criteria were met. In fact,
four of the sixteen included studies were featured in the same issue of the International
Studies in Educational Administration, which creates an imbalance in studies sources. It is
also important to notice that the final selection featured 11 studies from North America,
4 studies from Europe and one study from South America [35]. Further research may
enrich our understanding of adaptations processes by investigating processes in other
geographical and cultural contexts.

As a way to extend the validity and meaningfulness of this work and emphasize
their applied implications for decision makers and practitioners within schooling and
education, future research should examine how the strategies and practices used by the
schools are effective for the learners with special needs education. For example, the fast-
paced evaluation and implementation phases of a “new normal” schooling experience
may be exposed to several fragilities and risks associated with safeguarding inclusion and
attendance to students with disabilities or special needs, who may be exposed to new risk
factors and left behind after transitioning to new educational practices (see also the cluster
mental health in the heatmap displayed in Figure 2). Schools can benefit from facilitating
the exploration of new inclusive strategies. Thus, the challenges of the pandemic to special
needs education could be a track for further research from the perspective of complex
systems. While this area of inquiry reaches beyond the aims of the present work, we
hypothesize that there may be implications in terms of the effectiveness and the efficiency
of pupils’ learning performance and of teachers’ teaching performance (see also [54,55]).
In fact, given the prolonged duration of new types of student learning, we claim that it may
not suffice to aim at preventing the disruption of education but also avoid compromising on
its quality (e.g., from coping with the “new normal” to proactively seeking for continuous
performance improvement). This claim also seems to remain valid when considering the
relation between teachers and their leaders, such as possible cases of lack of support and
expectations misalignments highlighted by Brelsford et al. [43].

6. Conclusions

Taken together, the results of this scoping review provide an insight into schools’
responses and adaptations to an emergency in the early phases of the COVID-19 pandemic.
At the time of writing, the world is still affected by the presence and further spread of
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the virus, which has exceeded 100 million cases globally and led to over 2 million deaths
worldwide [56]. Although the main challenge for public health seems to have shifted
towards the availability of pharmacological vaccines, and more recently their delivery to
the general population based on prioritization criteria, schools are still facing several of the
issues that first emerged during the first round of lockdowns in the first trimester of 2020.

The role played by schools in the current pandemic is crucial to fostering behavioral
and organizational protective practices among society at large, and so is the role of other
agents, such as government, media, and scientific and non-profit organizations, whose
interdependent and coordinated efforts comprise the necessary steps for implementing a
system-wide behavioral vaccine [57]. As paradoxical as it may look, the pandemic may
have provided an opportunity for educators to learn more about the social context of
their pupils. The question now is to understand the possibilities for the emergence and
evolutionary selection of new practices.

We submit that a selectionist perspective can and should be resorted to for accessing
and informing the capability of schools and educational systems at large to cope and re-
spond with organizational change resulting from the disruption of the status quo. Variation
represents a condition for selection to occur, which is mutually informed by the interaction
of organizational practices with their encompassing and contextual environments. Explo-
ration was the mechanism on which twelve studies out of sixteen reported, especially of
new tools and practices for communicating and interacting, whereas exploitation Please
confim.was underrepresented in the studies included; this may be due to several reasons,
including the high level of risk and uncertainty involved during the outbreak of the COVID-
19 pandemic. Management practices that facilitate variation and open communication
about learning processes can contribute to the process of organizational adaptation.
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Abstract: This paper looks at the impact of digital technology on teaching and learning in primary
schools in Scotland during the first COVID-19 lockdown from March to June 2020. The pandemic
has challenged our understanding of schooling as, for the first time in many years, schools as we
know them were shut and the school building was removed as the site of teaching and learning.
This paper uses the concept of Thirdspace as developed by Edward Soja (1996), where Thirdspace
is understood as an in-between space between binaries that enables the possibility to think and act
otherwise. Drawing from qualitative data from interviews with primary school teachers, this paper
explores how the lockdown in general, and digital technology in particular, facilitated a Thirdspace in
the first COVID-19 lockdown. Findings from the study indicate that engaging with digital technology
offers the teacher more possibilities than they have come to expect in the physical space of traditional
schooling.

Keywords: digital technology; home-learning; Thirdspace; primary teachers; Scotland; COVID-
19 lockdown

1. Introduction

Schooling is a fundamental part of society’s fabric. The interruption to established
forms of learning in schools presented challenges to education systems across the globe.
These challenges highlighted levels of unpreparedness of teachers in terms of their digital
technical competence and digital pedagogy. The previous experience of viral epidemics,
as experienced in countries such as Hong Kong, led to the systematic training of teachers
in the use of digital technologies [1]. However, while the real experience of such an
event caused this pre-emptive approach to be taken, in other countries such as Germany,
France and Italy [2], there has been what may be described as a lag in the expected
impact of their investment in the digital on the transformation process of their education
systems. In Australia [3], it was reported that students, parents and teachers found that
communication in lockdown to be a real challenge with the effective strategies for the
use of digital technologies in lockdown remaining unclear. It is interesting to note that,
in Darling-Hammond et al.’s [4] examination of teaching systems around the world, no
mention is made of improving digital connectivity or of digital tools for learning. Indeed,
when discussing how to prepare learners for the 21st century (pre-COVID-19) world, what
are flagged as important are factors such as teacher professionalism, dynamic curricula,
critical thinking skills and student-centred pedagogies. It is as if there is an assumption
that the physical school space is the locus of learning in perpetuity. There does not seem to
be any mention of digital skills as having value.

It is against this wider backdrop of disruption, challenge and uncertainty that we
turn our eyes to the Scottish context for the purposes of our study. In Scotland, education
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has long been perceived and valued as key to social mobility and a means of promoting
democracy [5]. This key role of schooling has been challenged by the COVID-19 pandemic
as schools as we know them were closed in many countries. According to the United
Nations Policy Brief [6] in April 2020, 188 countries imposed countrywide school closures,
affecting more than 1.5 billion children and youth (p. 2). This unique phenomenon has, over
the period of COVID-19 restrictions, led to a renewed acknowledgement and appreciation
of the role of schools within society, and of those who work in schools. However, in the
initial period of lockdown in March 2020, educators had to wrestle with how to teach
adaptively to meet the needs of all learners, having been plunged into a completely novel
situation. According to Darling-Hammond [7], adaptive teaching requires, “deep and
sophisticated knowledge about learning, learners, and content” (p. 77); lockdown meant
that an additional factor came into stark relief which was namely how to reach and interact
with the learners when the physical school space was no longer available in the traditional
way. Therefore, lockdown meant that the spotlight was focussed on the purpose of digital
tools and spaces for teaching and learning. This lockdown-induced interruption to school-
based learning in familiar physical spaces required, and expected, Scottish teachers to
begin to use a range of digital communication and presentation tools so that teaching
could be transferred online. For some teachers this was their first time engaging with
digital technology for more than basic needs. The requirement to transfer teaching to this
media was such that not only did Scottish teachers have to familiarise themselves with the
technical functionality of tools such as Microsoft Teams or Google Classroom, but they also
had to rise to the challenge of thinking about effective learning design and pedagogy in the
digital space.

This paper focuses on the role that technology played during this time, but this needs
to be seen within a discourse of teacher identity working in a context outside of a school
building. We refer to the concept of Thirdspace as argued by Edward Soja [8] to help us
think about in-between spaces in binaries. The guiding question of this paper is: how did
digital technology manifest as a facilitator of Thirdspace in COVID-19 lockdown?

2. Methodology

2.1. Aims and Subject of the Research

This paper draws from a qualitative study that was conducted during the first COVID-
19 lockdown in Scotland. We authors are part of a larger group of researchers from the
School of Education and Social Work at the University of Dundee, all of whom were keen
to capture the impact of this unprecedented event on the lives of children, their families
and educators. We were ‘curious’ about what they made of their current experiences of
work and the contribution of this to their thinking about what is valued in their work as a
teacher or Head Teacher as they supported children’s and families’ learning during the
lockdown. The wider project was led by the following research question: What are primary
school educators’ experiences of teaching from home/in hub during the COVID-19 lockdown in
Scotland?

2.2. Research Procedure

A decision was taken to carry out qualitative research with teachers and Head Teachers
working in Scottish primary schools. Such a choice was based on the knowledge of the kind
of data that we wanted to gather, which gave detailed insights into the lived experiences of
those agreeing to be interviewed. Starting from the second week of lockdown in March
until June 2020, teachers and Head Teachers in primary schools in Scotland were invited
through different social media platforms to participate in an in-depth interview to capture
their lived experiences in real time. These online interviews were carried out through MS
Teams.

The process of analysis of the interviews for the purpose of this paper can be visualised
in the form of two spirals which seem to weave closer and closer together as they progress.
These are constituted by our reading of Edward Soja [8] and our growing awareness of
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the prominence of the theme of digital technology in the interviews we were listening
to and transcribing. The authors of this paper embarked on reading about Thirdspace,
while at the same time becoming more and more immersed in the data. As Hollway and
Jefferson [9] stress, “after a whole day working on the transcripts . . . (a process we often
referred to as ‘immersion’) we would be inhabited by that person in the sense that our
imagination was full of him or her” (p. 69). The authors met online several times to discuss
their thoughts about the literature read and the interviews, and started to explore themes
that emerged, following Hollway’s idea that the significance of the interviews is not only
“a property of the extract, but of the work it is put to do” [10] (p. 36). This was thus a
theory-led thematic analysis [11] based on the works of Soja [8], where both theory and
interviews were ‘speaking’ to each other while at the same time challenging each other.

2.3. Building a Research Tool

The nature of the research question did not lend itself to an organised survey leading to
statistical analysis. Since we sought the perceptions and meanings created of the events that
were unfolding and their impact on participants, an in-depth interview was the preferred
method of collecting this information. Following discussions with the wider research
team, ten questions were chosen to guide the interviews, and all interviewers worked with
the understanding that this was to be a conversation. Indeed, interviewers reported that
most participants needed little prompting as they were very articulate and fluent. Some
participants reported that they welcomed such conversations and thought that it gave them
space to pause and reflect on what they were engaging with in unique times, a chance to
take stock on all that they had accomplished in a short span of time and under intense
pressure.

2.4. Characteristics of the Research Group

More than sixty primary school teachers and Head Teachers volunteered to participate
in the project and were interviewed. The respondents volunteered themselves as partici-
pants and all those who did, and who fit the parameters of working in primary schools
in Scotland, were accepted. The research group did not seek a representative sample of
educators which was distributed according to certain criteria. This was because, although
cognizant of the large variety of contexts in which Scottish schools in different geographical
and socio-economic areas function, we were not seeking a sociological understanding of
their experiences, as much as we sought the educators’ personal thoughts about these expe-
riences. We do not claim to be able to generalise our findings to represent the experience of
all primary school educators. As Wendy Hollway [10] suggests, “generalizability... [in this
kind of research] . . . has to be established according to theoretical rather than statistical
principles” (p. 16). In the Rogerian sense of what is most personal is most general [12], we
believe that the issues emerging from our process of analysis are generalisable conceptually
and theoretically. We have had several reports in our online seminars about this project
that viewers have resonated with the participants’ expressed thoughts and feelings.

We feel the need to clarify that the interviews were reflecting the experiences of
participants who were willing to share their story. It should be noted that there are
others whose stories may not tally. Yet, there have been many who have ‘recognised’ our
interpretations and analyses, “that is, the sense that we made out of them can be shared
through the subjectivity of others” [9] (p. 80) “Our work, as well as being theoretically led,
is solidly empirical in the sense that supporting and challenging evidence is available” [9]
(p. 80).

2.5. Research Ethics

Ethical clearance was sought and given by the School of Education and Social Work
at the University of Dundee. High in our consideration was the awareness that this was
rather a stressful time and that our research should not in any way add to pressures on
interviewees. Voluntary participation was key, and when educators expressed interest in
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participating, the interviewers took pains to ensure that the time of the interview suited
the many claims on the participants. The interview questions were also placed on an
online survey tool for those who were keen to participate but felt that they could not find
an hour to be interviewed. A few educators opted for this online survey. Besides this,
confidentiality and anonymity were naturally very important, as we made sure not only
that identifying information was not divulged, but also disguised information of third
party persons, places or events which were mentioned.

2.6. Limitations of the Study

The urgency of starting the research project as soon as the lockdown in Scotland
commenced meant that the teachers were invited to participate through social media. We
are aware of the possibility of these respondents presenting as models of hard work and
enthusiastic professionalism. We have mentioned elsewhere that these need to be seen as
experiences of people willing to share their story and that there are others whose stories
may not tally. The voices of these teachers are not captured in our research. A longitudinal
study on the impact of the pandemic restrictions on teachers and teaching may capture the
narratives of those whose life journeys have been affected significantly.

2.7. Theoretical Framework

The data was analysed through a theory-led thematic analysis [11]. This paper under-
stands teachers’ identities as multi-layered, complex and continually becoming(s). Yet, in
this unprecedented event, which happened with very little warning, teachers were forced
to make numerous changes over a short time. Elsewhere, we outline the toll such changes
had on teachers and others [13,14]. In this paper, we focus on “the change process [itself],
and in particular when a person is in between two identity constructions: when they are
neither one thing nor the other” [15] (p. 286). This ‘change process’ often is uncertain
and dilemmatic in nature. Change processes allow for “in between spaces” [15] (p. 2)
to reside in the “overlap and displacement of domains of difference” (p. 2). Difference
is often produced through thinking that occurs in binary opposites, with our teachers
trying to come to terms with the change from teaching pre-COVID-19 and teaching during
COVID-19.

Thinking in binaries does not allow “both/and also”, what Soja [8] (p. 5) refers to
as Thirdspace. He seeks to acknowledge Thirdspace and invites us to follow suit, as
Thirdspace allows for creative combinations and restructuring of ideas that can provide
new alternatives to binary thinking [2] which is often oppositional. In particular, when
structure and agency are seen as ‘both/and also’, this allows “our understanding of self-
identity/social-identity mutual construction” [16] (p. 286) to be viewed in a new light. The
acknowledgement allows possibilities of thought which are otherwise stunted—thus the
act of acknowledgement is powerful and can even be liberating. It disturbs the established
to and fro of the binary. Soja draws upon Foucault’s term ‘heterotopia’ [8] (p. 145) to
describe the Thirdspace as ‘other’, as a space that is disturbing, intense, incompatible,
contradictory or transforming. Heterotopia is a “thirding-as-Other” [8] (p. 5), ‘a more
space’, ‘an added space’ ‘a different space’ than what we ‘normally’ understand and live
by. Soja’s words capture this: “set aside the demands to make an either/or choice and
contemplate instead the possibility of both/and logic” [8] (p. 5). We can think of Thirdspace
as a space that allows us to “draw selectively and strategically from the two opposing
categories to open new alternatives” [8] (p. 5). The application of Thirdspace theory to
the digital realm was proposed by Potter and McDougall [17], who posited that websites
and online spaces could act as “a negotiated and contested area in which meanings are
made and shared, some of which may relate to encountering new knowledge, learning or
developing new skills and dispositions,” (p. 7). This study is situated within this definition,
where contradictory and opposing categories (First and Second space) can work together
to generate new knowledges [18] (p. 42) and extend beyond these spaces.
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The school lockdown brought to the forefront several binaries which have structured
teachers’ lives, for example personal and professional, school-time and home-time, teaching
and learning. We argue that the lockdown allowed for a third space to emerge, a space
where ‘everything comes together’ [8] (p. 56). Technology has been hailed as a saviour in
this scenario, as enabling processes which would otherwise have abruptly stopped. This
paper problematises this view of technology within a number of binaries. Through the
concept of Thirdspace we think about the possibility of re-imagining (and inhabiting) an
alternative space for primary teachers working with technology during COVID-19 school
lockdown.

2.8. Context

Digital technologies in education have long since played a part in the discourse
surrounding the transformation of Scotland’s education system. Scotland was one of the
first countries to develop a national intranet (Glow) for all teachers and learners. This
national intranet, started in 2006, has long since been at the vanguard of digital technology’s
efforts to become embedded in the “habits of the mind, habits of the heart, and habits of the
hand” of Scottish teachers [19] (p. 59). Even though this initiative has cost upwards of £69
million [20] and was also the recipient of the internationally coveted George Lucas Award
in 2008 [21,22], it is a platform that has, until very recently, struggled to play its hoped-for
part in the digital transformation of teaching and learning in Scotland. Recent years have
seen the range of services offered to teachers and learners by Glow improve. Yet, questions
remain about how their effective use have become central to the practice of teaching and
learning in our schools. Indeed, the recent Enhancing Learning and Teaching through
the use of Digital Technology Strategy noted that “despite the pervasive nature of digital
technology, its benefits are not always fully felt within our education establishments” [20]
(p. 3).

It is interesting to note that although it has been four years since this strategy paper,
these concerns are still being raised. In the recent report by the Scottish Government’s
International Council of Education Advisers, it was stated that it was felt that there were
still “students and teachers with insufficiently developed digital skills” [23] (p. 8). The
report acknowledged that there had been recent national developments to begin to pos-
itively address this ongoing issue and stated that, “there is now a need to exploit the
potential contribution of interactive digital pedagogies for the various purposes of the
curriculum” [23] (p. 10).

On 20 March 2020, schools in Scotland were closed to students unless they were
classed as vulnerable or children of key workers, in which case they would be allowed into
“hubs” to be supervised, although their class-based learning would be carried out at home.
The Education Minister announced on 19 March that children’s education would continue
via distance and online learning with as much continuity as possible [23]. It was another
month before Scottish Government gave further information [24] in relation to the school
term from April to June. This statement indicated that there would be ongoing guidance in
relation to working digitally, support for teachers, and equity of support for home learning
and children with Additional Support Needs. It was clarified that parents would not be
expected to engage with their children’s learning formally nor to act as teachers. The
nature of the educational infrastructure in Scotland meant that this could be interpreted
and enacted differently at local authority and school level.

3. Results

Three themes are developed in this section.

3.1. Theme One: Knowing—Not Knowing; Valuable—Not of Value

As mentioned earlier, the use of technology has been growing steadily in education.
The data points to a pre-COVID-19 state where groups of teachers had various attitudes
towards the inclusion of technology in their teaching. Respondents referred to these
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attitudes in themselves and their colleagues in terms which were rather polarised. Their
responses also indicated a linear progression within their own thinking about technology,
referring to tensions about not knowing and not valuing technology enough.

One teacher, a technology champion in her school, had, prior to lockdown, been
offering weekly support to her colleagues with their technology issues. She reported that
over three years she had only had a handful of people going to her for support. She felt that
her colleagues did not value technology and did not put in enough effort to know more:

This is my third year in this current school, and I spent those three years up until
the last week before school closure having those colleagues tell me that they are
not interested in digital literacy, they hate it. I provided a drop-in session every
week and in three years, I had three people come, so every Wednesday after
school I spent time in ICT suite offering to help them train them because they all
said that they were being deskilled. I was demotivated by that whole kind of
scene in my in my setting. So that’s completely changed with the schools’ closure.
And, uh, my days I can hear my phone and my iPad, my school laptop, my own
laptop, and it literally starts about 7:30 in the morning. Ding Ding, Ding, Ding
and I can be sorting out problems until 11:00 o’clock at night, and I mean my
steps have gone from thousands to less than 1000 . . . I’ve been so busy in this
lockdown.

During lockdown, technology use increased dramatically. It became the sole medium
through which teaching took place. The interviews show that many teachers were experi-
encing a rather steep learning curve with this medium and that many were struggling. It
became a new source of stress that technology became the new interface through which
teachers were deemed as ‘good’ or otherwise. The interviews reflected how teachers were
constructing themselves and their colleagues in a discourse of competence.

Several teachers felt under pressure because their work now was directly accessible to
the parents, where previously this used to be mediated through students. Now that
everything was online, and young children needed parental support to access work,
teachers felt their work was ‘scrutinized’ by parents:

you just do so much of teaching just off the cuff and, you know, my activities and
learning experience are all planned but you don’t plan everything you say until
it comes out your mouth, whereas I’m very aware that parents are just seeing it
online, like everything that I’m doing and putting out as being utterly scrutinized
by some quite demanding parents. So, I am very aware of what I’m sending out,
that it’s got to be good.

This has influenced parental perceptions and constructions about teachers. Some
Head Teacher respondents reported becoming aware that their teachers were now being
gauged by parents differently:

What’s been interesting to me as the headteacher and what I’ve learnt is the members
of the staff team who are very good practitioners on the ground aren’t necessarily coming
across like that in the digital world. So I’ve had lots of wonderful messages from parents
saying, ‘Mr X is amazing, or Miss X is like this, she’s brilliant’, and I’m actually like, do you
know what, in the classroom, their practise isn’t matching the level of praise that they’re
receiving now publicly. Whereas I have some really good classroom practitioners who
are very experienced, who know the curriculum inside out, and who will do their very,
very best by their children, but in terms of their ability to be able to cope and operate with
Teams and upload work, isn’t matched, and so I have parents emailing in saying, ‘I’m not
getting this from that teacher, I’m not getting that’.

Such comparative thinking was also reflected in the teachers’ interviews as they
constantly compared face-to-face to online teaching, thus pointing out another binary. One
teacher described that she no longer benefits from the instant reaction of her students and
feels that she engages in more explanatory teaching because of this lack. We need to point
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out that, in the first lockdown, many schools in Scotland were following regulations which
did not allow live online interaction to take place.

I think it made me realize how much I assume that the children know without it
being explained, I think you get to know your class so well that they know what
you mean in a way that parents don’t. So, I think, OK, well, that explanation
would have totally sufficed in the classroom, and it’s not at all, you know, I’ve
had to really think about how I explain things and how I word things. I realize
how much I rely on instant feedback from the children. Because you get feedback,
you know, a hundred times a minute in the classroom and by their faces and you
don’t have that at all when you’re saying ‘work this out on MS Teams’ and then
you’re just left...

Several issues can be raised here, but certainly there is a need to question how tech-
nology was being used. Some teachers reported that after using technology for a while, it
seemed to become

really stagnant, so I’m finding online teaching very repetitive, and that’s not how
I am day to day in a classroom. I’m usually always thinking of new things, new
ideas, so I’ve sort of challenged myself . . . Trying to do teaching videos as well.
Nothing live”.

There was also a reported difference between schools who had been engaging with
technology prior to the lockdown and those who had not. Some teachers reported that their
teaching had embedded technology across the whole school. Students were given tablets,
and these were taken daily to schools and are used as part of their learning. The following
quotation taken from an interview carried out only a few days into lockdown captures the
almost natural flow to online teaching and learning: “I’ve already put my students into
groups and I’ve assigned them books so that I can lead on my comprehension, I can set
them task comprehension related to their books. Not all teachers are going to be doing
that [in other schools], they don’t know how to”. The following quotation reports a very
different perspective to the last:

I’ve heard a lot of people say that it is a waste of time teaching P1 [children aged
5 years] how to login and how to use a computer. I’ve had really good friends
that have taught P1 and have removed all digital technologies from the classroom
because that’s not what P1s should be doing . . .

3.2. Theme Two: Teachers as Parents–Parents as Teachers

Teachers and Head Teachers were asked about how they were experiencing the lock-
down, and how they balanced working from home and caring for their families. The binary
between the professional and personal/familial was challenged by restrictions imposed
because of the COVID-19 pandemic and these boundaries were sometimes completely
permeable. This was one of the factors which contributed to our growing appreciation of
the impact of the school building on the running of the school, and the impact of the lack
of it during lockdown. Teachers reported that not being in schools had an impact on them,
even changing what had prior claims to their attention: ‘when I am in a classroom, I do not
answer a text message from my son, when I am in my kitchen, I do’. Geographical spaces
imply distances and proximity, and this was a crucial factor in schools’ closure. Students
were not directly in front of teachers in classrooms but were at a distance (in their respec-
tive homes) online. Changing territorial lines produces new territory and what was once
familiar is made strange. This second section concerns how teachers re-negotiated their
lives and especially the demands made by technology on their time and/or attention [25].

It was evident that many teachers’ personal lives and stories were being juxtaposed
with their online presence. Many teachers reported that they felt very stressed:

It was, I have to say it was extremely stressful, the first Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day the adrenaline kicked in but, of course I have a daughter who’s immune-
suppressant so, you know, it’s been a big worry about what my role has been to
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not take anything home to her. My husband and my son are, and my daughter,
because they are in their 20s my children, they have all been furloughed. It’s
like they’re coming to terms with being at home but I’m still working, you know.
My son is a typical 21 year old and you know, wanting fed and attention and
he gets bored so, you’re trying to work down here and they are rambling about
and interrupting, you’re stressed enough with what’s going on and the general
situation and then they are interrupting every 5 min and you are trying to get,
your head around how can I help vulnerable children . . . it’s, it’s not great. It’s
not a great situation.

Many teachers spoke of moving their family lives and timetable to fit around their
working hours; this was evident with teachers who were parents and carers of young
children. “I keep my kids up later so that I can do work in the morning”. Teachers
recognise that they are getting to spend more time with their families and enjoying the
moment:

in some ways it’s lovely because I’m at home and I never get to be at home as
well as teaching, I teach and I also tutor four different kids a week and I coached
gymnastics two nights a week, so normally I’m really busy and I’m never in my
house. I mostly I leave for school at 7:00 in the morning and because of either
tutoring or gymnastics or children’s activities. I’m generally not home for my
tea till after 9, so it’s actually been really nice to have more time in the house.
Working-wise, it’s challenging because it’s a small house and my husband’s also
working from home and he’s very noisy. Skype calls pretty much all the time and
I’ve got two children who are also needing time and attention.

Some Head Teachers had to intervene and support teachers directly to help them
reduce stress since they felt the need to be constantly online:

I had one member of staff say, she went online just to check one piece of work
that she knew was coming in and then suddenly she said, you know, ‘It was
six o’clock I went on and it was half nine before I came off’. You have to keep
reminding, you know, ‘You don’t need to be on all the time. You know your time
to be online is this time’.

Given that the data are from teachers’ lived experience, the following idea emerging
from the data intrigued us. Teachers who were parents reported that home-schooling their
own children was very challenging. They seemed to differentiate their teacher role from
their parental role, thus separating the home-space strictly from the school-space, another
binary with strict boundaries. However, the ease of access brought about by technology
during the lockdown tested and blurred the divisions that both teachers/parents and
children were accustomed to. Some teachers reported they had never acted as teachers to
their own children:

as a parent myself, I never forced my children to do homework because I thought
that they did enough at school, at home they were learning life skills... they were
learning other things. And if they wanted to do it then I would support them,
but I would never pressure them. But now. That’s come back to bite me right in
the behind. Because my kids are like... no, I’m not doing it... I’m not at school . . .
The worst part is trying to get them to do work, especially the older ones because
they don’t understand the gravity of what’s going on.

In most of the interviews, teachers and Head Teachers were very quick to empathise
with parents of the students they teach. “You can’t force parents to do that. I know myself
being a parent that it’s really tricky. Trying to manage four kids! It would be tricky trying
to manage even one kid especially if you’re not au fait with technology and using these
types of things. It’s really, really hard”.

Very often we speak of teachers and parents as opposing binaries. Yet from the data,
we could see an in-between emerging: teachers as parents and parents as teachers. The
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very distinct identities were blurred through online engagement. Many teachers who were
also parents reported being exasperated with some interactions between their own children
and their children’s teachers. Some also reported learning from these parental frustrations
and trying to modify their own teaching practices accordingly: “I think because I’ve got my
own children at home as well, some things that their teachers are doing are really annoying
me. For example, I’m trying really hard to answer emails quickly– my daughter wrote
an email to her teacher eleven days ago and didn’t get an answer until today that was
annoying. So, I’m trying to not do the things which are annoying me as a parent”.

Some of the teachers were aware that particular teaching materials uploaded online
created complex situations for parents as they had to mediate learning. One teacher called
parents “surrogate teachers” saying that “what’s harder has definitely for been parents . . .
They’re quite clearly struggling”. On the one hand teachers were aware that parents were
needed to mediate teaching and learning, but on the other hand they were reluctant to put
pressure on parents and impact on their parental relationship with the children: “Honestly,
they need to be parents, that’s all. We are not expecting them to be teachers. We’re not. We
don’t want to. I don’t want to. I don’t want parents feeling pressure or stressed or getting
upset . . . they’ve got enough to contend with”. Some teachers were actually asking: “As a
school, what’s our role as a school? To prepare children for life and work and learning’ but
you know, do we really prepare, prepare them for life?“ Some teachers were arguing that
maybe during the lockdown children should be learning basic skills, “taking this time to
learn to cook and learn to budget and you know, so, you are actually looking at literacy
and numeracy which of course will always be important, but suddenly the other subjects
that are maybe, you don’t have time for in the curriculum are coming to the forefront and
you are actually seeing a greater value in them”. Many teachers offered support to parents.
Some teachers decided to do family learning tasks, where all the family were involved on a
learning project, for example exploring animal habitats. Other developed online materials
specifically for parents:

I’ve got a channel just for parents, which is just all about inspiration and hopefully
I am answering questions about teaching and how I do things in the class, but
well. In the hope that parents will absorb that and copy you, yeah? I’ve recorded
myself, you know, even just reading stories, even recorded reading stories and.
And hopefully you know that is helping parents to teach their children about
reading and books . . .

3.3. Theme Three: Learning New Concepts–Consolidating Concepts

One of the tensions emerging from the data centres on teachers’ understanding of
teaching and learning during lockdown, what they perceive to be achievable using digital
tools, and what is achievable within the restrictions imposed on use of digital tools by
the educational hierarchy. This manifests as a tension between introducing new learning
concepts or consolidating concepts that children had learnt prior to COVID-19, with one
teacher reporting “we’ve been told to just be going over learning that they’ve already done
this year rather than learning new concepts because they are not really able to do that on
their own. So we’ve just kind of been doing learning that they’ve already done but trying
to challenge them at the same time”.

Some teachers were not certain that their use of technology could be conducive to new
learning:

It’s a mix, really. I think we haven’t quite got the pedagogy right at all, and I don’t
even think that I do, so I would say right now that is definitely more challenging,
how to do this in Technology. But I think everybody still trying to get their heads
around how to teach this remotely. Because you can’t really... we can’t record a
lesson and then send out to the pupils. You can do a video and then post it, but
then it’s not interactive for the kids. They can’t really ask questions. so I don’t
think we’ve got the pedagogy right for remote teaching. In my assignments, I’m
trying to make it very simple. Pointing them in directions of an online game, or,
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you know, unplug and go and play. But when you are depending on the parent
in order to interpret what you’ve written it’s difficult.

This previous comment alludes to the issue of learning new concepts being exacer-
bated in the first lockdown due to restrictions imposed by the educational hierarchy. Due
to General Data Protection Restrictions (GDPR), to concerns about teacher workload, and
about what was achievable beyond the physical school space, constraints were imposed;
synchronous online sessions were not widely permitted and, where they were allowed,
children’s cameras were to be switched off. This meant that teachers were limited in their
use of digital tools:

When we first got set up, I had assumed, ‘Great, I can start doing group work
and maybe have 4...6 kids at a time and do a discussion... have a proper lesson
because they need that collaborative learning—oh it’s such a loss. But Council
rules are that there’s absolutely completely no way, we are not allowed to video
contact children, and presumably it’s from a child protection point.

Other teachers reported being concerned about the loss of immediacy and connection
because of these restrictions. The importance of responsive feedback and mediation were
highlighted, and fear expressed about the impact of their lack on children’s motivation and
mastery of learning. The following comment reflects these concerns in a teacher who tried
to mitigate them by tracking pupil’s engagement:

You think of all the all the assistance we provide for them in school. It’s all gone.
They don’t have an adult near them. They don’t have a wee friend to ask. They
don’t have any collaborative learning, which is just the pits, and they’re just....
the [attainment] gap is just going to become a chasm... I don’t think I’ve really
changed much in terms of the learning and teaching aspect, only because I’m just
going to do the same lesson, but we will record it. And then, you know, pretend
there’s chat even though there’s not chat, kind of thing. But then maybe don’t
know which of these children are actually tuning in. Yes, I do know my views
are high because on YouTube it does tell you the numbers, but I don’t know... it
could be one kid watching the film 65 times.

Given the restrictions placed upon the application of the digital tools, some respon-
dents felt it was particularly restrictive for teachers who felt they needed to engage more
directly with their children due to the skill/knowledge being developed or the age of the
children. This comment applies to the youngest school-aged children (age 5):

The most challenging thing is writing. There’s always this kind of... I don’t know
whether it’s perceived pressure or stress to get children writing, and that’s a
really, really hard thing to kind of balance with play-based learning in the class
anyway, because traditionally we would be setting the kids down to write every
day, or at least every week, or would be practising handwriting. And I can’t see
children’s pencil grips. I can’t see them, you know, to encourage them to start
at the edge of the paper, or if their letter formation is the correct way. Those are
things I kind of worry about at the back of my head because they’re so difficult
to unlearn . . . And you know, I’m trying to kind of calm myself down about that
whole writing. And can they, can they hold a pencil properly, can they form the
letters properly? Can they spell properly? Can they write a sentence? Can they
write on the line? Don’t know.

Some teachers attempted to carve out spaces for new learning as a response to calls for
differentiated teaching. They reported trying to find ways of working round restrictions
and indeed sometimes paid lip service to these guidelines. The following comment reflects
a teacher’s thinking about how she could respond to children’s saturation with learning
consolidation. She thinks it possible to work around restrictions and use what she can
within the digital space to teach new concepts, almost Foucauldian in her transgression:
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I am getting to the stage with some of my maths groups where they need to learn
new stuff, and the unions have been really quite adamant that we shouldn’t be
teaching new ideas and that this time should be for consolidation. But I mean
I’ve got a group who are sick to death of consolidation and word problems and
problem solving and they just need to learn how to do taking away with crossing
out. I’ve got a MS Teams chat with them tomorrow, just that maths group . . . and
I’m going to try and teach them it over video with no video – like audio chat.

Attention to the emotional and psychological demands of entering a national lock-
down was a common theme within the interviews and it is possible that the choice to
consolidate prior learning rather than deliver new learning was an expression of pastoral
care rather than assumptions as to the utility of technologies. Indeed, comparing percep-
tions and practices relating to the acquisition of new learning between the first and second
lockdown would provide valuable information as to developing attitudes and assumptions
about learning in this new digital Thirdspace.

4. Discussion

This section addresses the results section and takes the data further into analysis. We
have decided to address the themes as a whole which is based on the foundation of Soja’s
Thirdspace. We believe this is in line with our ontological and epistemological stance
as outlined in the methodology section, as we agree with Hollway and Jefferson [9] that
were we to address each theme in isolation such fragmentation of thought would diminish
the argument we make. In fact, we start this discussion by referring to the impact of the
school building and also the impact of its loss during lockdown on the binaries mentioned
above. Elsewhere we have highlighted an increased awareness of the importance of the
school building [14] as a site which allows for structures and processes to bring about
equity and social justice [26]. The closure of the school building caused the necessity for
innovative ways of ensuring the continued enactment of these two values, so that teachers
and Head Teachers reported numerous creative initiatives in their attempts to reach out to
all children, particularly those who were deemed vulnerable [26]. The three themes above
similarly emerge due to the loss of the physical school building and the prominence of
digital technology to connect people in its absence and are thus intertwined.

Prior to the lockdown, teachers were positioned in different places along the binary
representing their views on technology: do they value technology in their teaching, and
how comfortable are they using it. Our analysis pushed the school building to the forefront
of this debate, as we realised that the binary effectively vanished once the schools closed.
Whether teachers valued or were familiar with technology became a thing of the past, as
technology became the medium through which all mainstream processes took place. In
this way, we acknowledge that technology provides an in-between space, a Thirdspace that
gives us more possibilities than we are accustomed to. As a Thirdspace, technology can
escape being pinned down to particular ways of doing even if there are always attempts
to pin it down. It seems to be in the nature of technology to constantly challenge teachers
and students, as it eludes capture—hence guaranteeing a constant place in Thirdspace. It
has an impact on the teachers who try to reach it, as it challenges their identities and their
engagement with teaching and learning, as seen in the above themes. In Theme Three, the
restrictions and constraints accompanying online teaching which were issued by governing
bodies and unions effectively limited attempts of teachers to engage with it, to discover
new ways of being with children. Thus, it is not only the technology itself, but also the
politics that come with it, that have an impact.

We agree that technology is not neutral; it changes people and spaces (schools and
homes) in their attempts to engage with it. Jones and Kessler [27] argue that teachers’
agency and consequently their realisation of their identities were severely impacted by
COVID-19 and our data suggests that engagement with technology contributed signifi-
cantly to this impact. They quote a teacher describing “the need to separate her work from
her personal life, something that in the COVID-19 era teachers have been increasingly un-
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able to do” (p. 3). One of the teachers in our study, in fact, remarked “that’s tricky—being
at home with my family and working at the same time . . . It’s hard to switch off”, while
others reported purposefully reaching out to children and families by showing snippets
of themselves in their personal lives. This ranged from one teacher who developed her
numeracy lessons on her croft with her two-year old being very much present in her videos,
to teachers attempting hand stands as part of a school challenge to encourage pupils’
well-being.

. . . teachers are . . . reacting according to their narrative understandings of selves,
schools, and students . . . teachers are now dealing with a complete disruption of their
storied professional landscape and, therefore, their sense of how they know themselves
and their students. Formerly, “changes ripple[d] through the school and influence the
whole web of stories” (Clandinin and Connelly, 1996, p. 160), now the changes have come
as something akin to a forest fire, requiring a full remaking of the landscape and teachers’
stories of self [27].

Many teachers in the above themes mentioned the wide range of digital tools and
spaces that work on different digital platforms. This choice may place teachers under
some pressure as they need to keep up with this ever-changing digital scenario, where
no sooner are teachers familiar with digital platforms than they are presented with new
ones to use as media for their teaching, risking appearing dated if they do not keep up.
This pressure is felt by technology users and sits alongside Camilleri’s [28] argument that
the perceived utility of a technology is related to an individual user’s familiarity with
that technology within the context it is to be employed within. Castells [29] describes
users as the ‘key producers’ of technology, moulding the technology to reflect their values
and meet current needs. In this regard the technology itself is transformed by the user’s
beliefs, values and assumptions. Orlikowski [30] captures this dynamic by describing
technologies as embodied structures, built to be appropriated by users. Locating these
ideas within the context of education, Mays [31] suggests that, for technologies to be used
for purposes beyond replicating and scaling traditional learning and teaching approaches,
teachers must approach technologies open to new possibilities. Indeed, Mays [31] argues
that assumptions about pedagogy, engagement and what is ‘possible’ are nested within the
very design of the digital learning pathways and opportunities created by educators. Yet,
although our research did yield data which showed technology as malleable and flexible
for those who claimed familiarity with it, other accounts reflected a view of technology as
a stronger force, indeed one which pulled them out of their comfort zone. In fact, this may
also be the case once teachers are familiar with a digital platform, as they may unexpectedly
be asked to engage with an upgrade or even a completely different platform. Baumans’ [32]
theory of liquid modernity argues that, as society moves forward, the pace of change
also quickens in many aspects of that society. As this pace of change quickens, what was
previously seen as new now has an increasingly reduced lifespan to be replaced by the new.
The recently new is now seen to be old-fashioned. If we apply this theory to education and
digital technologies, how does this impact on the teacher? Is there still the space and time
for that shared grammar of developing practice to take seed, to grow and to flourish?

This liquidity of change is one that is very much linked to the promise of transfor-
mation of teaching and learning made to schools by the major educational technology
companies. This promise is one that can be seen in the literature and at events such as
educational trade shows [33,34]. Indeed, Buckingham [33] (p. 26) in his critique of how
digital technology is sold to education argues that, “technology seems to move beyond
being a mere consumer product and to assume an almost metaphysical dimension; and
in the process, it is endowed with a magical ability to stimulate and transform learning
and teaching”. We feel this is suggestive of Soja’s ephemeral and elusive nature of what
inhabits Thirdspace as it “introduces a critical ‘other-than’ choice that speaks and critiques
through its otherness... It does not derive simply from an additive combination of its binary
antecedents but rather from a disordering, deconstruction, and tentative reconstitution of
their presumed totalization producing an open alternative that is both similar and strik-
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ingly different” [8] (p. 61). In this Thirdspace, “contradictory and seemingly incompatible
ideas [are allowed] to coexist and be creatively restructured in new ways to produce new
meaning” [35] (p. 57).

Despite some reticence about technology use in schools [36,37] and the nature of
engagement with it as dictated by the educational hierarchy, many teachers in Scotland
had little option but to try to engage with it at various levels. It was evident from our data
that there are different attitudes among teachers’ use of technology in their practice, and
this is supported by international literature [38–42]. The promise of transformation is a
seductive one for education and one that could be argued, from a Scottish perspective, is
still a promise that many see as unfulfilled. Indeed, commentators such as Selwyn [43]
(p. 9) argue that much of the rhetoric of transformation is very difficult to substantiate.
Mays’ [31] analysis points out that new media and technology can easily be used simply
to replicate the traditional teaching and learning approaches rather than offering new ap-
proaches. Selwyn [43] further argues that we should treat descriptions of digital revolution,
transformation and improvement as evocative and aspirational stories, rather than sober,
objective and accurate descriptions of actual ongoing changes in education. As Higgins
et al. [44] (p. 16) argue, “overall the key implication is that the technology is solely a
catalyst for change. What is it that teachers or learners actually do which brings about any
improvement in learning? Focusing on the change (and the process of change) in terms of
learning is essential in supporting effective use.” The lockdown has highlighted that, when
it comes to effective teaching and learning with digital tools and spaces, we still “don’t
have a shared picture of what effective practice with digital technologies look like” [45]
(p. 3). As Mays [31] argues, new tools should not replicate what has always been done but
are ideally used to rethink what is both desirable and possible in an online environment.

It was against this backdrop of an apparent deficit understanding of digital peda-
gogy in the traditional school-based space of teaching and learning that teachers found
themselves wrestling with online teaching. Ewing and Cooper used the term ‘instructional
MacGyvers’ to describe how teachers were feeling during the pandemic, having to impro-
vise solutions in less than ideal circumstances [3]. Arguably, it is the case that what has
become the default discourse around digital technologies is the need first and foremost
to develop confidence and competence in tools against the already discussed backdrop
of rapid change. This rapid change brings into question whether there was the time, and
even an appreciation of the importance of going beyond a functional competence and to
explore the underlying pedagogies of digital teaching and learning irrespective of the tool,
space or device used. Lockdown presented the teaching profession with a new challenge
and a new space in which it had to make sense of what it means to be an educator in the
challenging context of a lockdown caused by a pandemic.

5. Conclusions

This paper looked at the impact of digital technology on teaching and learning in
primary schools in Scotland during the first COVID-19 lockdown, based on a study on
the lived experiences of primary teachers working in Scotland during this time. As Jones
and Kessler [27] remarked, “during the pandemic, the entire landscape of teachers’ reali-
ties has shifted. Initially, this took place overnight, while public discourse continued to
demand their accountability. While attempting to adapt her practices and materials for
virtual teaching in March of 2020, a teacher’s identity may have undergone one round of
renegotiation, reconceptualizing her teaching values or commitments for a new modality”
(p. 6). This was also reflected in Kim and Asbury’s [46] research.

This paper discusses that Scotland was similar to many other countries internation-
ally in that lockdown revealed a lack of preparedness to switch to online learning and
understanding of how to engage with digital technologies and pedagogies. Against this
backdrop, Soja’s concept of Thirdspace helped us read the data through several binaries,
where technology was viewed as providing a space, and itself also being an in-between
space, a Thirdspace that gives us more possibilities than we are accustomed to. These pos-
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sibilities, in the data analysed from the Scottish digital context, reveal that the teachers in
this study were able to realise more meaningful engagement in the digital Thirdspace than
had been possible, or perceived as desirable, prior to lockdown. However, the different
levels of engagement and consequent competence of teachers with digital technology mean
that some teachers, who had previously been very successful in their class teaching, were
perceived differently and those with digital expertise were finally able to demonstrate the
value of their prior engagement with digital technology. The introduction of the virtual
arena of teaching and learning meant that previously well-defined binaries of teachers
in school and parents at home meant that roles became blurred; teachers who were also
parents found it challenging to manage both roles and had to find an-other way of being in
their home while students’ parents became intermediaries for their children and teachers
to support the digital channel of communication. The Scottish Government guidance for
parents not to act formally as teachers was challenging to enact in their lived reality.

A final tension concerned what was possible in terms of introducing new learning
versus consolidation of learning. This was due to teachers’ own uncertainty about what
was achievable using digital tools exacerbated by well-meaning restrictions imposed upon
how they and their students were permitted to engage with the technology. Technology, as
a Thirdspace, can support teaching and learning to escape being pinned down to particular
ways of doing and contradictory ideas can co-exist. It is this light that technology is seen as
hopeful for teachers and students, yet as well always being a receding horizon that always
needs to be aimed at. The COVID-19 lockdown brought this complexity into sharp focus.
Moving forward, it is fundamental that educational policies reconceptualise how digital
technology can support learning. This would enable teachers and learners to build on
what lockdown has shown us to be possible and may support educational structures that
transcend our embedded understanding of teaching and learning being always centred
around and restricted to the local, physical environs of the school. It is hoped that, as
COVID-19 becomes managed, we retain the value of what we have learned as we return to
schools and the physical locus of learning and with the reinstating of previous binaries.
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Abstract: In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic emerged, which resulted in global lockdowns. As a
result, education could no longer be provided in its current form and was therefore provided online.
This study discusses the consequences of online instruction in secondary education and how students
perceived this new way of learning. Specifically, this research focuses on how online education was
facilitated, how this differs from regular education and how students and teachers experienced these
practices. In this study, qualitative and quantitative data were collected from teachers and students.
Our findings revealed that the students were missing a proper structure in the lessons. There was
a decline in the understanding and enjoyment by students in all courses. This study also shows
that the variety of instructional strategies that the teachers used increased during the lockdown
period. However, teachers were lacking in other aspects that define good instruction. Moreover,
teacher data demonstrate that the teachers needed guidance from the schoolboard. It is remarkable
that the schoolboard plays a key role in improving this situation. This research suggests that if the
schoolboard provides guidelines on planning education, teachers could focus more on other aspects
of a good instruction.

Keywords: COVID-19 lockdown education; structure in education; online education; secondary
education; teacher knowledge

1. Introduction

The evolution towards distance education practice started 170 years ago when distance
education was an individual pursuit defined by geographical disadvantages between
student and teacher [1–3]. Since the last half of the twentieth century, the developments
were accelerated by the emergence of three additional generations, supported by: (a)
the mass media of television and radio, (b) the synchronous tools of audio and video
conferencing, and (c) computer conferencing [1]. In the past two decades specifically, online
learning has become an increasingly important component of secondary education [4].

Even though, full online instruction has not been a common practice in secondary
schools until recently, many higher education institutions already have been practising
online education [3,5,6]. Reference [6] (p. 682) stated that “online learning offers some
significant advantages over learning through traditional, classroom-based courses.” Students look
more objectively at collaborative dialogue and their participation in it. This participation
results in more equalized roles, where written exchange of messages leads to more effective
communication [7]. Reference [8] distinguished two incentives for universities to engage in
online learning: to provide learning to new audiences and to transform learning delivery
in a competitive landscape. Reference [3] used these incentives to define four categories for
universities to embrace online education [9]:

1. “Expanding access” to accommodate for the mismatch in programme calendars, work,
and family responsibilities.

2. “Alleviating capacity constraints” to provide education to more students than the
physical housing of universities allows.
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3. “Capitalising on emerging market opportunities” to meet the market’s demand for higher
education outside the traditional 18–24 age range.

4. “Serving as a catalyst for institutional transformation” to adapt to the increasingly com-
petitive environment due to a decrease in public funding.

Although online education has been implemented and promoted at higher education
before early 2020, it was not common for secondary schools to facilitate education online.
The standard setting was in-class education, where all students were physically present.
However, when COVID-19 emerged in early 2020, which was declared as a pandemic by
WHO, measures such as lockdown and social distancing were introduced in many countries
all around the world [10]. Consequently, students were forced to follow their education
from home. All countries in the European Union required their secondary schools to
provide online instructions to all of the students [11]. This sudden and unexpected change
in society required teachers to adapt their teaching practice (i.e., adopting instruction and
assessment strategies) for this new way of teaching without any preparation.

Despite the fact that several researchers have studied the impact of the COVID-19
virus on education [12–15], most of these studies focus on medical education or university
education. To our knowledge, there are limited studies that examine practices of teachers
and perceptions of students about online education during the COVID-19 pandemic in the
secondary school education context. The present study aims to explore the perceptions
and experiences of both students and teachers with respect to educational practices in
the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. More specifically, this research focuses on how
online education was facilitated, how this differs from regular education, and how students
and teachers experienced these practices. The findings of this study have the potential for
improving education outside the context of a pandemic.

1.1. Context of Research

In Europe, COVID-19 emerged in late February 2020. As a result, schools were fully
closed in March for several months due to contemporary COVID-19 countermeasures
in various European countries [11]. In this period, referred to as the lockdown period, all
students had to follow education from home. This implied that not only higher education,
but also primary and secondary schools, were obliged to facilitate online education to
their students.

The present study was conducted at a public secondary school in the Netherlands,
which has approximately 1200 students, aged between 10 and 19 years old. This school is
renowned for its excellence in education and prepares the students for university education.
Furthermore, the school encourages students to become responsible for their own learning
process rather than being engaged in a cooperative learning process with other students.

The school obtained a licence of an online learning environment and video-conferencing
software a few weeks after the beginning of the lockdown period. Furthermore, the
school had been using an online administration platform that was already in place for
administration of grades, attendance of students and class schedule. The administrative
platform was mainly used for registering homework, while the online learning environment
was used for deliverables and lecturing. During the lockdown period, no summative
assessment took place; only formative assessment was allowed by the schoolboard. This
implied that no additional grades could be given to the students.

1.2. The Study

Due to the sudden changes in society, the teaching practices had to be adapted quickly
to new situations. Specifically, this meant that teachers had to provide their students
with education while the students were absent in the classroom. In most cases, online
education was provided by the teachers. This new way of teaching should, like teaching in
regular scenarios, be of proper quality. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the teaching
practices used during the lockdown and investigate the experiences of the students. The
hypothesis of this research is that when teachers were able to apply all their knowledge
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during online lessons, in the same way as they did in in-class teaching, the lessons would
be of the highest quality.

This study aims to explore perceptions of students and knowledge domains that
teachers used regarding education in the context of COVID-19. More specifically, we are
interested in exploring needs and positive experiences regarding non-physical education
during the pandemic and how these insights could be useful for improving education.

In order to gain better insight into how regular education can be improved with the
newly gained insights from COVID-19-related scenarios, the following question needs to
be answered: How did teachers’ use of knowledge domains during lockdowns influence
the students’ perception of the courses? In order to answer this question, one first needs to
answer the following sub-questions:

• What are the differences regarding the characteristics of good teaching in regular in-class
learning compared to lockdown learning?

• How does the use of teachers’ knowledge domains influence the students’ perception on the
subject matter?

Answering these questions helps in establishing a relationship between teacher knowl-
edge domains, related pedagogical approaches, and the quality of instructions. Ultimately,
the answers to these questions enable the establishment of grounded recommendations for
pedagogical approaches in regular situations.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Aspects of a Good Instruction

Summarizing the work of [16], there are eight main aspects of good instruction to
be distinguished:

• The goals of the instruction should be properly formulated [17,18]. The main achieve-
ments are typically provided by a curriculum that defines what students should know
at the end of every year.

• There should be a “safe learning environment” [16]. This environment is built out of
both motivational and pedagogical aspects [17,19–22].

• The instruction should be given in a constructive manner [18,23]. The instructions could,
for instance, be supported by a whiteboard on which the teacher can write notes for
the class. This point is about the materials available to support instructions.

• The teacher should be able to provide proper guidance and coaching to support a safe
learning environment [17,18].

• The instruction should contain meaningful contexts [18].
• The student should be encouraged towards individual learning [16,24].
• Students should be encouraged to work together on exercises [18,25].
• Finally, the learning needs to be assessed in both a formative and summative manner [16,26].

All of these aspects are embedded in the Dutch teacher education, i.e., all Dutch
teachers should be able to provide the above-mentioned aspects in their lessons [16].

The characteristics of good instruction, as given above, also apply in online education,
as enforced by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the implementation of these character-
istics can be different in online education compared to regular education. Reference [27]
makes suggestions on how to modify the regular course set-up to meet the requirements
set by online education. Reference [27] stated that dividing content into smaller pieces and
emphasizing the teacher’s voice is beneficial for providing online education. Additionally,
Reference [28] stated that teachers should be flexible towards students and their delivery
of materials due to possible unstable internet connections. All of these suggestions are
aimed at properly adapting to the new, online learning environments rather than redefining
good instruction.

The International Association of Universities (IAU) launched a global survey on
the impact of COVID-19 on higher education around the world. The results show that
although almost all Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) reported having infrastructure
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to communicate with students and staff, they also reported that it is a challenge to ensure
clear communication. Teaching and learning are affected by COVID-19 at almost all HEIs.
They reported challenges such as technical infrastructure, competences, and pedagogy for
distance education and specific requirements of a particular field of study. On the other
hand, it was also reported that online education offers remarkable opportunities for more
flexible learning, exploring blended or hybrid learning and combining synchronous and
asynchronous learning [10].

2.2. Teacher Knowledge

Besides the aspects of good instruction, described above, teacher knowledge domains
influence the quality of instructions as well [29]. Reference [30] described five general
domains of teacher knowledge:

• Knowledge about the general educational context.
• Knowledge about the specific educational context.
• General pedagogical knowledge.
• Subject matter knowledge.
• Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK).

These domains are subsets of each other, i.e., general pedagogical knowledge and
subject matter knowledge are subsets of PCK, which are all subsets of specific educational
context, which in turn is a subset of the general educational context [30].

Each teacher knowledge domain is characterized by a set of aspects. First of all, general
pedagogical knowledge consists of knowledge about the learners and learning, classroom
management, and knowledge about the general curriculum and instruction [30–34]. Sec-
ondly, subject matter knowledge is defined by the knowledge of syntactic structures of the
discipline and substantive structures of the discipline [30–32]. PCK is defined by blending
general pedagogical knowledge and subject matter knowledge. Aspects defining PCK
include knowledge about common misconceptions, topic-specific instructional strategies,
and purposes for teaching the topic [30]. All of the three above mentioned domains are
included in the domain about the specific educational context. Knowledge about specific
contexts includes knowledge about the classroom (e.g., the layout of the physical classroom)
and knowledge about the students. Lastly, the domain of the general educational context
extends the domain about the specific educational context by including knowledge about
the state and nation, the community, the school, and former students [30]. Due to the
generality of these domains, we argue that these knowledge domains are also applicable
for online teaching [29].

According to Shulman’s conceptualization of PCK, it includes using appropriate
technology to represent concepts to students [32]. However, the authors of [35] argue
that it is necessary to add domain of technology knowledge (TK) considering important
role of technology in society and in education. TK is defined by [36] (p. 63) as “knowledge
of how to use emerging technologies”. According to this definition, emerging technologies
refer to technologies that are not yet often used in a particular context such as education.
In addition, TK is also described as procedural knowledge regarding using technology
and technological tools, which includes abilities to tackle with problems while using
technologies [37]. Furthermore, TK involves knowledge of understanding technologies,
being aware of opportunities that technology and technological tools offer for education
for a particular concept and level, recognizing how and when various technology and
technological tools can support or hinder students’ learning, and pursuing learning and
using new technologies [38].

2.3. Theoretical Framework: Characteristics of Good Teaching

The theoretical framework considered throughout this research is based on the theory
presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Both characterizations of a good instruction and teacher
knowledge are acknowledged by this research, and therefore both concepts are being
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considered. This framework for characteristics of good teaching is divided into seven
different categories.

The first category is assessment (AS), which allows a teacher to gain an overview of how
well the subject matter is understood by the students. Assessment includes both summative
and formative assessment, in which the teacher will be able to closely monitor the progress
of the students throughout the learning process. The second category is goals (GO). This
category includes all aspects that teachers use to establish learning goals. Goals are defined
for the current topic considering the previously acquired goals. The next category, context
(CO), considers how well a teacher can provide meaningful context to students. The fourth
category is cooperation (CP), which indicates how well students are encouraged to work
together. The fifth category is called individual learning responsibility (IV). This category
gives insight into how well teachers can guide students towards taking their own respon-
sibility on their learning process. The sixth category is instructional strategies (IS) which
includes strategies and tools that teachers use throughout their lessons (e.g., topic-specific
instructional strategies). The seventh category is pedagogical guidance (PE), which monitors
how well teachers guide their students. Aspects include knowledge about the students
and the ability to create a safe learning environment. The final category is technological
knowledge (TK), which describes how skilled teachers are in handling technological tools
for instruction purposes.

The eight categories described above cover all aspects of a good instruction and
different domains of teacher knowledge. Therefore, these categories provide a well-suited
framework for investigating experiences with respect to educational practices in the context
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Research Design

In this mixed-methods study, qualitative and quantitative data were collected from
teachers and their students in two rounds as illustrated in Figure 1. The first round of the
research was designed for a small group of students and teachers. In this round, the data
collection method was optimised such that in round 2, this method could be applied to a
larger set of participants.

Round 1

Round 2

Interview

7 Teachers

Interview

5 Students

Interview

13 Teachers

146 Students

Completed Questionnaire

During Lockdown

Determine Questions
For Questionnaire

Send Questionnaire
To 674 Students

Taught Students

Figure 1. Schematic overview of the research design, including the number of participants.

For teachers, the first round of data collection consisted of semi-structured interviews
where the teachers could add comments outside the provided interview protocol. The de-
sign was such that there was a possibility for adjustment for the second round. Fortunately,
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no adaptions had to be performed, and therefore the same interview protocol was used in
the second round of the interviews with the teachers.

For students, the first round of data collection consisted of structured interviews.
Therefore, students were not able to add comments. The structured interviews were chosen
to ensure that students would not deviate from the guidelines provided by the interview
protocol. The students’ answers led to the design of the questionnaire for the second
round. This questionnaire was sent to 674 students, 288 responded to it, and 146 of those
288 students fully completed it.

3.2. Participant Teachers and Students Recruitment

The teachers and students were recruited in two rounds. In the first round, seven
teachers were selected that were willing to participate in the research. Secondly, five
students were selected who were taught by the selected teachers during the lockdown
period and were known to be critical and able to provide very elaborate opinions. In this
way the most reliable results could be achieved, and links between the answers of the
students and teachers could easily be identified.

For the second round, an additional 13 teachers from different departments were
selected, indirectly, by the schoolboard. All 13 teachers participated in a group responsible
for the development of the pedagogical strategies used by their respective department.
Therefore, these teachers were well aware of all developments that were taking place inside
their department. This made these teachers appropriate participants. A summary of all
participating teachers, their courses and the round in which they interviewed is given
in Table 1. References [39–41] state that a group of fifteen participants is the smallest
acceptable sample size for qualitative research. Therefore, the number of participants
included in this study is sufficient to reach reliable outcomes.

Table 1. Overview of the interviewed teachers.

Teacher Course Round Teacher Course Round

Teacher-1 Geography 1 Teacher-11 Physics 2
Teacher-2 German 1 Teacher-12 Physics 2
Teacher-3 Latin and Greek 1 Teacher-13 Information theory 2
Teacher-4 Physics 1 Teacher-14 Economics 2
Teacher-5 Dutch 1 Teacher-15 English 2
Teacher-6 Arts 1 Teacher-16 Mathematics 2
Teacher-7 Mathematics 1 Teacher-17 Geography 2
Teacher-8 Dutch 2 Teacher-18 Biology 2
Teacher-9 Chemistry 2 Teacher-19 Music 2

Teacher-10 Arts 2 Teacher-20 Latin and Greek 2

Students in the second round were approached based on the study year. Only students
that were in the first three years of secondary education were approached because their
schedules were planned according to the study year. In the last three years of secondary
education in the Netherlands, all students have personalized schedules, which makes it
difficult to design an automated questionnaire and thus makes it difficult to reach a large set
of participants simultaneously. Therefore, only the 674 students that were in the first three
years of their secondary education during the lockdown period were approached. From
the approached 674 students, 288 students responded to the questionnaire, and 146 of them
fully completed the questionnaire. Table 2 provides an overview of the participant students.
Reference [42] states that, achieving a 90% chance of observing the desired behavior of
3 different themes with the lowest prevalence requires at least 105 participants. Therefore,
the number of participants in this research is in line with the guidelines provided by [42].
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Table 2. Overview of the number of students that responded to the questionnaire.

Year Age (Range) Level Percentile 1 Participants

1 11–13 N/A 65th and up 106
2 12–14 Havo 65th and up 36
2 12–14 Vwo 82nd and up 45
3 13–15 Havo 65th and up 42
3 13–15 Vwo 82nd and up 59

Total 288
1 Reference [43]

3.3. Data Collection Process and Sources
3.3.1. Teacher Interviews

The data were collected through semi-structured interviews with the teachers. In
both the first and the second rounds, the interviews were designed to collect data about
teacher knowledge regarding their teaching pedagogies during the lockdown period. The
interview protocol was first discussed with other teachers and researchers to make sure
that the interview protocol was complete and the questions were clear for the teachers. The
final interview protocol, used in both rounds 1 and 2, consisted of 27 questions.

The first four questions aimed to get a good overview of how the goals of the teachers
have been adjusted in the lockdown period. The next five questions were used to gather
an overview of the pedagogical approaches that were used in the course. The next four
questions were for assessing prior knowledge of the students, i.e., how the teacher was able
to monitor the progress of the students’ learning so far. The following three questions were
specifically designed to see how well the teachers were able to detect which students were
having troubles with the material. Additionally, these questions indicate what approaches
the teacher used to make sure struggling students could understand the material better.
Finally, nine questions about the assessment in class were asked of the teachers. Note that
this section is different from assessing the prior knowledge of the students, since these final
questions ask specifically about assessment moments. Of this last section, the first four
questions were mainly about the summative assessment methods. The last five questions
were mainly about the formative assessment methods.

The interviews in the first round took one hour on average, where the interviews
in the second round lasted 40 min on average. The interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed verbatim.

3.3.2. Student Interviews in Round 1

The student interviews were mainly focused on how they experienced online ed-
ucation during the lockdown period. The interview protocol consisted of five general
questions and nine questions per course. Seven courses were considered during the
interviews, bringing the total number of questions to 68.

First, the students were asked to state their general opinion about the education in
the lockdown period. The next question was about whether the student lacks at a specific
course due to the lockdown period. The next two questions were about what the students
did and did not like about the lockdown period in general. The fifth question asked if the
student’s motivation towards school changed during the lockdown period.

After the general questions, the student was asked to answer eight or nine course-
specific questions depending on whether or not the same teacher was still teaching the
student. The questions in these course-specific parts were the same for each course. The
first four questions were about the change in student motivation and how the students
liked the course before and during the lockdown period. The next two questions were
about what the students liked the most and least about how the specific course during the
lockdown period. The next question was about if the teacher used different approaches in
explaining the material. Next, the students were asked about their concentration during
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the specific course. Finally, the student was asked to list any differences in the teacher’s
way of teaching if the student still had the same teacher for the same course.

The student interviews in the first round took 10 to 15 min per student. The interviews
were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

3.3.3. Student Questionnaire in Round 2

The questions presented in the questionnaire for the students were similar to the ques-
tions used in the interview. However, in the questionnaire, the questions were formulated
in a closed manner; i.e., the student could choose from a limited set of answers. The options
to choose from were generated based on the answers given by the students who were
interviewed. Since the answers are now finite, analysis can be performed more efficiently
compared to the open questions asked during the interviews, since all questions for each
course are exactly the same.

For administration of the questionnaire, the survey tool VOspiegel (https://onderwij
sspiegel.nl/spiegel/vospiegel/, accessed on 29 April 2021) was used. This tool was able to
distribute the designed questionnaire to all considered students with only the questions
applicable to them. Furthermore, VOspiegel was able to provide an elaborate summary of
the results from the questionnaire with the basic analysis already performed.

The questionnaire itself was constructed in such a way that students only had to
answer questions that were applicable to them. In the Netherlands, it is the case that after
the first year of secondary education, students get two new courses: German and physics.
After the second year, they get two other courses: chemistry and economics. VOspiegel was
able to take into account all of these changes in courses. However, students not only get
new courses, but they also drop some in the third year: biology and music. Unfortunately,
it was not possible to remove courses if they were not being taught any more. Therefore,
it was decided not to ask students questions about these courses to maintain the high
efficiency of the questionnaire.

3.4. Data Analysis

In this study, two different methods of data collection were used: interviews and a
questionnaire, which provided qualitative and quantitative data, respectively. These two
data types also require different approaches in analysis. This section will discuss the two
methods separately.

3.4.1. Qualitative Analysis

For the interviews conducted, the analysis was based on coding principles of qualita-
tive data. The coding was executed in iterative cycles where the code list, new codes, and
coding strategies were checked, refined and confirmed [44]. Each interview gave approxi-
mately 4 pages of data that needed to be analysed. In order to code the data according to the
principles of [45], a concept-driven coding approach was used [46], based on the aspects dis-
cussed in Section 2. The categories were defined by the aspects noted in Section 2.3, where
the characteristics of good teaching are mentioned. The main categories are assessment (AS),
goals (GO), context (CO), cooperation (CP), individual learning responsibility (IV), instruc-
tional strategies (IS), pedagogical guidance (PE), and technological knowledge (TK). Besides
these categories, there are two categories called course (CR) and time (TM) that, respectively,
indicate the course that the interviewed teacher teaches and the time in which the teaching
took place. The CR group enables the analysis to distinguish between the approaches used
by different courses such that they can be linked to the outcomes of the students. The
obtained data were coded using Atlas.ti (https://atlasti.com/, accessed on 29 April 2021)
qualitative data analysis software. Before coding all the data, firstly, a coding exercise was
performed in which the two researchers coded the transcripts of the same teachers with
the same a priori code list. When the disagreements were discussed, the two researchers
reached a consensus with an interrater agreement of 81% [47]. After this coding exercise,
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the a priori code list was updated with new codes that appeared to be significant and
frequently emerged from the data.

After the first round of coding, the code list was revised by merging the codes that
indicate the same aspect. In the second round, all teacher data from the 7 teachers (first
round) were coded again together with the other 13 teachers (second round) by using the
final code list (see Table 3). The focus of coding lay on the teacher’s experience rather
than the interconnection with the students. This analysis extends the analysis in the first
round by means of increasing the sample size to draw more reliable conclusions [41]. The
results of the analysis in the second iteration eventually were compared to the results of
the questionnaire of the students in order to match the effects of certain decisions that were
made by the teachers. The comparison is based on the course that the teacher taught.

Table 3. Coding scheme for instruction characteristics.

Category Codes

Assessment (AS)

Formative assessment:

• Formative assessment of work
• Formative oral examination
• Formative, summative written examinations (i.e.,

exams that were originally made for summative
assessment, are now examined, but not graded)

• Formative written exercises
• Making self-made exam questions

Summative assessment:

• Presentations
• Summative oral examination
• Summative practical assignment
• Summative written examination

Context (CO)

Provide another dimension to the study material:

• Illustrative examples
• Practical examples

Instructional strategies (IS)

Ways of presenting material to students:

• Notes on whiteboard
• Using presentation software
• Notes on presentations
• Separate document with notes distributed
• Notes with tablet
• Video instructions
• Demonstrations
• Personalised explanation

Distributing study materials:

• Electronic learning environment
• E-mail

Other factors that influence the instructions:

• Practical-specific material
• Lack of materials
• Less instruction possibilities
• Providing a static structure
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Table 3. Cont.

Category Codes

Cooperation (CP)
Stimulation for students to work together:

• Work together on exercises

Goals (GO)

Planning related characteristics:

• Modifications according to situation
• Shortened planning
• Unmodified planning
• Explicit formulation of goals

Checking prior knowledge:

• Checking achieved goals

Check if material is understood by students:

• Check intermediate goals
• Goals have been achieved
• Goals have not been achieved
• Unclear if goals have been achieved

Pedagogical guidance (PE)

Teacher initiatives to help students:

• Additional instructions
• Personal guidance
• Share work online

Observations made in the (physical) absence of the teacher:

• Difficult to provide the students with proper
instructions

• Less guidance possible when the students are at
home

• Less motivations when the students are at home
• Unable to reach everybody during online classes
• Students are properly motivated to work

Individual learning
responsibility (IV)

Helping students improve their own responsibility:

• Student logs own progress
• Students need to take their responsibility
• Making exercises in class
• Applying scaffolding techniques
• Mandatory participation of students

Observations made in the (physical) absence of the teacher:

• Students do not take their responsibility
• Students do not actively participate in the learning

process
• Students do not know how to learn properly
• Students only learn for their grades

Technological Knowledge
(TK)

Ability to handle technological instruction tools:

• Inability to use technological tools
• Knowledge about technological tools
• Ability to use technological tools
• Disliking of having to use technological tools

The student interviews were coded with a code list that consists of answer choices
for the questions in a questionnaire. Therefore, in the end, the code list provided useful
guidelines for setting up the questionnaire for the students.

3.4.2. Quantitative Analysis

The questionnaire mainly comprised closed-ended questions with an extra option
to provide comments. The statistical results were summarized by the same tool that
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acquired the results in the first place: VOspiegel. This tool is able to summarize the
responses/choices of the students and provide relative and absolute results.

The results provided by VOspiegel are accompanied by the raw data on which the
provided summary is based. Even though the summary might be sufficient to draw conclu-
sions, some references to the original data are used to link certain questions to their respec-
tive course. In this way, it is possible to link the effect of certain strategies implemented by
a course to the perception of the students. For other, more elaborate analysis, MATLAB
(https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html, accessed on 29 April 2021) was
used with the provided raw data from the questionnaire. With MATLAB, the significance
of certain results could also be computed.

4. Results

In this section, first, the results regarding teacher knowledge domains and teach-
ers’ experiences are presented. Then, the results with respect to students’ perceptions
are provided.

4.1. Teacher Interviews

This section provides the reader with the results provided by the conducted interviews
with the teachers. First of all, all domains of teacher knowledge are discussed together, and
later these aspects will be discussed one-by-one.

4.1.1. Teacher Knowledge

The analysis of the teachers’ knowledge showed that teachers faced a lot of difficulties
during the first lockdown period. Most teachers indicated that there was a lack of structure
and steering from the school board about what was expected of them. “It was not clear in
the first few weeks what needed to be done”, indicated Teacher 3 (Latin and Greek), who
ultimately was unable to teach due to this confusing environment. This new environment
caused teachers to face significant difficulties in their teaching approaches at first. Later,
when teachers understood what was expected of them, the teachers indicated that they felt
more at ease and were able to teach properly.

Table 4 shows, for each of the domains of teacher knowledge, how many aspects
teachers used. These aspects only include those factors that teachers can influence; i.e.,
all opinion and observation codes are left out. Table 4 reveals that each aspect, except IS,
is used less during the lockdown than it was before the lockdown. Furthermore, Table 4
shows that the CP characteristic is used significantly less than all other aspects among the
interviewed teachers.

Table 4. Teacher-dependent aspects present per teacher knowledge category before and during the
lockdown period.

Category Before the Lockdown During the Lockdown Relative Difference [%]

AS 65 37 −43.09
GO 19 9 −52.63
CO 30 19 −36.67
CP 2 0 −100.00
IV 23 10 −56.52
IS 49 65 +32.65
PE 31 20 −35.48

4.1.2. Assessment

Teachers indicated that assessment was the most challenging aspect during the lock-
down period. The schoolboard announced early in the lockdown that there would be
no examinations anymore for the rest of the year, with an exemption being made for
practical and oral examinations. For teachers, this meant that no summative assessment
was allowed anymore, even though a significant part of the learning material was to be
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discussed. Usually, every course has at least two exams during the last period of the year.
Most teachers switched to using formative assessment strategies by providing the students
with the exam that was meant for the course, without grading it afterwards. Teacher 4
(physics) indicated that this was not the right way of conducting formative assessment.

4.1.3. Goals

During the lockdown period, teachers had to adapt their teaching to the new environ-
ment. Therefore, some teachers adapted their planning and learning goals to better suit
the new situation. Half of the teachers indicated having changed their goals according to
the situation. Of the other half that indicated not to have modified their planning, again,
half indicated to discussing less material; e.g., Teacher 1 (geography) said that the goals
“. . . were not modified, but all material was provided on a lower speed.”

Even though in 70% of the cases the goals were not achieved, some of them additionally
indicated being satisfied with the result. One of those teachers, Teacher 8 (Dutch), indicated
that he was “. . . unsure if this could have been prevented” “. . . we got the best results,
considering these circumstances”, Teacher 14 (economics) added. The remaining teachers
stated that they were unable to tell if goals were achieved in the first place “. . . no summative
examination took place. . . ”, Teacher 18 (biology) mentioned.

Besides being able to tell the level of understanding after giving a course, this teacher
knowledge aspect also tells how well the teacher can estimate the level of prior knowledge
of the students. During the lockdown period, there was approximately 58% less checking
of the goals by the teachers. Teachers 10 (arts), 12 (physics), 15 (English), 16 (mathematics),
and 17 (geography) even indicated not having checked the level of understanding at all
during the lockdown. Teachers had the opportunity to grade themselves on their ability to
guess the level of prior knowledge of their students. Whereas teachers before the lockdown
gave themselves a 7.7 on average for diagnosing the level of understanding, during the
lockdown, this was only a 3.9.

4.1.4. Pedagogical Guidance

One of the most obstructing aspects of online instruction is the fact that teachers are
faced with a physical barrier. This barrier prevented teachers from providing guidance to
the students. All of the teachers indicated that, before the lockdown period, they would
walk through the class to see where students were struggling with the material. When
teachers found a student struggling with the material, they would give this student one-
on-one explanation about the material. Unfortunately, during the lockdown, this was no
longer possible; there was no possibility of physical contact with the students. Teachers 12
(physics), 15 (English), and 20 (Latin and Greek) found themselves unable to provide the
students with any form of (individual) guidance during the lockdown. Of the remaining
17 teachers, 15 relied on the students for personal guidance; i.e., only if the student asked
for help was it provided to them (e.g., planning a video call for additional explanation).
Whereas, before the lockdown, the teacher decided who got individual guidance, during
the lockdown, students had to decide for themselves.

Other observations about the pedagogical guidance during the lockdown that teachers
made was the fact that the guidance at home was lacking. Teachers indicated that students
were not properly motivated any more to do anything for school. Teacher 2 (German) said
that “students were not interested in the material anymore, because there would be no ‘real
grade’ given in the end.” Since only formative assessment was allowed, teachers indicated
that the motivation of students was significantly lacking.

4.1.5. Individual Learning Responsibility

Not only the pedagogical guidance suffered from the online barrier but also the
individual learning responsibility was subject to it. At the school, the students were
encouraged to take their own responsibility for their learning process. Therefore, the
teachers decided to give more responsibility to the students during the lockdown period.
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Teacher 8 (Dutch) even said that “. . . we [the teachers] will provide the material, but the
students are responsible for asking what they want.” Fifty percent of the teachers clearly
observed a significant lack in students’ ability to take their own responsibility, “. . . the
motivation of the students was missing. . . ”, Teacher 9 (chemistry) said.

The teacher interviews revealed that there was a 73% reduction in guidance in the
process towards taking responsibility of one’s own. Even though there was the possibility
for students to participate in individual instruction sessions, this already assumed that stu-
dents were able to take their own responsibility. In the end, most teachers agreed that most
students were not yet able to take their own responsibility in their own learning process.

4.1.6. Instructional Strategies

The only teacher knowledge component that was applied more in the lockdown
period than before was the instructional strategies component (see Table 4). Before the
lockdown period, teachers were using either a whiteboard or PowerPoints. However, using
a whiteboard was no longer possible during the lockdown, and therefore other methods
were to be investigated. Teacher 7 (mathematics), who was using a whiteboard before, was
forced to “. . . explore other possibilities of providing notes to the students.” Furthermore,
Teacher 19 (music) was using pilot versions of online-based teaching methods to see what
could be used further on.

However, some classes were highly dependent on materials present in the classroom
that were not (always) present at the students’ homes, for example, arts classes, which are
dependent on practical materials that can be found in class (e.g., special drawing ink). It is
interesting to see that even these courses, music and arts, were able to adapt their goals
and instructional strategies to meet the available materials at students’ homes. Teacher 6
(arts) decided to “. . . divide bigger assignments in smaller ones, doable at home”, where
she considered the materials that all students have available at home.

One obvious shift in the instructional strategies is the shift in the distribution of study
materials. The material originally handed out in class, was to be distributed in another
way. Most of the teachers decided to distribute their materials via some sort of electronic
learning environment. A few other teachers used emails to communicate material with
their students.

4.1.7. Context

Providing context to the students is divided into two aspects: practical and illustrative
examples. Practical examples refer to demonstrations of how to directly implement knowl-
edge into a context. Think for instance of some drawing technique being demonstrated by
the arts teacher. Illustrative examples show how the theory would be applied in practice
but do not directly link theory to the application. For instance, economic examples in
mathematics exercises do not always present students how to handle those situations in
real life, and therefore, these are only illustrative.

Before the lockdown period, 15 of the 20 teachers used practical examples. However,
during the lockdown, only Teachers 5 (Dutch), 13 (Information Theory), and 15 (English)
were able to still implement practical examples in their lessons. Teachers 5 and 15 used
videos to show how language was to be used in a practical way. Teacher 5 used writing
examples and exercises, and Teacher 15 made videos with pronunciations explained.
Teacher 13 was an information theory teacher who did not suffer that much from moving
to online education: “. . . information theory was in that sense a privileged course.” The
students were supposed to work on their computers during regular classes as well, and
Teacher 13 thinks that this made online education “. . . relatively easy . . . ” compared to
other courses.

Illustrative examples, however, did not suffer that much. Whereas before, 15 teachers
used illustrative examples, only Teacher 17 (geography), was unable to present illustrative
examples during the lockdown. This is due to the fact that Teacher 17 switched fully to
the usage of the book and pointed out the students’ own responsibility; no additional
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instruction was provided any more. Teachers 6 (Arts) and 10 (Arts), however, had to switch
from using only practical examples to using only illustrative examples.

4.1.8. Technological Knowledge

In contrast to all other aspects discussed before, technological knowledge was not
measured before and after the lockdown period; this aspect was analyzed over both periods
at once. Some courses never needed to use any technological tools in their classes, such as
mathematics, but that does not mean that the teacher had no knowledge about technology.
In the lockdown period, however, all teachers had to use their technological knowledge. In
this period it became clear which teachers had TK and was able to use it in their teaching.

From all 20 interviewed teachers, 15 were perfectly capable of adapting to the new
online environment. These teachers were directly able to provide their students with some
form of online education. Secondly, 3 teachers were able to implement the technological
tools, but did not use them to the full potential. This includes, e.g., Teacher 19 being unable
to properly show their notes to the students online while being able to start video confer-
ences. Lastly, only two teachers were completely unable to use any form of technology
during the lockdown period.

4.1.9. School Organisation

Most teachers made additional comments on the lack of steering from the schoolboard.
Mail traffic shows that the board sent teachers an email about education strategies, two
weeks after the lockdown started. Before that, teachers had to figure out themselves how to
teach in this unusual situation. Teacher 3 (Latin and Greek) found this very inconvenient:
“I am not a hero in technology . . . and now we had to figure out ourselves how to teach online.” It
should be noted that this does not mean that teachers are unaware of the procedures in their
school; the board failed to (properly) communicate policies to their employees on time.

4.2. Student Questionnaire

For the students, it is important to get an insight into their understanding and liking
of the courses they participated in during the lockdown. Unfortunately, due to privacy
issues, it was not possible to ask for the students’ grades. However, since there was no
examination any more after the start of the lockdown period, there would have been no
added value to that information. Therefore, the students were asked about their perception
of their understanding and liking of all their courses; these results are summarised in
Tables 5 and 6, respectively. Tables 5 and 6 show that for every course, the students’
understanding and liking decayed during the lockdown period, and the results have
proven to be significant with Pearson’s correlation coefficient being up to 10−7. Note that
the number of responses in Tables 5 and 6 varies because not all students took all courses
in the Dutch education system.

Students also expressed their opinion about the best and the worst aspects for each
course. Tables 7 and 8 show the best and worst aspects for each course according to
students, respectively. It is interesting to see that for every course, except English and
mathematics, the worst aspect was the missing structure during the instructions. English
and Mathematics had as the worst aspect, respectively, the inability to talk to fellow
students and that too much homework was assigned. It should be noted that for almost
every course, the second worst aspect was the fact that students were unable to talk to each
other. This shows that students need to communicate with each other.

For the best aspects, it is interesting to see that the most common aspect is a good
structure in the classes. Where English and mathematics were the only courses that did not
have as worst aspect a lacking structure, their best aspect according to the students is that
they had proper structure during the online classes. Note that for Geography, the worst
part was a lack of structure, and the best aspect was a proper structure. This contradiction
is explained by the fact that only 20% of the students voted for a lacking structure as worst
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aspect, apparently from the remaining 80%, some students voted for a proper structure as
being the best aspect, resulting in 14% of the all students.

Table 5. Average of students’ opinion of the understanding of their courses in regular situations and
during the lockdown on a scale from 1 to 5.

Course Regular Lockdown Δ [%] Total Responses

Chemistry 3.6 2.7 −25 96
Economics 3.6 3.1 −14 62
German 3.9 3.3 −15 125
Physics 3.1 2.6 −16 95
Mathematics 3.8 3.1 −18 203
Dutch 3.7 3.3 −10 172
English 3.9 3.6 −8 157
Art 4.0 3.5 −13 151
Geography 3.8 3.4 −11 149
Latin and Greek 3.4 2.8 −18 51

Table 6. Average of students’ opinion of the liking of their courses in regular situations and during
the lockdown on a scale from 1 to 5.

Course Regular Lockdown Δ [%] Total Responses

Chemistry 3.3 2.8 −15 96
Economics 3.2 2.8 −13 62
German 3.3 2.9 −12 125
Physics 2.7 2.5 −7 95
Mathematics 3.2 2.8 −13 203
Dutch 3.0 2.8 −7 172
English 3.6 3.2 −11 157
Art 3.5 2.8 −20 151
Geography 3.3 3.1 −6 149
Latin and Greek 3.5 3.0 −14 51

Table 7. Worst aspect of a course during the lockdown period according to students.

Course Worst Aspect Percentage [%]

Chemistry Lack of structure 26
Economics Lack of structure 23
German Lack of structure 21
Physics Lack of structure 19
Mathematics Too much homework 23
Dutch Lack of structure 23
English Unable to talk to your classmates 17
Art Lack of structure 29
Geography Lack of structure 20
Latin and Greek Lack of structure 39
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Table 8. Best aspect of a course during the lockdown period according to students.

Course Best Aspect Percentage [%]

Chemistry Teacher shared notes 23
Economics Usage and sharing of presentation slides 28
German Usage of online learning environments 15
Physics Teacher shared notes 17
Mathematics Good structure 13
Dutch A similar approach was used as before the lockdown 15
English Good structure 15
Art Usage of online learning environments 17
Geography Good structure 14
Latin and Greek A similar approach was used as before the lockdown 19

Qualitative Analysis of Student Questionnaire

Besides the given, closed questions, the students were also able to provide addi-
tional comments on the courses. Below, the most important findings of these comments
are provided.

The most important finding from the students’ comments is the fact that they value
structure. This became clear already from the results given in Tables 7 and 8; however a
clear structure does not exclusively mean that the teacher is able to give clear instructions
to the students. From the comments of the students, it became clear that even though a
teacher was able to provide clear instructions to the students, the overall structure was
still lacking. For German courses, for instance, students indicated that there were “proper
instructions” and that “. . . it was clear what was expected of . . . ” the students. However, the
German teacher was sometimes unable to turn on the camera, “. . . making it inconvenient
to ask questions.” Furthermore, for economics, students indicated that there were “. . . clear
instructions, however it was still difficult to follow online.” Therefore, these courses still
had as the worst aspect that the structure was missing.

One course that had proper structure was mathematics. Students indicated that it
was very clear what had to be done and where to find all the material such as instruction
videos: “almost everything was properly arranged.” For mathematics, the whole electronic
environment was used in an orderly fashion, making it clear to students where everything
could be found. Even though there was “. . . no opportunity to ask questions during
instructions . . . ”, students still valued the structure present in the mathematics department.

In addition to structure, the students also indicated that it is important for a teacher
to be familiar with the digital environments and tools. One of the main complaints
towards teachers was the fact that they were unable to properly work with the provided
video conferencing software. A geography teacher, for instance, was able to start video
conferences, but was unable to properly share their notes with the class. The teacher
“. . . wrote everything on the whiteboard behind them . . . ” which was “. . . not readable.”
Students indicated that the quality was “. . . really bad.” The inability to properly sharing
notes was, unfortunately, not the only thing that teachers failed to accomplish: some
teachers failed to attend the online classes at all. Students indicated that one of the Dutch
teachers “. . . did not know how to work with computers . . . ” which resulted in absence
during online classes. An English teacher also “. . . was sometimes not present . . . ” during
online classes. Students also indicated that the teacher of Latin and Greek “. . . failed
to attend the online classes.” However, during the teacher interviews, it became clear
that the teacher Latin and Greek (Teacher 3) was absent on a personal note and failed to
communicate this with their students.

The third aspect that was mentioned by students were practical examples. Some
courses, such as chemistry and physics, rely on their practical examples to demonstrate
students the real-world implications of certain theories. Students indicated that for chem-
istry, “. . . the material might have been more clear if there were any practical examples.
Maybe something that could be done with things you have at home.” Of course, there are
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limitations on practical examples with chemistry due to the lack of materials that students
have at home. However, physics teachers managed to provide the students with practical
examples executable at home. According to students, “. . . these practical examples made
sure . . . ” the students “. . . understood the material better.” Even the videos of experiments
shared by the physics teachers were considered to be “. . . very helpful.”

The last aspect that students noted became present in the comments given on the
Dutch courses. Here it was appreciated by students that “. . . the teacher started with asking
the class how they were doing . . . before discussion of the material . . . ” Students indicated
that this personal aspect was something that “. . . was missing in other courses.” Students
valued the opportunity of sharing their experiences of the lockdown with the class.

5. Discussion

Prior work has documented the effects that competent teachers have on students’
understanding of subject matter [48]. One of the main characteristics of a good teacher
is a profound knowledge of tasks and instructional strategies that aid students’ under-
standing [49,50]. Both the teacher knowledge domains and the aspects of good instruction
are based on what is possible inside the physical classroom [16,30]. Unfortunately, due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, teachers for secondary education were forced to move towards
online education quickly [51]. Even though there are some studies on teacher competences
in online education [27,52], these studies are focused on higher education, i.e., tertiary
education. In particular, there is little known about what happens if education shifts from
in-class to online at secondary school education [53].

The main aim of this study was to explore how the pedagogical strategies used during
the lockdown period influence students’ perception of the courses. The aspects of good
instruction and domains of teacher knowledge before and during the lockdown have been
investigated. Knowing about the perceptions of teachers and their students, together with
the aspects of the lessons that are appreciated or not appreciated by the students, provide
insights into the improvement of online and in-class education practices.

All student comments pointed out the aspects of the online lessons that deviated
from the lessons before the lockdown period. These comments suggest that students relate
structure to in-class lesson structure. If the teacher used different teaching practices in
online lessons, students perceived this as a structural change. Therefore, it could be argued
that students value a smooth transition from in-class to online education.

These findings are in line with previous research focused on the influences on a student
when enrolment is changed [54]. Reference [54] showed that when pedagogical approaches
change, this has a negative influence on the students’ academic achievements. Even though
the social ties are intact during a lockdown situation, the pedagogical approaches that
teachers use are different, similar to when a student gets a new teacher. This suggests that
any disruptive change in pedagogical approaches has a negative effect on the students’
motivation, understanding, and hence achievement.

Additionally, this study shows that the number and variety of instructional strategies
that teachers used increased during the lockdown period. This indicates that the teachers
were trying to adapt to the sudden change to an online teaching environment. Our findings
revealed that the teachers spent most of their time adapting to online teaching environment,
while all other aspects of good instruction were lacking in this process. However, previous
research suggests that teachers should not only focus on how to present their material but
also on how to properly guide students in the learning process [55–57]. It is argued that
teachers should also think of how to pedagogically guide their students when a sudden
change in environment occurs.

This finding is in line with the comments that students gave on specific courses.
Students valued the fact that a teacher was asking them personally how they were doing,
for example, as it was done during the Dutch language course. Furthermore, students
indicated that they disliked the fact that there was no possibility for interaction with the
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teacher during mathematics courses. This suggests that students value the pedagogical
guidance capabilities of their teachers.

On the other hand, students also made clear that they appreciated the quality of the
instructions during the lessons. When something was not properly arranged, such as the
readability of the presented material or the ability of the teacher to be online, this was
found to be disturbing. This shows that students value the quality of the lesson’s content
as well. Therefore, it is beneficial for students when teachers are able to balance all aspects
of good instruction properly.

One of the most important comments teachers made during the interviews was
the reoccurring need for steering from the schoolboard. This indicates that not only do
students require proper structure, but teachers also want to have some degree of structure
and guidance for teaching. In the first days of the lockdown period, teachers were told
to teach without any structure provided by the schoolboard. This most likely caused the
increase in instructional strategies; teachers were searching for different ways of teaching.

This finding is in line with previous research indicating that the schoolboard influences
the quality of education [58–60]. Therefore, this study suggests that teachers require proper
guidance from the board on the basic guidelines about how to teach. When some degree
of guidance is provided, teachers could spend less time in finding proper instructional
strategies and more time on providing proper guidance to the students.

Especially with sudden transitions in education, it is important that guidelines are
provided such that the teachers can focus on other aspects of good instruction such as
pedagogical guidance. These guidelines include the available material and how to use
them, e.g., the usage of a smartboard with specific software. This enhances the general
educational context domain of teacher knowledge, which, due to the subset structure,
enhances all other domains of teacher knowledge. In turn, this would result in better
understanding on the students’ side and, consequently, would provide a proper foundation
for good achievement.

Most notably, this is the first study to our knowledge that investigates the effects of
the sudden transition from in-class to only online education from teachers’ and students’
perceptions. The presented results provide compelling evidence indicating the importance
of structure throughout all levels of the education system.

It is interesting to note that, even though there is no direct interaction between the
board of a school and the students, the decisions of the board influence the students’
perception on their level of understanding. It would be interesting to further investigate on
the influences of board decisions.

This study also has some limitations that should be noted. First of all, this study was
performed in only one school. Other secondary schools might have used other practices or
strategies than the ones presented here. It would be interesting to investigate, in future
research, how schools with different directions influence the perceptions of students.

Another limitation of this study is the fact that the individual approaches of teachers
for their courses are not being considered. At every school, there are policies about how to
teach specific courses, but the teachers mainly determine how this policy is translated into
instruction. This means that almost every teacher uses their preferred style of teaching,
which could also affect the liking of a course by students. Even though our study is only
interested in the deviation of the score before and during the lockdown, it might still
be interesting to link the individual teaching style of a teacher to the level of liking and
understanding of the students.

Another limitation is that this research has been executed in only one country; sim-
ilar to the previous limitation, it might have been that other countries applied different
strategies in their secondary education. It is known that different countries have different
educational systems. It would be interesting to see if guidelines provided by a nation’s
government also influence the perceptions of the students. This would extend this research
by means of broadening the scope from school-wide to nation-wide.
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6. Conclusions

The research hypothesis that teachers should apply all knowledge domains in online
lessons for the best quality is supported by the reported findings. This research showed
the relationship between the distribution of applied teacher knowledge domains and the
perceived understanding from students and the importance of finding a balance between
all of these domains. This research suggests that during online teaching, teachers should
aim for implementation of all aspects of good instruction.

Furthermore, our findings demonstrated that students value structure when learning.
This includes not only that the teacher provides proper instructions and makes clear what
is expected from the students, but also provides stability to the students, e.g., using similar
instructional tools throughout different courses. Students’ difficulty in following what
the teacher is doing contributes to the students’ perception of a lacking structure in the
particular course.

This research demonstrated the importance of a proper structure throughout the
educational hierarchy, in particular during an unexpected, sudden change in learning
environment. The board should provide their teachers with sufficient guidelines in using
available materials. In this way, teachers can focus on implementing all aspects of good
instruction and thus provide the students, in turn, with a properly structured instruction.

This research is not only applicable for instantaneous disruptions of the teaching
environment such as the contemporary COVID-19 lockdown considered here, but also for
education in general. We conclude that it is important to provide proper structure at all
times. It is always important to establish structure throughout the whole school system,
from the board to the teachers and from the teachers to the students.
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Abstract: The purpose of this qualitative research was to describe teachers’ experiences in a technology-
mediated teaching context during the COVID-19 pandemic. We mainly focused on teachers’ experi-
ences with technology use (change and variety of the use) and their willingness to use technology in
teaching. We designed an interview-based study. The participants were Estonian science teachers
who voluntarily agreed to share their experiences about teaching in new and—for most of them
—unexpected, distanced learning conditions. Based on teachers’ reflections on technology use we
could distinguish between three groups in which teachers described different levels of willingness
to use technology, change in technology use from pre-COVID to distanced learning, and variety in
the use of technology. Our results revealed that the higher teachers’ perceived willingness to use
technology, the easier it was for them to overcome potential obstacles and cope with the unexpected
distanced learning. The main obstacles there were grouped as external (e.g., issues with internet
connection, lack of students’ digital skills) and internal (e.g., teachers’ beliefs about technology use
for teaching). I was observed that some obstacles were shared by all teachers (such as limitations on
students’ digital skills) whereas others where more prevalent in separate groups. This highlights the
importance of understanding and considering the variability in the possible obstacles that emerge in
using technology in education for teachers with different levels of experience.

Keywords: distanced learning; COVID-19; technology-mediated learning; technology-mediated teaching

1. Introduction

The pandemic of spring 2020 required teachers to instantly revise their daily teaching
practices by endeavouring to apply technological novelty to achieve pedagogical aims.
This unexpected pedagogical transformation was smoother for some teachers than others.
The COVID-19 pandemic pushed educational systems to jump into the conditions of
technology-mediated teaching and learning. This substantial change provided us with
an extraordinary opportunity to learn about the role of technology use in teaching in a
situation where teachers did not have any other option. Over several decades, researchers
have shown that teachers’ attitudes predict their willingness to use technology, which
in turn predicts how likely they are to engage in the activity [1,2]. Due to this, it has
been suggested that the rejection of technology use usually results from low willingness
and a negative attitude to using technology. Little is known about what happens when
teachers with different levels of willingness are expected to teach using mostly technology.
Spoel and colleagues [3] showed that teachers who used technology in their teaching
moderately before COVID-19 had a more positive experience in the first month of distanced
teaching. This suggests that technology-mediated teaching experiences (e.g., perceived
obstacles) may vary based on teachers’ previous experiences and willingness to engage
with technology. Understanding these experiences gives us the opportunity to acquire a
deeper knowledge of which aspects of attitudes and experience should be addressed if we
aim to support teachers’ purposeful technology use at different levels of willingness and
experience after the pandemic as well.
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1.1. Willingness to Use Technology

Since the inception of the Theory of Planned Behaviour [4] in the 1980s, behavioural
intention has been viewed as the “gate” between attitudes and behaviour, where attitudes
can only influence behaviour through changing intention. Behavioural intention has been
conceptualized as the willingness to engage in a certain behaviour, or, in Ajzen’s words: “A
person’s readiness to perform a behaviour. This readiness to act can be operationalized by
asking whether people intend to engage in the behaviour, expect to engage in the behaviour,
are planning to engage in the behaviour, will try to engage in the behaviour, and indeed,
whether they are willing to engage in the behaviour” ([5] p. 1122). Therefore, teachers’
attitudes towards technology in teaching shape how willing they are to utilize it, which in
turn predicts the use itself. Based on the previous theoretical model, numerous studies have
looked at willingness as a dependent variable (or BI; e.g., [6–8]), with the presumption that
without willingness, there will be no behaviour. However, later studies have suggested that
the relationship between attitudes, willingness, and behaviour is more dynamic than pro-
posed by the theories borne out of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB). Scherer et al. [9]
found similar results on a meta-analysis showing that technology acceptance attitudes
predict technology use directly, but not through willingness. Adov, Pedaste, Leijen and Ran-
nikmäe (submitted) [10] found similar results showing that attitudes may predict behaviour
above and beyond the willingness-mediated effect. While Scherer et al. [9] used general
technology acceptance attitude to aggregate more specific attitude factors, Adov et al. of
current manuscript [10] showed that when looking into more specific attitude factors, we
can see different relationships with willingness and behaviour. Whereas some attitudes
seem to predict others (social influence and facilitating conditions [2]) or relate directly with
reported behaviour (social influence and self-efficacy [10]), the evaluations of the usefulness
of technology for teaching seem to interact with willingness in predicting behaviour [10].
Tsybulsky and Levin [11] proposed looking beyond individual attitudes and observing
the change in teachers’ technology-related worldview, which they conceptualized as a
system of beliefs where it is not only important to understand the content of the beliefs
but their interactions and different patterns of coexistence. The authors used Wilber’s
(1995) three-dimensional construct to describe an approach to the digital worldview that
comprises objective (“how I relate to digital content”), intersubjective (“how I relate to
others through digital means”), and subjective dimensions (“how I see myself represented
in the digital world”), suggesting that changes in teachers’ digital worldview will have an
impact, as will changes in pedagogical practices. In one way or another, previous studies
show that attitudes, e.g., willingness to use technology, play a role in understanding the
behaviour itself.

1.2. Frequency and Variety in the Use of Technology

The majority of studies aiming to evaluate the experience of technology usage measure
the frequency of the behaviour through surveys, e.g., [12]. Evaluating frequency offers
us an insight into the usage of technology; however, it leaves us short on information
on how the technology is being used. Studies have also aimed to evaluate the frequency
of different activities (e.g., content creation, communication, or information search) for
students and teachers that relate to digital literacy or related literacies [13,14]. However,
this has still given very limited insights into the complexity and scope of technology use by
teachers. Puentedura [15] proposed an SAMR (substitution, augmentation, modification,
and redefinition) framework to evaluate the educational use of technology focusing on
how technology is integrated into the teaching-learning process. Cromton and Burke [16]
used the SAMR framework in a systematic review to evaluate the level of technology
implementation based on the level to which it enhances learning experiences. Based on
this study, the authors empirically extended the framework and provided an overview of
the usage cases for every level of the framework. The first two levels (substitution and
augmentation) are collectively named enhancement; on these levels the focus is on substi-
tuting usual tasks with similar ones using technology or adding some minimal function,
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such as slides with embedded videos to illustrate the topic [17]. When in substitution,
technology acts as a direct substitute for the tool with no functional change, whereas on
the second level, augmentation, the direct substitution is enhanced with some functional
improvement [16]. The next two levels (modification and redefinition) are named transfor-
mative, as the technology used enables one to redefine learning activities up to the point
where technology is necessary, as the activity would not be possible in any other way: e.g.,
collaboratively solving problems or writing text. In the case of modification, technology
enables significant task redesign (such as finding stars in the sky using augmented reality),
whereas with redefinition technology enables the creation of a new task which would not
be possible without technological solutions (such as students recording experiments and
editing them to illustrate the learning process) [15]. Cromton and Burke [15] concluded
that 54% of the studies (out of 186) reached the transformational level, while in 46% of
the studies technology was used on the enhancement level. It could be argued that in
the case of distanced learning, many technology-mediated activities move towards the
transformational level, as it would not be possible to be in contact with students without
the mediation of technology. However, the SAMR framework encourages researchers to
look one step further and focus on the learning processes and ask if these would be possible
without the help of technology.

1.3. What Makes Technology Difficult to Use?

Based on research into technology acceptance, teachers’ evaluation of how difficult
(effort expectancy or perceived ease of use) or useful technology is for teaching is predictive
of willingness and ultimately of usage, e.g., [18]. While attempting to better understand the
possible obstacles in using technology, researchers have aimed to measure effort expectancy
or perceived ease of use, which has been defined as the “degree of ease associated with the
use of the system” (p. 450 [18]); in the context of teaching, this can be viewed as the teachers’
perceptions of how easy or difficult it would be to use technology for teaching or how in-
hibiting the foreseen obstacles might be. Bowman et al. [19] divide obstacles to technology
use into external barriers which are outside of the teachers’ control (e.g., institutional level
decisions and infrastructural possibilities) and internal barriers which are under teachers’
control (e.g., skills and knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs in technology use). Several studies
have suggested that attitudes towards usefulness and effort might overlap to an extent
to which their differentiation may not be reasonable [6]. Scherer and colleagues [7] even
proposed that obstacles should be viewed as part of usefulness–encountering or anticipat-
ing problems with technology use also affects the perceived usefulness of this technology.
However, these attitudes have been measured more often than not via questionnaires where
teachers can express agreement or disagreement to statements asking them to evaluate
whether using technology would be difficult [11]. Yet, this does not give us any information
on how teachers see the obstacles that technology poses in teaching and how these might
differ for teachers with different willingness and experience in technology use for teaching.

Furthermore, it has been proposed that usefulness might mean different things to
teachers based on their goal orientation [20]. For example, a teacher whose goal is to train
students for exams will evaluate the usefulness of a technology in teaching differently to a
teacher who is aiming to motivate students. Therefore, the perceived difficulties of using
technology might depend on the specifics of perceptions—aiming to train students for ex-
ams is very likely to create a different set of obstacles in technology use compared with the
goal of motivating them. Tondeur and colleagues [21] showed in their meta-synthesis that
teachers’ beliefs can act as a barrier in technology adoption. Tondeur and colleagues [20]
identified three recurrent themes in relation to obstacles in technology use for teachers: lack
of time, perceived lack of control (not having an overview of how students are progressing),
and traditionalist beliefs (where teachers see no need for technology as traditional practices
continue to work). While the first two obstacles may be addressed in technology devel-
opment by reducing the time it takes to use technological solutions or offering training
courses to show teachers that technological solutions take less time than expected, the latter
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requires addressing and changing teachers’ beliefs and attitudes. In addition to specific
attitudes and beliefs, Tsybulsky and Levin [11] differentiated three groups of teachers based
on their digital worldview, reflecting different levels of engagement with the digital world.
Even though this was not the main focus of the study, teachers’ worldview seemed to be
connected to their openness to navigate and explore digital options in teaching. As the
authors described, a group of teachers named “outside observers”, who reported the lowest
level of engagement with all three dimensions of the digital worldview, also expressed in
their professional life a lack of interaction, interest, or trust towards the digital solutions.
The “circumspect participants” and “conscientious participants”, however, reflected more
positive attitudes towards the digital world and showed more openness to engage with it.
In conclusion, looking into the difficulties expressed by teachers with different levels of
willingness and experience with regard to technology use can provide stakeholders with
opportunities to address these obstacles.

1.4. The Present Study

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, teachers found themselves in a new relationship
with technology and teaching. Interviews give us an opportunity to obtain richer data on
the behaviour of the teachers and the possible connections to different aspects of teacher
attitudes and experiences.

The aim of the present study is to describe teachers’ experiences, e.g., obstacles they
encounter, in a technology-mediated teaching context during COVID-19 while taking
into account their experiences with technology use (change and variety of the use) and
willingness to use technology in teaching.

Therefore, we formulated the following research questions:

1. Which groups of teachers can be distinguished based on the teachers’ descriptions of
their technology use before and during the COVID-19 pandemic based on three aspects:

willingness to use technology

change in technology use from pre-COVID to distanced learning, and

variety in the use of technology?

2. How do the perceived obstacles of technology use differ between groups of teachers?

2. Methods

2.1. Context and Participants

Our study was conducted in spring 2020 during the COVID-19 pandemic lockdown
(as a remark: The Republic of Estonia announced lockdown on the 12 March and the period
was officially over on the 17 May). The participants were Estonian science, geography,
physics, chemistry, and biology teachers who voluntarily agreed to share their experiences
about teaching in new and for most of them unexpected (i.e., unfamiliar teaching practice)
distanced learning/teaching conditions. The call to participate was sent to all Estonian
basic school STM teachers. In total, there were 13 teachers (see Table 1) from different parts
of Estonia who accepted our call to participate in a one-on-one online interview on very
short notice during the pandemic.

2.2. Procedure

We employed a qualitative study with an interview approach. First, we designed an
interview scheme, then tested it with one of the STEM teachers and adjusted the interview
questions as needed. The teachers were reached through their school emails inviting them
to participate in a study focusing on teacher experience and technology use during the
COVID-19 pandemic. One-hour interviews were scheduled and conducted within the
lockdown period (April to May 2020); the aim was to collect teachers’ experiences in the
form of recent and authentic present tense. Participants were informed in advance that the
interview would take about an hour. All interviews were conducted via video conferencing
systems Zoom or Microsoft Teams and were recorded at least in audio format (except for
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one video in which the recording failed) and as a preventive activity written notes were
made during the interview. Oral consent to record the interview was obtained from every
participant as the first question with the explanation that the recordings would be used
only for achieving the aims of the study and stored on a physical hard drive with access
only given to the authors of the current study.

Table 1. Descriptions of participants.

Participant (Pseudonym) Working Experience as a Teacher Subjects

Anna (female) 3 years Science and Geography
Kati (female) 2 years Science and Physics

Kristi (female) 7 years Science and Chemistry
Mati * (male) 30 years Physics

Karolin (female) 10 years Biology and Science
Maria (female) 20 years Biology

Timo (male) 4 years Science
Kristjan (male) 64 years Physics and Science

Triinu (female) 16 years Biology, Geography,
Science

Veiko (male) 20 years Biology
Paul (male) 17 years Physics and Chemistry

Anne (female) 34 years Biology
Piret (female) 35 years Biology

* Note: For this teacher, the interview took place via Microsoft Teams and was not recorded.

2.3. Instrument

We collected data with semi-structured interviews (see Appendix A), which provided
us with flexibility and possibilities to widen the scope of questions in accordance with
the teachers’ answers. The main questions of the interview were about how the teachers
perceived teaching in distanced learning conditions (e.g., “What are you doing differ-
ently in your teaching compared to the period before the distanced learning?”) and how
they described their use of technology and its variation compared to prior experiences
(e.g., “Please describe what role technology plays in your current lessons”).

2.4. Data Analysis

We used cross-case analysis to describe the similarities and differences between the
cases. This enabled us to position these cases relative to each other on three target aspects:
willingness to use technology, change in technology use from pre-COVID to distanced learn-
ing, and variety in the use of technology. The relevant paragraphs of the interviews were
transcribed and analysed using inductive content analysis based on the research questions.

We believe that the replication of the study by others is feasible, as we followed
trustworthy principles as described by Williams & Morrow (2009) [22]:

• Regarding the integrity of the data: interviews were prepared and conducted by the
authors of the current paper; authors had a consensual agreement in interpreting
data; all interpretations are exemplified with direct quotes from teachers’ answers;
4 out of 12 interviews were co-analysed by the authors of the study; any differences
in coding were discussed and a common agreement was reached; these interviews
were used as referents for the other cases, if needed, to find the relative positioning of
the remaining cases; as the interview was in Estonian, all quotes were subsequently
translated into English;

• in terms of the balance between reflexivity and subjectivity—in order to check the
meaning of the answers given we asked reflective questions during the interview;

• pertaining to the clear communication of findings: all analyses are interpreted and
compared with findings from other studies.
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3. Results

3.1. Teachers’ Willingness, Change, and Level of Technology Use

First, we aimed to describe which groups of teachers could be distinguished from
one another on the basis of teachers’ descriptions of technology use before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic based on three aspects: willingness to use technology for teaching,
change in technology use (compared to pre-COVID-19), and variety of technology use. In
order to give an overview of the participants’ relative position on these three aspects, we
illustrated the relative positioning of every teacher in our study in Figure 1. Below, we will
describe each aspect separately with examples illustrating teachers’ relative positioning,
which leads us to define the groups of teachers.

Figure 1. Teachers’ relative position on three aspects: willingness to use technology for teaching,
change in technology use (compared to pre-COVID-19), and variety of technology use.

3.1.1. Teachers with High Willingness (Timo, Paul, Karolin, Triinu, Maria, Anne, and Piret)

We detected a group of teachers who described clearly their willingness to use and
try out technological solutions prior to the COVID-19 lockdown who were open to testing
different solutions in distanced learning situations.

For example, a teacher with 35 years of experience claimed that she was a frequent tech-
nology user and was willing to learn and had already widened her knowledge and skills
of using software for conducting video lessons. It is worth noting that she even made com-
parisons between different kinds of software (e.g., Google Meets, Zoom, Microsoft Teams).

“I was a frequent user already before the crisis and I can say that this has increased
during the current situation.” (Piret)

They expressed some hesitations on some occasions; however, they saw that these
were not something holding them back.

“It was quite a challenge, but not very scary.” (Maria)

In many cases, these teachers mentioned that using technology was not an aim in itself
and that it would also be important to do things in real life (experiments, etc.), so they did
not aim to increase the amount of their technology use. However, they mentioned often
their interest in and desire to try out new solutions, as well as their enjoyment at finding a
technological solution to their needs and those of their students.

“I am very much pro-technology; I enjoy it when a solution works very well. But
we also want to do things in real life.” (Karolin)

“I’m aware that it takes more time to prepare lessons, but I’m making efforts
to keep pushing at my own pace . . . technology is motivational and brings
excitement to the students.” (Anne)
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3.1.2. Teachers with Low Willingness (Kristjan and Kati)

From the interviews, we could see that one group of teachers described a rather low
willingness to use technological solutions in teaching before the COVID-19 lockdown,
a tendency which also continued during the pandemic under the distanced learning
conditions. These teachers reflected being content with the low levels of technology use in
their practice and/or an uneasiness in adopting technology in teaching.

“Right now, this digital and distanced learning is still unknown/unusual.” (Kristjan)

“I still lean towards the principle that in science subjects (students) should get to
do more real experiments and that videos are supportive material.” (Kati)

3.1.3. Teachers with Medium Willingness (Anna, Kristi, and Mati)

In this group, teachers expressed neutrality or different opinions about technology for
teaching. They reported, for example, that they had not been against its use but had not
found it very easy to implement.

“I have never been hostile (towards technology), but now it was a bit more
difficult . . . ” (Anna)

“I know there are so many interesting things, but I haven’t had the time to make
them work for me and haven’t had that now either.” (Kristi)

In this group, teachers pointed out that they would not change their teaching much
once the distanced learning period is over. This had nothing to do with their principles,
however, but rather with a hesitation as to how well or how smoothly the implementation
would go for them.

“I did not get any braver and will not do things differently than I used to (after
the distance teaching).” (Anna)

“I look with envy at how already, only a few days later, younger ones (colleagues)
are already working in Classroom (authors’ note: program Classroom) and have
made their videos with smartphones.” (Mati)

3.2. Technology Use: Change in Behaviour and the Level of Technology Adoption

In order to describe teachers’ behaviour in the changing situation, we addressed two
aspects. The first related to changes in technology use in teaching before and during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Secondly, we aimed to describe the variety in teachers’ technology
use, where we focused on the teachers’ descriptions of their main aims of technology use
and whether these fall into the categories of enhancement or transformational within the
SAMR framework, as described above.

Change in Technology Use

None of the teachers reported an extreme leap in their technology use; however, all
teachers pointed out that their amount of technology use had risen. For example, one
teacher said the following:

“The use of technology (in the classroom) was rising (before the lockdown);
however, now it is absolute.” (Timo)

• Low change (Timo, Paul, Karolin, Kristjan, Anna, and Kristi)

From the interviews emerged a group of teachers who described the change in their
technology use as minimal. As one teacher said:

“A teacher in a state of emergency is still a teacher.” (Timo)

Overall, the teachers in this group did not report much change in the environments
they used. For some, this was connected to the fact that they had already used a variety of
technological solutions prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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“There is not much difference when it comes to the environments that I use.” (Anna)

“I haven’t had the need to work in anything new (referring to the environments
used for teaching), besides Zoom.” (Kristi)

“I use about 18 different technological solutions.” (Karolin)

In this group, the teachers described change with a focus on their own behaviour
with the role of technology in the background, and so even though they clearly described
a change, technology use was not central. For example, methods that had previously
been used in the classroom were altered to produce technology-mediated versions, e.g.,
answering or talking to students.

“I give more individual feedback on independent work. Before, I didn’t give
feedback on every step.” (Kristi)

“With some sentences in the e-school, I give instructions on which pages to go
through, to which questions to pay extra attention. . . . Otherwise in the classroom
there was oral answering, reporting/answering in front of the class.” (Kristjan)

For some teachers, the subtle change was within the focus of how and why they
used technology.

“Now, the focus is more on which tools we can use to work together or what they
can use for that . . . ” (Timo)

“Before, I checked (Messenger or emails) once a day . . . and I did not . . . answer
right away . . . now, when I read it, I answer right away.” (Anna)

One teacher emphasized his previous experiences in conducting e-learning, which
placed him in good stead. Indeed, previous experience provides an opportunity for a
smoother transformation in teaching, but on the other hand, the success of the transforma-
tion depends on how flexible the prior material is for modification to new teaching and
learning conditions.

“For me, it was nothing new. I have experience of online teaching, I have prepared
e-learning materials and conducted video lessons.” (Veiko)

• Medium change (Kati, Mati, Piret, Triinu, Anne, and Maria)

Teachers whose stories reflected a medium change described a more substantial
change in which the focus was on technology. As one teacher said,

“Everything had to be redone/adapted to a digital version.” (Maria)

In some cases, they added that they had used some technological solutions before as
well; however, they had preferred not to. During the COVID-19 pandemic, technology
became more prevalent than it would have otherwise. As one teacher described,

“For me it has changed substantially. . . . Some things we watched before, simu-
lations, videos which connected to physics. But the thought that we have some
real things to deal with (authors’ note: in the classroom, referring to experiments
and discussions in the classroom).” (Kati)

The teachers also noted that the distanced learning period gave them an opportunity
to try out things that they had thought about before, or to work on new materials for this
occasion:

“(The distanced learning situation) forced me to work on things, to work on
things that I was thinking of using, but . . . ” (Maria)

The teachers also said that even though they had some things “worked in” at the
time of the interviews some weeks into the distanced learning period, it takes
time.

“Now we have agreed upon which environments we use. Learning new things
takes time.” (Mati)
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Additionally, teacher’s described the maintaining of students’ motivation as a reason
behind their decision use more technology than before the COVID-19 pandemic.

“For me, technology carries the motivational aim . . . students do not like to just
fill in worksheets.” (Anne)

3.3. The Level of Technology Adoption during the COVID-19 Pandemic (How Teachers Described
the Aims of Using Technology)
3.3.1. Enhancement-Focused Adoption (Substitution and Augmentation) (Anna, Kati,
Maria, Kristjan, and Kristi)

For one group of teachers, we saw relatively low levels of variety in technology
use. They mentioned several environments that they used; we could identify three main
categories of aims emerging from the descriptions.

• Instructing

All teachers in this group reported using technology for giving instructions, checking
if and how assignments were being done, and giving feedback. They described different
environments that helped to fulfil this goal, from pictures of workbooks to files shared via
email. Change in this aspect varied among teachers. For some, the tasks were the same,
only the sharing was different, for others, the format for the tests changed as well. Two
teachers described their somewhat different experiences:

“They send it (referring to a photo of a textbook page) to my email . . . and I send
it back with my evaluation or comment.” (Kristjan)

“I started using Socrative . . . now instead of the (open-ended questions) test we do
with a multiple-choice test. . . . Most of the time goes to giving feedback.” (Maria)

In some cases, teachers described how technological solutions set some limita-
tions on giving instructions and controlling processes, indicating that during
their usual teaching practice they would have performed their task differently.
As one teacher indicated,

“Testing is done more in the multiple-choice test format. . . . We have less of these
longer exams where they had to verbalize (their answers).” (Kristi)

• Communicating

Another aim was communication with students. One teacher explained that previ-
ously, they had almost never used emails to communicate with students. Some teachers
mentioned the growing role of social media in communication, as it enables seamless, fast
communication, and that students would not use other technological solutions as often. As
one teacher described,

“Children do not read emails or pick up their phones. . . . Now I am accessible
all the time. . . . I need to be on social media all the time.” (Maria)

• Sharing materials

Teachers also expressed the need to share materials. The level of and ways in which
technology was used for this goal varied between the teachers in these groups as well. For
example, one teacher explained how he asked students to use physical materials and share
the photos:

“They take a photo of page 14 (referring to the textbook) for which they have
read the theory from the book.” (Kristjan)

Others described using electronic materials which were either in a written format,
such as articles and textbooks, or in a video format. The teachers also shared either existing
video materials, videos made by themselves, or used Zoom classes. For example, one
teacher reported using,

“e-õpik (collection of electronic textbooks and workbooks), where I ask students
to read the textbook and fill in the workbook” (Anna)
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whereas another noted that,

“To explain the topic further, there are some video clips or a link to an e-textbook.” (Kati)

3.3.2. Transformation-Focused Adoption

The teachers indicated by a bigger circle in Figure 1 referred to using regularly techno-
logical solutions in their teaching, moreover, they referred to this use as an opportunity to
change the process of learning. In their descriptions, teachers described using solutions
which brought about new possibilities which would not have been accessible for learning
with the help of books or workbooks. As one teacher described in the context of giving
feedback or checking students’ work,

“With the worksheets in Wiser, they can check themselves if they are correct. With
the workbooks this doesn’t happen, maybe they wait until the teacher collects
(the workbooks) . . . and then get to know (the right answers), but now they get
(them) right away.” (Karolin)

Another example of this comes in the form technological co-creation, which became
especially valuable during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Google slides where you can work on something together, rearrange pictures.” (Timo)

Interpreting the outcomes described above (willingness to use technology, change
in technology use from pre-COVID to distanced learning, and the level of technology
adoption) allowed us to distinguish between these three groups of teachers, which helped
us to address the second research question. We formed the following groups:

Group A: high willingness, low change, and relatively high variety in use (Timo,
Karolin, Paul, and Veiko)

Group B: high willingness, medium change, and average variety (Triinu, Anne, Maria,
and Piret)

Group C: low willingness, low to medium change, and low variety (Kristjan, Kati,
Anna, Mati, and Kristi).

3.4. Perceived Obstacles to Technology Use for the Three Groups of Teachers

After extracting the three groups of teachers based on their experiences, we aimed to
describe the differences in their perceived obstacles to technology use (see Table 2). A set of
obstacles emerged from each group of teachers, with each group expressing some aspects
of the obstacles that were distinct from the others. First, we will cover the overlaps that
emerged from the teacher descriptions from the three groups. From there, we will move to
the distinctive obstacles for each group.

Table 2. Perceived obstacles by group.

Groups Shared Obstacles Distinctive Obstacles

Group A: Timo, Karolin, Paul,
and Veiko

Problems with infrastructure
Problems with giving
immediate feedback

-

Limitations of
technological solutions

Too many solutions in use
in parallel

Group B: Triinu, Anne, Maria,
and Piret

Time-consuming for
the teacher

Students’ study skills

Difficulties with external
learning materials

Group C: Kristjan, Kati, Anna,
Mati, and Kristi

Difficulties with
technological solutions

Teachers’ attitudes
and beliefs
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3.4.1. Overlaps Common for all Three Groups

• Infrastructure

Teachers pointed out students’ lack of access to technology as a possible obstacle. Here,
the teachers’ environment began to play a role, as according to some teachers, all students
had the required technological tools (provided by the school), whereas others reported that
regardless of the expectation that everyone has access to tools, they might not.

“All students do not have the means. It is assumed that they would, but they still
do not.” (Karolin)

Other teachers added that a lack of computers or internet connection can be a problem.
However, it was mentioned several times that a solution was usually found; for example,
the school administered computers to those students who needed them. Some examples of
teachers’ experiences include:

“Some have poor internet. . . . Some have only one computer for the whole family
. . . there are still a few with these problems.” (Maria)

“We heard about some (families) that were lent a computer.” (Anna)

• Feedback

Teachers pointed out the lack of immediate feedback as difficulty in teaching solely
via technological solutions. This leaves the teacher in the dark as to how much the student
understands or if they require any additional support. As one teacher described,

“It is more of a mystical and dark territory (how the student reacts and if they
are listening), which makes it also more difficult to adapt the tasks to the specific
needs of the student in that situation.” (Timo)

Another teacher added:

“I see that everything is filled out (referring to students’ work); however, I don’t
see the state (of the student) behind.” (Karolin)

• Students’ digital skills

Teachers in all three groups mentioned students’ digital skills as one obstacle. Teachers
in group A (high willingness, low change, and relatively high variety in use) reflected more
resources to overcome these obstacles (previous experience). Here, teachers said that it
was important to consider students’ skills and choose an environment based on this. One
teacher explained:

“I have chosen environments where I know that they have acquired (the skills)
already.” (Timo)

Another teacher added:

“There are (students) who will never start wanting (to try to figure out environ-
ments) and those who can’t.” (Karolin)

In the other groups, teachers reported that hinderances to do with the lack of stu-
dent skills also bring with them more general concerns as regards to predicting which
environments the students would be able to use on their own. In the teachers’ own words:

“Give them a file and they can’t use the speller. They know certain things, things
that you wouldn’t even think of.” (Maria)

“There are so many environments, to consider when thinking about which one
the student can manage (on her own) at home.”

(Anna)

For students’ digital skills, we did see a small division between group A and the
others, where group A described their previous experience of using digital solutions
to help students overcome obstacle, but not for all students. In the other groups, the
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lower previous experience of teachers brought about some inhibiting surprises and more
experimenting with different solutions, which added to the workload (new for both the
teachers and students).

3.4.2. Overlap between Group B and Group C

There were a few obstacles that were not mentioned in group A but that were described
as important obstacles within the two other groups.

• Time-consuming for the teacher

The teachers viewed learning how to use different solutions as being rather time-
consuming, especially in relation to videos, which can be a useful material for the students
but take a lot of time for the teacher, thus setting some limits on how accessible this
solution is.

“It takes time to learn how to use (different solutions), after that it’s useful.” (Mati)

“Making videos is extremely time-consuming, I cannot make a video for them
for every class.” (Maria)

Teachers also described how doing some tasks via technological solutions became
more laborious than in the real-life setting—compared to browsing over the student assign-
ments in the classroom, it takes more time digitally as the teacher feels the need to go over
every individual assignment.

“Revising is time-consuming, there are no easy, simple solutions for revising
(referring to the lack of technological solutions).” (Mati)

Time was also an obstacle in cases where the teacher saw that in the usual teaching
situation reliance on a colleague made the preparation time was less costly.

“I’m ready for the technology, but it takes more time for me to prepare materials
. . . at home, I don’t have colleagues who can help . . . before it was easier.” (Anne)

• Students’ study skills

Teachers in this group referred to obstacles beyond technological difficulties, pointing
out that for students, working independently was difficult and took more time. Therefore,
teachers proposed fewer materials or directed them in a more focused way. Based on the
variability within the teachers’ use of technology, this obstacle was described on different
levels. It was the only obstacle for the following teachers:

“The biggest difficulty is that (students) lack the skills to work on their own with
the textbook.” (Kristjan)

“More self-discipline is needed, how do I focus on this, how long it takes . . . ” (Maria)

For other teachers, this was reflected more in the choice of materials shared and the
number of assignments given. As one teacher illustrated,

“I have to give things in smaller chunks. In the classroom, I would go through
everything in one lesson, now it takes two lessons. . . . Plus, we don’t leave
homework, as they do everything at home.” (Kati)

3.4.3. Distinctive Obstacles for the Three Groups

Group A (Timo, Karolin, Paul, and Veiko)

In this group, teachers mentioned more distinctly that most of the obstacles they faced
were as a result of the distanced learning and were not so clearly connected to technology
use for teaching. As one teacher explained,

“The problem is not technology but distance. We do not know and can’t evaluate
what the situation is (for the student), if they have a place to focus . . . ” (Timo)
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• Limitations of technological solutions

Teachers in this group are described as having higher expectations for technology,
which in turn overlaps with some obstacles, one of which being that finding environments
to fit the needs of their students requires resources which the teacher might lack. One
important aspect here was that the teachers perceived the solutions not as too complex
(as described by others), but rather not complex enough. This showed that the teachers in
this group had very specific pedagogical goals in mind which were not met by the options
available to them at the time. This was described by one teacher as follows:

“If I don’t have the energy to look that much to pay to find the best solutions
for my needs. . . . There are not many environments or I don’t know how to find
them. I want more complex environments.” (Karolin)

• Too many solutions in use in parallel

One teacher was teaching in three schools and explicitly stressed that in some cases it was
challenging for him to keep track of which technological tool he had to use with the students,
as different schools were using different options, e.g., for learning management systems.

“Now all schools are mixed up for me. Earlier I was quite precise with school
days (e.g., on Wednesday I’m at one school and on Friday I’m at another school)
and I had a clear system. This made it easy to keep track, but now I’m not moving
physically from one school to another. Now students contact me at a random
time, so I always have to first understand which school, which platform.” (Veiko)

Group B (Triinu, Anne, Maria, and Piret)

Teachers in this group described obstacles through situations where they used addi-
tional materials provided by national institutions (e.g., quizzes provided by environmental
institutions). They mentioned that in many cases it was not easy to get an overview of the
students’ results or that the registration process was time-consuming.

“I asked students to take part in a forest quiz . . . basically, it meant that I had
to manually insert students name by name . . . at some point, I thought I would
stop, but as I had already added the task description in the e-school, I did finish
adding the names of more than 100 students . . . it took time.” (Triinu)

Group C (Kristjan, Kati, Anna, Mati, and Kristi)

In this group, the distinctive difficulties were described with a focus on the teachers’
perspectives, revealing several topics; teachers noted their own experience as an obstacle
alongside student experience.

• Difficulties with technological solutions

Teachers described technological difficulties which limited their options in using the
necessary solutions. One teacher described a problem with internet speed/capacity:

“I live in an apartment building, and the internet can just stop working at one
point during the day . . . there are five class sets of students on the call.” (Kati)

Next to student skills, teachers in this group also mentioned their own learning curve
alongside obstacles that emerged from the students’ low levels of digital skills.

“They (referring to students) cannot use it very well. First of all, you need to
teach how, where and then you learn yourself alongside it.” (Kati)

Several teachers mentioned that parents had also suggested that students should not
spend too much at the computer. On the other hand, teachers highlighted the downsides
related to the time spent at the screen by the teachers. One teacher described this from
both angles:

“One parent was even upset that so much work is on the computer. . . . The
students may sit there for 30 min, but when checking (student work), the teacher
is there longer . . . this is tiring for the eyes.” (Kati)
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• Teachers’ attitudes and beliefs

One of the more elusive obstacles we observed in this group was the teachers’ attitudes
towards the potential value of digital solutions. Even though the teachers themselves did
not mention these explicitly as an obstacle, based on their descriptions of their experiences
and principles guiding them in making choices and finding solutions, we observed a clear
theme emerging. Attitudes emerged including that non-digital solutions were viewed as
preferable or as there was some harm perceived in using more digital solutions.

“I have thought (about using Zoom) but the system that I use . . . I am happy
and students are happy . . . they are used to sending me the worksheets (authors’
comment: pictures of worksheets on paper) on time.” (Kristjan)

We saw different reasons for this group not engaging with technology use for teaching.
In one case, teachers described fundamental principles that led them to limit technology
use in teaching. As one teacher describes,

“I took the position (before COVID-19) that as technology is used in many subjects
anyway, then in science classes we do ‘real things’.” (Kati)

4. Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic pushed many educational systems to jump almost entirely
into conditions of technology-mediated teaching and learning. This substantial change
gave us an extraordinary opportunity to learn about the role of technology use in teaching
when teachers did not have any other option. The present study aimed to describe teachers’
experiences, e.g., obstacles they encounter, in a technology-mediated teaching context
during the COVID-19 pandemic, while taking into account teachers’ experiences with
technology use (change and variety of the use) and their willingness to use technology
in teaching. We addressed this aim in two steps. First, we aimed to group teachers
based on their descriptions of technology use before and during the COVID-19 pandemic,
considering three aspects: willingness to use technology, change in technology use from
pre-COVID to distanced learning, and variety in the use of technology. Secondly, we set
out to compare the perceived obstacles of technology use between groups of teachers.

Research question 1: Which groups of teachers can be distinguished based on their
descriptions of technology use before and during the COVID-19 pandemic?

The level of willingness distinctly characterized teachers’ openness and curiosity to
use technology in their teaching before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Based on
these descriptions we saw three levels emerging: teachers with high willingness described
their willingness to learn, and their descriptions were more driven by the possibilities that
technology provides; in contrast to teachers with medium willingness, who expressed
more hesitation; and teachers with low willingness, who expressed some reluctance to
using technology in teaching. It can be said that the qualitative descriptions of teachers’
willingness reflected the previously suggested dynamic relationship between willingness
and other attitudes [7,8]. Like Scherer and colleagues [9], we observed a close connection
or overlap of several attitudinal aspects, as teachers described the potential usefulness and
difficulties of technology use for teaching, to name a few.

From here we looked at the change in technology use, where teachers described a
relatively low or medium change in technology use from pre-COVID-19 to teaching during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Interestingly, none of the teachers reported an extreme leap in
their technology use. Whereas past research has found that the pressure to use technology
(as teachers experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic) has a positive impact on its
use [23], the present study confirmed this result with some exceptions. Most teachers indeed
described some rise in their technology use and described taking relatively comfortable
next steps in adopting technology for teaching. However, for some teachers this change was
minimal, or, according to their own description, almost non-existent. For example, among
teachers with high willingness two trends emerged in reference to their change of their
technology use during the COVID-19 situation: we detected teachers with high willingness
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who described a low change in their technology use and those who reflected a medium
change. It is important to note here that some teachers in the high willingness group
reported that their technology use did not change much as they had used technological
solutions prior to the COVID-19 situation. On the other hand, teachers with relatively low
or medium willingness described, in some cases, technology use that stayed on the low
frequency side, while some described a bigger leap in their use of technology. In the latter
cases, teachers mentioned that they had had the intent to use more technological solutions
in their teaching before the pandemic and that the COVID-19 situation had given them the
nudge to do so. This group’s experience follows quite closely what Shin, Han, and Kim
proposed in [23].

Acknowledging that the frequency of technology use in teaching might not provide
us with information regarding how it is being used, we delved deeper into teachers’
descriptions of their technology use before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. Relying
on the SAMR model [15], we observed the emergence of different levels of technology
use. Looking at these alongside willingness and change in technology use, we could
see that descriptions of technology use for teachers with lower willingness expressed
enhancement levels. Similar to the findings of Cromton and Burke [16], teachers described
using technological solutions (such as taking pictures of homework) as a substitute for their
usual teaching practices (checking students’ workbooks in the classroom). Descriptions
of teachers with relatively higher willingness, on the other hand, more often reflected
the transformational level of this framework. As in the Crompton and Burke [16] study,
teachers described solutions where technology enables the creation of a new task which
would not be possible without technological solutions: for example, asking students to fill
in worksheets where they can check themselves if their answer was correct.

Based on the teachers’ descriptions we saw the emergence of three groups: (1) teach-
ers with high willingness, low change, and relatively high variety in their technology
use (group A); (2) teachers with high willingness, medium change, and average variety
(group B); and (3) teachers with low willingness, low to medium change, and low variety
(group C, illustrated in Figure 1).

We would also like to highlight a few higher-level observations:

1. Similar to previous studies on willingness and technology use [6–8], we observed
based on teachers’ descriptions a rather clear connection between willingness and
technology use and integration level. Teachers who reflected higher willingness to
use technology also described more technology integration within their teaching
(before and after the COVID-19 pandemic) and were more likely to be working on the
transformational level with this integration. However, when it came to willingness
and change in technology use, this relationship was not as straightforward.

2. It is essential to consider that the lack of change in the usage behaviour from pre-
COVID-19 to the COVID-19 pandemic might not reflect the extent to which teachers
use technology in their work. Teachers with relatively high willingness described
frequent technology use already before the COVID-19 pandemic; therefore, the change
in their technology use was rather low. On the other hand, several teachers whose
willingness was relatively low gave a similar description of their technology use
during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, we observed that within the medium
willingness group the change in technology use from classroom teaching to teaching
during the COVID-19 pandemic was quite diverse. Based on this, it could be argued
that the impact the distanced teaching situation on the use of technology [23] may
vary across the levels of willingness to use technology. To gain more insight into what
may inhibit different groups of teachers from adopting technology in their teaching
practices, we focused on the kinds of obstacles emerging from the descriptions given
by the teachers in these three groups.

Research question 2: How do the perceived obstacles of technology use differ between
groups of teachers?
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It is important to note that several obstacles expressed by teachers were shared by
either all three groups or two. In the interest of providing insights into how to support
teachers in using technology for teaching, we will provide an overview of the shared
obstacles and go into more detail about the obstacles shared only by separate groups.

The label “shared obstacles” included three categories: (a) infrastructure (problems
with internet connection), (b) feedback (difficulties in providing immediate feedback), and
(c) students’ digital skills (and lack of students’ digital skills). Poor infrastructure is an
external obstacle difficult for the teacher to overcome alone and that is usually solved at
school level [18]. Thus, it is crucial for schools and local governments to support teachers
and students by providing access to the technology necessary for learning, e.g., laptops for
home use, as was mentioned by our teachers. As for the second obstacle (difficulties with
providing feedback) this overlapped with one recurrent theme in the study by Tondeur
and colleagues’ [20] on perceived lack of control. The last obstacle highlighted the issue
of students’ lack of digital skills. This may be viewed as a surprising outcome, as digital
competence (including skills) is embedded in the Estonian national curriculum (since 2014)
and therefore students’ digital skills should not have been an issue.

Group-based obstacles covered areas that included both external and internal issues
that teachers experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, group A reflected
on issues relating to the limitations of the technological solutions; some members of
the group pointed out that too many solutions in use were not the best way to manage
the learning process. The limitation of technology implies that teachers who are at a
transformational level set higher expectations for the technology, and when a teacher
cannot realize his or her pedagogical goal, he or she perceives it as an obstacle.

Unlike groups B and C, group A did not consider time as an obstacle, or more
interestingly, did not mention students’ poor learning skills. This finding may be explained
by the idea that the teachers in group A had a more extensive collection of learning
resources and prior experience of using them. Preparing new or modifying existing
learning resources takes time, which is an inhibiting factor for teachers when it comes to
integrating technology into the classroom [24]. In addition, we can see that this group
of teachers resembles the “conscientious participants” in the research by Tsybulsky and
Levin [11], where teachers described seeing more opportunities and less difficulties in
using new technologies. The adoption of this worldview may have meant that some of the
obstacles described by the other groups of teachers, such as groups B and C in our case,
were not perceived as obstacles by teachers with a digital worldview.

Obstacles within group B related to the continuing process of seeking new ways and
technologies to support pedagogical goals. However, this was a complicated process for
this group, as they claimed that they missed support from colleagues and thus, it took
more effort. This was confirmed by their average variety in technology use. Tsybulsky and
Levin [11] described similar experiences of teachers who indicated their desire to be more
able to use technological solutions to be there for their students, but saw some difficulties
engaging with the technology themselves.

The last group of teachers, group C, indicated difficulties that related to technological
solutions (external barriers) and teachers’ own attitudes or beliefs (internal barriers) about
integrating technology. The latter is consistent with the work of Liu et al. [25], which
looks into teacher confidence and comfort using technology in teaching. Although we
could expect a change in technology use [23], interestingly, the pressurized situation of
the pandemic did not reinforce the teacher disposition to use technology and did not
increase their confidence in using technology. As Tsybulsky and Levin [11] noted, changing
a set of beliefs or worldview which may help a person’s relationship with technology
in the distanced leaning environment is a long and gradual process which requiring a
comprehensive approach. As seen from the descriptions of group C, having situational
pressure is not enough as hesitations about technology and the digital world outweighs
any external pressure.
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5. Conclusions

Through teachers’ reflections on teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic, the current
study presented several observations and potential bottlenecks in the field of technology
adoption by teachers. In addition, through these reflections we were able to take a deeper
look at the reasons behind frequency of technology use. We saw that teachers with higher
willingness, situated on a more transformative level of technology use, described external
obstacles, while teachers with a lower willingness and working at the enhancement level
of technology use reported both internal and external obstacles. These internal obstacles
included beliefs towards technology, which may go undetected when asking teachers to
report their attitudes via a questionnaire. The identification of these obstacles might help
us better understand the hesitation in adopting technology for teaching and exploring the
possibilities of transforming the learning experiences through technology. However, it is
important to note the understanding that teachers with high willingness have different
needs for support and training in technology use compared to teachers with relatively
low willingness.

Limitations and Implications for Further Research

One limitation of this qualitative study is that the sample used was not representative
of the whole population of Estonian science teachers; thus, generalizations are not possible.
Another, possibly the most important, limitation (this could also be viewed as a strength)
is that similar COVID-19 pandemic conditions will be difficult to repeat as the situation
will have lost its novelty for teachers. During our study, teachers did not know what to
expect, and, moreover, they did not have any time to prepare for changes in their teaching.

As participation in the study was voluntary, it could be argued that teachers with
certain openness towards the topic of the study were more prone to participate. Even
though we saw that there was variety in the experiences teachers described in their teaching
with technology, it is relevant to be mindful of possible participation bias. Future studies
could take this into account, aiming to recruit teachers based on random sampling.

In this study, we did not pay extra attention to the characteristics of the schools in
which our participants worked. As mentioned by a few teachers, these characteristics
might be connected to possible obstacles and possibilities for the teachers to overcome
these (e.g., is the school able to help students with computers).

In terms of future research, it would be useful to extend the current findings by
examining schools to identify internal obstacles and their role in teaching during distanced
learning. Another interesting future perspective would be to have follow-up interviews
with the same teachers in order to explore longitudinal views on their teaching experiences
throughout the pandemic.
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Appendix A

Semi-structured interview questions applied in the study:
A. Descriptive questions

1. What does it mean to be a teacher working under distanced learning conditions?
2. What are you doing differently in your teaching compared to the period before the

distanced learning?
3. What has been the biggest change in preparing the lessons; in conducting the lessons;

and in giving feedback to the students.

B. Technology use in teaching

1. What role does technology play in your current lessons? How does it differ from before?
2. What kind of technology do you usually apply to your lessons?
3. What are the main goals of using technology in your lessons during distanced learning?

Give some examples.

a. What are the main obstacles to using technology under distanced learning conditions?
b. What is positive about using technology under the conditions of distanced learning?
c. Does distanced learning change your attitude to technology?

4. What were the main goals of using technology in your lessons before distanced learning?

Background

1. Age
2. Years taught
3. Subject(s) taught
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Abstract: Due to COVID-19, many countries implemented emergency plans, such as lockdown and
school closures. This new situation has significantly affected families, namely, the involvement
required to support children’s learning at home. The current study aimed to analyze Portuguese
parents’ perceptions of their home-based parental involvement in their children’s learning during
the lockdown and school closures in 2020 due to COVID-19. An online survey, using a closed-
ended questionnaire, was employed. Variables included parents’ sociodemographic and COVID-19
related characteristics; students’ sociodemographic characteristics; distance learning context; parental
involvement; and students’ autonomy. Data were collected from a sample of 21,333 parents with
children from elementary school to secondary education, and statistical data analysis was performed
using IBM SPSS Statistics 26. Findings revealed that Portuguese parents supported their children
during the pandemic mainly through the monitoring of attention in classes and task realization.
However, several variables appear to significantly determine parental involvement time, which is
higher when students attend public schools, when they are less autonomous and younger, when
parents’ level of education is lower, when the child is a boy (except in secondary education where
gender is not relevant), and when the online school time is higher. Findings highlight the need for
a significant investment of time from parents, particularly of primary school children, making it
difficult to cohere work or telework with school activities. Implications for policies, schools, families
are discussed in order to promote children’s learning and success.

Keywords: parental involvement; children’s learning; COVID-19; online learning

1. Introduction

With the spread of COVID-19, countries implemented emergency plans to slow down
and limit the virus’s transmission such as the closure of schools, either nationwide, region-
ally, or in a targeted way [1,2]. Some schools and universities were temporarily closed
for face-to-face educational activities [3]. In Portugal, all schools were closed at a national
level during the pandemic’s first wave between March and May 2020. In May 2020, some
schools provided face-to-face educational activities for secondary students (the last two
years of secondary school with final national exams). In September 2020, after the summer
holidays, all schools and educational levels re-opened in the country. The interruption
of school activities may have affected students, both academically and psychologically.
The psychological effects of home schooling and social isolation on the mental health
and wellbeing of students, teachers, and families in this pandemic phase are an issue to
consider [3,4]. School learning interruption may have contributed to students’ significant
academic losses, mostly for those students already at a previous disadvantage [4].
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Specific educational measures were implemented to mitigate these learning losses,
and different forms of online education and educational resources were mobilized to as-
sure teaching and learning continuity. Consequently, during the pandemic, requirements
for digital technology intensified significantly, despite the challenges that this intensifica-
tion meant for teachers, families, and students to ensure the continuity of learning from
home. As most schools and teachers were not used to online teaching, an immediate
change was challenging [1,3,5]. Even with the availability of technological resources, both
teachers’ qualifications and school practices for using digital devices effectively needed to
improve [2]. Other difficulties were identified, such as students’ lack of access to technology
and the internet, alternate modes for academic activity supplies such as additional tasks
and excessive homework, and limited opportunities for more in-depth explanations from
teachers when required [3,5]. Online schooling, therefore, resulted in higher levels of stress
for students and families [3].

When schools were closed, companies and institutions had to introduce remote work,
which led families into new routines and interaction patterns [6]. This new situation
has significantly affected families’ work-family balance, parental support, and school-
family modes of collaboration. Necessarily, this imposed changes that affected the entire
community of Portuguese parents, students, and schools; and shaped parents’ role in their
children’s education and learning during this time, in a form never previously experienced.

Study Objectives and Research Questions

Acknowledging the relevance of parental involvement and simultaneously consid-
ering the specific challenges for parents supporting their children at home during the
lockdown, this moment in time may have created new challenges for home-based parental
involvement, or intensified existing ones. Following Lu [7], the COVID-19 pandemic
can open the way for improvements in education, such as the support and promotion of
parental involvement. Hence, understanding parents’ perspectives is key during these
unprecedented times.

The purpose of this paper is to report Portuguese parents’ perceptions of their home-
based parental involvement in their children’s learning and school life during the lockdown
and school closures (March to July 2020). The results reported in this paper are part of
a broader study where other objectives were also considered (e.g., understanding the
perception of parents regarding teachers or the school mission and understanding the main
tools that were being used in home-based learning).

Our research questions, focused on the lockdown period, were:
RQ1: How did parents support student’s learning during the pandemic at each level

of education? Is this involvement similar for private and public schools?
RQ2: How are parents’ involvement and students’ autonomy related per level

of education?
RQ3: Are the determinants of parent’s involvement the same at each level of education?

2. Literature Review

2.1. Parental Involvement

Existing research has called attention to parental involvement’s relevant role in chil-
dren’s schooling and success [8–11]. Parental involvement is a complex construct that
has been defined in several ways (e.g., [9,10,12,13]). Recently, Antipkina and Ludlow [10]
proposed a holistic concept of parental involvement: a “continuum of parenting behaviours
ranging from those representing lower levels of involvement to those representing higher
levels of involvement” (p. 856). In his meta-synthesis, Wilder [14] found the following
parental involvement definitions used in different articles: parent-child communication
about school; home-supervision; checking homework; homework assistance; education
expectations and aspirations; attendance and participation in school activities; reading
with children; communication with schools; parenting style; and parental attitudes toward
education. Parental homework involvement, for instance, is a commonly found opera-
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tionalization of parental involvement, which can be seen as a form of quantitative help
(e.g., doing homework, helping with questions) or qualitative help (e.g., organizing the
tasks, helping with the creation of a no-distraction environment, supporting the search for
answers) [8].

Often in the literature, studies of parental involvement are focused on involvement at
home (home-based involvement, meaning parents’ behavior towards school life and practic-
ing activities related to school learning with their children at home, such as parents helping
their children with homework, parents discussing schooling with their children, parental
monitoring of school tasks and rule-setting), involvement with the school (school-based
involvement related to parents’ various forms of participation in the schools’ activities), or
acknowledge both places for the analysis of involvement behaviors and activities (home-
school communication, such as parents interacting with teachers) [15,16]. Some studies
also establish a difference between school-initiated parental involvement and parent-initiated
involvement [17].

For several years now, the literature has emphasized the relevance of different vari-
ables in mediating the level of parental involvement, from parental/family characteristics
to student variables, and school characteristics. Some examples of parental/family vari-
ables that are associated with parental involvement include [18]: sociodemographic factors
(e.g., more education seems to relate to higher levels of involvement at school; being a
father or mother has mixed results in the literature—some studies show non-significant
influence of students’ level of education [19], others mention that mothers show higher
levels of involvement [20]); parents’ perceptions of their child’s academic competency
and need for their support (perception of lower learning autonomy usually increases the
frequency of parents’ involvement); and parents’ time to support (having more work
demands or family responsibilities, such as more children, is negatively associated with
involvement). As for students’ characteristics, their age is one variable which influences
parental involvement [21], mostly because it tends to decrease from primary to middle
school and even more during secondary school, mostly related to parents’ perceptions that
their involvement is less necessary/less welcomed by their adolescents and lower parental
self-efficacy on the learning topics during high school; parental perceptions of their child’s
needs/efficacy in different subjects mediates their involvement [18]. Schools’ actions to
promote parental involvement are considered one of the main predictors of parental in-
volvement: when parents consider that schools are promoting their involvement, parental
involvement is generally higher [18] and there appears to be higher parental involvement
in private schools then in public schools [22].

2.2. Parental Home-Based Involvement during the Pandemic

Considering the COVID-19 pandemic and the changes it brought to students’ learning,
parental home-based involvement was particularly crucial. Parents’ role in supervising
their children’s learning was reinforced, mostly through accompanying their children’s
study and developing self-regulation strategies related to online learning [23].

Several barriers to distance and home-learning have been identified from parents’
perspectives [24–27], such as personal barriers, technical barriers, logistical barriers, and
financial barriers. Personal barriers included low technical expertise to support their
children in accessing online learning and the materials/tools used in this environment.
Technical barriers were mainly related to the lack of adequate internet access or technology
to follow learning activities properly. Logistical barriers were related to the perception
that online learning did not meet pupils’ individual needs/learning rhythm, and parents
also found that it was not an effective substitute for face-to-face learning process. As for
financial barriers, these are highly related to the logistical ones (not being able to afford
better technological tools and internet access).

Spinelli and colleagues [28] showed that more stressed parents were less involved in
their children’s learning activities during the pandemic. Dong and colleagues [25] reported
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that the majority of parents felt the need to be present with their children during online
learning activities at least once per day.

Even though hurdles did exist, parental involvement in children’s learning may also
have increased during lockdown home learning [29]. The literature highlighted how
parents of children of all ages, from primary to secondary pupils, felt closer to their
children’s learning by acknowledging a more in-depth insight into their learning and that
created opportunity to contribute more to their learning [30]. Additionally, most parents,
mainly of younger pupils, found that the home-learning situation improved parent-teacher
relationships, augmenting parents’ appreciation for teachers and this perception was shared
by the teachers [30].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Instruments and Measures

The current study employed an online survey using a closed-ended questionnaire
developed by the researchers and administrated through Google Forms from the 1st of
June 2020 to the 13th of July 2020, sent to a national sample of parents. Variables included
in this study were organized into several groups: parents’ sociodemographic and COVID-
19 related characteristics; students’ sociodemographic characteristics; distance learning
context; parental involvement; and students’ autonomy. Variables are described in Table 1.

Table 1. Description of the main variables of the study.

Variables Measures

Parents’ sociodemographic and COVID-19 related
characteristics

Age
Gender

Educational level (from without studies to having PhD)
Number of children

Contact with COVID-19 in the family
Having technologies that allow all members of the household to work simultaneously

What have been your major difficulties when accompanying the school tasks of your child?
(closed answers)

Students’ sociodemographic characteristics

Age
Gender

School year (from 1st to 12th)
Type of school (public or private)

Distance learning context
Having online classes

Average number of hours in online classes per day
Having online classes for all subjects

Parental involvement

Select the predominant form through which you have been supporting the study of your child:
Supporting task realization

Monitoring child attention in the classes and school tasks realization
Ensuring that deadlines are accomplished

Autonomous child
I cannot help

Other
On average how much time per day have you supported your child in school activities?

No time
Less than 30 min

30 min
1 h
2 h

More than 2 h

Student’s autonomy

Do you consider your child autonomous in the realization of school tasks?
Not autonomous at all

Little autonomy
Moderate autonomy
Very autonomous

Totally autonomous
How does your child usually perform school tasks?

Frequently needs the presence of an adult
Takes the initiative and does the tasks alone, but expects the final supervision of an adult

Performs tasks alone
Other

COVID-19 related characteristics were selected from the broader study referred to
in the purpose of the study, and were aimed at describing some dimensions related to
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the pandemic situation: contact with COVID-19 in the family; adequate technologies;
difficulties in accompanying the school tasks in the context of online learning.

It is important to mention that there are different instruments in the literature to collect
data on parental involvement, including home-based parental involvement, school-based
parental involvement, and home-school communication [14]. However, the circumstances
of the data collection for this study demanded a more focused questionnaire, adjusted to the
specific behaviors and activities of parental involvement during the COVID-19 lockdown of
schools. For instance, activities relevant to “regular” parental involvement such as parents
attending school meetings or going to museums with children were not possible during
this time. For this reason, these specific items were excluded. Other items were included to
explore home-based parental involvement, such as parents supporting children’s study
behaviors or time spent on supporting children’s school activities. Monitoring child
attention in the classes and school task realization is an example of an item that was
prepared specifically for this pandemic time, since this kind of monitoring is usually done
by teachers in the classroom. Ensuring that deadlines are accomplished turned out to be a
relevant item in a time characterized by a significant number of assignments and school
tasks with different and challenging deadlines to accomplish. Thus, the items developed
for this study are derived from the literature review and also from the previous work of the
authors in the field of educational intervention, with intense interaction between school
contexts, teachers, students and parents (before COVID-19 and during pandemic). Since
there was a lack of adequate instruments to measure parental engagement in pandemic
times, we have chosen to use different forms of measuring the same variable so that we
could have a more complete picture of the phenomenon and could inter-relate the variables.

Parental involvement was also operationalized through the amount of time dedicated
by parents to supporting children’s school activities, as seen in the literature in this domain.

Student’s autonomy was operationalized through the perceived degree of children’s
autonomy, on a 5-point Likert scale. However, we have chosen to measure the involve-
ment of parents in task realization as an additional indicator of autonomy, since this
variable relates to parents’ reported behavior and the other relates to a more abstract
perception of autonomy.

3.2. Participants and Sample Sociodemographic Characteristics

Data were collected from a sample of 21,333 parents (89% mothers and 11% fathers),
with children in various stages of schooling, from the 1st level of basic education (primary
school) to secondary education. The first level of education includes children from 6 to
10 years old, the second level of education from 10 to 12 years old, the third level of
education from 12 to 15 years old, and the secondary from 15 to 18 years old.

The distribution of responses through each level of schooling, the respective average
age of students, and the % of girls is shown in Table 2.

This distribution implies that the 1st level of education is the best represented in our
sample, with 50.4% of the parents having children in this level of education. 22.2% of
parents had children in the 2nd level of education, 20% in the 3rd level of education, and
7.4% in the secondary. In total, 48.8% of the students were girls, 92.6% of the students were
enrolled in public schools and 7.4% in private schools. The percentage of students in private
education in our sample is lower than the actual percentage in the population (according to
Pordata (www.pordata.pt, (accessed on 15 June 2021)), in 2019 the % of students attending
private schools in Portugal was 12.5% in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd levels of education, and 21.2%
in the secondary).
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Table 2. Distribution of students per level of education, average age, and gender.

Level Year N %
Avg.
Age

Students
% Girls

1st level

1º year 2413 11.3% 6.55 47.9%
2º year 2705 12.7% 7.58 51.3%
3º year 2906 13.6% 8.60 55.1%
4º year 2726 12.8% 9.55 52.2%

2nd level
5º year 2576 12.1% 10.56 48.0%
6º year 2145 10.1% 11.58 48.6%

3rd level
7º year 1748 8.2% 12.59 49.5%
8º year 1453 6.8% 13.57 47.7%
9º year 1075 5.0% 14.60 48.2%

secondary
10º year 708 3.3% 15.56 48.8%
11º year 494 2.3% 16.62 47.2%
12º year 384 1.8% 17.56 52.0%

Total 21,333 100.0%

In total, 32.7% of the sampled parents reported they have a bachelor’s degree and 13.2%
reported having a level of education higher than a bachelor’s degree. This implies that our
sample is constituted of highly educated parents. According to Pordata (www.pordata.pt,
(accessed on 15 June 2021)), the proportion of people between 15 and 64 years of age that
have a bachelor’s or higher education level is 27% of the Portuguese population. In our case,
in spite of the different range of ages, that percentage was 47.1%, clearly above population
values. This implies that our sample, despite its size, is not completely representative
of the education level of parents in Portugal (however, for other variables the sampled
percentages are similar to population percentages).

In total, 89.6% of the parents were between 31 and 50 years old and they were dis-
tributed throughout the country in a representative way (e.g., 30% of parents were from
the central region, 25% from the north, 10% from the Lisbon metropolitan area, 5% were
from Madeira, and 5% were from Azores). A total of 43.5% of parents have one child,
47.5% have two children, and 9% have three or more children. Most of the confined parents
did not have any contact with COVID-19 in their families (99.1% reported 0 cases). This
is explained by the fact that the first wave in Portugal was quickly contained, and the
pandemic was clearly under control, contrary to what happened in the second wave that
started around October 2020.

A total of 67.6% of parents reported having technologies that allow all members of
the household to work simultaneously. When we cross this variable with the parents’
educational level, we realize that this percentage was higher in families where the parents
have a higher level of education. This implies that the national reality regarding the
existence of technologies may be over-estimated in this sample.

3.3. Procedures

Responses from parents were collected from the 1st of June 2020 to the 13th of July
2020 through a Google Forms questionnaire. In cases with multiple children, parents were
asked to focus on one child only.

Questionnaires were administered through contact with diverse schools across the
country and parents’ associations. Respondents were recruited through an email list
of Leya Education (a group of the editorial company Leya that has very close contacts
with school stakeholders, in particular CONFAP—the National Confederation of Parents’
Associations—had an important role in helping spreading the questionnaire via email
through registered parents all over the country). Respondents had no incentive for their
participation.

The current study followed the recommendations from the ethics committee of the
Universidade Católica Portuguesa. All parents participated voluntarily and gave informed
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consent to participate in the research, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Par-
ticipants were informed about the aims of the research, and confidentiality and anonymity
were assured.

3.4. Data Analysis

The analysis of the data was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 26. We employed
various statistical techniques from descriptive analysis to inferential statistics. Various
tests were performed on the data and their selection related to the types of data at hand.
For the overall analysis of the full list of determinants of parental involvement, an ordinal
regression analysis was chosen. The need for an ordinal regression was related to the
nature of the dependent variable—time of involvement—that is a categorical variable,
since we have categories for involvement time but not the exact amount of time spent
by parents in supporting their children. Note that for ease of analysis and presentation
of results, in some parts of this paper we compute averages for this variable; therefore,
treating it as continuous. We will signal throughout the paper where and how this practice
was undertaken.

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Data

Some descriptive data for the full sample of participants are shown next.

4.1.1. Parental Involvement

Regarding the predominant form of parental involvement, the possible answers and
the respective percentages in each category are shown in Table 3, where 3.4% of parents
indicated that they are unable to support their children, 36.5% monitored child attention in
the classes and school task realization and 23.8% provided support in the realization of
school tasks.

Table 3. Descriptive data for predominant form of parental involvement.

N %

Monitoring child attention in the classes and school tasks realization 7780 36.5
Supporting task realization 5077 23.8

Ensuring that deadlines are accomplished 4804 22.5
Autonomous child 2661 12.5

I cannot help 730 3.4
No answer 281 1.3

Total 21,333 100.0

Concerning parental involvement time, 66.9% of parents spent 1 or more hours per
day supporting their student’s learning (Table 4).

Table 4. Descriptive data for parental involvement time.

N %

No time 1780 8.3
Less than 30 min. 2673 12.5

30 min 2615 12.3
1 h 4626 21.7
2 h 3781 17.7

More than 2 h 5858 27.5
Total 21,333 100.0

If we convert this variable to continuous (considering the value 0.25 for less than
30 min and the value 3 for more than 2 h) we can observe that on average parents spent
1.5 h per day supporting their child’s school activities. The scale used asks for the actual
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time in some alternatives (“1 h”, “2 h”, etc.) but also asks for time intervals in others
(“Less than 30 min”, “More than 2 h”). In one case or the other, parents’ answers were
just an approximation of the exact time that is generally unknown, and therefore the
approximation to a continuous variable provides an alternative way of analysis.

It is interesting to verify that the time of involvement seems to be directly related to
the form of involvement (Table 5). In fact, the forms of parental involvement that represent
more temporal intensity are the support in task realization, and the monitoring of child
attention in the classes and school tasks realization. When the child is seen as autonomous
or the parent cannot help, the average time of involvement is less than one hour.

Table 5. Relationship between parental involvement form and parental involvement time.

Forms of Parental Involvement N
Average Parental

Involvement Time

Supporting task realization 5077 1.95
Monitoring child attention in the classes and school tasks realization 7780 1.75

Ensuring that deadlines are accomplished 4804 1.36
Autonomous child 2661 0.36

I cannot help 730 0.46

A qui-square test between the two variables (forms of parental involvement and
the time of involvement, considered as categorical) results in a statistically significant
relationship between the two variables (Pearson qui-square of 9084.95 and p-value of 0.000)
and a phi value of 0.635.

Regarding parental involvement difficulties during the pandemic (Table 6), the pre-
dominant difficulty was conciliation between supporting the student’s school activities and
telework (24.4%). Tiredness and mental disposition was the second most chosen option,
with 20.3% of parents providing this answer.

Table 6. Descriptive data for parental involvement difficulties.

N %

Conciliating with telework 5204 24.4%
Tiredness and mental disposition 4327 20.3%
Time to conciliate with all tasks 3434 16.1%

Lack of knowledge about the contents 2776 13.0%
My child is autonomous 2326 10.9%

Conciliating the needs of various children 1843 8.6%
Little appetence for technology 239 1.1%

Missing/other 1184 5.6%
Total 21,333

4.1.2. Distance Learning Context

A total of 89.1% of parents reported that their children took online classes, and in the
majority of cases these classes were for all subjects (only in 15% of the cases was some
absence of classes reported, mainly in subjects related to arts or physical activity). This
percentage was around 88% in the 1st level of education, but it was 91% in secondary. So,
in general, distance learning was a reality for a great percentage of Portuguese students in
this sample. Regarding the time that children spent on online classes (see Table 7), most
students spent between 2 and 6 h per day in online classes.
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Table 7. Time of online classes and parental involvement time.

Online Classes Time N % % Public Schools

Less than 0.5 h 173 0.8% 93.1%
Between 0.5 and 2 h 1445 6.8% 97.6%
Between 2 and 4 h 11,154 52.3% 94.2%
Between 4 and 6 h 6385 29.9% 89.8%

More than 6 h 2073 9.7% 89.0%
Missing 103 0.5%

Note that the proportion of public schools in each interval of online classes’ time
decreased, meaning that in general students from private schools tended to have a higher
number of online classes.

4.1.3. Student’s Autonomy

Regarding the perception of the child’s autonomy, 36.9% of the parents reported that
their children were very autonomous or totally autonomous (Table 8).

Table 8. Descriptive data for the perception of the child’s autonomy.

N %

Not autonomous at all 1013 4.7
Little autonomy 4032 18.9

Moderate autonomy 8417 39.5
Very autonomous 5088 23.9

Totally autonomous 2783 13.0
Total 21,333 100.0

Concerning school tasks and how the student usually performed them, in 41.4% of
the cases the student frequently needed the presence of an adult (Table 9).

Table 9. Descriptive data for how the child performs school tasks.

N %

Frequently needs the presence of an adult 8834 41.4%
Takes the initiative and does the tasks alone, but expects the final

supervision of an adult 6874 32.2%

Performs tasks alone 5431 25.5%
Other/missing 194 0.91%

Total 21,333

4.2. Inferential analysis

RQ1: How did parents support student’s learning during the pandemic in each level of
education? Is this involvement similar for private and public schools?

As seen in the previous section, the most prevalent form of parents’ involvement in the
full sample was monitoring the child’s attention in the classes and school tasks realization,
followed by supporting task realization. The involvement of the parents is, however,
largely dependent on the age of the children and on the level of education. Dividing the
involvement variable per level of education, we have the following data (Table 10).
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Table 10. Level of education of studies and involvement form.

Support in
Task

Realization

Monitoring
Attention in
Classes and

Tasks
Realization

Ensuring
That

Deadlines
Are Accom-

plished

Autonomous
Child

Cannot
Help

N
Avg Parental
Involvement

Time

Avg
Online
Classes

Time

1st level 33.2% 43.2% 19.1% 1.7% 2.7% 10,626 1.94 3.45
2nd level 20.5% 36.5% 30.8% 8.6% 3.6% 4664 1.41 4.10
3rd level 12.5% 29.1% 27.2% 26.5% 4.7% 4206 0.84 4.32

Secondary 4.2% 17.0% 12.3% 61.7% 4.8% 1556 0.39 4.53

In the first level of education the prevalent form is the monitoring of attention in
classes and tasks realization, but the support in the actual realization of tasks was also
very prevalent. In the second and third levels of education the prevalent forms were
the monitoring of attention in classes and tasks realization, and ensuring deadlines were
accomplished, and in secondary education students were mostly autonomous.

The average time of parental involvement decreased and the average time of online
classes increased from the first level of education to the secondary, as can be seen in the
last two columns of Table 10. In these columns, we used continuous scales for parental
involvement time, as explained before, and also for the time of online classes (obtained by
using the value of the center of the intervals in Table 7 as an estimate of the online class
time to convert it into a continuous scale). In Figure 1 we show the values in the last two
columns of Table 10 disaggregated per school type.

 

Figure 1. Time of online classes and parental involvement time per level and type of school.

The involvement of the parents and the online classes’ time is also related to the type
of school attended, with public schools’ parents spending more time supporting their
children than private schools’ parents, and with private schools providing more online
classes time in all levels of education. The higher time spent in online classes in private
schools may be an explanatory factor for the lower parental involvement in this type of
school. The differences observed in the graph (for the two time variables) are statistically
significant as concluded from an ANOVA test for two factors.

In conclusion, we can say that Portuguese parents supported their children during
the pandemic mainly through the monitoring of attention in classes and task realization,
except for the secondary schools where students are predominantly autonomous. In the
first level of education, parents’ involvement frequently implied their support in the actual
realization of the school tasks; whereas in the second and third levels, parents tended to
pay more attention to the accomplishment of deadlines. The parents’ involvement time is
higher when students attend public schools and in public schools the time of online classes
is on average lower than in private schools.
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RQ2: How are parents’ involvement and students’ autonomy related per level of education?
Are involvement and autonomy similar for private and public schools?

This research question is the first step towards deciding which of the two variables
that capture the autonomy of the students is better for the analysis.

First, it is important to note that there is a certain mismatch between the two questions
on autonomy (the perception of student’s autonomy and how students perform tasks).
Figure 2 shows the percentage of students in each category.

 
Figure 2. Percentage of students in each category when cross comparing the two autonomy variables.

If the variables ‘student autonomy’ and ‘how students perform tasks’ were in full
agreement, one would expect, within each level of education, a reduction in the black
columns’ (frequently needs an adult) percentages when the perception of autonomy in-
creases. On the other hand, one would expect the dark grey column (performs tasks alone)
to be the maximum for the level of perception of ’total autonomy’. While the former
indeed happens, the latter does not happen for all levels of education. Indeed, secondary
education students perceived as totally autonomous by their parents are also perceived as
still needing the supervision of an adult. Only in the third level of education does the dark
grey column dominate the total autonomy category.

There is therefore some misconception between the perception of autonomy and the
way tasks are performed. Given this misconception we have chosen to use the involvement
of parents in the task realization as an indicator of autonomy, since this variable relates to
parents’ actual behavior and the other relates to a more subjective perception of autonomy.

Using the variable of how school tasks are performed as a surrogate for the autonomy
of the children, and crossing this variable with the parents’ involvement time, we have the
following (Table 11).
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Table 11. Autonomy versus parents’ involvement time.

N Involvement Time

1st level
Frequently needs an adult 6601 2.17

Takes the initiative but expects the supervision of an adult 3439 1.65
Performs tasks alone 647 1.15

2nd level
Frequently needs an adult 1610 1.95

Takes the initiative but expects the supervision of an adult 2009 1.37
Performs tasks alone 1060 0.68

3rd level
Frequently needs an adult 564 1.63

Takes the initiative but expects the supervision of an adult 1253 1.16
Performs tasks alone 2390 0.49

Secondary
Frequently needs an adult 59 1.26

Takes the initiative but expects the supervision of an adult 173 0.89
Performs tasks alone 1334 0.29

In the first level of education, parents spend more than 2.17 h on average supporting
their children when they are less autonomous. In the secondary, less autonomous students
require on average 1.22 h per day of parents’ time, while more autonomous students require
just 0.29 h.

Figure 3 shows the above values taking into account the type of school.

 
Figure 3. Autonomy and involvement time per level of education and per type of school.

In the columns, we see the percentage of students in each of the groups of autonomy,
in each level of education, and each school type. Interestingly, more autonomous students
dominate in private schools in all levels of education. In terms of parental involvement
time, it is always larger in public than in private schools and decreasing with the degree of
autonomy of the student, as expected. Only in secondary education does it appear that
more autonomous students from private schools require a larger involvement time from
their parents, but this finding should not be highlighted since the sample size for private
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schools in secondary education is small. Note that the level of education, the type of school
and the student autonomy are all considered statistically significant in explaining parental
involvement (a generalized linear model showed the significance of all factors).

In conclusion, we can say that the autonomy of the student is related to parents’
involvement, with more autonomous students requiring a lower amount of parental
involvement time—at each level of education we found that more autonomous students
required at least one hour less of parental involvement, on average. From the first level
of education to secondary, the expected reduction in parental involvement time in all
classes of autonomy is less than 1 h, meaning that although significantly different, the
time of parental involvement is not, in absolute terms, much reduced over all the levels of
education.

Regarding public and private schools, it appears clear that parents of students from
private schools report a higher autonomy for their children, and therefore the time of
involvement is generally higher for public school students in all classes of autonomy (with
the exception of the secondary schools). This may be related to the amount of online
schooling, which tended to be higher in private schools.
RQ3: Are the determinants of parent’s involvement the same in each level of education?

Taking the variable of parents’ involvement time as the proxy variable for parents’
involvement, we ran a regression model to explain involvement time through the set of
variables discussed above, including the socio-demographic characteristics of students
and their parents. An ordinal regression was performed for each level of education given
the previous findings that the level of education of studies is a determinant in explaining
the time of parental involvement, and therefore the determinants of this involvement may
differ per level.

The results from Table 12 indicate that many variables are consistently relevant in
explaining parents’ involvement, in all levels of education. The main conclusions that can
be inferred from the analysis of Table 12 are as follows.

Parents involvement time tended to increase when the parent is the mother and all
else is constant; it tended to decrease when the level of education of the parent increased
(meaning that more educated parents on average have less time of involvement with
their children); students attending public schools tended to require more involvement
time from their parents than students from private schools; girls tended to require less
involvement time than boys; the number of children in the household has a negative
effect on the individual involvement time with a specific child; children who are less
autonomous (frequently need an adult or can take their own initiative but then wait for
supervision) require more involvement time from parents than autonomous children; and
the involvement time varies positively with school activities’ time. That is, with all else
constant, parental involvement time was always lower for students with fewer than 6 h
of school activities than for students with more than 6 h of school activities (the base case
for the nominal variable school time). This seems to suggest that the more school time,
the more involvement is required from parents (probably in helping their children with
homework and online classes follow up). Note that this happens within each level of
education, although as seen previously, as the level of education increased the mean school
time increased and mean parental involvement time decreased.

Regarding factors that are only relevant to some level of education, it is interesting
to note that the number of children is a relevant factor only for parents whose children
are in the first level of education, since after that level of education this variable loses its
statistical significance. The gender of the parent is only relevant in the first and second
levels, suggesting that in these levels of education respondent women tended to report
more involvement time than men, but afterwards the difference between genders is not
statistically significant (note however, that the small number of male respondents may
bias our results). In secondary education, probably due to a reduced sample size, many
variables lose their statistically significant status. The type of school is not a factor in
determining parents’ involvement in secondary education, nor the gender of the student.
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In addition, there is no difference in parents’ involvement when school online time lies
between 4 and 6 h or more than 6 h.

Table 12. Coefficients for the Ordinal Regression per level of education (non-significant values in bold).

Estimate Sd.Error Wald Sig.

1º level
Pseudo R2

0.264

Sex of parent (1 women) 0.280 0.059 22.180 0.000
Parents’ education (years) −0.071 0.007 116.950 0.000
Type of school (1 public) 0.495 0.068 53.520 0.000
Sex of student (1 girls) −0.141 0.037 14.620 0.000

Student age (years) −0.284 0.015 338.422 0.000
N of children −0.093 0.027 12.238 0.000
Needs adult 2.043 0.078 685.080 0.000

Own initiative + supervision 1.052 0.079 179.361 0.000
SchoolTime ≤ 0.5 h −4.892 0.231 447.000 0.000

0.5 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 2 h −3.432 0.129 710.067 0.000
2 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 4 h −1.802 0.114 251.202 0.000
4 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 6 h −0.660 0.118 31.255 0.000

2º level
Pseudo R2

0.293

Sex of parent (1 women) 0.265 0.083 10.118 0.001
Parents’ education (years) −0.069 0.009 57.575 0.000
Type of school (1 public) 0.549 0.109 25.378 0.000
Sex of student (1 girls) −0.197 0.054 13.076 0.000

Student age (years) −0.070 0.032 4.762 0.029
N of children −0.002 0.038 0.003 0.955
Needs adult 2.731 0.082 1100.910 0.000

Own initiative + supervision 1.663 0.073 513.688 0.000
SchoolTime ≤ 0.5 h −2.822 0.348 65.691 0.000

0.5 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 2 h −2.052 0.145 200.747 0.000
2 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 4 h −1.219 0.094 169.877 0.000
4 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 6 h −0.697 0.093 55.795 0.000

3º level
Pseudo R2

0.276

Sex of parent (1 women) 0.031 0.086 0.127 0.722
Parents’ education (years) −0.049 0.009 27.774 0.000
Type of school (1 public) 0.563 0.126 20.007 0.000
Sex of student (1 girls) −0.259 0.057 20.735 0.000

Student age (years) −0.115 0.026 19.176 0.000
N of children 0.048 0.039 1.464 0.226
Needs adult 2.529 0.093 732.286 0.000

Own initiative + supervision 1.681 0.068 612.934 0.000
SchoolTime ≤ 0.5 h −1.982 0.343 33.450 0.000

0.5 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 2 h −1.043 0.154 45.822 0.000
2 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 4 h −0.675 0.081 68.684 0.000
4 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 6 h −0.241 0.081 8.800 0.003

Secondary
Pseudo R2

0.168

Sex of parent (1 women) −0.257 0.146 3.099 0.078
Parents’ education (years) −0.042 0.017 6.451 0.011
Type of school (1 public) 0.301 0.174 2.974 0.085
Sex of student (1 girls) −0.087 0.100 0.766 0.381

Student age (years) −0.150 0.041 13.234 0.000
N of children 0.084 0.066 1.656 0.198
Needs adult 2.563 0.253 102.659 0.000

Own initiative + supervision 1.914 0.155 151.995 0.000
SchoolTime ≤ 0.5 h −1.308 0.546 5.736 0.017

0.5 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 2 h −0.992 0.276 12.923 0.000
2 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 4 h −0.283 0.131 4.679 0.031
4 h ≤ SchoolTime ≤ 6 h 0.000 0.128 0.000 0.997

5. Discussion

As mentioned, this study focused on parental involvement during the first Portuguese
confinement related to the pandemic which enforced schools’ closure. Considering the
changes that this situation brought to students’ learning, parental home-based involvement
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was particularly significant, with parents’ supervision of schoolwork being reinforced [23]
and requested by online teaching.

In general, for the sample analyzed, we can say that online classes were a reality for
most students since more than 92% of the students attended more than 2 h of online classes
daily. Likewise, parental involvement was also generalized (and unavoidable) since in
about 80% of the cases, parents reported being involved in supporting their children’s
study for at least 30 min per day. Although it may be true that parents devoted daily time
to support children, they also reported specific difficulties, the most prevalent of which
was the conciliation of school support with telework, and the second of which was the
tiredness and mental disposition that affected all in quarantine. Despite the significant
number of variables that can be related to parental involvement (e.g., students, family, and
school variables) [18–20], it is of note that in this sample, parental/family variables related
to parents’ time and parent’s health gained relevance, which may be due to the specific
nature of the pandemic and the imposed changes.

The research questions posed in this paper allowed us to understand the prevalent
form of support that Portuguese parents used, which is the monitoring of attention in
classes and task realization in all levels of education except for secondary, where students
are predominantly autonomous. When analyzing the parents’ involvement time, we found
that it is, as expected, decreasing with the level of education, but we also found significant
differences between public and private schools, with parents of students from public
schools spending more time on supporting the learning of their children. It is important
to realize that, in Portugal, private schools have had more synchronous activities during
schools’ closure than public schools, for all levels of education, which may contribute to a
reduction in the need of attention from parents of children in private schools. Even at a
distance, teachers at private schools have supported and guided children’s study more. As
expected, we also found that the autonomy of children clearly reduced the involvement
time of parents [18], but differences in involvement time between the first level of education
and the secondary are generally lower than 1 h (for all classes of autonomy).

Finally, we attempted to analyze the determinants of parents’ involvement time in a
model with all the variables and performed this per level of education. Interestingly some
determinants varied per level of education. For example, the number of other children at
home determines the time parents spend with their children only when they attend the
first level of education, which is the level where there is less autonomy. As in other studies,
e.g., [18], children’s age is one variable which influences parental involvement, as it tends
to decrease from primary to middle school and even more during secondary school, mostly
related to parents’ perceptions that their involvement is less necessary. The gender of the
parent that answered the questionnaire also loses significance when the level of education
increases, as also reported in other studies [19,20]. Female parents show a higher time of
parental involvement than male parents in the first and second levels, but then that factor is
no longer significant. Most importantly, several variables appear to significantly determine
parental involvement time, which is higher when students attend public schools, when
they are less autonomous and younger, when parents level of education is lower, when
the child is a boy (except during secondary education where gender is not relevant), and
when the online school time was higher. In part, this is surprising, considering previous
research where parental involvement was higher when students attend private schools
and parents’ level of education is higher [18,22]. Different results may be explained by
the specific situation of schools’ closure during pandemic, the diversity of educational
measures defined by different schools, and the related consequences on parents’ behaviors.

These findings are useful for supporting governmental decisions owing to the pandemic
prevalence, which required many government measures in 2020 that are still required in the
current 2021 year. In case of a new period of online classes, it is important to know that this
implies a significant investment of time for parents, particularly for parents with lower levels
of education, for whom it is difficult to conciliate work or telework with school activities.
This is particularly relevant for families with many children (where the lower involvement
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of parents may put learning at risk) and/or students attending public schools who require
more time from their parents. Governmental measures should pay special attention to large
families with young children where learning may indeed become compromised.

As we have seen, COVID-19 brought significant challenges to families, to students, and
to teachers, including school-stress; difficulties in managing time and personal resources;
and lack of technical, logistical, and financial conditions.

Opportunities could also be identified, such as the greater presence and involvement
of parents in their children’s school life. New forms of parental involvement have emerged
during the pandemic that can be addressed as useful methods of involvement even after
pandemic, particularly referring to home-based parental involvement and home-school
communication. So, we can ask: what can be harnessed for the post-pandemic era?
What new forms of parental involvement may remain after the pandemic? We suggest
moments of sharing and deep reflection about this question in schools with all stakeholders,
identifying critical aspects that should be maintained and lessons learned, both during
and after the pandemic: How to improve students’ learning and autonomy? How to
involve parents and promote their development? How to involve teachers in attitudes and
behaviors that promote a true partnership between school and family?

Interventions to promote parental involvement should be designed considering multi-
ple factors, as we could see in this study. Therefore, multilevel interventions are welcome,
involving school leaders, teachers, parents, and students in the promotion of students’
learning and success; in the analysis of the needs of parents, teachers and students; and
thus the development of action plans. Another relevant question refers to the direction of
the relationship between parental involvement and students’ autonomy. Do more involved
parents make their children less autonomous? Do less autonomous children require more
involved parents? These are questions that could be analyzed in the family and school
contexts, trying to figure out the best options for students’ learning and development.

Some limitations of the study should be acknowledged. Data were collected through
an on-line questionnaire, which may have contributed to the difficulty of access for parents
with lower educational qualifications or lack of information technology resources. Ad-
ditionally, self-reported measures of parents’ perceptions were used. We also point out
the lack of comparison with similar studies during the lockdown. Future studies might
analyze the adaptations of other types of parental involvement in times of a pandemic,
namely, school-initiated parental involvement or home-school communication. Taking into
account the context of online and distance learning, it would be useful to have a specific
question measuring parents’ digital and information literacy skills, since it could influence
parental support of their children.
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